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SUMMARY 

In the siting of new industries, or the establishment 

of pollution cause-effect relationships for existing indus

tries, planners and industrialists frequently require 

accurate estimates of the distributions created by variable 

point sources. Current approaches to the modelling of 

atmospheric dispersion showed serious resolution limitations, 

or neglect of temporal transients and wind-shear. These 

problems were overcome by solving for serially-released 

lagrangian puffs on a IIsubgrid" scale. 

Numerical solution for the zeroth, first and second 

moments of the puff distribution allowed the incorporation of 

time-variant diffusion, wind-shear, sedimentation, ground 

absorption, washout and first order reaction. The validity 

of the dynamic puff solution was established by comparison 

with analytical solutions and observations. 

In a series of mesoscale tracer experiments, detailed 

wind-field and stability information was provided by a radio-

telemetry system. Simulation of the experiments using 

measured wind-fields displayed the important redistribution 

effect of continuous temporal transients. Adequate descrip-

tions of the wind-fields were also supplied by a wind-field 

model based on continuity. Use of the dynamic puff model 

in conjunction with this wind-field model showed that the 

dominant transport mechanisms could be accounted for even if 

minimal meteorological information were available. 
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Comparison of the filter dosage predictions provided 

by the dynamic puff model and an equivalent gaussian puff 

model showed that the latter model suffered systematic errors 

as a result of its neglect of wind-shear. Particularly where 

short-period distributions and peak concentrations are import

ant, the dynamic puff model provides a class of information 

which is not presently available. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Realistic predictions in a complex environment. 

The benefits of air-quality models in pollution 

studies are well accepted. The only important questions 

remaining concern returns for refinement. The transport of 

heat, mass and momentum in the atmosphere occurs largely 

through the action of turbulent eddies, the stochastic nature 

of which is influenced by a wide range of surface and 

atmospheric properties. It will be seen that the transport 

processes are interdependent, and that the concentration of 

a pollutant in the atmosphere is necessarily a random 

variable. 

Isolated measurements of concentration or dosage are 

meaningless unless they are given statistical significance. 

Deterministic models have the advantage that they predict 

mean expected quantities in terms of a fully-characterised 

emission and meteorology. It is also possible to vary these 

inputs in order to define the dominant features of the 

stochastic behaviour of observed concentrations. 

Nevertheless, it is important to ask whether the often 

marginal improvements embodied in new approaches are signific

ant in comparison with inherent statistical variability. 

Moreover, if diffusion and advection in the atmosphere are 

dependent on spatially- and temporally-variant properties, 



would not a vast store of descriptive information be necess

ary before meaningful predictions could be made? Since the 

earliest proposals by Sutton (1932), growing support has been 

found for even simple mathematical representations of 

observed tracer distributions. Assuming that a new approach 

is mechanistically correct, it should clearly only be prefer

red to the accepted models if its predictions differ signif

icantly, and if the additional information usually demanded 

by its sophistication can be specified. 

To show that one model differs from another is easy. 

The task of showing that a new approach gives significantly 

improved estimates of real observations is hampered by the 

intrinsic variability of observations. The lIimprovement" of 

models usually requires additional calculation and the speci

fication of new parameters which are often spatially, if not 

temporally variant. It might reasonably be argued that if 

these parameters cannot be properly specified, the associated 

effects might as well be ignored altogether. 

It is contended in the present work that realistic 

inclusion of the underlying transport processes significantly 

alters predicted distributions, and that even if accurate 

description of the system is impossible, the important features 

of this effect will be accounted for by an approximate des-

cription. Before the central ideas in this approach can be 

developed, it will be necessary to specify the basic equations 

relating heat, mass and momentum transfer~ and review some of 

the previous work in related fields. 

2 



1.2 Micrometeoro1ogy. 

1.2.1 Heat and momentum transfer. 

Assuming that the Corio1is acceleration does not make 

a significant contribution to air motion, the equations for 

continuity, motion and energy in a uniform gravitational 

field (9) are: 

ap a 
(1. 1 ) - + (pu i ) = 0 

at ax. . , 
au. au. a ~ au. aUk aU j J p(-' + u . -') = _ ~(-' + -)-(P+~-)o' ik -P9i (1 .2) 
at J ax. aX k aX k ax; aX j J 

aU e dUe a2T au . 
p(- + u. -) = kT _ p_J + 

\jJ + ~ (1 .3 ) 
at J a x . ax .ax . ax. 

J J J J 

where p is fluid density, ~ is fluid viscosity, P is pressure, 

Ue is the internal energy per unit mass, kT is the thermal 

conductivity, \jJ is the heat generated per unit volume and 

time as a result of viscous dissipation, and ~ represents the 

heat generated by any sources in the fluid. The repetition 

of a subscript in a term implies summation over the three 

coordinate directions, Xl, X2 and X3. 

Because of the interrelationship of pressure, tempera-

ture and density, equations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) are highly 

coupled. Consider motion only in a shallow layer near the 

ground, where P = Pn, T = To, p = Pn. If the effect of 
A '" A motion is to produce only smal l dev i ations P, T, P from the 

3 



equilibrium values (atmosphere at rest), it can be shown that 

the Boussinesq approximations [Spiegel and Veronis (1960), 

Calder (1968)J lead to the simplified forms 

au. , 
° = (1 .4) 

ax. , 
A A 

au. au. 1 ap II a 2 u. T 
-' + 

, 
--- + 

, 
+ g. u . --

at J a x . aX i ax. ax . 
, 

To 
J Po Po 

J J 

(l .5) 

Similarly, if it is assumed that gas behaviour is ideal, and 

that the contribution of viscous dissipation ~ is negligible, 

equation (1.3) may be expressed as 

ae ae a2 e 
Pocp(- + u. -) = kT + ~ 

at J ax. ax.ax. 
J J J 

(1. 6) 

where e is the potential temperature, defined as the tempera

ture which would be exhibited by a parcel of air if it were 

brought adiabatically to a standard pressure Po (ground level). 

For an ideal gas 

pl:.r 
e = T(-) Y with Y = cp/c V Po 

(1 .7) 

If X3 is the positive vertical direction [g = (O,O,g)], and 

the atmosphere is horizontally homogeneous, it follows that 

ae ae ae aT 
= - - 0, - ~ - + r (l .8) 

where r is the adiabatic lapse rate. (ideal: r = g/c p)' 

It is convenient to express the properties u . , e and , 
P as the sum of mean and turbulent components, E = E + e~, 

4 



where 

1 --; 
£ =0. (1 .9) -

£ = 

and the averaging time ta is not so large as to interfere with 

the macroscopic features of the flow, which are treated as 

advective properties. substituting in equations (1.4), 

(1.5) and (1.6), and averaging with respect to time, the 

equations for continuity, energy and motion become 

5 

au. , 
= a (1.10) 

ax. , 

= -
-ap 
-+ 
ax. , 

a 

ax. 
J 

au. e 
(ll-' - Pou~u:) + g. 

ax. ' J , To 
J 

(1.11) 

(1.)2) 

The new momentum flux terms Po ui uj (Reynolds stresses) and 

the heat flux terms pocpuie~ arising from turbulence repres

ent the dominant transport mechanism in the atmosphere. 

According to the mixing length hypothesis, the fluctuations 

£~ are proportional to spatial gradients in 8. 

the vertical flux terms may be approximated as 

. aU 1 
(11- - P a. u1 u;) = 

aX3 

On this basis 

(1.13) 
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-ae 
(kT - - pocpu;e~) 

aX3 

(1.14) 

where Km and KT are the "turbulent diffusivities" for 

momentum and heat respectively. 

For shallow-layer horizontal flow under steady adiabatic 

(a8/a x3=0) conditions, equation (1.11) suggests that the shear 

stress in equation (1.13) will be approximately constant LO, 

Defining a characteristic "friction velocity" u* = 1Lo/Po', 

dimensional analysis yields 

(1.15) 

for the adiabatic or "neutral" atmosphere. In this relation, 

k is the Karman constant, and z It is the "roughness length" 

which is related to the aerodynamic roughness of the surface. 

1.2.2 Roughness length and heterogeneous terrain. 

Typical observed values of Zo [Priestley (1959), 

Sutton (1953), using data published by Sheppard (1947)] are 

presented in tab1e(l.1). 

Table (1.1) Observed roughness length categories 

SURFACE ZQ (m) 

very smooth (i ce , mud flats) 1 x 10- 5 

snow 5 x 10- 5 

smooth sea 2 x 10- 1t 

1 eve 1 desert 3 x 10-1t 
grass up to 1 cm high 1 x 10- 3 
grass up to 10 cm high (thin-thick) 1-2 x 10- 2 

grass up to 50 cm high (thin-thick) 5 .. 9 x 10- 2 

fully-grown root crops 1 ,4 x 10- 1 



This broad classification is supported by transient 

onshore wind profiles measured by Hsu (1971) and Echols and 

Wagner (1972). Sellers (1965) proposed that roughness 

length could be represented by a relationship of the form 

7 

z 0 = (1.16) 

where h* is the average height of the roughness-producing 

obstacles, and a and b are constants. Experiments conducted 

by Hsi and Nath (1970), in which a neutral velocity profile 

was assumed to exist over a simulated forest canopy, support 

a relationship of the form (1.16) with a = 0,29 and b = 1,19 

as proposed by Kung (1963). 

However, Lettau (1969) maintained that the estimate can

not be effective unless it accounts for variations in the spatial 

distribution of the roughness elements. Instead he proposed 

(1.17) 

where Ai is the projected area on which the wind is incident 

and A is the area of ground occupied by each element. This 

relationship was based on experiments conducted by Kutzbach 

(1961) in which hundreds of bushel baskets were laid out on 

a frozen lake. A similar result for equilibrium flows, 

based on the plan area Ap instead of the incident area, was 

proposed by Counihan (1971): 

(1.18) 

Leonard and Federer (1973) assumed that the velocity 

profile over a pine forest was log-linear in order to derive 

the "measured" value Zo = 1,0 m. The parameters for Lettau's 



equation (1.17) were obtained by representing the forest 

canopy as an array of close-packed parabaloids, yielding 

the estimate Zo = 0,75 m. 

Turning to less homogeneous terrain, Lettau (1969) 

predicts Zo = 12,5 m for the mountainous state of Colorado, 

U.S.A. This is in contrast to the values of 0,99 m for low 

mountains and 1,42 m for high mountains derived by Fiedler 

and Panofsky (1972) by assuming that u* is proportional to 

the vertical turbulent intensity. 

However, the effectiveness of profile relationships 

relies on the attainment of equilibrium in the boundary

layer, a condition only met with an unlimited upwind fetch 

of homogeneous terrain. Panofsky and Townsend (1964) 

proposed that at a roughness change, an internal boundary

layer developed above which the flow was not influenced by 

the new surface. Below this layer they assumed a contin-

uous variation of stress from the surface to the boundary

layer, where it attained the value of stress in the original 

flow. Their theory was supported by a number of observa-

tions, with the interface generally having a slope of order 

1/10. Similar results were obtained by Taylor (1969) in 

numerical solutions of the two-dimensional flow equations, 

and by Echols and Wagner (1972) in onshore wind-profile 

experiments. The latter workers observed internal boundary-

layer growth rates about 1/13 downwind distance. 

The development of localised regions with varying 

stress will clearly complicate the simple picture of effect-

ive constant values over heterogeneous terrain. Peterson 

8 



(1971) points out that this spatial variation of stress may 

lead to significant error in diffusivity estimates based on 

mean properties. 

1.2.3 Flux profile relationships. 

It follows from equation (1.14) that the mean upwards 

beat flux will be given by 
ae -

q 3 = - Po c P KT -
aX3 (1.19) 

The development of empirical relations for a non-adiabatic 

(q3 # 0) surface-layer is facilitated by defining the 

Monin-Obukhov stability length 

-Poc p To u; 
L = _---1_'___ __ 

9 

kgq3 (1.20) 

By involving ~ = x3/L as one of the dimensionless groups, 

Monin and Obukhov (1954) used dimensional analysis to show 

that 

au 1 u* 
= -¢ (~ ) 

aX3 kx 3 m 
(1.21) 

- -ae e* -qg 
= - ¢T(~) with e* = 

aXg X3 pCpku* 
(1.22) 

where ¢m and ¢T are universal functions. To satisfy the 

neutral velocity profile (1.15) note that ¢m(O) = 1. 

Assuming constant shear stress in the surface layer (To=PoU!), 

equations (1.13) and (1.21) lead to 

(l .23) 
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whilst equations (1.19) and (1.22) give 

o .24) 

In order to establish useful relationships for the 

transfer of momentum, heat and ultimately 'mass in the surface 

layer, numerous investigations have aimed to find empirical 

forms for the universal functions ¢m and ¢T. Monin and 

Obukhov (1954) originally suggested a simple expression for 

small S = X3/L by expanding ¢m(s) in a power series and 

retaining only the linear term 

(1.25) 

where a is constant. Integrating (1.21) from X3 = Za to 

Z, and assuming that Ul (za) ~ 0, yields 

(1.26) 

which is the log-linear wind profile. Taylor (1960) and 

Takeuchi (1961) reported values of a ranging from 2 to 10 

under stable conditions, whilst McVehil (1964) found a = 7 

in stable air. 

Webb (1970) proposed a large range of validity for 

the 10g-1 inear profile (1.26) and a means for extending its 

use into regions of strong stability. Analysis of measure-

ments at O'Neill, U.S.A., and Kerang and Hay, Australia, 

indicated that the log-linear law was valid for -0,03<s<1, 

and that a = 4,5 under unstable, and a = 5,2 under stable 

conditions. It was found that KT/K = K /K = 1 for the 
m w m 

entire log-linear range. {Kw i s a similar mass eddy 
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diffusivity for water-vapour). Webb discovered that for 

s~l, a second regime set in, which could be described by 

(1.27) 

The profiles in this region of strong stability were only 

quasi-determinate, though they averaged the logarithmic 

forms which follow from equation (1.21). 

In Project Green Glow, Ito (1970) found that field 

measurements were best simulated using the log-linear 

profile with ~=6 for ~<1. 

proportional increase of ¢m' 

However, he proposed a 

leading to a linear velocity profile in this range. 

If heat, mass and momentum are transported equi

valently by turbulent eddies, it is reasonable to expect 

that KT/Km = Kw/Km = 1. However, Businger, Wyngaard, 

Izumi and Bradley (1971) found that ¢ (0) = 0,74 and 
T 

KT/Km = 1,35 under neutral conditions, with KT/Km only 

(1 .28 ) 

reasonab 1 y constant for ~ >0 [1 ,0< KTf Km <1 ,351 . In exper iment s 

at Davis, California, Pruitt, Morgan and Lourence (1973) 

found Kw/Km = 1,13 under neutral conditions. 

In a review of flux-profile relationships, Dyer 

(1974) considered only proposed forms of ¢m(~)' ¢T{~) arid 

¢w(~) which were based on measurements of "sufficient 

quality". After considering the results of Swinbank (1964, 

1968), Webb (1970), Dyer and Hicks (1970) and Businger et 

~ (1971), he suggested that the most convincing flux~ 
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gradient description is given by 

= ¢m (1-16z;;)-i 
) for Z;;<O (1.29) 

¢T = ¢w = (1~16z;;)~i 

and 
¢ = m ¢T = ¢w = 1 +5Z;; for Z;;~O 

For neutral air, ¢T = 1 as opposed to ¢T = 0,74 

proposed by Businger et!l. Dyer used a Karman constant 

k=0,41, and suggests that Businger et !l would have found 

¢T{O)=l had they used k=0,39, a result which would have 

arisen had they not applied certain corrections to their 

measurements of wind-shear and surface stress. Further, 

Pruitt, Morgan and Laurence (1973) found k=0,42 using 

sensitive surface-drag 1ysimeters, and contend that their 

result will be more accurate than the k=0,35 proposed by 

Businger et !l (1971) using sonic anemometer measurements 

of stress. 

(1.30) 

Car 1, Tar bell and Pan of s ky (1 97 3 ), i n the ira n a 1 y s 1 s 

of data from towers at Cape Kennedy (150 m), Arco (61 m) and 

Ris~ (125 m), suggest that relations for ¢m(Z;;) and ¢T(Z;;) 

derived for the lowest 30 m or so of the surface layer, may 

in fact be valid for up to 10% of the planetary boundary 

layer. Under near~neutral conditions, no significant 

deviations from the logarithmic wind and temperature profiles 

were detected up to 150 m. 



1.3 Mesoscale wind-fields. 

1.3.1 Prediction. 

In order to complete a reasonable representation of 

the wind structure on a regional scale, it is essential to 

account for some dominant effects on the direction of air 

flow in the surface layer. Surface temperature variations 

and topographic features cause air flow variations on the 

same advective scales which are of interest in the distribu-

tion of air pollutants. The possibility of continuously 

measuring these variations with SUfficient resolution is 

generally remote, so that the attraction of a "best 

theoretical estimate" of a complex wind-field is obvious. 

Anderson (1971) neglected momentum transfer, and 

used the equation of continuity (1.10) in order to solve for 

the two-dimensional (horizontal) wind-field. Integration 

of this equation from the surface at height h to a height H 

("inversion level ll
) above which the topographic effect is 

not felt (u3(H)=0) yields 

1 3 

"1 2
</> = U."1h/H (1.3l ) 

In this expression, </> is the potential function, V is the 

two-dimensional gradient operator (aJaxl, a/ax 2 ), and the 

overbar indicates a mean over the height (H-h)~H. It has 
-been assumed that u3(h)~U."1h, where U is the unperturbed 

mean horizontal velocity vector. In their treatment of this 

problem, Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976) used the perturbed 

horizontal velocity vector, so that the potential due to 
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synoptic flow ~l was defined by 

- -
V2~1 _ V(h .Vh = 0 (1.32) 

(H-h) 

A similar treatment to that of Anderson (1971), which 

assumed proportional vertical velocity at height 

HI' U3(H
1

) = AT{Ts-T s )' due to the surface temperature 
-anomaly (Ts-T s )' led to an expression for the thermal 

potential 

'" '" V</l2.Vh = 

(H-h) 
Ar(Ts-Ts) 

(HI-h) 

where HI is generally much greater than H. Scholtz and 

(1.33) 

Brouckaert (1976) showed that a significant potential ~3 is 

contributed by katabatic flows according to 

- -
V2~3 - Vp3.Vh = kf~eV2hf 

(H-h) 
(1.34) 

where kf is constant, ~e is the potential temperature 

increase through the inversion layer, and hf is a smoothed 

version of the topography. The assumption that synoptic, 

topographic, thermal and katabat i c effects were uncoupled 

allowed separate numerical solution for the associated 

potentials, and direct combination to produce the flow-field. 

Predicted wind-fields showed reasonable agreement with 

measurements made at Richards Bay, Natal. 



1.3.2 Interpolation. 

Turning to the problem of interpreting measured wind

data, the situation often arises where data are available 

with acceptable spatial resoltuion, but where a justifiable 

means of interpolation is sought. Clearly, such inter-

polation could best be justified in terms of continuity, and 

thermal and topographical variations as discussed in section 

(1.3.1), but this would incur a prohibitive quantity of 

computation. 

Wendell (1972) suggested a simple inverse square 

weighting of the separated velocity components, 

N U. N 1 

1 5 

u. = , (l: ~)/{ I -) 
k=l r k

2 / k=l r k
2 

(1.35) 

where the r k, k=l .,.N, are the distances from the points of 

measurement. This method may lead to spurious divergence. 

Endlich (1967) proposed a scheme to minimise wind

field divergence, 

- -
c = ~ + aV 
w ax ay 

and retain a fixed vorticity, 

-
£ = aU aV ax - ay 

Starting with an initial estimate of the wind-field, the 
- -scheme involves iterative adjustment of U, V at grid 

points until all 0w(;, j), based on finite differences, are 

smaller than some specified value. 

Dickerson (1973) used a variational matching tech

nique proposed by Sasaki (1970) to generate a mass-consistent 



wind-field. However, Liu and Goodin (1976) found that the 

mean-square divergence of a test wind-field was hardly 

reduced using this method, and proposed instead an iterative 

algorithm which reduces divergence under the constraint of 

retaining the measured wind vectors. 

Unless velocity data are readily stored as complete 

rationalised wind-fields, it is clear that the adjustment 

techniques discussed above will require considerable 

computation for the extraction of random point values. 

1.3.3 Directional shear in the surface layer. 

The wind profile in the planetary boundary-layer 

becomes skewed with increasing latitude, a result of the 

Coriolis force (Ekman effect). It can be shown that for a 

geostrophic wind UG in the x-direction, and constant 

momentum diffusivity, KM, the horizontal velocity components 

vary as 

Csanady (1972) suggested that at mid-latitudes it 

would take a cloud of released material approximately 30 
. 

minutes to grow to a height where the effect of this shear 

would become appreciable. Tracer experiments conducted 

over 30 km indicated that the only significant deviations 

from expected ground-level gaussian distributions occurred 
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with extreme rates of cross-wind shear, accompanied by 

strong stability. Moreover, Csanady noted that the direc-

tional shears in these cases could not be attributed to the 

Corio1is effect, and probably arose through the stratifi

cation of local flows. , 

Of course, cross-wind shear contributions resulting 

from the Ekman effect may be expected to increase with 

height. Egan and Mahoney (1972b) solved for the distribu-

tion of a cloud under the influence of a neutral Ekman 

spiral following Blackadar (1962). After 30 minutes of 

travel, effective cross-wind diffusivities for the entire 

cloud were found to be about 8 times the maximum vertical 

diffusivity, in agreement with Csanady (1969b). This 

"crosswind diffusivity" includes the relative shear of cloud 

layers. 

1.4 Atmospheric diffusion. 

1.4.1 The diffusion equation. 

If C is the concentration of some trace material in 

the air, the eulerian mass-balance over a stationary volume 

element yields 

17 

ac + a ( C) - 0 a
2
c R(C) (-at ax. ui - max.ax. + + S x,t) (1.36) 

111 

In this relation, Om is the molecular diffusivity of the 

material, R is a source term which depends on the concentra

tion C, and represents, for example, chemical reaction, and 

S is an independent source term for the rate of introduction 



of material at x and t. 

Let <C> be the ensemble mean value of C which would 

result from an infinite number of realisations of the 

turbulence field, so that C=<C>+C~ and <C~>=O. Substitu-

tion in equation (1.36), with u.=u .+u:, and averaging over 
11' 

an infinite ensemble of realisations, yields 

o<C> ~(U.<C» + _a_<u~C~> at + aX. 1 aX.' 1 , 
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= 0 a
2

<C> + <R{<C>+C~» + S(x,t) max.ax. (1.37) 
, 1 

The turbulent mass fluxes <u~C>, i=1,2,3 occur as 
1 

additional dependent variables, leading to an insoluble 

closure problem. As in the case of heat and momentum in 

section (1.2.1), it is attempted to relate <uiC> to <C> 

using a mixing length model: 

<ui CA> = -Ki~~:> (no summation) 
1 

Three further assumptions are invoked: 

(i) Molecular diffusion is negligible compared with 

turbulent diffusion. 

(ii) The atmosphere is incompressible [au ./ax. = 0]. 
1 1 

(iii) The reaction rate R is not influenced by 

concentration fluctuations [<R{C»~R«C»J. 

This approximation will become cruder with 

increasing non-linearity of R. 

(1 .38 ) 

Then, dropping the braces for convenience, equation 

(1.37) becomes 
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~ + u.~ = __ a __ (K.~) + R(C) + S(x,t) at la xi aXi la xi 
(1.39) 

It can be shown [Seinfe1d (1975)J that the basic 

conditions to be met for the application of equation (1.39) 

are: 

(i) Temporal variations of S(x,t) and R 

are gradual. 

(ii) Spatial variations of S(x,t) are gradual. 

(iii) The time scale of the reaction described 

by R is much larger than the lagrangian 

time scale lL of the turbulence. 

(iv) The time and space scales considered are 

much larger than the corresponding scales 

of turbulence. 

Since conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) are virtually 

never met, (e.g. near a point source), it is clear that the 

appl ication of equation (1.39) will at best be approximate. 

In general, the velocities ui ' i=1,2,3, and the 

eddy diffusivities Ki , i=1,2,3, are functions of position 

and time in the atmosphere. Letting (x,y,z) = (Xl,X2,X3), 

and (u,v,w) = (Ul,U2,U3), consider the case v = w = 0, and 

u, Kx' Ky ' Kz constant (stationary homogeneous turbulence). 

Then for a unit instantaneous point source o(x,y,z,t) 

[Dirac delta.] in an unbounded atmosphere, ~quation (l.39) 

solves to: 

1 
C ( x ,y , Z , t) = ----;;---~___._ 

8(7Tt)~ (K K K )~ 
x y Z 

(1.40) 
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Likewise, for a continuous point source of unit rate at 

x=y=z=O, 

1 
= [ U r Z2}] C{x,y,z} exp .. - - + -

(1.41) i 4 'IT X {KyKz } 4x Ky Kz 

Similar expressions may be 

obtained from the lagrangian approach by assuming that the 

probability of transition of a particle from x~ to x during 

t~ to t obeys a normal distribution independent of position 

and time [Monin and Yaglom (1971)]. 

1.4.2 Eddy diffusivity for mass. 

Implicit in equation (1.39) is the fact that the 

distribution variance <Xi{t» due to spatially constant 

"eddy diffusivity" K. will be given by 
1 

d<X~{t» 
1 = 2K. 
dt ' 

(1.42) 

However, Taylor (1921) showed that for particles dispersed 

in stationary, 

· 2 { <Xi(t» = 

homogeneous turbulence 

ui 2t2 ,t-+O 

2K*t t-+QO 
i ' 

( 1 .43 ) 

where K* is a constant dependent on the lagrangian time scale 
i 

TL· It is clear that the effective diffusivity Ki=K~ only 
1 

for large travel times; in fact for times much greater than 

TL so that th£ perturbation velocities have become uncorre1-

ated. Sutton (1953) effectively interpolated between the 

extremes in equation (1.43) by proposing that the values 
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(1.44) 

be substituted in the solved gaussian formulae (1 .40) and 

(1.41). The constants Csi and n are dependent on stability 

and are determined by experiment [e.g. Venter, Halliday and 

Prinsloo (1973), and Bierly and Hewson (1963)]. The 

approach of other workers is to deduce the necessary 

gaussian variances directly from measurements of the wind 

fluctuations [e.g. Eimutis and Konicek (1972), and Leahey 

and Halitsky (1973)J. 

Calder (1965) used a co-ordinate transformation of 

the diffusion equation (1.39) to show that the diffusivity 

is necessarily a second-order tensor, and that the assump

tions inherent in equation (1 .39), with arbi trary Ki' are 

that this tensor is symmetric, and that Oxyz are the 

principle axes. He showed further that such assumptions 

are acceptable for isotropic diffusion Kx=Ky=Kz ' but that 

in general, if the vertical is chosen as a preferred axis, 

it is necessary that Kx=Ky for equation (1.39) to be valid. 

1.5 Analytical solutions for atmospheric diffusion. 

In order to understand the motivation for numerical 

modelling of atmospheric transport, some of the analytical 

solutions which are currently availab1e are reviewed. 

Although the application of these solutions in real situa

tions is limited, they serve to illustrate the effect of 

variable velocity and diffusivity. Moreover, certain 

analytical solutions are used to check the accurary of the 



proposed numerical model [Chapter (3)J. It will become 

evident in section(1.6.4) that few of the numerical solutions 

suggested by earlier workers have been e~a1uated in terms of 

accuracy. If numerical solutions differ significantly from 

analytical solutions based on the same equations, there is 

little point in providing a sound mathematical basis for 

numerical solutions. 

The gaussian solutions (1.40), (1.41) were seen to 

arise from the assumptions 

uez) = Ul const., Ky const., Kz const. 

The existence of boundaries (ground or inversion layer) is 

usually accounted for by assuming total reflection. Kao 

(1976) noted that such reflection is still valid for uneven 

terrain. 

1.5.1. Continuous point sources. 

For a continuous, infinite crosswind line source 

under steady conditions, equation (1.39) reduces to the two

dimensional problem: 
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(1.45) 

Equation (1.45) has been solved with the boundary-condition 

ac/az!z=o = 0 under a variety of conditions. In the summary 

presented in table (1.2), Zs is the source height, H is the 

height of an impervious inversion surface, and u,., w., K., m, , , 
n, p and q are constants. 



table (1.2) Continuous point source solutions. 

- -SOURCE u w Kx K Z Zs H 

Roberts (see Calder, 1949) m uo Z 0 0 Koz n 0 00 

Smith (1957) m 0 0 Kozn h 00 uoz 

Wa lters (1969) uo 0 Koz KIZ 0 00 

Peters and Klinzing (1971) ni 0 0 
n 0 UoZ Kox 00 

Dilley and Yen (1971) . m "x uoz +u~z WoZ n+l 0 Kozq 0 00 

Heines and Peters (1973) UO 0 0 Kox m h HI 

Lebedeff and Hameed (1976) 0 0 0 00 I "·$m
dz u*kz 

<I> afterBusingeretal (1971) kz <l>m(r,;) m --

The dependence of Kz on downwind distance x in the 

conditions tackled by Peters and Klinzing (1971) is reason

able in view of equation (1.43), and the supporting experi

mental evidence of Gartrell et !l (1964) and Singer and 

Smith (1966). The requirement that the ground-level 

concentration should be proportional to x-(m+l)(n+l)/{m+2) 

led to the following solution for unit release rate: 

C{x,z) = 
(m+2) [(n+l )uol (m+2) 2K o] (m+l)1 (m+2) 

uor[(m+l)J(m+2)]X(m+l)(n+l)/(m+2) 
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{

-(n+l)u oz(m+2 l } 
. exp 

(m+2)2K ox(n+l) 
(1 .46 ) 

where r is the gamma function. The ratio of ground-level 

concentrations pr~dicted without (m=O) and with the power

law velocity profile is seen by equation (1.46) to be 



proportional to xmCn+llJ2tm+21, Though this effect is 

small under neutral and unstable conditions (m~1/7), the 

effect of wind~shear, even for a steady continuous point 

source, is seen to be significant under stable conditions 

em up to 0,83} or over rough terrain (m up to 0,5) 

[Davenport (1965)]. 

The peculiar velocity structure used by Dilley and 

Yen (1971) arises from an attempt to account for the convec-

tive current over an urban heat island. Heines and Peters 

(1973) suggest that the effect of the inversion becomes 

negligible for zs<0,6H 1. In their solution for realistic 

flux profiles, Lebedeff and Hameed (1976) had to propose an 

Ansatz for the form of the distribution. An integral 

involving ¢m was derived which gave the downwind position 

for specified surface concentrations. Values thus obtained 

were fitted with a power series to give an expression for 

C(x,zo). 
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The discussed continuous point source solutions clearly 

rely on the absence of temporal transients. Moreover, the 

tractable forms of spatial velocity and diffusivity variation 

appear to be rather limited. 

1.5.2 Instantaneous point sources. 

Assuming linearity, any time-variant release in the 

atmosphere may be considered to constitute a closely-spaced 

succession of instantaneous releases of variable strength. 

This discretization of a release suggests a means for dealing 

with a temporally-variant atmosphere. However, the diffusive 



expansion of clouds in shear flows is necessarily transient, 

and the available solutions of equation (1.39) are rather 

limited. 

Quesada (1971) provided a solution for the expansion 

of a cloud in unbounded shear flow with constant velocity 
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gradient, (U 1 ,U2,U3}=(uO+ax 3,0,0), and constant diffusivities, 

Substitution of the variables 

x: = x./Ii<.:(no summation), E = -uo/~, s = a!K;/U o (1.47) 
111 

converts the appropriate form of equation (1.39) to 

de 
IT 

The transformation 

Vo = x; + E(l+sx;)t 

(1 .48 ) 

(1.49) 

then allows solution of equation (1.48) for a spherically

symmetric initial distribution by taking the space Fourier 

Transform and integrating the resultant first-order equation 

in t. Allowing the variance of the initial distribution to 

shrink to zero, Quesada obtained the solution for a unit 

instantaneous point source 

(1.50) 

However, no solution has yet been found for the same 

problem in bounded space. 

Pasqui11 (1962) raised the question of the combined 



effect of vertical diffusion and crosswind shear in enhanc~ 

ing the crosswind spread in plumes. A significant shear 

component may operate at right-angles to a plume as a result 

of the decoup1ing of flows under conditions of strong thermal 

stratification. This effect had been studied by Taylor 

(1953, 1954) and Aris (1956) in relation to axial dispersion 
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in pipe flows. Saffman (1962) derived some important results 

for the expansion of an instantaneous ground source in bounded 

and unbounded surface layers. Defining the moments 

Smn{z,t) = -00 _oox Y C(x,y,z,t)dxdy , 
J

oo foo m n (1.51 ) 

Saffman followed Aris (1956) by multiplying through equation 

(1.39) by xmyn in order to obtain equations for the moments. 

Assuming w=O, and invoking the boundary conditions: 

1 i m m n x y C=O ; 1 im (1.52) 
x-+±oo x-+±oo x-+±QO 

1 ed to the expressions 

W = d (K ~) IT z az ( 1 .53 ) 

W = d (K ~) + US oo IT z az (1.54) 

~= a (K ~) + 2U8 10 + 2 Kx So 0 at az z az (1.55) 

Note that 8 oo (Z,t) will describe the distribution of 

mass with height, at time t. It follows that the centroid 

of the infinitesimal layer z to z+dz will lie at 

(X,Y)=[SlO(Z,t), 80'1(Z,t) ] /8 oQ (z , t} at time t . Likewise, 



the variances about this centroid will be given by 

0 2 = 620/ 8 00 - X2 and 0 2 = 602/ 8 QO _ i2. 
X Y . 

The last term in equation (1.55) is the normal 

diffusive expansion described by equation (1.42). In the 

case of an unbounded surface layer with Kz constant, 

equation (1.53) is easily solved for unit release at t=O, 

z=o to give 
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(1.56) 

For the case u(z) = a.z, Saffman (1962) solved equation (1.54) 
-

using Laplace transforms to obtain 

610 (z,t) = ~ exp[ -p2/4J {p2D_1 (p)+pD_2 (p)+D_s (p)} 
I2TI 

(lo57) 

where p = Z//2Kzt' and Dn{p) denotes the parabolic cylinder 

function of order n [Whittaker and Watson (1950)J. Equation 

(1.55) was solved for two forms of Kx : (i) Kx = constant; 

* * (ii) Kx = Kx z (Kx constant). 

t ! 
2Kx(fi) exp(-p2/4){pO_l+O_2} ,for (i) 

z + 7pD-s + 70-d + 
1 (l.58} 

( 2)Z * 
-; K x t e x p ( - P 2 / 4 ) { P 2 0 - 1 + pO _ 2 + 0 _ 3} ,f 0 r (i i ) 

It follows from equations (1.56), (1.57) and (1.58) 

that the x centroid and variance of the ground-level 

distribution will be given by 

- 8 ! 
X(o,t) = ~ = aa.(nK t 3

) (acceleration) 
800 Z (1.59) 



The first term on the R.H,S. of equation (1.60) 

results from the interaction of shear and vertical diffus-

ivity. It can be shown that 
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(1.61 ) 

so that the distribution will not be asymptotically gaussian. 

Saffman (1962) concluded that for large times at least, 

horizontal diffusion in the atmosphere will be dominated by 

the shear/vertical diffusion interaction effect. 

Gee and Davies (1963) introduced a "shearing advection" 

term to account for the correlation between vertical and 

horizontal eddies. This term makes an additional contribu-

tion to the mass flux, leading to a 16% and 20% decrease in 

Saffman's values for X(o,t} and crx(o,t) respectively. A 

second additional term suggested by Matsuoka (1961) decreases 

the deviation for X and increases that for cr slightly. . x 

[Gee and Davies (1964)]. The new terms attempt to account 

for the occurrence of non-zero off-diagonal terms in the 

diffusivity tensor Kij . However, Smith (1965) followed the 

statistical approach of Hagstrom (1964) to show that the 

omission of these terms does not seriously alter the 

functional form of the solution except at short distances 

from the source, where the K-theory approach is invalid any

way [section (1.4.1)]. 



Chatwin (1968) used the lagrangian similarity 

hypothesis proposed by Batchelor (1964) to show that for a 

neutral atmosphere, Kz = KU*Z. Note that this is equi-

valent to the vertical momentum diffusivity which follows 

from the dimensional analysis leading to equation (1.15). 

Using the method of moments, Chatwin shows that for a puff 

released at ground-level in a neutral constant-stress 

region, 

- - -
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X(z,t) ~ X(o,t) = Xc(t) - u*t/k (1.62) 

(1.63) 

-where Xc(t) is the downwind distance to the cloud centroid. 

Diffusion in the neutral atmosphere has resulted in 0x-t 
3 

rather than 0x-t2 according to Saffman (1962) for a linear 

velocity profile [equation (1.60)J. 

In the case of an instantaneous release in the surface 

layer, the only available descriptions are rather limited 

(linear profile; neutral atmosphere), and based on the 

first few moments. Some linear variations of diffusivity 

are possible in the linear profile solution, but general 

temporal or spatial variations cannot be handled in these 

descriptions. Even if diffus;vity and velocity parameters 

were replaced with their time-mean values for the path of the 

cloud, the existence of shear in a second dimension, as the 

result of a temporal variation in wind direction, cannot 

be accounted for. 



1.6 Appliedst~di~Si' n th~~~tfmati6h '6fatm6~ph~tic 

disp&tsf6n. 

It will be seen that in moving from the idealised 

situations which may be dealt with analytically, to the real 

atmosphere in which not only the meteorological parameters, 

but the pollutant sources themselves are spatially and 

temporally transient, it will become necessary to make 

additional approximations. Not the least of these is the 

representation of equation (1.39) in finite-difference form, 

and its solution as a grid of point~values. Though this 

practice is common, several studies use alternative routes. 

1.6.1 Statistical methods. 

If large quantities of simultaneous emission, meteor

ology and air quality measurements are available, it should 

be possible to construct joint probability distributions by 

means of a multiple regression analysis. Thus Peterson 

(1972) used spatially-dependent eigenvectors to relate S02 

observations in St. Louis, Missouri, to meteorological 

parameters. In a different approach suggested by Fortak 

(1974), the diffusion equation (1.39) could be used as a 

mechanistic link between cause and effect. A spectral 

representation of the equation would allow estimation of 

the frequency distribution of concentration based on 

stochastic dynamic weather forecasting. 
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Atmospheric dispersion is essentially a stochastic 

process [Taylor (1921), section (1.4.2)J, so that a more 

realistic approach to modelling concerns the positioning 

of serially~released particles in space according to random 

turbulent velocities [Thompson (1971), Knox (1974)J. The 

frequency-distributions of these velocities can be made to 

comply with specified stability criteria. Thus Joynt and 

Blackman (1976) used a virtual diffusivity K; = z! w ... z' in 

equation (1.43) to define an ellipsoidal surface of equal 

probability of arrival after each time-step ~t. Applied 

to the steady release of S02 in Melbourne, the model gener-

ally over-predicted. Where concentratio~ gradients are 

important, such models suffer either poor cell resolution, 

or prohibitive computation and storage. 

1.6.3 Semi-analytical methods. 

A number of approaches avoid solving the diffusion 

equation by adapti~g existing analytical solutions. For 

example, if wind velocity is reasonably independent of 

height, an emission might be assumed to constitute serially

released gaussian puffs, the trajectories of which could be 

obtained by lagrangian tracking (integration) in the wind-

field. Lamb and Neiburger (1971) proposed such a model 

based on an unsheared puff which included first-order ground

absorption and chemical reaction. 
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Ootaki (1975} used short sections of a gaussian plume 

instead of puffs. Sharma (1976) adapted an earlier 

expression for an infinite cross~wind line source in order 

to predict the concentrations which would arise from area 

sources in Bremen, Germany. 

Fabrick and Sklarew (1975) proposed a continuous point~ 

source gaussian model in which the cross~wind concentration 

was assumed constant in a 22i o sector. This model was 

adapted to curvilinear streamlines by transformation of the 

ground surface to leave a straight trajectory. In a com-

parative study, Fabrick and Sklarew suggest that a 3-dimen

siona1 finite-difference solution would be more suitable for 

complex wind-fields. 

1.6.4 Numerical solution of the diffusion equation. 

1.6.4.1 Continuous emission, steady~state models. 

In applied dispersion models, a common practice is to 

use modern digital computers for numerical solution of some 

form of the diffusion equation (1.39). Thus Hino (1968) 

used a forward-difference approximation to model a contin

uous release over complex topography. 

Ito (1970) assumed a log-linear wind-profile with an 

extension according to equation (1.28) in steady-state 

continuous point-source simulations for Project Green Glow. 

Starting with a gaussian distribution near the source, 

equation (1.39) was integrated by moving downwind in finite 
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steps hX, checking mass-conservation after each step. Ito 

concluded that agreement with observations would have been 

better had deposition and meandering been accounted for. 

Roffman, Rao and Grimble (1975) were able to follow a 

similar approach by transforming Cartesian coordinates to a 

new frame in which the steady wind streamline followed one 

axis. Whereas these solutions were performed in two 

dimensions (x-z), Ragland and Dennis (1975) solved for the 

entire cross-wind distribution at successive downwind 

distances, a fully-implicit finite-difference scheme dealing 

most effectively with the high gradients near the source. 

Ragland (1973) proposed a 2-dimensional "multiple box" 
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model for steady-state transport from continuous area sources. 

Material was introduced en route by stipulating the surface 

concentration gradient aC/azlz=o=-Q/Kz(O). A further 

2-dimensional area-source model was derived by Lebedeff 

and Hameed (1975) using the integral method [section 1.5,1J. 

The solution incorporated a power-law velocity profile, but 

ignored diffusivity variations. Summation of the solutions 

for area sources along the wind's route gave better agree

ment with observations than the time-variant models of 

Randerson (1970) and Hameed (1974), for S02 concentrations 

in Nashville. 

Although the steady-state models may be expected to 

provide better spatial resolution than the time-variant 



models, it will be seen in chapter (3) that their neglect of 

temporal transients may lead to serious under-estimation of 

the area affected by airborne pollutants. 

1.6.4.2. Time-variant, 3-dimensional grid models. 

In order to simulate the dispersion of S02 over 

Nashville, Tennessee, Randerson (1970) used the time-variant 

finite-difference form of equation (1.39), which was 

integrated explicitly over time-steps ~t=5s in a 1092-point 

3-dimensional grid. The solution used a steady-state wind-

field, extrapolated from four point-measurements in the 

12 mile x 13 mile area. These measurements were extended in 
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the vertical using logarithmic velocity profiles (1.15). 

Vertical velocities induced by topography (and implied wind

field divergence) were obtained by solving a finite- difference 

form of the continuity equation (1.10). Representing area 

sources as a number of point-sources at the top boundary (60 m) 

of his system, Randerson obtained fair agreement with observa-

tions of S02 concentration. Though ~t and ~z were chosen to 

satisfy the von Neumann condition for stability, 

(1.64) 

the choice of ~x = ~y = 1 mile would have led to gross errors 

in horizontal diffusive fluxes, and a large "pseudo-diffusion" 

contribution as a result of the finite-difference solution 

for advection. 



Inclusion of the advection terms u.ac/ax. in finite-
1 1 

difference representations generally leads to substantial 

additional error [Mo1enkamp (1968), Crowley (1968)]. This 

has led several workers to treat the advection process 

separately as a lagrangian integration [Runca and Sardei 

(1975), Sk1arew (1970)]. However, pseudo-diffusion errors 

can persist in these schemes as a result of interpolation for 

the point-or-origin of material arriving at a grid-point. 

Egan and Mahoney (1972 a) proposed a model for the 

transport from large area sources, in which the pseudo-

diffusive errors were eliminated by locating the mass

distribution relative to a grid-point using the zeroth, 

first and second moments. The model neglected horizontal 

diffusion, but accounted for vertical diffusion using a 
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simple forward-difference (explicit) finite-difference scheme. 

Egan and Mahoney (1972 b) extrapolated the Businger-Oyer 

profile relationships (1.29), (1.30) to describe u(z), K (z) z 
throughout the planetary boundary-layer. Inclusion of the 

Corio1is directional shear following B1ackador (1962) 

resulted in effective horizontal diffusivities, based on the 

entire distribution, which were about 8 times the maximum 

vertical diffusivity under neutral conditions. As observed 

by Csanady (1972), however, the effect on the ground-level 

cross-wind distribution, after 30 minutes of travel, was 

relatively small. Egan and Mahoney found that almost any 

spatial or temporal change in wind direction greatly enhanced 

horizontal spread. 



Shir and Shieh (1974) followed a similar approach to 

Randerson (1970), using a full 3-dimensional finite-differ

ence solution for the modelling of S02 distributions in 

St. Louis. Wind-fields were interpolated using the method 

of Hendell (1972) [equation (1.35)J, and extended in the 

vertical using power-law forms, the vertical component then 

being solved for by continuity. Solutions were performed 

in a 30 x40 x14-point grid, with the 30x40 horizontal positions 

spaced at intervals of 1 mile. Though such coarse spacing 

gave very poor horizontal resolution, it led to easy satis

faction of the numerical stability conditions for horizontal 

diffusion and advection in the central-difference Crank-

Nicholson scheme [Ritchmyer and Morton (1967)]: 
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(1.65) 

The large horizontal stepsizes used by Randerson 

(1970) and Shir and Shieh (1974) arise mainly from computa-

tion and storage limitations. The associated numerical 

errors will be accompanied by significant errors due to poor 

resolution near sources, and poor terrain and wind-field 

definition downwind. How~ver, these applications dealt ~ith 

large area sources, so that errors in horizontal transfer 

would have manifested themselves to a lesser extent than in 

the case of point-sources. 
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1.6.4.3 Time-variant, vertic~l cell models. 

Hameed (1974b) modelled the dispersion of S02 in Nash

ville, Tennessee, during the same 2-hourperiod as Randerson 

(1970), using the same wind-field and emission data. However, 

the surface layer was simulated using adjacent unbounded vertical 

cells, in which the 1 mile x 1 mile bases formed spatially-

variant ground-level area sources. By postulating the vertical 

distribution, C(z) = Co exp[-z2/2crz
2] with cr z a power-law function 

of distance downwind, Hameed accounted for unbounded vertical 

diffusion. The ground-level concentration Co for each cell . 

was solved for by using a mass-balance which included the 

advection of the vertical distribution through a logarithmic 

velocity profile. Though the model neglected horizontal 

diffusion, and only approximated the effect of differential 

transport with height, results compared favourably with those 

of Randerson (1970), probably due to Randerson's low ceiling 

height of 60 m. 

Simple "trajectory" models, in which the transport is 

simulated using serially-released homogeneous vertical 

columns of air, have been used by Leahey (1975) ' for the 

modelling of NO x pollution in Edmonton, and Chu and Seinfeld 

(1975) for the modelling of photochemical aerosols above 

Los Angeles. The columns have finite height determined by 

an inversion lid, and are transported along trajectories by 

lagrangian integ~ation, in time and space, of representative 

mean velocities. These models clearly ignore wind-shear, 

horizontal diffusion, and finite vertical diffusion, but 



occasionally allow consideration of important effects such 

as the aerosol chemistry covered by Chu and Seinfeld. 

Liu and , Goodin (1976} considered stationa~y, homo

geneous vertival cells trapped beneath an inversion layer, 

the variable height of which was determined using a 

correlation due to Neiburger (1974). The wind-field was 

interpolated from observations using a method which reduced 

divergence [section (1.3 .2)J . Four different numerical 

schemes were used to solve the diffusion equation (1.39) 

for the 2-dimensional eulerian grid, producing widely 

divergent results. These deviations probably arose from 

different capabilities in handling the large pseudo

diffusion effects in the 3200 m-integral grid, and highlight 

the necessity of providing a general accuracy check for any 

numerical solution. 

1.6.4.4 Instantaneous point-source models. 
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Whereas the steady-state point-source models in section 

(1.6.4.1) were able to provide good spatial resolution, the 

time-variant grid models in section (1.6.4.2) were really 

only suitable for area-source applications. The combined 

inclusion of both vertical structure (velocity and diffusiv

ity profiles) and temporal va~iations is severely hampered 

by present-day computation and storage limitations. Few 

workers have attempt~d to define the transient and localised 

distributions resulting from instantaneous releases under 

typical conditions. 



Observations for instantaneous point sources have been 

given by Nickola (1970, 1971} and for instantaneous line 

sources by Drivas and Shair (1974}. The latter workers 

compared observed time~history moments with the asymptotic 

lagrangian moments proposed by Chatwin (196B) and Saffman 

(1962), claiming good agreement with Saffman [section (1.5.2TI. 

Tyldesley and Wallington (1965) used both analogue and 

numerical techniques to solve the moment equations (1.53), 

(1.54) and (l.SS) for an instantaneous ground~leve1 release, 

with arbitrary velocity and diffusivity profiles. Using a 
linear velocity profile and constant vertical diffusivity, 

good agreement was obtained with Saffman's asymptotic 

relations (1.59), (1.60) for an unbounded surface layer. In 

considering plume data assembled by Pasquill (1961), it was 

found that observed cross-wind spreads at distances as short 

as 1 km could arise entirely from relatively small cross-
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wind velocity gradients in the surface layer. Such gradients 

might occur with the stratification of the atmosphere under 

strongly stable conditions. 

Instantaneous line-source experiments were conducted 

over distances of 3-5 km. Though the velocity profile was 

measured, Tyldesley and Wallington estimated the diffusivity 

profile by best fit of predicted to observed vertical 

distributions. The solved moments were used to reconstruct 

a time-history of vertical distribution which agreed reason

ably with eulerian observations, sh6wing that the large 

along-wind spreads could be attributed almost entirely to 

the interaction of shear and vertical diffusion, even at 



relatively short ranges. 

Runca and Sardei (1975) presented a 2-dimensiona1 

(x-z) finite-difference model for a time-variant point 

source with arbitrary velocity and diffusivity profiles. 

In order to circumvent the advective stability criteria 

and pseudo-diffusion, the advection equation 

~ + U (z)~ = 0 at ax 

was solved separately as a stratified lagrangian shift, 

aC[X(z,t},z,t] 

at 
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= 0 with X(z,t} = X(z,to) 

+ ItU(Z)dt<'" (1. 66 ) 

to 

However, numerical diffusion will persist unless material 

leaving a grid-point arrives exactly at a grid-point, so 

that Runca and Sardei approximated the wind-profile with a 

step-function designed for this purpose~ The diffusion 

step was solved in the fixed (eulerian) grid, using the 

implicit Crank-Nicholson method. Using a gaussian distribu-

tion at the source (seed), and variable z-stepsizes, good 

agreement was obtained with an analytical solution of Rounds 

(1955) for a continuous point source with U = zm, K = z. z 
The instantaneous point-source studies discussed in 

this section, as well as the moment descriptions of Saffman 

(1962) and Chatwin (1968) [section (1.5.2)J, all demonstrate 

the importance of wind-shear as a redistrlbution mechanism. 



Although the effect of shear is significant in steady~state 

contin.uous releases [section (1.5 . 1)], it does not manifest 

itself as dramatically. A temporal variation in either 

emission rate or wind~direction is required to reveal the 

underlying form of constituent clouds. 

1.7 Diffusion of heavy particles. 

Ambient particles (or gas molecules) might be 

expected to display an identical transport behaviour to that 
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of the air parcels themselves. Besides the obvious sediment-

ation characteristics of heavy particles, however, their 

inertia will give a slow response to turbulent eddies, whilst 

settling will act further to introduce them to new eddies. 

If a particle size dp is small enough to obey Stokes 

Law, it will accelerate from rest (t=O) in a stream of 

constant velocity u according to 

where mp is the particle mass and ~f the fluid viscosity. 

The position of a small particle starting from Xo at t=O 

may thus be approximated by 
. t 

y(xo,t) = '0 +Jo [l-e-~(t-')]U[Y(Xo,,),'ld' 

For random eulerian turbulent velocities, this is a non-

linear stochastic equation. Peskin (1971) showed that a 

(1.67) 

(l .68) 

"best estimate" of the acting velocity u could be expressed 

as the lagrangian velocity of a nearby reference fluid 



particle modified by the eulerian velocity correlation 

between the solid particle position and the fluid particle 

position. In stationary isotropic turbulence the eulerian 

correlation RE(y,x} = RE{ly"xl}, and if f::,. = Iy-xl is small, 

RE may be expanded as 

RE (f::,.) ~ 1 - ~ + •..•• 
L2 

E 

where LE is the eulerian length scale. Peskin assumed 

(1.69) 

that the lagrangian velocity correlation could be expressed 

in the exponential form 

(1.70) 

where LL is the lagrangian time-scale. Squaring and 

averaging equation (1.68), and substitution of equations 

(1.69), (1.70) then yielded an expression for the variance 

of particle position. The ratio of particle diffusivity 

to fluid diffusivity was thus derived as 

(1.71) 

where B = 2/SL L, and the lagrangian length scale LL=TL;lv~2' 
with v~ the lagrangian turbulent velocity. 

In a gravitational field, an additional important 

effect operates in that a particle in free .. fall is similarly 

forced to experience regions of differing correlation. 

Obtaining the zero-fall particle energy spectrum from the 

flLiid energy spectrum by multiplying by a "particle 

response function" after Soo (1967), Meek and Jones (1973) 



converted to the free-fall spectrum by assuming a simple 

frequency-shift. Integration then yielded the particle 

velocity autocorrelation, and a further integration [Taylor 

(1921)J gave the variance of particle position. In this 

way the particle to fluid diffusivity ratio for direction 

i was derived as 

4 3 

KPi LLPi [l-exp(-t/LLPi)-E~{l-exp(~tJEiTLPi)}J 
= -- • (1.72) 

KFi LLFi (l-E~)[l-exp(-t/LLFi)J 

where 

(1.73) 

and wsi is the sedimentation velocity in direction i, LLP 

and LLF are the particle and fluid lagrangian time-scales 

according to equation (1.70), and uPi ' uri are the particle 

and fluid turbulent velocity components in direction i. 

For zero-fall velocity, LLPi = LLFi' and in the limit 

t+~, the diffusivity ratio (1.72) reduces to unity, independ-

ent of inertia. Hence this result is fundamentally different 

to equation (1.71) due to Peskin (1971). In general, however, 

turbulence is not homogeneous, and a falling particle is 

likely to enter regions in which the lagrangian velocity 

correlations behave quite differently. 



1.8MattC~coptt~ff~tts. 

A number of influences may act on the concentration 

field as a whole, causing significant redistribution. 

Fosberg, Fox, Howard and Cohen (1976} followed 

Roberts (1923} to show that for constant along~wind 

divergence <5 ='iJ .u, the gaussian plume formula (1.41) must w 
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be corrected by a factor exp(~~wx/Q}. Mesoscale dive~gences 

up to ±lO-3 S-1 were estimated over complex topography, 

accounting for up to a factor of 2 variation in concentra~ 

tion. 

A study of the effect of a single large obstacle on 

the distribution of material from a point-source was conducted 

by Caput, Belot; Guyot, Samie and Seguin (1973). Both the 

concentration and deposition of released uranine particles 

were observed to drop behind a flat wind-break. 

Many workers have considered the effect of emission 

momentum and buoyancy on determining the initial rise of a 

plume. Briggs (1972) pointed out that several investigators 

[Scorer (1958), Briggs (1964, 1969), Slawson and Csanady 

(1967), Fay, Escudier and Hou1t (1969) and Schwartz and Tulin 

(1971)J agree on a 2/3-power law for buoyancy-dominated plume

rise in neutral and stable surroundings; 

1 2 

~Hp(X) "II F3x 3/u (1.74) 

where F is the buoyancy flux. The inclusion of a strong 

momentum contribution in the numerical solution due to Rao, 

Lague, Egan and Chu (1975) gave only slight deviations from 

the 2/3 power-law. 



1.9 Removal mechanisms. 

1.9.1 Sedimentation. 

The terminal velocity of a particle which obeys 

Stoke~ law will be 
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where dp is the effective Stokes diameter of the particle, 

and the buoyancy contribution of the air has been neglected 

(pp»Pa ). Most attempts at including this effect in descrip

tions of atmospheric transport have centred on modifications 

to the gaussian equations (1.40), (1.4l). For example, 

Baron, Gerhard and Johnstone (1949) replaced z with 

z + wsx/u in both the objective and image terms, further 

multiplying the image terms by a factor a<l to allow for 

progressive depletion. The adjustment of the z-coordinate 

would effectively decline a plume at tan~l(ws/u). 

For steady release from an infinite cross~wind line 

source, the diffusion equation (1.39) becomes 

(1.76) 

Rounds (1955) gave a solution for an elevated source, with 

However, depending on the surface 

"bUild-up", there is the possibility of resuspension of 

particles (or desorption of gases) [Slinn (1976)J. 



For smaller particles, particularly in the sub~micron 

range, ground deposits are often measured which cannot be 

accounted for by Stokes ian sedimentation. An effective 

deposition velocity wd is usually expressed as the ratio of 

the rate of deposition per unit area to the ground~level 

concentration. Chamberlain (1961) suggested that particles 

of terminal velocity lO~6 ms- 1 or less may have deposition 

Since these particles are 

essentially supplied by vertical diffusion, it follows that 
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(1.77) 

which is analogous to the diffusion-controlled absorption of 

a gas. Gifford and Pack (1962) found clear differences 

between the deposition rates of chemically active and inert 

radionuclides, whilst grass and sagebrush effected rates 

which were an order-of-magnitude larger than those measured 

on bare soil or flat plates. Clough (1975) found that 

particle deposition on moss and grass surfaces was dependent 

on particle size and wind velocity. 

Using equation (1.77) as a boundary-condition, Tang 

(1969) provided an analytical solution for an elevated 

cross-wind line source with ~(z) = const, K(z) = Koz2. 
z 

However, it is commonly assumed that the rate of vertical 

spread of the cloud is large in comparison with w
d

' in which 

case the shape of the vertical distribution remains unaltered 

by the deposition process. The source-strength term in the 



gaussian distribution (1.41) may then be replaced with one 

which decreases downwind. 

Owers and Powell (1974) used S02 labe11ed with radio-
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active 35S to measure deposition directly, concentrations being 

measured at 0,2 m. Measurements over 9-13 cm grass gave 

wd=0,007 ms- 1 , whilst wd for a 1,7 m-high hedge was 0,049 ms- 1 , 

based on its plan area. The latter case would clearly lead 

to a significant distribution of absorptivity with height. Over 

30 mm grass, Shepherd (1974) obtained wd=0,008 ms- 1 (summer), 

0,003 ms- 1 (winter). 

In the absorption of a gas, it is possible that the 

surface concentration approaches the gas-phase equilibrium 

value, in which case the boundary condition (1.77) must be 

replaced by the reversible form: 

(1.78) 

where Ko is a constant (dependent on Henry's Law constant 

for a dilute liquid) and CE is the gas-phase equilibrium 

value. Heines and Peters (1974) provided an analytical 

solution for an elevated cross-wind line source with the 

boundary-condition (1.78) and ~(z) = canst, K = Koxn. z 

1 .9.3 Washout. 

In rainfall, the absorbing medium becomes evenly 

distributed with height. An originally uniform layer will 

become asymmetric with ground absorption, whereas an origin

ally non-uniform layer may be redistributed through revers

ible absorption by rain-drops. 



The ability of rain to collect particulate material 

will depend on collision efficiencies as well as concentra

tions and size distributions for both drops and particles. 

The process ;s assumed irreversible, and is represented by 

a washout coefficient A. which is the fraction of particles 

removed per unit ttme [Chamberlain (1953)]. Since removal 

is uniform with height, the effect may be represented as an 

effective decrease in source strength, 
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Q ( x) = Q ( 0) ex p [ -A x / u] (1.79) 

An effective washout coefficient may be defined for gases. 

Such values of A for sulphur dioxide and iodine lie mostly 

between those for particles of terminal velocity 0,0005 -

0,001 ms-1 (Pasquill (1968)J. Again, the possibility of 

reversible absorption arises - and is realistic in view of 

the small volume of a raindrop. Defining a reversible 

washout coefficient Ar , the removal rate per unit volume 

becomes 

(1.80) 

Hales (1972) pointed out that Ar will be proportional to the 

droplet surface area and the overall mass-transfer coeffic-

ient KG based on the gas-phase driving force. Slinn (1974) 

also accounted for mass-transfer within the raindrops, in an 

analytical solution for the downwards redistribution of a 

plume by reversible absorption in rainfall. 

Scriven and Fisher (1975) proposed a continuous point 

source box model which included an absorptive deposition 



velocity wd and irreversible washout according to A. A 

similar divergent box model was used by McMahon, Denison 

and Fleming {1976} in order to estimate the "wet" (A) and 

"dry" (wd) deposition of atmospheric S02 and NO x in the 

Great Lakes of North America. 

1.9.4 Chemical reaction and radioactive decay. 

The diffusion equation (1.39) will only remain linear 

provided the source/sink term R{C) remains linear, or first-

order, in C. Seinfeld (1975) discussed the general case 

in which the considered species may react with other air

borne species, and Lamb (1973) proposed conditions of valid

ity for equation (l.39) when R represents a second-order 

process. Though higher order processes are easily included 

in numerical solutions, the doubt really arises over the 

validity of the description R when the concentration is a 

random variable determined by turbulence. 

For an irreversible first-order process the rate term 

may be expressed as 
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R (C) = - k.l C (l.81) 

where k.l is a rate-constant. Studies by Meetham (1950) and 

Gartrell, Thomas and Carpenter (1963) suggest a value 

k.l = 4,274 x 10~5 s-.l for industrial S02. Values for radio-

active decay may be calculated from quoted half-lives. A 

gaussian solution including first~order chemical reaction 

has been given by Fortak (1974). 



1.lOCOnsidetationSiht[~ ~od~11in90f~tmo~ph~tic 

· dispe·rslon. 

1.10.1 Accuracl" 

In the consideration of any proposed model for atmos~ 

pheric transport processes, two important questions should 

arise: 

(1) To what extent will the assumptions made in 

the formulation of the model affect its 

performance under the conditions to which it 

will be applied? 

(2) How precisely does the model compare with the 

theoretical solution it purports to provide? 

(Numerical accuracy; or non-asymptotic 

behaviour in the case of some analytical 

solutions). 

With regard to the intrinsic accuracy of numerical 

solutions, the existence of stability criteria has been 

discussed [Section (1.6.4)J. Though such conditions may 

prevent rapid divergence of the solution, they do not 

guarantee accuracy. In general, the accuracy of numerical 

schemes is best checked by comparison with known analytical 

solutions in the range of application. The inclusion of 

advection terms in a finite-difference scheme incurs an 

additional accuracy burden, usually resulting in appreciable 

IIpseudo-diffusion". Molenkamp (1968) assessed the perform

ance of a number of finite~difference schemes by applying 

them to the advection equation: 
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The system considered was a concentration field represented 

by equally-spaced concentric fsopleths, which was subjected 

to constant angular velocity in the x-y plane. Accuracy 

after a fixed time .. interval was determined by deviation 

from the original pattern. The forward-difference 

("upstream", explicit) schemes commonly used in dispersion 

models were found to generate pseudo-diffusion of the same 

order as atmospheric diffusion. 

Centred-difference schemes ("leap-frog", Lax-Wendroff, 

Arakwa-Euler, Arakwa-Adams-Bashforth) all produced displace

ments of the pattern, and became inaccurate and unstable for 

larger stepsizes. Only the Roberts~Weiss method was free 

of appreciable error, but required 4 times as much storage 

and 10-40 times as much computer time as other schemes. 

Considering linear advection, if u~t/~x(l (stability 

condition), the forward-difference approximation is equi

valent to the expansion: 

aC = _ u~ +{u~x{1_u~~)}a2c + higher order terms ... ar ax 2 ~x aX2 

in which the pseudo-diffusivity ;s positive. L;u and 

Seinfeld (1975) point out that this is the primary source 

of error in fixed-grid eulerian models. IITrajectory" 

models, in which a vertical column of air is translated in 

a lagrangian sense, do not suffer from horizontal numerical 

diffusion. However, they neglect the wind profile, 

horizontal eddy diffusion and vertical velocity. Liu and 
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Seinfeld used some of the analytical solutions discussed in 

section (1 .5.1) to gauge the effect of omitting these three 

processes, obtaining deviations of up to 50%, 10% and 1000% 

respectively under typical conditions. 

In order to assess the numerical error occurring in 

a grid model, a comparison was made between lst.- and 2nd.

order forward-difference solutions, and an analytical 

solution for randomly-distributed area-sources. Liu and 

Seinfeld (1975) found that harmonic deviations of up to 50% 

grew with distance downwind, the error being greater for the 

lst.-order model. A smooth source-distribution reduced 

deviations to ±20%. 

1.10.2 Rationale. 

The benefits of air-quality models for the planning 

of industrial sites and the establishment of pollution cause

effect relationships are well-accepted. The only important 

questions remaining concern returns for refinement. It has 

been seen that atmospheric transport is a random process, 

the nature of which ;s determined by a vast number of 

spatially- and temporally-variant parameters. Even if one 

accepts that the diffusion equation (1.39) may be used as an 

approximate deterministic description of the process, it is 

impossible to provide continuous, accurate velocity and 

diffusivity information. Further, since the equation 

itself is not generally soluble, its application involves 

various degrees of approximation. For a particular applica-
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tion, it should be possible to place these approximate 

forms on a scale extending from Hsophisticated~ solutions 

which account for all important phenomena, thus requiring 

detailed meteorological and source input, to Hcrude H 

solutions which account only for basic effects such as 

source-strength and wind~speed, and hence do not warrant 

deta i1 ed input. 

Any solution may be measured in terms of computation, 

and there is a rough rule-of-thumb that computation increases 

with sophistication. Since computer-time and the acquisi-

tion of input data will involve specifiable costs, any model 

may be subjected to a cost-benefit analysis. Though returns 

may diminish with increasing sophistication, there is a 

strong feeling [Hameed (1974a)] that it is necessary to link 

the underlying physical causes to the observed effects, if 

a model is to be generally applicable. 

The detailed input information required by sophist

icated models is becoming more available - from a prolifera

tion of air-monitoring devices in pollution-conscious cities, 

and occasionally from environment impact assessments for 

remote sources. Moreover, Fortak (1974) points out that 

modern methods of stochastic dynamic prediction will even

tually allow statistical forecasts, one or two days in 

advance, of mesoscale meteorology, whilst the deterministic 

prediction of mesoscale wind-fields shows promise as a 

source of detailed advance information [e.g. Scholtz and 

Brouckaert (1976), section (1.3.1)]. 

Ruff and Fox (1974) also recognise the need for high-

quality input data in advanced model l ing. In a feasibility 
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study, they advocate the accumulation of a vast data-base 

for St. Louis, involving more than one million air-quality, 

emission and meteorological measurements daily for two years. 

The information would be made available for the comparison 

5 ~. 

and validation of dispersion models. In a comparative study 

using an earlier data-base for St. Louis, three models of 

varying sophistication were applied to S02 dispersion. The 

grid model of Shir and Shieh (1974) [section (1.6.4.2)J prod

uced closest predictions, accuracy decreasing for a simple box 

model, and the gaussian plume model. Comparison of the gaussian 

model with a grid model for CO dispersion in Los Angeles also 

led to the conclusion that model performance improved with 

sophistication. 

The low horizontal concentration gradients associated 

with area sources prompted Halliday and Venter (1971) to 

suggest that area-source dispersion could be modelled by the 

simple re1at10n 

C IV Q/u 

where Q is the area-source strength. It was claimed that 

this model performed as well as the 3-dimensional finite

difference solution of Randerson (1970) [section (1.6.4.2)J, 

using the same data-base for S02 dispersion in Nashville. 

Gifford and Hanna (1973) endorsed the comments of Halliday 

and Venter, and suggested that since concentrations result 

largely from the nearest sources, a "box" approach could be 

used in which the concentration in a cell could be related 

to Q/u for that cell by 
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(1.82) 

where CA is an average proportionality constant. Analysis 

of data from 44 U.S. cities led to a value of CA = 225 for 

particulate material, and 50 for S02' The low value for 

S02 was attributed to the high sources supplying S02, and 

its decay in the atmosphere. 

Hameed (1974a) suggested that the large spread in 

C vs Q/u data used to obtain CA is indicative of other 

important phenomena, and that the data are anyway better 

represented by a straight- l ine fit with a substantial inter

cept, instead of the simple proportionality of equation 

(1.82) . With regard to a comparison with the S02 results 

of Randerson (1970), in wh i ch it proved necessary to use 

CA = 50 to obtain fair comparison, Hameed (1975) remarked 

that it would be necessary to assume an excessively high 

decay rate to justify deviations from the particulate value 

CA = 225. Further, the multiple cell model [Hameed (l974b), 

section (1.6.4.3)J and the integral method [Lebedeff and 

Hameed (1975), section (1.6.4.l)] both produced good compar

ison with the Nashville observations without having to 

include any removal mechanisms. Hameed concluded that 

simple models are to be preferred if they consistently 

produce results which are as good as those of complex models, 

but that the necessity to explain the underlying physical 

processes cannot be avoided. 

Benarie (1975) points out that since annual-average 

data were used by Gifford and Hanna (1973) to evaluate C
A 



in equation (1.82)~ tnis is basically a statistical model 

best suited for predtcting annual averages, and comparison 

with other models for the 2~hour period in Nashville is 

fortuitous. He suggests that such comparisons need to 

account for far more than just the amount of computation 

required in each case. 

For a single point source, simplifying assumptions 

of this type will be far less effective. Indeed, no 

general model has been found for the case of a variable 

point-source in a spatially and temporally variable 

environment. Such models as have been proposed suffer from 

poor resolution, or involve important simplifications. 

Although an advanced model would require detailed meteoro

logical input to be completely effective, it would provide 

the best possible estimate based on available information. 

The development of a general model which provides acceptable 

resolution and pays due regard to the fundamental transport 

processes would establish the significance and origin of 

errors associated with simpler models in real applications. 

Such a study would provide both a versatile tool and a means 

of verifying simpler results when there is cause for doubt. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FORMULATION OF A GENERAL DYNAMIC MODEL 

FOR ATMOSPHERIC POINT-SOURCES 

2.1 Objectives. 

T~ avoid the inherent resolution/accuracy problems 

associated with eulerian finite-difference solutions, it 

will be necessary to provide the concentration distribution 

on a "sub-grid" scale. Probably the only means of doing 

this is by following material as it disperses, excluding 

regions which are in no way affected by the distribution. 

In the case of a linear form of the diffusion equation 

(1.39), the dispersing material will not interact with 

itself in any way. Hence a time-variant release may be 

considered to constitute serially-released instantaneous 

puffs of varying strength. An obvious conclusion is that 

if individual puffs could be followed as integral lagrangian 

parcels, it should be possible to reconstruct a detailed 

concentration distribution by superposition. Largely as 

a result of extreme shear, and the complexity of time~ 

variant wind-fields under stable conditions, it will be 
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found that the modelling of single puffs may reduce to 

consideration of a substantial part of the region of interest. 

Hence some important departures from the usual methods will 

be necessary if this approach is to be made tractable. 

The field-measurements of Nicko1a (1970, 1971), 

Drivas and Sha;r (1974) and Tyldesley and Wallington (1965) 



have shown that the ground-level concentration distribution 

of a single puff becomes elongated in the along-wind 

direction as a result of the interaction of wind-shear and 

vertical diffusion. This effect is associated with a 

considerable downwind displacement of material at greater 

heights. It should be noted that if a second shear com

ponent acts at right-angles to this distribution, the cloud 

will begin to spread in a second dimension, affecting a 

large area at ground-level (cross-wind shear). 

It is possible that the two shear components act 

simultaneously, for example when a directional shear is 

determined by the Ekman effect . However, Csanady (1972) 

suggests that the Ekman effect is unlikely to influence 

the ground-level distribution significantly over medium 

ranges of travel (30 km), and that significant cross-wind 

shear contributions are more likely to result from the 

stratification of local flows under stable conditions. 

Since the spatial and temporal variations of such structured 

flows could only be established by repeated vertical sound

ing throughout the region, this information is generally not 

available. Hence the present approach ignores the possib-

ility of simultaneous shear ion two dimensions by assuming 

that wind direction is uniform with height. Major two

dimensional shear contributions will nevertheless result 

from the consecutive action of differing shear directions, 

as in the case of a time-variant wind-field, and the 

proposed model accounts for this important redistribution 

effect. 
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In order to reduce the computation requirements for 

the sheared puff solution, individual puffs were represented 

by their zeroth, first and second moments about a curvi-

linear vertical surface. Horizontal wind-shear was 

resolved into components parallel to the surface and normal 

to the surface. Whereas shear and diffusion effects 

parallel to the surface were accounted for by numerical 

solution for the zeroth moment, the corresponding effects at 

right-angles to the surface could only be expressed in terms 

of the numerically-solved first and second moments. The 

latter moments determined only the mean and variance of the 

displacement from any point in the surface, thus limiting 

the reconstructed distribution normal ' to the surface at this 

point to a gaussian form. Although such a description of 

the cloud will include the effects of both horizontal shear 

components, Saffman (1962) has pointed out that the third 

moment in a shear direction will be significant, with the 

ground-level skewness approaching unity in the case of a 

linear wind profile. Hence an early objective in the 

formulation of the present model was to define the locating 

surface in such a way that it lay parallel to the dominant 

shear component. In this way, dependence on the less 

accurate moment description was minimised. 
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2.2 Theory. 

2.2.1 Distributioh fnthe eulerian frame. 

Consider the lowest layer of the atmosphere which is 

the predominant transport medium for pollutants. Provided 

that surface heat sources and topographical features do not 

depart too strongly from their means, a first approximation 

would be to assume that wind velocity is everywhere parallel 

to the local ground surface. This clearly neglects the 
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vertical velocities induced by strong urban heat islands 

[Dilley and Yen (1971), section (1.5.1)] and those associated 

with convergent "cresting" over hills. However, it is 

expected that definition of spatial concentration gradients 

will playa far more important role than the minor overall 

variations resulting from vertical velocity. With this 

assumption, transformation to a coordinate system which has 

a fixed vertical datum (z=O) at ground level reduces the 

diffusion equation (1.39) to the form: 

ac + - ( ) ac - ( ac a [ ( ac] at u x,y,z,t ax + v x,y,z,t)dY = dX Kx x,y,z,t)ax 

+ ~y[Ky(X,y,z,t)~~J+ ~z[Kz(X,y,z,t)~~]+ Ws~~ 

+ R(C,x,y,z,t) + S(x,y,z,t) (2 . 1 ) 

where a sedimentation term has been included as in equation 

(1~76), to account for constant settling velocity ws' 

Consider only the case in which there is no in1tial distribu

tion, and all material in the atmosphere has been introduced 



according to the source function S (zero-state response). 

A necessary boundary-condition is then 

1 i m C(x,y,z,t) = 0 (2.2) 

The solution of equation (2.1) may be expressed in terms of 

the Green's function G(x-x', y-y', z-z', t 1 ) which satisfies 

the equation 

aG + liE..§. + -aG 
ffi ax Vay 
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(2.3) 

with an initial condition. 

(2.4) 

where tl = t-t' and o(s) is the Dirac delta function defined 

by 

o(s) = D, siD ; J~~5{S)dS = 1 

In general, G will be dependent on more than just the 

deviations from initial values. If the Green's function 

obeys all boundary conditions imposed on C(x,y,z,t), it is 

possible to relate C(x,y,z,t) to S(x,y,z,t) according to 
00 00 00 

t 

C(x,y,z,t) = G(x-x', y-y', z-z', t-t'). 

S(x',y',z',t')dt'dz'dy'dx' ( 2 . 5 ) 

It follows that if S(x',y',z~tr) = 0{X'-X")6{y'-y") 

o{z'-z")o(t'-t") then C(x,y,z,t)=G(x-x",y-y",z-zU,t-t")-



i.e. Green's function represents the concentration at 

(x,y,z,t) resulting from an instantaneous point source 

located at (XI,yl,Z") which emits at til. In particular, 

for as; n g 1 e poi n t sou r c eat (x II ,y" , Z It) wit h s t r eng t h Q ( t ) , 

t 
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Clx,y,z,t) = I.:lx.x"y.",z_zl,t-tO)QltoldtO (2.6) 

which is simply a mathematical statement that a continuous 

release may be simulated by superposition of puffs. 

2.2.2 Coordinate transformations. 

In the modelling of single puffs it will prove 

advantageous to limit the region to be considered to some 

"neighbourhood" of the puff. Because of the usual 

dominance of one linear dimension in the distribution, it 

is convenient to introduce a preliminary transformation. 

Consider the curvilinear vertical surface which projects 

onto the xy plane as the curve 

(2 .7) 

at time t. Assume that there exists a unique transforma-

tion ip with inverse f~l which maps [X;XE(Xl,X2),y; 

y E (y 1 , Y 2 ) , Z , t ] i n tot h e d 0 m a i n [~; ~ E ( ~ 1 , ~ 2 ) , n ; n E ( n 1 , n 2 ) , z , tJ 

such that the curve P(x,y,t)=O becomes a straight line in 

the ~n plane, and the parameters z and t remain unaltered. 

If P somehow follows the spatial distribution in (x,y,z,t) 

so as to Hminimise" deviation from the defined vertical 

surface, the distribution should map into the (~,n,z,t) 
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domain such that its projection largely follows a straight 

line in the ~n plane. If this straight line were chosen 

to follow, say, the ~-axis, then the n~dimensions of the 

cloud should be relatively small. Further, if the 

curvature of P is relatively small, and the transformation 

(2.8) 

thus reasonably linear, it will be possible to make some 

simplifying assumptions for the continued development of 

the distribution in the (~,n,z,t) frame. 

transformation 

'" ~l ( (x,y,z,t) = Tp ~,n,z,t) 

The inverse 

will allow interpretation in the original frame. For 

convenience, the curve P on which ip is based will be 

(2.9) 

referred to as the "proximate curve H, It is clear from the 

description of the proximate curve that a means must be 

provided for establishing the "optimum" location of 

P(x,y,t)=O in space, as well as its variation in time. 

Both these objectives may be met, and the Hmovement" along 

P minimised, by allowing P{x,y,t) to evolve according to 

lagrangian coordinate transformations. 

form of P at time t~ be given by 

P~(x,y) = lim P{x,y,t) 
t-+t; 

+ 

Let the optimum 

(2.l0) 

By allowing the initial curve P~(x,y)=O to be trans

lated in the eulerian wind-field by the velocity at some 



best height, say let), it should be possible to make p~ 

undergo essentially the same reallignment as the concentra-

tion distribution. Define a lagrangian coordinate trans-

formation by 
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l
t~ 

x.e. (t) = x + t u[x~(T),y~(-r), l(T),T]dT (2.11) 

yt(t) = y + J:'V[XI,(T)'YI,(T),Z(T),T]dT (2.12) 

The choice of p~ must clearly satisfy the proximity require

ment in the neighbourhood of the release-point (x" ,y" ,Z" ) 

for t close to t~. It follows that p~ must allow 

P~(X",y")=O. Then the tracking height may be chosen such 

that l(t~)=Z", and subsequent let) arranged recursively to 

minimise the deviation of the centroid at some representative 

level from the curve P~[x~(t),y~(t)J=O, or more specifically, 

from [x~(t),y~(t)J, where this is the transform of (x",y"). 

Hence, an obvious best choice of the proximate curve P is 

(2.13) 

Of course, it is unlikely that the unique transforms 

Tp' Tp-l will exist with such an arbitrary specification of 

P, and an approximate form of equation (2.13) will eventually 

be used. 

It is now possible to suggest further properties for 
"-

the transformation Tp (2.8). Let ~ be the distance along 

P from the point [x~'(t)'Yi'(t)J which satisfies P(x,y,t)=O, 

and let n be the lateral distance from P to the point (x,y), 



~ 

senses being determined according to some rule. Then Tp 

will simply "straighten out" an xy projection of the 

distribution at t [figure (2.l)J. 

-fig. (2.1) Transformation Tp_ 

y 

P(X,y,t2 )= 0 

~®P(X.Y.t1)=O 
Ll 

X~'(t1 )'Yt(t1 )] 

x 
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The effect of the transformation has been to 

represent the distribution in a moving frame such that it 

is localised near the origin and distributed largely along 

one axis. In order to work in the new frame, however, some 

further assumptions are necessary. The non-linearity of 

the transformation Tp will clearly be determined by the 

curvature of P. If P were straight, the transformation 

would be linear, and a simple equivalent form of the 

diffusion equation (2.3) would result. Thus, if the curva-

ture of P is small, equation (2.3) may be approximated with 
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' (2.14) 

The diffusivities K~, Kn would be directional properties, 

equivalent to suitable linear combinations of Kx,Ky ' 

However, Calder (1965) [section (1.4,2)J showed that if z 

were chosen as a preferred axis, then necessarily Kx=Ky for 

equation (1.39) to be valid. 

to Kx=Ky by direct coordinate transformation, provided 

rotation is restricted to the horizontal. 

properties are thus 

G"(~,T1,z,tl = G(x,y,z,t) 

Kh(~,n,z,t} = Kx(x,y,z,t} = KyCx,y,z,t} 

with (~,n,z,t) 

The transformed 

(2 .15) 
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Because the frame is moving, the advective properties must 

become relative 

uR{x,y,z,t) = u{x,y,z,t) - u(x,y,Z{t),t) 

vR(x,y,z,t) = v(x,y,z,t) - v(x,y,Z{t),t) 

u"(~,n,z,t) = d~ -a-x'uR{x,y,z,t) + d~ -dy'VR(X,y,z,t) 

v"'(~,n,z,t) = d~ -a-x'uR(x,y,z,t) a~ -+ dy·VR{X,y,z,t) (2.l6) 

2.2.3 Distribution in the lagrangian frame. 

Equation (2.6) reduced the problem of solving for a 

continuous point-source distribution in eulerian space to 

one of solving for individual unit-puffs in eulerian space. 
-By means of the transformation Tp, the solution for eulerian 

puffs has now been reduced to an approximate solution in a 

lagrangian frame which exists in the neighbourhood of the 

developing puff. Reverting to the original eulerian symbols 

for convenience, let the concentration which results from a 

unit release be C(x,y,z,t) in the lagrangian frame. Then 

equation (2.14) becomes 

~ + - ( ) a c - ( ) a c a [ d C] at u x,y,z,t ax + v x,y,z,t ay = ax Kx(x,y,z,t)ax 

+ ~ y [ K Y ( x , y , z , t ) ~ ~J + ~ z [ K z (x , y , z , t ) ~ ~J 
+ ws~~ tR(C,x,y,z,t) (2.17) 

Clearly, u will be the velocity parallel to the 

original transformation curve P(y=O), whilst v will be the 

velocity normal to this curve. 



may all be evaluated relative to the new frame via the 

transformations (2.15), (2.16). 

One further approximation is made simply for ease 

of calculation. In a typical application, the horizontal 

spatial scales for variations in meteorological parameters 

should be somewhat larger than the horizontal dimensions 

of the puff. If this is the case, the values of 

u,v,Kx,Ky,Kz and the form of R will vary only slightly with 

x and y in the region occupied by the puff, again assuming 
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that the curvature of P is small. The n u (x, y , z , t ) , v (x, Y , IZ , t ) 

may be replaced by appropriate weighted mean values U(z,t), 
-V(z,t). In practice, these means are based on the movement 

of P in eulerian space in such a way that only relative 
-velocities normal to P contribute to V(z,t), whilst relative 

-velocities along P combine to give the average U{z,t). 

Diffusivity and removal profiles are similarly approximated 

by local mean values Kx(Z,t),Ky(Z,t),Kz{z,t) and R{C,z,t). 

However, they are based on values at the moving centroid, 

which will lie on P(y=O) and be stationary in the lagrangian 

frame according to the specification of P [section (2.2.2)J. 

With these assumptions, equation (2.17) becomes: 

(2.18) 

Implicit in equation (2.18) is that the wind acts on 

the puff as a whole, but careful choices of P,U,V have 

accounted for spatial variations in the eulerian wind-field. 



- - -It is clear from the descriptions of U,V,K.,R that their 
. 1 

values may only be determined according to the distribution 

of the puff in eulerian space, using the inverse transforma-

Hence, in general, these functions cannot 

be pre-evaluated, and equation (2.18) will be highly non-

linear. 

2.2.4 Solution for the lagrangian puff. 

In section (1.5.2), consideration was given to the 

analytical treatment of puff expansion in the atmosphere. 

It was noted that though a solution exists for the case of 

constant velocity gradient and constant diffusivity in an 

unbounded atmosphere [Quesada (l971)], the more genera 1 

cases involving linear [Saffman (1962)] and neutral 

[Chatwin (1968)J profiles in a bounded atmosphere could 

only be solv.ed for in terms of their first few moments, 

or asymptotic values thereof. As in equation (1.51), the 

x-y moments of a finite puff are defined by 

= J~mJ~m xmynC{x,y,z,t}dxdy 

By multiplying through equation (2.18) with xmyn, relations 

of the forms (1.53), (1.54), (1.55) could be obtained for 

the first few moments [Aris (1956)]. Although analytical 

solutions for these moments only exist in a few cases, use 

may be made of numerical methods - for example a finite-

difference solution in z-t. Hence Tyldesley and Wallington 

(1965) [section (1.6.4.4)J modelled an instantaneous cross-
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wind line source by solving for the zeroth, first and second 

moments 9 00 , 910, e20 in the direction of the wind. If one 

assumes that the distribution at height z is gaussian, then 

it may be reconstructed from these moments. In general, 

however, higher moments make significant contributions to 

the distribution. Saffman (1962) showed that in the case 

of a linear wind profile, the distribution will not be 

as ym p tot i c a 11 y g a u s s ian [ sec t ion (1. 5 . 2 ) J, and t hat the 

skewness factor will be about unity at ground-level, if 

horizontal diffusion is ignored. If higher moments are 

solved for, one is left with the task of formulating a 

joint probability distribution which observes these moments. 

Returning to the description of the lagrangian frame 

in section (2.2.2), note that the choice of the proximate 

curve P must necessarily resolve the largest wind component 

into the direction of P. It may thus be expected that 

usually IU(z,t)I»/V(z,t)1 in equation (2.18). However, 
-
V(z,t} cannot be ignored altogether ~ with the present 

formulation of P this would be tantamount to ignoring 

temporal variations in the wind-field. If V(z,t) is zero, 

equation (2.18) must solve to give a gaussian y-distribution, 

assuming that the K-theory description is valid. Hence it 

is assumed that the y-distribution at height z will remain 
-gaussian for reasonably small V{z,t). Then the complete 

distribution may be approximately represented by the moments 

Co(x,z,t), Cl(X,z,t), Cz{x,z,t), where 
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(2.19) 
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Assuming the boundary conditions 

lim (2.20) 

y+±(X) 

n=O , 1 ,2 
y+±(X) 

n=0,1,2 

then multiplication through equation (2.18) by yn,n=0,1,2 

yields 

ac o ac o a 2eo a [- ac 0] 
-+ U(z,t) -- Kx{z,t) --+ - Kz(z,t)-
at ax a x2 az az 

aco .. 
+ Ws -+ R(Co,z,t) (2.21) 

az 

aC l aCl .. a 2 c a [- ac ,] .. 1 
-+ U(z,t) = Kx(z,t} --+ - Kz(z,t)-
at ax ax 2 az az 

aC l 
R(Cl,z,t) 

.. 
+ W -+ + V(z,t)C o s az 

(2.22) 

aC 2 .. aC 2 
- + U(z,t) 
a t a x 

.. .. 
+ R(C 2 ,z,t} + 2V(Z,t)Cl + 2Ky (z,t)C Q (2.23) 

-Clearly, this development will only be valid if R has the 
.. -

form R(C,z,t}=R~(z,t)C, i.e. if the concentration-dependent 

source/sink term ;s first-order in C. Equations (2.21) to 

(2.23) represent analogous advection, diffusion, reaction 

and sedimentation for the zeroth, first and second moments. 

There is a further contribution to the first moment due to 

bulk advective shift, and contributions to the second 



moment due to advective shift of the centroid, as well as 

independent diffusion in the y~direction. 

In applying these equations to the case of an 

instantaneous unit release at (x,y,z,t)=(O,O,z",t~), as 

will be relevant in the lagrangian frame, it is reasonable 

to specify the boundary conditions 
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lim Cn{x,z,t) = 0, n=0,1,2 (2.24) 

x+±oo 

and the initial conditions 

Co{x,z,t) = 6{x)6(z_Z")6(t-t~) 

C1{x,z,t) = 0 t~t'" (2.25) 

C2 {x,z,t) = 0 

It has not yet been possible to specify vertical boundary con

ditions because of sedimentation, the unknown form of R"'{z,t), 

and the possible existence of an impervious inversion layer. 

In order to solve equations (2.2l) to (2.23) 

simultaneously with the boundary-conditions (2.24), (2.25) 

it will be necessary to make use of numerical methods. 

2.3 Numerical method. 

2.3.1 Separation of processes. 

Define the change which occurs in Cn{x,z,t) during 

the interval t to t+At as ACn(X,z,t,At). The contributions 

to AC n which result from advection, diffusion, sedimentation 

and reaction may likewise be considered as ACna(X,z,t,At), 



~Cnd(x,z,t,6.t}, 6.Cns (x,z,t,6.t}, 6.C nr (x,z,t,6.t), though of 

course these values will be . interdependent. Whereas 
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equations (2.21) to (2.23) determine the unique forms of 

Cn(x,z,t),n=O,1,2, they may be used to define the following 

integrals. 

If the additional terms in equations (2.22), (2.23) are 

replaced with similar integrals, the moment equations 

become 

~ Co (x, Z , t ,6. t) =. 6. C 0 a (x ,z , t ,~ t) + ~ Cod (x, Z , t ,~ t ) 

+ ~ C oS (x ,z, t,6, t) + ~ Cor (x, Z , t,~ t) 

(2.26) 

(2.27 ) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 



6C 1{X,z,t,6t) = 6C 1a (X,z,t,6t) + 6C 1d {X,z,t,6t) 

+ 6C 15 (X,z,t,6t) + 6C 1r (x,z,t,6t) 

J

t+6t -
+ V(Z,T)Co{X,Z,T)dT 

t . 

6C 2 (x,z,t,At) = 6C 2a (X,z,t,6t) + 6C 2d (X,z,t,6t) 

+ 6C (X,z,t,6t) + 6C 2 (X,z,t,6t) 25 r 

2J
t
t+

6t 
-+ V(Z,T)C1{X,Z,T)dT 

+ 2J:+fit Ky(z,~)CQ(x,z,~)d" 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

If the time-step 6t is reasonably small, the integral terms 

resulting from the separate processes will be reasonably 

independent of each other, and the following approximations 

may be made. 

( ; ) 

( i i ) 

It+6t- aCn 
U(Z,T)---(X,Z,T}dT = Cn(x,z,t) 

t ax 
t 

-Cn[(x+ J U(Z,T}dT),z,T] ,n=0,1,2 

t+6t 

I
t+6t 

Cn(x,z,t) t V~Z,")d" 

. ,n-O,l 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 
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( ; i i ) (2.35) 

(i v) 

(2.36) 

In fact, the integrals on the right-hand sides of 

equations (2.33), (2,34) and (2.35), of the properties 

P.(z,t) in the lagrangian frame, are evaluated by summation 
J 

over smaller steps 6t/n s in the eulerian frame, according 

to equations (2.15) and (2.16). 

(2.37) 

In the actual solution for 6C n(X,z,t,6t) the 

advection, sedimentation, reaction and diffusion processes 

are not assumed to act independently on the initial 

distribution Cn(x,z,t), but rather to act sequentially 

according to the scheme: 

(1) Advection: C~(x,z,t) = Cn(x,z,t) + 6C na (X,z,t,6t) 

+ [contributions as in equation (2.34) 

for n=1,2J (2.38) 

(2) Sedimentation: C~~(x,z,t) = C~(x,z,t) + 6C~s(x,z,t,6t) 
(2.39) 

(3) Reaction: 
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(4) Diffusion: Cn(X,z,t+At) = C~~'(x,z,t) 

+ ~C~d'(x,z,t,At) + [contribution as in 

equation (2.35) for n=2J. (2.41) 

Thus the final distribution is obtained after the diffusion 

step, which acts to IIsmoothll the redistributions due to 

advection, sedimentation and reaction. 

No mention has yet been made of the methods of 

solution for the diffusion and reaction steps. Special 

procedures are adopted in these cases, and they are 

discussed separately. 

2.3.2 Initial distribution. 

The most convenient means of handling the distribu

tion information Cn(x,z,t),n=O,1,2 is in the form of the 

d1scretised two-dimensional arrays, Cnik (t),n=O,1,2, where 

Cnik{t)=Cn(x~+iAx,z~+kAz,t) and Xl, z~ are fixed datum 

values. Interactions within these grids are then dealt 

with using finite-difference approximations. 

However, this discretisation complicates represent

ation of the initial distribution ex equation (2.25), 

Ca(x,z,t) = o{x)o{z-z'~)o(t-t~),t(t~ 

In fact, it is necessary to IIseed ll the puff using some 

assumed distribution at time t~+ot, where ot is small. 

Over this short time it is reasonable to neglect the effects 

of shear about the stationary centroid in the lagrangian 
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frame, as well as diffusivity variations about the release 

height z ....... Then the equivalent zeroth moment for the 

gaussian distribution (1.40) becomes 

1 
Co(x,z,t"'+ot) = 

[ 
1 ( X 2 exp - - _ + (2.42) 

40t K~(Z"'''') 

-where K~,K~ are determined according to equation (2.37) 

with t=t",~t=ot. 

2.3.3 Solution for the diffusion step. 

Following equation (2.27), the rate of change of 

Cn(x,z,t) due to diffusion may be defined as 

aC n (x,z,t) 
at 

d 

a [_ ac ] + - Kz{z,t)_n(x,z,t) 
az az 

- -

(2.43) 

Assuming that the time-scales for variations in Kx,Kz will 

be large compared with ~t, they may be replaced with mean 
- -

values K~{z),K~{z) which are determined according to 

equation (2.37) for the interval t to t+~t. Further, 

define values C~(X,Z,T) with the initial conditions 

C~{x,z,t)=Cn(x,z,t),n=0,1,2, but thereafter allow C~,n=0,1,2 

to be influenced only by diffusion during t to t+~t. 
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Hence, 

aC~ a2C~ 
n (x,z,t~) = K"'(z) __ n (x,z,tr') 

at~ x ax2 

+ ~[Ki(Z)ac~{X,z,t~)], t.,;t .. ~t+At (2.44) 
a z a z 

and it is now possible to specify diffusion boundary

conditions for the ground, and an impervious inversion layer 

at z=H, if one exists. 

aC" 
___ n (x,z,t~) = 0, z = O,H (2.45) 
az 

A number of solution techniques have been considered 

for the parabolic partial differential equation (2.44), on 

the basis of accuracy vs computation. Since the values of 

c~,n=0,1,2 are effectively stored in the three~dimensiona1 

grids C~ikt' all methods have been based on finite differ-

ences. The criterion used for comparison was overall 

agreement with the development of an instantaneous release, 
- -for which K~ and Kr' were taken constant with height. The x z 

analytical solution for this case is the gaussian puff, 

equation (1.40), which was considered a fair test in view 

of the initial high spatial and temporal gradients, and its 

approximation to the system under consideration. Of course, 

having separated out the advection terms by means of the 

lagrangian integration (2.33), an important source of pseudo

diffusion [section (l.10.1)] has been removed, and the 

necessity to satisfy advective stability conditions (1.65) 

has been avoided. 



The explicit sc~emes which were considered could be 

solved directly in the two spatial dimensions. However, 

a vast amount of computation would have been required for 

simultaneous solution in both directions using the implicit 

scheme, and this scheme was adapted using the Alternating

Direction-Implicit (A.D.I.) method of Peaceman and Rachford 

(1955). For simplicity, consider the case of linear 

diffusion, 
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(2.46) 

(i) Direct explicit (forward-difference) 

stability condition : Kx~t/~X2~i [von Neumann] 

Ci ,t+l = Ci ,t + [Kx~t/~X2J [C i +1 ,t- 2C i ,t+Ci-l ,tJ 

(ii) Crank-Nicholson implicit 

stability condition : Kx~t/~X2(i [Ritchmeyer and 

Morton (1967)]. 

Ci,t+l = Ci,t + [KxAt/2~~J [(Ci+l,t-2Ci,t+Ci_l,t) 

+ (C i +l ,t+1- 2C i ,t+l+Ci-l ,t+l)] 

(iii) Gauss-Seidel iterative (row-wise explicit) 

convergent for all values of r=Kx~t/~x2[Smith (1965)J 

nth iteration 
(n+1) (n+l) (n) 
C;,t+l = [r/2(1+r)] [Ci .. l,t+l + Ci,t+1J + bit/[l+r] 

where 

bit = Ci t + (r/2)(C,'_1 t- 2C , t+ C, 1- t) , ,1, 1+, 



(iv) Gauss-Seidel with S.O.R.{Succes~iV~~Over

Relaxation). 

nth iteration 

(n+l) In) 
= w[{r/2(l+r}}{C;_1,t+l + Ci+l,t+l} dn+1J 

i , t+ 1 
(n) 

+ bit/{l+r}] -(w-l )C i ,t+l 

where w has an optimum value given by Smith (1965). 

(v) Limiting value method (explicit). 

unconditionally stable for all values of r=Kx6t/6x 2 

Ci,t+l = Ci,t + I[C i +l ,t- 2C i,t + Ci-l,t] [1-e-
2rJ 

Whereas the explicit schemes (i), (iii), (iv) and 

(v) readily include the bi-directional problem (2.44), it 

is included in (ii) using the A.D.I. method. This scheme 

effectively decouples the diffusion processes in the two 

directions, allowing tri-diagonal solution of the resultant 

matrix equations. 

In the instantaneous point-source tests, (ii) was 

more accurate than (i), but inferior to (iii) and 

especially (iv) in terms of computer time. In fact, a new 

explicit technique (v) was developed which was as accurate 

as (iv), but which was non-iterative, and required less 

computer time. 

The derivation of the limiting value solution is 

presented in appendix (Al.l), Note that the scheme is 

unconditionally stable. In the general case with varying 

spatial stepsizes and variable diffusivity, the equations 
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become 

[ 
~a 'At] 

C. t 1 = C. t + b. t l-e 1 1,+ 1, 1, (2.47) 

with 

and 
2 [K x i + 1 AX i _ 1 , i + Kx i - 1 AX i , i + 1 ] 

a i = AX i _ 1 , i AX i , i + 1 [AX i - 1 , i + AX i , i + 1 ] 

In order to extend this solution to the bi-directional 

(xz) problem, it was assumed that the x- and z- diffusion 

processes acted independently during At, and that the result

ant perturbations were directly additive. 

Ci,k,t+l = Ci,k,t + bi,t[1_e-ai6t] k 

(2.48) 

If the exponents aiAt,akAt are small, the exponential terms 

may be approximated with Taylor expansions which exclude 

third and higher terms. Then equation (2.48) reduces to 

the explicit finite-difference solution for x-z diffusion 

with variable diffusivity and stepsize, and it is concluded 

that the additivity assumption is acceptable. Further, 

it might be expected that optimal stepsizes will be deter

mined by the values of aiAt, akAt, and a series of comparisons 



with growing gaussian puffs has shown that best agreement is 

obtained in the region of 
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(2.49) 

These optimality criteria are close to the stability limits 

of methods (i) and (ii) above. 

In applying the solution (2.47) to equation (2.44) 

with the boundary-conditions (2.45), it is convenient to 

allow x-stepsizes to expand outwards from a central point, 

so that the grid is cruder in regions where x-gradients 

are usually small. Though z-stepsizes are left constant, 

diffusivity varies with height. Hence, both the variable 

stepsize and the variable diffusivity capabilities of the 

scheme (2.48) are used in the solution of equation (2.44). 

Because the diffusion step is solved in a finite 

x-z grid, it is necessary to make some assumption about the 

fluxes at the boundaries of the system. By setting the 

concentration gradients at all boundaries to zero, the 

diffusive fluxes become zero. In this way, the boundary 

conditions (2.45) are satisfied, and the effect on the 

distant x-boundaries is expected to be small because of the 

small gradients in this direction. In the absence of an 

inversion "lid", the optimal stepsize criterion (2.49) 

usually means that the upper boundary is too high to 

restrict the vertical spread anyway. 

In the numerical model, the limiting value method is 

used to provide a solution to (2.44) of the form 

~C~(x,z,t,~t) = C~(x,z,t + ~t) - C~(x,z,t) 



The approximation is now made that the diffusion process 

will be effectively independent of the advection, sedimenta

tion and reaction processes during t to t+At, so that 
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(2.50) 

2.3.4 Solution for the reaction step. 

In the discussion of removal mechanisms in section 

(1.9), it emerged that studies to date have chiefly 

concerned removal at the ground, and removal at a constant 

rate throughout the surface layer, though the possibility 

of a rate which is variable with height was not discounted. 

The important findings may be summarised as follows: 

(i) Retention of small particles or absorption of 

gas tracer at the ground 

Boundary condition: 
- ac irreversible: Kz(z,t)az{x,z,t) 

= wd(t) C(x,z,t), z=o 
- ac reversible: Kz(z,t)az(x,z,t) . 

= KG (t ) [C ( x , z , t ) -C EJ, z = 0 

(ii) Washout of particles or absorption of tracer 

gas by rainfall 

irreversible: R(C,z,t) -
= - A{t) C(x,z,t) 

= - Ar(t)[C(x,z,t)-CEJ reversible: -
R(C,z,t) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(iii) First-order chemical reaction or radioactive decay 
- -R{C,z,t) = - k1(t) C(x,z,t) 

In the taking of moments for equations (2.21), 

(2.22) and (2.23), it was found necessary to assume that 

(2.55) 
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the region of space affected by Cn(x,z,t),n=O,1,2 was 

finite. In effect, this analysis cannot consider the 

reversible processes (2.52) and (2.54), and R(C,z,t) must 

have the first-order form 

R(C,z,t) = R~(z,t)C (2.56) 

The removal parameters Wd(t), A(t) and kl (t) are 

supplied in the lagrangian frame as mean effective values 

P. for the interval t to t+bt, using an integral of the 
J 

form (2.37). Although they are assumed spatially-constant 

in the lagrangian frame, spatial variations in the eulerian 

frame are accounted for as temporal variations via the 

transformation Tp' as in equation (2.15). 

Inclusion of irreversible washout (2.53) and first-

order reaction (2.55) in the numerical solution offers no 

problem, since the effect is uniform throughout the boundary 

layer, and should lead to a simple exponential growth or 

decay. The irreversible ground-absorption process may be 
- -considered to effect RA(Z,t)=Ro(t)o(z). The highly localised 

nature of ,this removal means that over any reasonable time

step, t to t+bt, it will be necessary to consider the part 

played by atmospheric diffusion in supplying material to 

the absorbing surface. A simple approximation is derived 

by comparison with the system depicted in figure (2.2). 

Consider a case of semi-infinite vertical diffusion 

with an absorbing surface at z=O. Allow the distribution 

to be subject to a first-order reaction (2.55) with rate-
-

constant kr' and assume that the vertical diffusivity K
z 

is 
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constant with height. The relevant equation is 

ae - a2 e -= K - k e IT ZaZ 2 r 
(2.57) 

fig. {2.2} 

, 
Z 

Ground absorption and first-order reaction 
with vertical diffusion 

+ 00 a------i +00 "-----1 

t 
z 

c
'"t! = 0 

For simplicity, a uniform distribution is specified as the 

initial condition, 

e (z , 0) = eo, Z ~o 

and it is assumed that the deposition velocity at the 

absorbing surface ;s constant, so that the boundary condition 

is 

Then, solution of equation (2.57) using a Laplace transforma

tion yields tne result 



C(z,t) = C Q ex p [-k r t] [1 - e r f c ( z '" ) 
2ry 
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(2.58) 

Irreversible washout would simply add a further 

exponential factor, so that a combined first-order rate

constant may be defined as 

(2.59) 

An "adjustment factor" may be defined for the period 0 to t 

as 

- - -
Fr(z,t,kr,wd,Kz ) = C(z,t)/C o 

In the above development, diffusive flux only occurred as a 

result of ground-absorption. It might be assumed, there-

fore that this redistribution is additive to the normal 

diffusion process which will occur as a result of existent 

spatial gradients. Since the latter process is dealt with 

separately [section (2.3.3)], the contribution of the removal 

processes is approximated by assuming independence of the 

initial distribution. 

- - -
C(z,t+~t) = C(z,t)Fr{z,At,kr,wd,Kz ) 

Equation (2.29) represents the contribution of 

removal and reaction processes to the variation of the 

lagrangian moments Cn,n=0,1,2 dur i ng the interval t to 

(2.60) 



t+flt, viz. 

If the time-step flt is reasonably small and it is assumed 

that the reaction/removal processes occur independently of 

the advection, sedimentation and diffusion processes 

during flt, this contribution might be approximated as 
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(2.61) 

It has been mentioned that R~(z,t) may have an 

arbitrary variation with height, dependent, for example, 

on the distribution of vegetational traps with height, and 

this aspect is to be considered in future work [Norden and 

van As (1977a)]. At present, only the absorption, washout 

and reaction processes outlined in equations (2.51), (2.53) 

and (2.55) will be accounted for. Following equations 

(2.60) and (2.61), the approximation is made that 

F r [z , fl t , k r (t , At) , ; d (t , fl t ),K~ ( t , At) ] -1 

(2.62) 

where the parameters Pj{t,At) now represent mean values for 

the entire lagrangian frame, which have been averaged for 

the period t to t+flt, and are evaluated via the inverse 

transformation.T p- 1 using equation (2.37). In applying 

equation (2.62), an effective value for the constant K~ is 
z 

. -
established by a~eraging KzCz) over heights which are 



expected to playa part in the downwards diffusion. 

Finally, 
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K~{t,~t}] -l} (2.63) 

2.3.5 Reconstruction of the distribution. 

In section (2.2.4) it was proposed that provided 

the y-component of wind velocity in the lagrangian frame 

were small, the lagrangian distribution may be reconstructed 

from the moments CQ(x,z,t), C1{x,z,t) and C2(X,z,t) with 

little error. The mean and variance of the y-distribution 

are given directly by 

m (x,z,t) = Cl(X,z~t}JC(l(x,z,t) y 

cr~(x,z,t) = C2(x,z,t)/Co(x,z,t) - m~(x,z,t) 

The assumption that higher moments are negligible is 

tantamount to accepting a gaussian distribution, so that 

finally 

C(x,y,z,t) = 

2cr2(x,z,t) y 

(2.64 ) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

In the lagrangian frame, Co is the zeroth moment of 

the cloud distribution about the vertical xz plane passing 

through y=O. Shear and diffusion of the cloud in direc-

tions parallel to this plane have been accounted for by the 

numerical solution for Co, performed in an xz grid. Similar 



numerical solutions for C1 and C2 included the interdepend

ence of these moments, and their dependence on the wind 
-

component V(z,t) normal to the xz plane. Hence the mean 

my{x,z,t) and variance cr~(x)z,t} for the displacement from 

the xz plane will include the important shear/vertical 

diffusion interaction effect for the expansion of the cloud 

in the y-direction. 

The functions CQ(x,z,t), my(x,z,t) and cr~(x,z,t) 

exist in their discretised forms as three xz grids for 

time t. Expansion to form the 3-dimensional solution in 

the lagrangian frame follows according to equation (2.66). 

The lagrangian distribution is generally distorted slightly 

in reverting to the eulerian frame. 

Allow the symbols x,y,z,t to revert to their roles 

as coordinates in the eulerian frame [section (2.2.2)J, so 

that C{s,n,z,t) represents the concentration distribution 
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resulting from unit instantaneous release at (x;~,y~~,z~~,t~). 

Hence equation (2.66) is effectively a solution for the 

Green's function. 

where it has been assumed that the transformation 

(x,y,z,t) = Tpl(s,n,z,t) (2.9) is reasonably linear. 

In order to obtain the distribution which results 

from a continuous release Q(t) at (XA~,y~~,z~~), it is 

necessary to approximate the integral (2.6). Taking 

release-ttme steps At R, and assuming that no release has 

occurred before t=O, the distr i bution in the eulerian frame 
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is 

n 
Ce(x,y,z,nAt r ) = 2 G[x-x" ,y-Y",z-z'~,(n-i)AtRJ 

;=1 

(2.67) 

Provided the release-time steps are not large, the irregular

ities which result from this discretised release quickly 

disappear with travel-time. 

2.4 Administrative aspects. 

2.4.1 Model concepts. 

2.4.1.1 Dosages and concentrations. 

Since concentration~measuring instruments generally 

have non-zero response times, reported values of 

"concentration" are in fact means based on the measured 

dosage during a finite time-interval, i.e. 

C(x,y,z,t') = D(x,y,z,t~,t2)/(t2~t~),t~<t~<t2 

with D(x,y,z,t 1 ,t 2 ) =Jt
2
C(X,y,z,t)dt 

tl 

Moreover, dosage is often of more interest in pollution 

studies as it Will reflect, for example, the total bodily 

accumulation of some toxic or radioactive substance. Thus 

Csanady (1969a) derived probabilities for the observed 

dosages in an eulerian frame, by assuming that do~ages in 

the core region of a diffusing cloud were log-normally 



distrib~ted. In the modelling of atmospheric dispersion 

it is nevertheless necessary to solve for the fundamental 

behaviour C{x,y,z,t) in order to predict dosages over finite 

intervals. 

The observation of dosages D{x,y,Z,t 1 ,t 2 ) is likely 

to obscure the variation of C(x,y,z,t) on time scales which 

As opposed to area-source 

releases, the variable point~source release in a temporally 

and spatially variable environment is expected to produce 

concentration variations on relatively short space- and 

time-scales, and an effort has been made to reduce the 

experimental measurement intervals (t 2 -t1 ) in order to 

reveal the underlying behaviour. Further, this behaviour 

will be important in the case of accidental short-term 

release of dangerous substances. 

The numerical model which has been devised to 

implement the lagrangian puff approach [sections (2.2), 

(2.3)J has two basic modes of operation: 

(i) Prediction of the ensemble-mean concentration 

distribution for an instant in time; 

(ii) Prediction of ensemble-mean dosages at specified 

points over specified time-intervals. 

Whereas (ii) will be necessary in certain applications, 

including the field-validation of the model, (i) is likely 

to demonstrate some of the important differences between 

the dynamic puff model (OPM) and current approaches to the 

modelling of atmospheric dispersion. 
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2.4.1.2 Region of int~~est. 

The model is applied in some region for which the 

necessary meteorological and point-source release informa~ 

tion is available. Some sub-region may be specified in 
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which concentrations or dosages are of particular interest. 

In the case of concentration-distributions, times-of-interest 

are also specified, and it is necessary to solve for release

time intervals which are effective in supplying puffs which 

influence the region of interest at these times [appendix 

Al.3]. Relevant emission periods are established in terms 

of estimated puff-centroid loci [figure (2.3)). 

The release-times which contribute to a time-of

interest locus need not be continuous, and provision is 

made for segmentation into up to three centroid loci. 

Centroids which occur outside of the region are allowed to 

contribute if they are within a specified release-time 

margin. 

Turning to the case of dosage-prediction, the 

specified region of interest should enclose all points at 

which dosages are required. The earliest release-time to 

affect this region at the earliest dosage-interval time is 

then established. Thereafter, puffs are serially released 

until a release-time is reached which is greater than the 

last dosage-interval-time. Each puff-trajectory is only 

solved until the centroid has moved outside of a specifiable 

distance-margin around the region. 



f ig.(2.3) Region of interest 
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In order to minimise discretisation irregularities, 

release times are determined according to an optimal 

spacing based on prevalent wind-speeds, Typi ca 11 y, for 

gaussian puffs spaced at u~tR=50m, and an isotropic 

diffusivity of 0,5 m2 S"l, the distribution becomes "smooth" 

within 400 m of the source. Generally, these time-inter-

vals are somewhat smaller than the time-scales for meteoro

logical variations, and the present practice is simply to 

interpolate puffs between solved puffs at larger release-

time intervals. In this way a signifitant saving in 
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computation is effected, with little loss in accuracy. The 

interpolations are necessarily approximate in that individual 

parameters, such as the concentration moments Cn,n=0,1,2, 

are interpolated separately. In the case of dosage-

evaluation, a two-dimensional interpolation becomes necessary -

both with respect to the real-time intervals ~t along the 

trajectory, and with respect to the release-time interval 

~tR "across" the trajectory. The interpolated puff then 

has a characteristic release-time t R, which determines its 

strength Q(tR)~tR' and a characteristic real-time t~, which 

determines the dosage interval to which it must contribute. 

The concentration distribution is obtained by 

accumulation of puff-concentration contributions when the 

puffs C(x,y,z,t) have attained their final positions at the 

time-of-interest. On the other hand, dosages are 

accumulated continuously along a puff-trajectory, thus 

requiring frequent location with respect to stationary 



eulerian points via the inverse transformation Tp-l (2.9). 

Hence, whilst it is possible to obtain concentration 

distributions of reasonable resolution in an eulerian grid, 

analogous presentation of dosage-distributions would require 

several orders-of-magnitude more computation. At present, 

dosage evaluations have been restricted to 40 arbitrary 

points at a fixed height, whereas concentration distributions 

are presented in high-resolution (e.g. 4000-point) horizontal 

grids covering the region of interest at one or two specified 

heights. A description of the computer algorithm and its 

use is presented in appendix (Al.4). 

2.4.2 Velocity and diffusivity profiles, system properties. 
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Following equation (2.l8), the meteorological variables 

required in the lagrangian frame are the mean effective 

velocities U(z,t),V(z,t) and diffusivities Kx(z,t), Ky(z,t) 

and Kz{z,t). Since these quantities depend on the location 

of the puff, they may only be evaluated as the puff evolves, 

from current values in the eulerian frame. Velocity informa-

tion is further required in the eulerian frame for translation 

of the proximate curve according to equation (2.13), and for 

the establishment of release-time series which affect the 

region of interest [appendix (Al.3)]. Hence the most convenient 

form for storage of velocity and diffusivity data is as 

discretised histories for individual eulerian positions. 

An enormous amount of computer-storage would be 

required if such data were to be stored 3-dimensionally in 

space. It is first assumed that the effect of directional 



she a r i s neg 1 i g i b 1 e i nth e 1 aye r 0 fin t ere s t [ sec t ion (1. 3 . 3D . 

Velocity and diffusivity profiles may then be completely 

defined by 3 or 4 parameters as in section (l.2.3). The 

necessary parameters are thus stored 2-dimensionally (xy), 

and subroutines have been provided for their interpolation 

[appendix (A1.2)], and for evaluation of the variation of 

velocity and diffusivtty wi th height. 

The flux~profile relationships presently used are 

those suggested by Dyer (1974) with an extension due to Webb 

(1970) [section (1.2.3)]. If it is assumed that mass 

transfer is analogous to heat and momentum transfer, then 

equations (1.23) and (1.38 ) lead to 
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Km(z) = u*kz/~m(z/L) 

Kz{z} = u*kz/~w(z/L) 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

where vertical mass diffus i vity will be based on published 

relationships for the universal function ~w for water-

vapour transfer. The validity of such formulae above the 

lowest region of the surface-layer (say>50 m) is debatable, 

though Carl, Tarbell and Panofsky (1973) suggest that they 

may in fact be valid to somewhat greater heights (10% of the 

planetary boundary-layer). 

Webb (1970) observed that for ~ = z/L ~ l, velocity 

profiles deviated systematically from the log-linear form 

(1.26). On the basis of measurements at O'Neill, Kerang 

and Hay, he proposed that the l og- l inear law 



could be extended into regions of strong stability by 

taking 

¢ (~) = 1 + a for l< s«a+l} m 

The present approach is to assume that the relations 

(1.29), (1.30) put forward by Dyer (1974) are valid in the 

region ~oo<s~l , and to extend Webb's idea by taking 
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(2.70) 

Because dispersion will be considered over relatively short 

ranges, often under stable conditions, the amount of material 

which diffuses to uncharacterised heights is expected to be 

negligible, and the above relations should suffice in the 

present application. It is usual to evaluate the velocity 

at height z by integration of equation (1.21) according to 

(2.71) 

where Zo is the roughness-length, and then to assume that 

U(Za) is negligibly small. Equations (2.69) and (2.71) 

then lead to the following profile descriptions: 
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where 

b = (1-16~)i , b Q = (1-l6~}i 
L L 

u(z)= ~ ~ n ( ~) + ~ (z - z (l) ] 
k z 0' L 

, L ~O, z~L 

~rs-s~ - In(~) + 6ln(~)J 
k L L L L 

, L ~O, z)L (2.72) 

zi 
u-.t kz ~ -16I ] L~O 

K (z)= u-.t kz [1 +S[J -1 L)O, z~L 
z 

u-.t kz / 6 , L~O , z )L (2.73) 

The effect of dense vegetation or closely-spaced 

buildings has been observed to impose an upward-displace-

ment on profiles of this form. This is accounted for by 

introducing a zero-plane di splacement d which is character

istic of the surface"and which is incorporated in equations 

(2.72), (2.73) by replacing liZ" with (z-d) on the right-

hand side. It is then usual to let u(z},Kz(z)=O,z<d. 

The velocity and diffusivity profiles have thus been 

entirely defined in terms of the four parameters U-.t, L, Zo 

and d. Whereas the values of u*, L are expected to vary 

with time at a point, the values of z~, d are effectively 

constant. 

It remains to prescribe values for the horizontal 

Calder (1965) showed 



that in order to satisfy the transformation requirements of 

the diffusivity tensor K .. , the choice of the vertical as a 
lJ 

preferred axis necessitates Kx=Ky=K h say. Few relations 

have been proposed for the behaviour of Kh, and most workers 

just assume some constant value. In the present model, 

the horizontal diffusivity is related to vertical diffusivity 

using factors based on observed plume width. 

In a series of tracer experiments conducted on the 

South African Highve1d, Venter, Halliday and Prins100 (1973) 

found that the Sutton diffusion parameters Csh ' Csz ' n 

[equation (1.44)J could be approximately represented by 

.. 
n = 0.0004 e' + 0,37 
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Csh = 0,57n + 0,106 

Csz = 0,38n + 0.112 (2.74) 

where e' is a mean potential temperature gradient, 

[e2-e~1 [Z2" Zl] (QCm-1
) evaluated from measurements at 97,5 m 

and 2,7 m according to equation (1.8). It is now assumed 

that the ratio Csz/C sh will be reasonably constant with 

height, so that equation (1.44) implies 

(2.75) 

The present approach is to evaluate the constants C C 
sh' sz 

using the potential temperature gradient at a specified 

fixed height zG vis. e~G' and . then to use equation (2.75) 

as an estimate of the horizontal diffusivity profile. 



It is necessary to interpolate defining parameters 

such as u*, L, e~G' za and d separately in time and space in 

order to find their expected values at a point (x,y,t). 

Since u* and zn are highly coupled, separate interpolation 

may lead to serious errors in the velocity at some 

representative height, say zG' It is thus convenient to 
-

interpolate the speed at this height, IUzGI, and deduce u* 

subsequently using the profile relations (2.72). The most 

realistic means of including wind direction is by inter

polation of the separate Cartesian components UzG ' VzG ' 

The weighted combination of contributions then constitutes 

a vectorial addition. 

It is noted that the stability length only appears 

as the inverse l/L in the velocity and diffusivity relations 

(2.72), (2.73), implying a singularity at L=O. In fact, 

L=O should never occur [equation (1 .20)J, and l/L should be 

continuous over L=-oo (slightly unstable) to L=+oo (slightly 

stable). Hence it is more reasonable to interpolate the 

values L-l for use in profile relationships at a point 

(x,y,t). 

The present model also allows for the specification 

of spatially-variant surface absorptivity [section (1.9.2)J, 

as respesented by the deposition velocity wd(x,y). These 

values are stored like z[ and d at discrete points in an 

x-y grid, and will also require interpolation, 

Finally, the temporally- and spatially~variable 

parameters which are required to define the system may be 

summarised as follows: 
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UzG(x,y,t) x veloc ;: ty component at height zG 

V zG (x ,y, t) y velocity component at height zG 

e~G(x,y,t) potential temperature gradient ae/azl zG 
L -1 (x,y,t) inverse Monin-Obukhov stability length 

Zo. (x ,y) roughness length 

d (x ,y) zero-plane displacement 

wd (x ,y) deposition velocity representing 

ground absorption 

The storage and interpolation procedures used for 

these parameters are discussed in appendix (Al~2). 

2.4.3 Release time intervals and trajectory steps. 

The release-time sequences which contribute to a 

particular concentration distribution or dosage interval 

are estimated by simulating the motion of puffs through 

the system [appendix (Al.3)]. Each sequence is then 

divided into a series of instantaneous releases spaced at 

release intervals of AtR [section (2.4.1.2)J. Having 

established these release-times, it is necessary to provide 

real-time trajectory steps At for individual puffs. In 

specifying this step-size, certain resolution/accuracy 

requirements must be satisfied, Too large a step At would 

provide solved puffs only at large separations, whilst too 

small a step-size would incur a prohibitive amount of 

computation. Further, as the cloud expands, spatial 

gradients are reduced, and sUfficient accuracy is provided 
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by larger step-sizes than in earlier stages. The optimal 

spatial stepsizes for the dlffusion step are given by 

equation {2.49}. 
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(2.76) 

It is sufficient to keep these stepsizes within specified 

limits of their optimal values, but too frequent changes in 

~t will require frequent changes in ~x,~z, and the associated 

interpolation is better avoided. The compromise presently 

employed is to increase ~t linearly once every 5 time-steps 

according to 

~ti+5j = (j+l }~ .. , i=1.5 

j=O,l, · ···oo 

i+5j;1 

The exception in the case of ~tl arises from the use of the 

gaussian distribution as a seed at (t-t " ) = ~~/2 [section 

(2 .3 . 2 ) ] sot hat ~ tJ. = !y/' /2 . In typical applications the 

choice of ~"=lOOs is usually adequate, though smaller steps 

may be preferable if time-resolution is important. 

If there are to be nR pUff-releases at times 

tRj~tr+j~tR' j=l,nR, then the ith trajectory-step of the 

jth puff will represent a real-time step from 

i 
to [t; + j~tR + . l: ~tkJ 

k=l 

Advection of the curvilinear lagrangian frame is undertaken 

as a series of smaller steps Ati/ns during this time-step, 

with the accumulation of the spatially- and temporally-
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variable parameters in section (2.4.2) as time-averages. 

The average values are then used to solve for the 

lagrangian puff development during ~ti [section (2.3)]. 

2.4.4 Advection in the lagrangian frame. 

2.4.4.1 The proximateeurve. 

The concept of the proximate curve P(x,y,t)=O was 

introduced in section (2.2.2) as a basis for the transforma

tion 'P' and it remains to specify the form of P as used in 

the dispersion model. The requirement of P was that it 

should remain "close" to :the cloud distribution in eulerian 

space. It was pointed out that if an initial curve 

P~{x,y)=O satisfied this requirement, then future optimum 

curves could be predicted by allowing the initial curve to 

be translated in a lagrangian sense by the wind~field 

velocities at some optimum height Z(t) [equations (2.11) to 

(2.13,)J. 

In fact, if the xy centroid at a height z is 

considered, this position should reflect time-integrated 

velocities at height z. That is, if a vertical line 

passing through the point of release is allowed to become 

deformed by the subsequent wind-field, it is likely to 

remain linear" the centroid at each level for subsequent 

times. If the curvili'near vertical surface defined by 

P(x,y,t)=O contained this line, then it should satisfy the 

proximity requirement rather well. This method has been 
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used in previous versions of the dispersion model. However, 

it has the disadvantage that for a temporal variation in the 

wind-field, the advection step requires a directional 

reorientation of the distribution at each height with 

respect to P. Figure (2.4] represents such a variation in 

the case of a linear velocity profile. 

fig. (2.4) Loca ting-l i ne subject to veloc ity g radie nt 

(u,V),t<t' 

P(X,y, t)=o 

I 

((X,y,z 1 l=cq,st. ; 1 
,- I I t 

I ((x,y,Zj) :co:ns . ("IT,v) 

: : t)t' 
...+-_~I __ -

concentration isopleth 
at various h~ights ---]'--~>------

Unless the distribution at each level is correctly 

relocated according to the moment-rep~esentation, requiring 

a great deal of calculation, the obvious approach of adjust

ing the mean y-position my{x,z,t) at each level (by adding 

the new deviations) leads to a cumulative error which may 

become quite significant. 

Instead, the present method avoids the temporal 

reorientation problem by basing P(x,y,t}=O on a horizontal 
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line at height ztt}, where the line is similarly advected 

by the wind~fteld. Figure (2.5) represents a single 

temporal change, when the wind-profile ;s linear. 

fig. (2.5) Horizontal locating-l ine 

(U,V) , t ( t' 

E" 
., 

~ 0 I Q ! + I 

/ - ---&---

concentration i sopleth ~ 
at height- intervals 

PIX,y,tj 

! 
! Plx,y, tJ=J 

The new distributton ts of course accurately 

(IT,V) 
t )t' 

represented by direct adjustment of my(x,z,t). However, 

this method suffers from the disadvantage that the proximate 

curve does not adjust so as to minimise the cross-wise wind 

component, one of the criteria for accurate representation 

by the first three moments [section (2.2.4)J. Nevertheless, 

in typical applications the cross-component can usually be 

minimised by judicious choices of the initial curve 

P~(x,y)=O, and the optimum tracking height Z(t). 

If p~ is chosen to follow the streamline through the 

point of release at ' the time of release, then at least in a 

temporally-invariant wind-field the curve P(x~y,t)=O will 



always be parallel to neighbour i ng streamlines. Further, 

if temporal variations in the wind-field are slow, it is 

expected that for moderate travel~times the component of 

wind normal to P will remain relat i vely small. It will be 

seen that even in the case of a sudden temporal change, the 

moment representation gives a reasonable estimate of the 

subsequent distribution [figure {2.6)J. However, spatial 

velocity variations normal to P cannot be accounted for, 

so that this component is best minimised. 

fig, (2,6) Spatidl and tempor'al wind-field variations 

temporally - variant 
time;:t . 

1 06 

The curve P is represented by three particles at the 

po sit ion s [X i (t ) , y ;. (t ) J, ; = 1 , 2 , 3, w n ; c h are de t e r min e d 



according to the lagrangian integrals 

jt[u (X; (,), y ;tT) ,ztT),,), 
toO 
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V(X'(T),Y'(T),Z(T),T)]dT, i=1,2,3 , l (2.76) 

The initial positions [xi ,yi] at the release .. time t-'\ are 

chosen along the streamline through the point of release 

The central "particle" begins at the point of 

release, and must thus stay close to the centroid of the 

cloud. The outlying particles are given initial positions 

at specified distances upwind and downwind of the re1ease

point, using integrals like (2.76) in which the wind .. field 

is held constant at T=t'. 

The curve chosen to be uniquely defined by these 

three points is the arc of a circle, because of its 

independence of coordinate rotations. Hence, only such 

simple curvatures may be accounted for, and wind-fields in 

which there - is strong localised spatial variation must be 

avoided. However, the use of a circular arc allows for a 
-unique transformation Tp, of which the inverse Tp-~ will 

exist, and it has already been concluded that the curvature 

of P must be reasonably small if this transformation is to 

be approximately 1 i near [ sec t i on { 2 . 2 . 2 }] . 

The three points [Xi{t),Y;.{t)], i=1,2,3, will now 

represent stationary positions in the lagrangian frame, so 

that the choice of the tracking height Z(t) will determine 

relative motion of the distribution within the lagrangian 

frame. Since the lagrangian frame solution grid is of 
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finite size, it becomes necessary to adjust ztt), and hence 

the effective velocity of the frame, so as to localise 

material within the grid. The centre of the lagrangian grid 

is initially fixed on the particle which began at the source 

at ex ...... ,y .... ,t"'). Hence for small travel-times, the optimum 

tracking height will be ZCt]=z ..... , the height of release. 

The criterion used for subsequent adjustment of Zet} is that 

the centroid at the height of interest (for dosages or con

centration distributions) should remain within a specified 

distance of the grid-centre. This adjustment is operated 

as a feed-back control at each trajectory-step ~t, with the 

new height Z(t+~t) determined by the velocity gradient at 

the current height Zet}, and the required relative movement 

of the grid. It will be noted that the motion of the grid-

centre, as seen in the eulerian frame, thus closely parallels 

the simulated motion which was developed in appendix (Al.3) 

in order to estimate the centroid position for the height of 

interest. 

In typical applications, the lagrangian solution grid 

has an "along-wind" dimension which is large enough to contain 

all of the original material, even in extensive shear [figure 

(2.7)J. 

fig. (2.7) Lagrangian solution grid 

t) _coos
t
. ~--~--===========-I Co{x,l, -



A provision is however made for the termination of 

relative advection within the grid if the fraction of 

material remaining within the grid drops below a specified 

lower limit. The frame itself will continue to move in 

eulerian space t with Z(t) set to z". 

2.4.4.2 Relative velocity . 

The relative velocity which acts on material at 

height Z in the lagrangian frame will clearly be determined 

by the difference between the eulerian velocities at height 

Z and at the frame tracking height Z(t), according to the 

transformation Tp in equation (2 . 16) . Moreover a 
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simplifying assumption was made in section (2.2.3) by means 

of which advection in the lagrangian frame may be represented 

using the mean incident ve l ocity [D(z" t), i(z,tfl [equation 

(2.18)J which is only dependent on time and height. 

In order to evaluate a mean effective incidence on 

the lagrangian frame, the streamline through the cloud 

centroid is followed to the same distance as the forward 

tracking point [fig. (2.8) J . 

In fact, for the effective incident velocity during 

the time-step t to t+~t, the wind-field is averaged during 

t to t+~t in order to compute the streamline. ~Ji thi n one 

or two iterations, a point at the correct distance on the 

streamline is usually found. Note that this procedure will 

preserve the cross-grid component V(z,t)=O in a temporally

invariant wind-field, whilst it will provide along-grid 



fig. (2.8) Estimation of effective angle of incidence 

plan view of lagr~n9ian 
solution grid in eul erian fram~ 
P(x,y,t)= 0 

( X1 ' Y 1 ) 

"averages" for V{Z9t) if a temporal change has occurred. 

The relative velocity acting in the lagrangian frame is 

obtained by difference of the centroid velocity at (X2~Y2) 

and the wind-field velocity at this point in the eulerian 
-frame. This net velocity is resolved along P as U(z,t) 

-
and across P as V(z,t), according to the angle of 

inc ide n c e 8
AZ 

[ fig u r e (2. 8) J . 
The procedure used to solve for the advection 

step within the lagrangian frame has been discussed in 

section (2.3.1). For the component U(z,t) which acts 

along P, the advection equation for the moments C
n

,n=O,1,2. 

- aCn(x,z,t) 
= - U(z,t) 

ax 
adv. 
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is solved as a lagrangian transform~tion of the ~~coordinate 

[equation (2.33)]. T~e coritri5uttons of V(z,t} to the 

first and second moments across P are acc~tinted for 5y 

equations {2.3l}, (2.32) and (2.34). The moments Cn for 

material arriving at a grid~point, say (x=i~x, z=kAz) are 

determined according to the point-of~origin of a ~partic1e~ 

arriving at this point after a time-step ~t. For particles 

originating outside of the solution grid, values are set to 

the boundary-value at the point of entry. 

In general, interpolation is required to evaluate 

Cn at the point of origin, though Runca and Sardei (1975) 

approximated the velocity profile with a step function in 

order to avoid the associated pseudo-diffusion [section 

(1.6.4.4)] . In the present work, it was noted that spatial 

variations of log [Co], C1 and C2 were reasonably linear, so 

that linear interpolations of these quantities are used to 

find Cn,n=0,1,2 at a particular position. Further, the 

large number of grid divisions along-wind (e.g. 280) should 

limit the contribution of pseudo-diffusion. 

The sedimentation process is solved as a similar 

lagrangian shift [equation (2.36)J, and identical linear 

interpolation of log [Co], C1 and C2 is used in this case. 

It is also used in the adjustment of grid-stepsizes discussed 

in section (2.4.3), in order to satisfy the optimality 

criteria (2.76). 



2.4.5 Removal processes artd ground deposition. 

In section (2.3.4) i t was proposed that the non~ 

settling removal processes could be modelled using a 

combined removal function Fr which operates during the time~ 

step t to t+6t according to 

- ~ 

w d (t , 6 t), K~ ( t , 6 t)] ,. 1 } , 

where AC nr is the change in the nth moment at (x,z,tl due 

to the removal processes al one [equation (2.63)], and kr is 

the combined first-order rate constant. In the numerical 
-
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model, provision is made for a constant component of kr' and 

a time-dependent component which is zero outside a specified 

interval, and constant within it. The latter component is 

designed to account for a rain-shower of fixed intensity, 

which only operates during one time-interval. 

Ground-deposition is only evaluated in dosage applica

tions of the numerical model, because of the analogous 

accumulation effect. Deposition at a point will include a 

sedimentation contribution, and contributions from the 

general removal processes represented by F , excluding 
r 

processes such as chemical decay which do not transfer 

material to the ground. The changes AC~r(X,z,t,At) due to 

the deposition" processes (ws'~d,i) alone are evaluated, and 

integrated with respect to height z in order to give the . 

zeroth, first and second mom"ents of dep.osition at x during 

the interval t to t+At. This deposition distribution is 



transformed onto the eulerian grtd via ~p~l (2.9], and 

deposition-dosage points are credited according to their 

location, for the appropriate dosage interval. 
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C-HAPTER 3 

EVALUATION OF THE DYNAMIC- PUFF MODEL 

3.1 Comparis~nwith analytical puff s6lutions. 

Central to the modelling technique proposed in 

chapter (2) is the problem of solving for the development 

of a lagrangian puff. Peripheral procedures, such as 

locating the puff in eulerian space and supplying it with 

representative velocity and diffusivity information, can 

to a large extent be controlled externally, for example by 

improving the resolution of the available data. Though it 

is necessary to rely on the accuracy of the puff solution 

itself, an indication of the theoretical validity of the 

method may be obtained by comparison with certain analytical 

solutions. 

Consider diffusion and advection of the moments 

Cn(x,z,t),n=O,1,2, in the lagrangian frame, following a 
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unit release. The most complex case for which an analytical 

description is available [Quesada (1971)J includes an 

invariant linear wind velocity profile with constant 
- - -diffusivities K ,K ,K. For the two-dimensional x-z x y z 

problem with velocity ·in the x-direction only, equation 

(1.39) may be written as 

(3. 1 ) 



Since the velocity intercept UQ simply transforms the 

x~coordinate according to uot, equation (3.ll may be 

considered with uo=O. Choosing time~ and length-scales 

~t,~x,~z, non-dimensionalise eauation (3.1) by setting 

tl=t/~t, x]=x/~x, z]= z/~z. 

1 1 5 

(3.2) 

In the numerical solution, the optimal values for the 

coefficients on the R.H.S. of equation (3.2) were found to 

be Kx~t/(~X)2 = Kz~t/(~z)2 = 0,4 [equation (2.49)]. 

Grid step-sizes ~x,bZ are adjusted in order to approximate 

this condition. It follows that for constant 

the numerical solutions of equation (3.2) will be similar 

for all t l . If a particu l ar solution is accurate for 

tl=t/~t, so will all others be at t l , provided a~ is held 

constant. In order to gauge the accuracy of this solution, 

it suffices to compare the predicted behaviour of the zeroth 

moment Co(x,z,t), following a unit release at t=O, with 

solutions due to Quesada (1971) and Saffman (1962). 



3.1.1 Uhb6Uhd~d at~6~~h~~e. 

Quesada (1971) provided an analytical solution for 

the case of constant dtffusivities and a linear velocity 

profile in an unbounded atmosphere [section (1.5.2)J t 

Equation (1.50) is applied to the above problem by integrat-

ing across-wind. Note that the product 8(3 = - 0./ Kz/Kx'. 

Clearly, for 0.=0, Quesada's solution must reduce to that for 

an unbounded gaussian puff . 

Figure (3.1) presents a comparison of the first~ 

quadrant isopleths predicted numerically, and analytically 

[Quesada], on the bas;s of K-theory. With regard to the 

gaussian puffs, it is seen that the numerical solutions do 

not have the perfect isotropic symmetry of the analytical 

solutions. Slight differences between axial and non-axial 

directions arise from separation of the x and z diffusion 

processes during At [section (2.3.3)J. 

1 1 6 

The solutions for velocity gradient 0.'=3,062 suggest 

that the numerical result l ags slightly in its response to 

wind-shear, and has a falsely enhanced vertical diffusion 

in the presence of wind-shear. However, in view of the 

versatility of the numerical solution, it is felt that this 

accuracy is acceptable. Note especially the great 

differences between the sheared and unsheared solutions. 



fig. (3.1) Isopleth comparison-numerical and analytical solutions for an unbounded puff 
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3.1.2 . BOVhd~d~t~6~phe~e. 

No solution has been found for the case of a sheared 

puff in a bounded atmosphere, though Saffman (1962) provided 

analytical solutions for the first few moments following 

ground-level release with a linear velocity profile [section 
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(1.5.2)]. For constant vertical diffusivity, and horizontal 

diffusivity which is either constant or proportional to 

height, Saffman shows that the a10ng~wind distribution will 

not be asymptotically gaussian, and that the ground-level 

skewness factor will be approximately unity in the absence 

of horizontal diffusion. For the purpose of comparison 

with the equivalent numerical solution, however, the 

distribution at all heights will be assumed gaussian, so 

that only the zeroth (1.56), first (1.57) and second (1.58) 
-

[Kx=const.] along-wind moments will be accounted for. 

In figure (3.2), the ground-level gaussian puffs 

(a~=O) are seen to agree reasonably, though the same comments 

as in section (3.1.1) apply. It is apparent in the sheared 

puffs that the ground boundary acts to curtail the upwind 

spread of material, since diffusion into lower velocity 

strata is impossible. The rapid dissipation (K =const.) z 
of material drawn out on the upwind edge leads to pronounced 

positive skewness in the along-wind distribution, particularly . 

at ground level. Of course, this skewness has been omitted 

from the moment description following Saffman, where the 

enhanced variance near ground-level, and the upwind "tail", 

would probably be absorbed if the correct skewness were 

present. 



fig . (3.2) Isopleth comparison- numerical and moment solutions for a ground-level puff 
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The abscissa in figure (3.2) is the dimensionless 

distance downwind of the point of release, and it is notable 

that the numerical solution has correctly predicted this 

distance for a ground-level release, and velocity u(z)=az. 

3.2 C6mparfson Wfth pUff 65~~~vatf6rts. 
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Because of spatial and temporal resolution require

ments, few observations of puff behaviour have been published. 

However, Drivas and Shair (1974) used squeeze-bottle samplers 

and gas-chromatography for the analysis of SFs released from 

a quasi-instantaneous line source, whilst Nickola (1971) and 

Nickola, Ludwick and Ramsdell (1970) used a 3~dimensional 

array of 64 Geiger-counter sensors to record the passage of 

a cloud of radioactive 8sKr, Unfortunately, these studies 

all display the same paucity of simultaneous meteorological 

observation, and comparisons on the basis of available 

meteorological measurements will be somewhat subjective. 

It is important to distinguish between the existence 

of the cloud as a lagrangian entity, and the necessarily 

eulerian nature of the concentration measurements in the 

above studies. Measurements were made as time-histories 

at stationary points in the path of the cloud, and a single 

time-history cannot generally be used, without additional 

information, to reconstruct the instantaneous distribution 

at the height of measurement. In order to simulate these 

experiments, the dynamic puff numerical model was used to 

provide instantaneous distributions at various times along 
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Table (3.1) Interpretation of instantaneous release experiments. 

NICKOLA (1971) NICKOLA, LU!)/ICK ANO ORIVAS AND SHAIR ORIVAS AND SHA IR 

RUN P8 RAMSDELL (1970) (1974) RUN 1 (1974) RUN 4 

RELEASE 1 unit 10 C1 crosswind line crosswind 1 i ne 

z =0 m 2S·0 m source: 44 I. SF & source: 311SF, , 
m1n~1 at 88 km hit min- 1 at 80 km hfl 

- 0,1926 9 m- 1 o 0,1493 9 m- 1 
IS :r 0 m z :r 0 m , 

RECEPTION za l.5 m 221.5 m z-'.5 m z::1,5 m 

x=200 m. 800 m x2200 m. 800 m x,.,400 m. BOO m. 1600 m, x=400 m. BOO m. 1600 m, 

tmax:900s tlMx·9OOs 2400 m, 3200 m 2400 m, 

t max· l800s tmax=l800s 

CONVERSION FROM 2-D cross-wind integrated 20 detectors at 2° "[SF,j"-(g m-')1(5,86 .10') "[SF.j"o(g m-')1(5,B6 . 10') 

UtiIT RELEASE TO dilution factor . intervals. 9,7 (count'l :. F c.3 . 287)( 10- 5 : . F
c
·2,548 x lO- s 

PUBLISHED RESULT :. Fc'l,O ,ec)/("C/m') 
For count 5umnation. 

F c(200 m).l,389 .10' 

Fc(BOO ~).5,556 . 10' 

AVAILABLE METEOROLOGICAL ~16(2,lm-15,2m) .O , 07 T(15m)-T(O,9m).O,9 'c Partly cloudy. no inversion Sunny. clear, no inversion 

I NFORMA TI ON u(l,Om) - l,l m ,-1 0(1,5m)-l,6 m ,-1 0/oJ (2m)-B ,6' 0AZ (2m).10,l' 
u(1,8m)ol,6 m ,-1 U(1.5m)'2,15 m ,-1 u(1.5m) :r l.81 m 5- 1 

ij.k\ zO,,. ij",k I zO. ~, 

Kz.kt.ZO .'2 Kz:k2Z 0 . 510 

PROPOSED VELOCITY AND u 'i'-[ln(T,-) +f(z-z,» u -i'-[ln(t,.) +f(z-z,») u· kll u:kll 
OIFFUSIVITY R.~ Kz 

.. ~ K
z
-k,z(1-P) K

z
ok, z(1-P) 

PROFILES z (1+s[) (1+s[) 

[Dyer (1974)] [Dyer (1974)] (canst . shear stress) (canst. shear stress) 

K ·[~r K - [Cx]'-
Kx=const . Kx"'const. 

x Cz z Kx= rz Kz 

ESTIMATED VALUES OF z o:O,2527 1'!1 zo=O,2527m 0AZ(2 m) indicates near- 0AZ(2 m) in'1.icates near-
PAIWIETERS (direct fit using temp. (same site; sagebrush + neutral, : . assume neutral neutral , : . assume neutral 

profile ex Oyer,(1974») steppe grasses} ditfus hity ~ 2 m diffusivity ~ 2 m 
u."'0.2987 m 5. 1 u. "'O,3355 m $. 1 [~'k ' Z, auJ [~'k' Z,auJ 
L-61 ,46 m L-7B,B3 rn 

. li 2m li 2m 
Then if Then if 

u(10 rn): 3,42 rn ,-1 u(10rn) 03,70 rn ,-1 
Kz- K" : k1· ' ,843, Kz°i<. : k1=1,552 , ¥ I - ,0517 de!) m- 1 ¥ I .. ,0458 deg m- I ka- O.1804, P- O, 38 , k2 "'O,2054. p . 0,46, z to ... Z I'", 
Kx"O .391 ..,2 5.
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Kx,",O.421 m" !;_l. 
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the puff trajectory, Distributions at intermediate times 

were interpolated in the usual way so as to improve the 

time-history resolution at stationary points on the 

trajectory. 

The velocity and diffusivity profiles used in these 

simulations are detailed in table (3.1J, together with the 

estimated profile parameters, based entirely on the avail

able meteorological information. Conversion factors have 

been calculated in order to transform the numerically-solved 

cross-wind integrated unit release concentrations to the 

units employed in the various published time-histories. 

Figure (3.3) presents direct comparisons of the numerically

predicted, and field-measured results, in the published 

units. 

The area under the curve represents the total dosage 

~ection (2.4.1.1)J at the height of measurement, z=1,5 m. 

The large discrepancies in this dosage for Nickola (1971) 

Run P8 suggests that either vertical diffusivity has been 

poorly estimated, or the calculated conversion factor is 

incorrect. In the remaining comparisons, the earlier 

arrival of the numerically-solved cloud suggests over

estimation of velocity by about 50%, though the forms of the 
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time-histories are in approximate agreement. The velocities 

used to simUlate Runs 3 and 4 of Drivas and Shair (1974) 

were based on the observed mean time of arrival at the 400 m _ 

distant receptors. Since the cloud centroid accelerates 

with the diffusion of material into higher velocity strata, 

the deduced velocity at the 1.5 m re~eptor-height is likely 
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fig. (3. 3) Comparison of predi cted and measured concn. histories 
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to be an exaggeration of the true velocity at l.5 m. This 

might explain the earlier arrival of the predicted cloud, 

though a lower velocity would expand the time-period during 

which the cloud traverses a receptor. The formulation of 

vertical diffusivity in all four simulations is such that 

it will decrease if a lower velocity is specified at the 

"measurement" height. Although this decrease will reduce 

the along-wind expansion of the ground-level distribution, 

it is likely that predicted concentration-history shapes 

would only match the observed shapes if the specified wind 

profile were slightly flatter as well. No attempt has 
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been made to alter the estimated profile parameters so as to 

fit the predicted concentration histories to the observed 

histories. 

The numerical model generally under-predicts the 

along-wind spread near the source [200 m, 400 mJ . These 

distances are reached soon after the puff is "seeded" 

[section (2.3.2)J, and the discrepancy may result from 

initial inaccuracy in the puff solution. On the other hand, 

for ground-level releases, the initial along-wind spread 

may be artific1ally enhanced by retention in stagnant 

vegetational spaces near the source. The comparisons in 

fig. (3.3) should, however, be viewed with some reservations 

because of the speculative nature of the profile parameters. 

The predicted time-histories all have the correct 

positive skewness, which may be defined u~ing expectations as 

_ . :3 

{E[t-t)2J}2 



Caution is necessary in relattng t~ts sKewness to the 

instantaneous distribution in tne lagrangian frame. If the 

puff development were ~frozen» as it moved past an observa

tion point, then positive skewness in the time-history would 

imply negative skewness in tne lagrangian puff, if the 

ordinate is taken to increase downwind. The continued 
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development of the puff as it passes a point alters this 

relationship, though the lagrangian ground-level distribution 

in the case of Nickola (197l) Run P8 is indeed seen to have 

slightly negative skewness [fig. (3.4)]. 

fig.(3.4) Development of simulated puff: Nickola(1971) Run PB 
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The unit release isopleths [un i ts m-~ which are plotted in 

figure (3.4) show substantial ground-level IItails ll as a 

result of the low vertical diffusivity at this height 

[Kz(O)=O ~ table (3.1)J. This is in contrast to the 

pronounced positive skewness in the case of a linear 

velocity profile and constant vertical diffusivity [fig. 

(3.2)J. 
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Drivas and Shair (1974) incorrectly assumed that the 

skewness of the observed time-histories [fig . (3.3)J repres-

ents the skewness of the lagrangian distribution. On this 

basis they claimed that the increasing positive skewness of 

the time-histories is in support of the 3rd -moment deriva-

tions of Saffman (1962). Equation (1.61) due to Saffman 

leads to a ground-level skewness of about +1 for a linear 

velocity profile with constant vertical diffusivity. Of 

course, this applies to the lagrangian distribution, and is 

supported by the present numerical solution ~ig. (3.2)J. 

Saffman's dimensional analysis for power-law profiles will 

lead to a relationship between skewness and time, but the 

particular form of the profiles will, in general, determine 

the nature of such relationships. The numerically-simulated 

lagrangian distributions used in the comparison with Drivas 

and Shair (1974) Runs 3 and 4 ~ig. (3.3)J did in fact 

display negative skewness. 



3.3 Comparison with continuous point source models. 

The numerical model simulates continuous releases 

by superposing serially-released lagrangian puffs. In a 

steady-state atmosphere the cross-wind integrated distribu

tion (zeroth moment) may be considered alone, and the 

diffusion equation becomes 
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( 3.3 ) 

Following the result of Walters (1969), the contribution of 

along-wind diffusion is assumed to be negligible. The 

dynamic puff numerical model has been used to solve equation 

(3.3) for various forms of the velocity and diffusivity 

profiles, and some of the comparisons with analytical and 

numerical solutions are presented below. 

3.3.1 Gaussian plume formula. 

The analytical solution of equation (3.3) in the case 

of uniform velocity and diffusivity profiles [u(z)=uo, 
-
Kz(z)=K zo ]' is the well-known gaussian plume relation (1.41). 

As in section (3.1), the problem is non-dimensionalised by 

taking 

xuo 
Xl = Zl = 

zU o 

K Zo 

where Ql is now a dimensionless release rate. Cpmparisons 

with the lagrangian puff numerical solution are presented 

for an elevated source [fig. (3.5)Jand for a ground-level 

source [fig. (3.6)J. In general, deviations increase with 
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distance from the vertical centroid, though the dominant 

region of the plume remains correctly modelled. Of course, 

the accuracy of the result is directly related to the 

accuracy of the gaussian puff simulations discussed in 

section (3.1). 

3.3.2 Peters and Klinzing (1971) analytical solution. 

Peters and Klinzing (1971) solved equation (3.3) 

for a continuous ground-level release, and velocity and 

diffusivity given by the power-law relations 

- P u(z) = uoz 

In figures (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), their iolution [equation 

(1.46), section (1.5.1)J is compared with the dynamic puff 

numerical solution for various values of the profile 

parameters. Again, deviations are seen to increase with 

distance from the vertical centroid. Fig. (3.8) [P=O,5] 

and fig. (3.9) [P=O,75] have been arranged to possess the 

same velocity at z=lOO m. The effect of the differing 

shear rates becomes more significant with height, where the 

numerical solution is usually less accurate. The correct 

trend is nevertheless represented, and it has been pointed 

out that a temporal variation is required in order to reveal 

the significant redistribution effect of wind-shear. 

3.3.3 Ito (1970) ~Umerfcal s61ution. 

Using a log-linear velocity profile (1.26) with 

extensions below the vegetational canopy and above the 
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s tab i 1 i t Y 1 eng t h, Ito (1 9 7 0 ) [ sec t i" 0 n (1. 6 . 4 . 1 )] sol v e d 

equation (3.3) numerically in order to simulate field 

observations in Project Green Glow. The forms of the 

velocity and diffusivity profiles are included in fig. 

(3.10), together with concentration profiles due to Ito 

and the present dynamic puff numerical solution. Note 

that Ito~s effective release rate was established by 

integrating mass flux with respect to height, giving 

Q=0,1046u*. Appropriate shifts in the profile were then 

used to convert to the release rate quoted in fig. (3.10). 

Agreement between the models is reasonable, though 

deviations appear to increase with height. 

" 3.4 " fl10stratfve app1fcatib~s "of th~puff model. 

The capabilities and limitations of the full 

numerical model are best appreciated by considering the 

performance of the dynamic puff solution in various environ-

ments. Figures (3.11) to (3.16) illustrate the behaviour 

of the puff kernel under specified idealised conditions. 

It was noted in section (2.4.4.1) that the surface 

of the numerical solution, represented by the proximate 

curve P, is chosen to coincide with the initial streamline 

through the point of release. Hence the solution in this 

direction may be considered entirely numerical, whilst that 

at right angles results from the moment-description 

[equation (2.66)J. It is thus interesting to observe the 

symmetry of the g~ound-level distribution at t=2075s in 

fig. (3.11). This distribution represents transport for 

1 31 
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approximately equivalent periods in the x and y direct;ons t 

in that order t and it is clear that the same distribution 

would result if the order were reversed. Thus t at least 

under these conditions t the gaussian moment description is 

equivalent to the numerical solution. [Compare section 

(3.1.2)]. 

An important effect of wind-shear is the vast 

difference between induced scales of variation in the 

vertical and horizontal directions. For example, the 3-

dimensional view in fig. (3.11) shows that at t=1475s the 

centroids at z=85 m and ground-level will be separated by 

about 2900m. This advance pollution may mix down if the 

cloud enters an unstable region t or with the onset of 

fumigation, further modifying an already extended ground

level distribution. 

Perhaps the most strik i ng effect of the inclusion 
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of wind-shear is il1ust~ated by comparison of figures (3.11) 

and (3.14)t both of which exclude any removal mechanisms. 

The values of velocity and diffusivity used in fig. (3.14) 

are uniform with heightt so that the distribution should be 

gaussian. The cross-frame (y - direction) distribution will 

be gaussian according to equation (2.66), and it shows good 

agreement with the numerical solution in the x-direction. 

Velocity and diffusivity were fixed on those at 10 m in the 

profiles used for fig. (3.11), and should represent reason

able averages between the release height (z =25,31 m) and 
s 

the ground. This is borne out by the relative positions 

of the ground-level distributions in figures (3.11) and 

(3.14). 
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fig . (3.12) Temporal variat ion of wind direction (+900
) 

with surface absorption [wd =0,0625 m s-1] 
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The primary effect, at t=2075s, is to have increased 

by about 70-fold the area affected down to concentrations 

of 10- 9 m- 3 at ground level, following a unit release. It 
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is clear that methods neglecting wind-shear will over

predict pe~k concentrations, and grossly under-predict the 

area affected. In a steady-state wind-field the gaussian 

puff will under-pr~dict the period during which a stationary 

point is affected by a passing puff, though for a continuous 

release the gaussian plume will represent steady concentra

tions quite reasonably because of the superposition effect. 

However, simulation of a continuous release in an unsteady 

wind-field using gaussian puffs will display the same short

comings as in the case of the instantaneous release, owing 

to the neglect of cross-plume shear in this instance. 

Typical mesoscale meteorology under stable conditions 

will usually not include the sudden development of a large 

othogonal velocity component. Such occurrences are more 

likely during fumigation with the downward diffusion of 

gradient wind momentum, though the effects of synoptic 

weather variations are often able to transmit to ground

level without disturbing the stability of the surface layer. 

~ection (5.2); Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976)J. Another 

source of temporal variation under stabl~ conditions is the 

sudden arrival of a more dominant current, such as a strong 

katabatic flow, though the continuous temporal variations 

in a stable wind-field tend to be less dramatic. Real 

mesoscale wind-fields are seldom in effective steady state-

trajectory travel-times are invariably larger than 



fig. (3.13) Temporal variation of wind direction (+90°) 

with sedimentation and washout/decay 
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the significant time-scales of meteorological variation. 

Thus, though the two-dimensional shear effect ~ig. (3.ll)J 

will be especially important during sudden temporal 

variations, it will also be responsible for significant 

redistribution on a more continuous basis. 
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The velocity and diffusivity profiles used in figures 

(3.11) to (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16) all reflect moderately 

stable conditions, (L=+33 m), and correspondingly high 

wind-shear through most of the surface layer ~ig. (A4.2)J. 

The redistribution effect will decrease with decreasing 

stability. 

Fig. (3.12) represents the same wind-field develop

ment, but includes surface absorption with an effective 

deposition velocity of 0,0625 m S-I. Such absorptivity is 

relatively high [section (1.9.2)J and will only be found, 

for example, in the case of dense vegetational structures. 

The expected effect of surface absorption is observed in 

that the lowest region of the cloud is eroded, so that the 

ground-level centroid moves forward due to vertical transport. 

Comparison of the 3-dimensiona1 views in figures (3.11) and 

(3.12) shows that at t=1475s the distribution above z=60 m 

remains virtually unaffected by surface absorption. 

The processes of sedimentation and uniform decay are 

separately presented in fig. (3.13). The settling velocity 

ws=O,Ol m S-1 should maximise the integrated ground-level 

distribution at about t=1200s, and this does not appear to 

be the case in comparison with fig. (3.11). However, the 

ground-level centroid is shifted forward slightly, as 
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fig. (3.14) Temporal variation of wind direction (+90°) 

with uniform velocity and diffusivity profiles 
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expected. In contrast, uniform decay leads to a simple 

shrinking of the isopleths - the shape of the cloud is 

identical but concentrations are uniformly reduced. The 

combined first-order decay rate [equation (2.59)J 

k = 4,8 X 10- 4 S-l is representative of that for particles 
r 

with terminal velocity 0,00 16 m S-l in rainfall at 4 mm hr- l 

[Chamberlain (1953)J. 

Fig. (3.15) illustrates the problem of locating the 

sheared puff in a steady-state wind-field with moderately 

strong streamline curvature . It was pointed out in section 

(2.4.4.1) that the proximate curve P, based on three 

particle positions, was best approximated using a section of 

circular arc. The wind-field in fig. (3.15) was interpo1-

ated from two specified point-vectors using the inverse-

square method [Wendell (1972) eq. (1.35)J, and the axes of 

the ground-level distributions may be envisaged to pass 

through 3 points (separated by 1500 m) which 1 ie on the 

implied streamline passing through the source. There is an 

obvious inconsistency in that the distribution at t=725s 

should lead directly into that at t=1475s, and this results 

directly from the approximate way in which the proximate 

curve follows the streamline. However, the error ;s not 
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cumulative, and there are no viable alternatives for handling 

this problem which do not incur large computation penalties. 

Fig. (3.16) illustrates combined spatial and temporal 

variation in a wind-field which was again interpolated from 

two specified pOint-vectors . Following from the assumption 

of a mean effective inciden t velocity for the lagrangi~n 



fig. (3.16) Combined spatial and temporal variation of wind direction 
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frame [section (2.4.4.2)J, the only additional shortcoming 

to manifest itself here results from a constant incident 

velocity in the uniform wind-field after the step-change. 

The angle of incidence of the relative velocity vector in 

the lagrangian frame is given a mean effective value for 

the entire frame. Since the proximate curve P is trans-

formed to a straight line in this frame, the implication is 

that the relative velocity vector meets the proximate curve 

at a constant angle in the eulerian frame. Associated 
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positive and negative deviations from the true incident 

velocities will depend largely on the curvature of P. Hence 

shear across the curved axes of the ground-level distribut

tions (t=1475s, t=2075s) should be smaller at the downwind 

ends and greater at the upwind ends than ;s depicted in 

fig. (3.16). 



CHlWTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In order to assess the performance of the dispersion 

model, consideration was given to the transport of an atmos-

pheric tracer in a mesoscale system. The meteorological 
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input for the model was provided by wind-field and atmos

pheric stability measurements, whilst the simultaneous point-

release of a tracer provided the source input. Though the 

model incorporates dosage prediction, its full potential in 

a dynamic system is best revealed by short-period measure-

ments. An effort was thus made to reduce the sampling 

periods of aspirated filters. Comparison of predicted and 

measured dosages provided a basis for model evaluation. 

4.1 Atmo~pheric tracer system. 

4.1.1 Zinc-cadmium sulphide f1uorescertt particle tracer. 

An atmospheric tracer must fulfil several require

ments, among them its ability to be distinguished and detected 

in small quantities, and its approximation to the transport 

behavio~r of air. Tracers which have been used include 

Lycopodium spores [Hay and Pasqui11, (1957)], gases such as 

S 0 2 [C ram e r (1 9 5 9 ) J, S F 6 [!l r i vas and S h air ( 1 9 7 4 ) J ' 
C1 2 FCH [Norden and van As (1977a)] ~ radioactive gases such 

as Xenon 133 [Eggleton and Thompson (1961)] and Krypton 85 



[Nickola (1971U ' metals such as G~ld, Lanthanum, Antimony 

and Indium [Norden and van As (1977a~b)] which respond to 

subsequent activation, and water-soluble dyes such as 
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uranine [Dumbauld (1962)J . The use of inorganic fluorescent 

particle (FP) tracers was first reported by Perkins, 

Leighton, Grinnell and Webster (1952) and Braham, Seeley and 

Crozier (1952), and since then they have proven popular 

atmospheric tracers. 

The present study makes use of the ZnZ-CdS particulate 

tracer FP2267 which is manufactured by the United States 

Radium Corporation (USRC). Though the particle sizes are 

concentrated in the region 1-5 ~m, the size distribution varies 

somewhat from lot to lot, and it is generally necessary to 

characterise the particular lot in use. [Leighton et !l, 

(1965)] . The material consists of a solid solution, about 

20% CdS and 80% ZnS, which has the property of fluorescing 
o 0 

in the visible yellow region (5000 A - 6500 A) upon excitation 
o 

by near ultraviolet radiation, for which the 3660 A lines of 

the mercury arc are a convenient source. 

Reported particle yields of FP tracers vary greatly, 

not only as a result of lot variations, but also as a result 

of differing dissemination and analysis techniques. 

Rosinski, Glaess and McCully (1956) noted the existence of 

numerous agglomerates, some of which were broken into single 

particles during experimentation. Their sedimentation 

analysis provided a yield some 20 times higher than a success

ive dilution method. Rosinskiet!l recorded a yield of 

3.41 x 10 10 particles per gram, including agglomerates, for 



FP2266, suggesting a volume-mean diameter of 2,41 ~m. For 

the same tracer Wedin, Frossling and Aurivillius (1959) 

conducted a more realistic yield determination, involving 

comparison with S02' and evaluation of the total particle 

flux in a metered release. Values obtained were about 

1,6 X 10 10 particles per gram, somewhat higher than the 

0,9 x 10 10 particles per gram which they measured by di1u-
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t ion. For F P 2 267, Lei g h ton e t ·~ (1 965) r e cor d e d e f f e c t i ve 

yields ranging from 1,33 x10 lo to 1,56 x10 l0 particles per 

gram, where dissemination was carried out via a blower with 

toothed-wheel feed. 

The method of air sampling may add further uncertainty 

to observed concentrations, though Leighton et ~ found that 

the effects of filter orientation, as well as impaction and 

electrostatic deposition on the filters, were negligible. 

Losses of particles due to surface impaction were found to 

be comparable with calculated sedimentation losses for 4,5 

miles Of travel over Palo Alto. 

In a comparison with radioactive Xenon-133, Eggleton 

and Thompson (1961) found a 50% loss of ZnSCdS FP tracer 

between stations 16 km and 60 km from the source. This may 

have been partially due to fluorescent instability. Fluore-

scent pigments are known to suffer a loss of fluorescence 

through extended exposure to U.V. radiation, particularly 

under high humidity. For FP2267, Leighton et ~ (1965) 

found a maximu~ count reduction of 16% after 19 hours 

irradiation by ~un1ight in ambient air. 



A further study conducted by Niemeyer and McCormick 

(1968) showed substantial losses of FP relative to SFs for 

distances over 35 km. However, the lack of systematic 

variation in these losses prompted their suggestion th~t 

procedural errors could amount to as much as ±50% 
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Another consideration in the use of FP tracer is the 

toxicity hazard posed by its Cadmium content [Spomer (1973)J. 

Human threshold limit values (TLV) have been estimated at 

0,05-0,10 mg Cd m- 3 [Prodan (1932)J, typically representing 

about 10 7 particles m- 3 of FP tracer. It is usually not 

necessary to exceed such concentrations at ground level in 

mesoscale experiments. However, a body burden of over 

120 mg Cd causes permanent serious kidney damage, so that 

safe handling and dissemination techniques are essential. 

4.1.2 Dev~16pment of a r~leas~ t~ch~ique. 

The aim in the present work was to release the 

tracer FP2267 at controlled rates up to 10 9 particles per 

second at a height of about 25 m. The release-point was 

to be supported on a light-weight mast, so that it was 

necessary to position the feed apparatus at ground-level. 

The usual methods of dissemination involve feeding 

the dry powder through a blower [Leighton et ~ (1965)J or 

Venturi nozzle. Since the air-stream would provide a 

means of pneumatic transport to the top of the mast, it was 

first attempted to develop a reliable dry-powder feed 

technique. Problems were encountered in obtaining a 



consistent feed-rate from screw-feeders due to arching in 

the feed hopper, despite agitation. 
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Attention then turned to the possibility of handling 

the FP in a liquid medium. A uniform suspension could be 

maintained at ground-level, and delivered through a metering 

pump to an atomising nozzle situated at the release-height. 

Such a method had several advantages:-

(i) Accurate metering. 

(ii) Safer handling as a liquid suspension. 

(iii) A suitable liquid would wet agglomerates which 

had been observed in the powder, assisting 

their break-up in a stirred vessel. 

A number of liquids, chiefly organic solvents, were 

considered as possible suspension media. A suitable liquid 

had to be generally available and inexpensive, as well as 

display several physical properties: 

(i) It should wet ZnSCdS particles without 

promoting flocculation. 

(ii) It should have low surface-tension so that 

droplets would break up in atomisation. 

(iii) It should be volatile so that droplets woul.d 

not form pellets after atomisatton. 

Early consideration was given to water, which wet 

the particles but left many agglomerates, possibly enhancing 

flocculation. Ultrasonic vibration, pebble-milling and a 

range of surfactant tests all proved ineffective in solving 

this problem. One of the few liquids which had all of the 
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fig. (4.1) Fluorescent particle tracer dissemination equipment 
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desired physical properties was acetone, and this suspension 

medium has been used effectively in the present dissemina

tion system. 

In acetone suspens i on, FP particles form loose 

floccs which enhance settl i ng. However, moderate stirring 

maintains uniformity in the suspension, and the floccs 

rapidly break up in the de l ivery pump and atomising nozzle 

[plate (4.1)]. The pump used was a reciprocating metering 

pump with variable stroke. Abrasion of the piston by 

particles trapped in the pi ston glands led to the use of a 

remote pumping chamber [fig. (4.1)]. The remote chamber 

may be seen in the centre of plate (4.2), with the suspension 

vessel behind it. For fault-free operation of the ball-

valves in the remote head, it was found necessary to limit 

the suspension concentration to about 200 9 FP1- 1 , and prevent 

entry of the occasional large agglomerate by means of a mesh 

filter at the pump intake. 

Typical release-rates were about 5 x 10 8 particles per 

second, requiring a pump rate close to 0,3 cm 3 S-l. In 

order to avoid blockage of the delivery lines through deposition 

tion, sufficient velocity was sustained by use of 1 mm 1.0. 

nylon tubing. It was found necessary to minimise horizontal 

sections of tubing to prevent saltation. Further advantage 

was found in using a pneumatic capacitor to smooth out the 

reciprocal surges. 

Pre-weighed pockets of dry ZnsCds were stored on site. 

In order to recharge the stirred vessel, corresponding volumes 

of acetone were measured into the vessel, followed by the 
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emptying of each packet below the surface. In this way, 

both handling of the FP and its escape into the air were 

minimised. 

The inverted nU" hydraulic connection between the 

pulse chamber and the remote pump chamber was designed to 

prevent migration of particles into the pulse chamber. 

Prior to shutting down the equipment, it proved necessary 

to flush all lines, including the valve cages, with clean 

acetone. The unreliability of two-way valves led to the 

use of a second pump (2) in phase with the first (l) for 

this purpose [fig. (4.1)J. 

A pressure gauge and preset pressure switches were 

attached to the air-space in the pneumatic capacitor. The 

pressure switches triggered an alarm on detection of 

deviations outside of the normal operating range. Such 

deviations occurred, for example, when the level in the 10 1 

stirred vessel was dangerously low, and generally required 

immediate correction to avoid irreversible blockage of 

lines. Required pump delivery pressures for release at 

25 m were approximately 230 kPa . The nozzle delivery line 

is seen to hang from the nozzle carriage in plate (4.3). 

Once set, pump rates were reasonably consistent. 

However, the volume remaining in the stirred vessel was 

recorded at regular intervals, and these readings have been 

preferred for calculation of release rates. 
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4.1.3 Calibration for particle yield. 

Previous workers [section (4.1.1)J have noted 

marked variations in measured FP yields, largely as a 

function of the determination procedures used. In the 

present work, determinations were initially based on 

successive dilution, and microscopic examination of 

measured volumes. The examinations revealed the presence 

of unbroken agglomerates and newly-formed floccs, and it 

was realised that a realistic measure had to be based on 

the dissemination process itself. 

The release equipment was set up as in normal 

operation, with the spray nozzle mounted inside a 5,16 m3 

rectangular tent. The tent was airtight, and stirred by 

a circulating blower and three ventilation fans. The FP 

tracer was released into the tent for a short period (lOs), 

and a small air sample drawn through a membrane filter. 

The effects of settling and electrostatic attraction to 

1 51 

the tent walls were established by taking subsequent samples. 

Before each re-run, the tent was purged with fresh air and 

a background sample taken. The effective particle yield 

for FP2267 was found in this way to be 0,9 x 101Q particles 

per gram. 

The batch nature of this evaluation could introduce 

several errors, and independent work was conducted by 

Davey (1977) with the same disseminator and acetone medium, 

using a continuous process. The nozzle was mounted 

axially in a 15 cm diameter duct. Air was drawn through 
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the duct and the flow-rate determined by Pitot tube traverse. 

Under the turbulent flow conditions, it was assumed that the 

concentration was uniform across the duct some 5 m down

stream, and air samples were drawn off isokinetically and 

passed through a membrane filter . · The effective yield of 

FP2267 was again evaluated as 0,9 x 10 10 particles per gram. 

This is comparable with values ranging from 1,33 x 10 10 to 

1,56 X 10 10 recorded by Leighton et ~ (1965) for FP2267. 

Using a pycnometer, the density of the ZnSCdS 

powder was found to be 4,07 g cm- 3 , so that a yield of 

0,9 x 10 10 P g-l implies a volume-mean diameter of 3,74 ~m. 

(earlier Andreasen Pipette determinations in water had 

suggested only 58% < 6 ~m Stokes diameter). 

4.1.4 Heavy particle effects. 

The finite size and mass of the ZnS-CdS particles 

will determine settling and diffusion behaviour which is 

not characteristic of ambient air "particles". Equation 

(1.75) gives the Stokes terminal velocity for particles much 

denser than air. For particles of Stokes diameter 3,74 ~m 

and density 4,07 g cm- 3 in air at 14°C(~a=0,0175cp), this 

relation gives a sedimentation velocity Ws = 1,773 X 10- 3 m S-l. 

To assess the effects of particle inertia and drag 

on diffusivity, some typical turbulence observations are 

taken from the literature. In their analysis of the effect 

of incomplete data, Pasquill and Butler (1964) recorded some 

accurate properties for their run of 27th. April, 1962. 



Under near-neutral conditions (Ri 2m =-0.005) the vertical 

velocity component at 2 m was found to have eulerian 

time-scale TE = 0,82s and turbulence intensity 

/ W~2/U = 0,084 with u(2m) = 5,08 m S-l. Hay and Pasqu;ll 

(1959) suggested that the lagrangian and eulerian time

scales could be related by a proportionality constant, 

Angell, Pack, Hoecker and Delver (1971) 

recorded values of S (BREN and Cardington) which suggest 

S = 4,2 for a turbulence intensity of 0,084. An estimated 

value of the lagrangian time-scale would thus be 3,444s. 
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Peskin (1971) derived equation (1.71) to relate 

parttcle and fluid turbulent diffusivities [section (1.7)J. 

Substituting the turbulence measurements of Pasquill and 

Butler (1964) and assuming the Stokesian behaviour described 

above for 3,74 llm ZnSCds particles, equation (1.7l) gives 

a particle to fluid diffusivity ratio KZp/KZF = 0,999999855. 

Turning to equation (1.72) which was derived by Meek and 

Jones (1973), and includes the effect of settling through 

uncorrelated regions, substitution of the same properties 

yields Kzp/K ZF = 0,99999137 for typical travel-times. On 

this basis, it is unlikely that the ratio will deviate 

significantly from unity for horizontal diffusion, or for 

any variation of atmospheric stability. It is thus safely 

assumed that the FP2267 tracer will display the same 

diffusion behaviour as air. 



4.1.5 Air sa~p1ing and fi i ter analysis. 

Concentrations of Zinc-Cadmium sulphide particles 

in the air were interpreted as dosages [section (2.4.1)J 
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by aspiration of cellulose acetate-nitrate membrane filters. 

The filters used had an exposed area of 14 t 36 cm 2 and a pore 

size of 0,65 ~m. Particles about this size were probably 

halted near the surface due to electrostatic attraction and 

path tortuosity. 

Ot 2 t S-l. 

Typical aspiration rates were about 

4.1.5.1 Anisoki'netic effects. 

Some early tests were carried out over ranges of 

about 200 m using closely-spaced arrays of 6 aspirated 

filters. [Maximum separation approx. 1 m; plate (4.4)J. 

Except for a supporting c1amp-ring t filter surfaces were 

normally entirely open to the air t and some anisokinetic 

effects might be expected. 

For filters facing towards the source t no system

atic deviations were observed with a reduction of aspiration 

rate to 25% of the normal value. Typical variations in the 

calculated mean concentrations were about 6%t with occasional 

maxima of 20%. Such deviations are commensurate with 90% 

confidence in the observed result for a total count of 1000 

particles in some sub-division of the filter. Two further 

filters were not aspirated at all t and registered respect

ively Ot 2% and 1% Qf the particles collected by norma11y-

aspirated filters. This compares with 0,5% obtained by 
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plate (4.3) 25 m 

instrumented mast 

supporting tracer source. 

plate (4.4) Membrane 

filter aspirator units 

arranged for sampling 

tests. 
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Leighton et ~ (1965) some 46 m from the source. Particles 

are probably retained electrostatically after impaction or 

near-impaction. 

Filters with the reverse orientation were run simu1-

taneous1y with the upwind-facing filters. The effect was 

to consistently reduce observed mean concentrations by about 

50%. Further filters were run in a downwards orientation, 

facing the ground, thus being insensitive to the direction 

of approach. The calculated concentrations had an average 

deviation of ±7% from the mean concentration recorded by 

forward-orientated filters, with maximum deviations of ±10%. 

The insensitivity of the forward-facing filters to 

aspiration rate suggests that errors will not be introduced 

by non-isokinetic sampling in this orientation. Of course, 

the complexity of a mesoscale wind-field under stable 

conditions will make it difficult to ensure the angle of 

approach over typical transport ranges. A best solution 

is thus offered by the downward-orientated filter, and this 

has been the approach in the current work. With the filter 

plane parallel to the ground, it is also protected to some 

extent from passing mist. Progressive dampening of the 

filter by dew and mist has been observed to throttle 

aspiration. 



4.1.5.2 Equipment. 

The prime requirement of the air-sampling equipment 

was that it should be portable, to allow speedy and 

unrestricted positioning in the region of interest. The 

basic aspirator is represented in fig. (4.2) as a filter 

holder, flow meter and vane pump, with a 6 volt battery 

power supply. The assemb l y was mounted in a suitcase-like 

container [plate (4.4)]. Of the 10 units which were 

available, 5 had been converted to allow remote switching 

by radio to anyone of 4 filters. This prototype facility 

was used only in one experiment, and was subsequently 

scrapped due to unreliability. 

Filter-holders were positioned so as to be 

unobstructed, with the filter 1 m above ground level in an 

open space. In a normal experimental run, filters were 

changed sequentially by a mobile team. The entire filter 

holder was detached and replaced by a previously-loaded 

holder. Filter-holders were stored separately in new 

plastic packets, and only loaded or unloaded in an uncon

taminated laboratory. 

At each filter-change the integrated meter-reading 

was recorded. Unless there was evidence to the contrary, 

it was assumed that the aspiration-rate remained constant 

during these intervals. Flow-calibration tests showed 

that a small rate-dependent correction had to be applied 

to apparent flow rates, probably due to the pressure drop 

across the filter. 
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Exposed filters were transferred directly into 

enclosed microscope slides, which were stored for subsequent 

examination. For examination, the area of filter below the 

microscope objective was irradiated with intense U.V. light 

by passing the parallel rays from a mercury lamp through a 

50 mm convergent lens. An arrangement of optical filters 
o 

restricted the incident light to a narrow band about 3650 A. 

A further yellow filter in the microscope optical train 

limited observed light to a band in the fluorescence region, 

also preventing eye damage by reflected U.V. light. 

4.1.5.3 Statistical significance. 

In the program offield experiments, tracer release 

rates were close to 5 x 10 8 particles per second. Membrane 

filter dosage measurements were made 1 m above ground-level, 

and at distances extending to 8 km. During a typical 

dosage interval, 1 m3 air would be drawn through the filter, 

resulting in an accumulation which ranged from a to 10~ 

particles. Due to the variability of wind direction, 

however. counts were more often at the lower end of this 

range. In order to make use of the low counts. it will be 

necessary to attach some sort of statistical significance 

to them. 

Volume samples drawn from a large volume of air, 

which has a random particle distribution. should contain 

numbers of particles which follow a Poisson distribution. 

The Poisson distribution parameters are directly additive 

for combined samples, so that slow temporal variations in 
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concentration will not affect the nature of the distribution. 

(Over long periods, observed concentrations in the atmosphere 

typically follow a log-normal distribution [Bencala and 

Seinfe1d (1976), Hale (1972)]). The objective is to 

define confidence limits based on actual particle counts. 

Assume that the. sampled volume consists of N smaller 

vol urnes wi th an observed mean count p = PT/ N. If N i s 1 a rg e , 

P will be asymptotically normal (m, o/IN), where m and0 2 are 

the true mean and variance of the sampled volumes. For a 

Poisson distribution 0 2 = m, and the approximation 02 = P is 

made. It follows that the true total count has a probability 

of (lOO-P)% of being contained in the interval PT ± AplPT 

where PT is the observed total count and Ap = If erf-1{l-P/l00}. 

Particle counts for the membrane filters, including 

the FP yield determination filters, were all performed in the 

same way (100 x magnification) by the same worker. 

errors should thus be minimal. 

4.2 Richards Bay Project. 

4.2.1 Introduction. 

Subjective 

The development of a large new harbour at Richards 

Bay, some 150 km north of Durban on the Natal North Coast, 

has encouraged the growth of several new industries, and the 

planning of many more. The absence of earlier development 

has allowed some flexibility in the location of residential, 

business and industrial areas, and considerable interest has 



been shown in the likely distribution of air pollutants 

from the proposed industrial sites. 

Climatic variations on the Natal Coast result from 

the passage of a succession of coastal low pressure systems 

[ Pre s ton - Why t e (1 9 75)J . During winter, these lows are 

preceded by intense anticyclonic subsidence and weak 

pressure gradients. The clear, dry weather accompanying 

subsidence results in strong nocturnal cooling, and the 

consequent formation of a radiation inversion which may 

combine with the subsidence inversion above. Low gradient 

winds, weak sea breezes and reduced surface heating all act 

to reduce daytime mixing depths. As a result, the poor 

dilution of air pollutants during a stable winter night may 

be followed by appreciable fumigation the following day. 
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The sharp diurnal anomaly which occurs in surface 

temperature at the land-sea interface, and significant 

topographic effects, combine to produce a complex wind-field 

under stable conditions [section (1.3.1)]. Whereas 

pollutant concentrations are highest when the atmosphere is 

stable, the problem of predicting pollutant levels in the 

region is made extremely difficult by the complexity of the 

wind field. For this reason, a predictive model for meso-

scale wind-fields has been developed by Scholtz and 

Brouckaert (1976) [section (1.3.1)J. Though the wind-field 

model, and the point-source dispersion model [chapter (2)], 

have been designed to operate under arbitrary conditions, 

the transport behaviour of the atmosphere over Richards Bay 

specifically has been investigated to assess the performance 



of these models. The Richards Bay Project was thus 

conceived with three purposes:-

(1) Assessment of pollution potential from 

direct measurements of the wind-field and 

the distribution of a tracer. 

(2 ) Verification of the wind-field model from 

measurements of the wind-field. 

( 3 ) Verification of the dispersion model by 

comparison with tracer dosages, using both 

wind-field measurements and predictions as 

input information. 

4.2.2 Met~orological measot~ments. 
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The measurements required by the meteorological sub-

model are discussed in appendix (A4). T~ provide adequate 

spatial resolution in these measurements, use has been made 

of 8 semi-portable instrumented masts and two permanent 

masts. The semi-portable masts were instrumented for wind-

direction, speed and temperature at the 11,2 m level, and 

for wind-speed and temperature at the 1,9 m level [fig. (4.3), 

plates (4.5), (4.7) and (4.8)J. To facilitate data-handling 

and provide sufficient temporal resolution, a radio-telemetry 

system has been developed to handle these measurements 

[Starkey (1976)J. This system provides an on-line descrip-

tion of the wind-field, and thus allows some optimisation in 

the planning of tracer experiments. 
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plate (4.5) Semi-portable 

te1emetering mast, instrumented 

at 1,9 m and 11,2 m 1 eve 1 s . 

plate (4.6) Telemetry satellite 

station circuitry - calibration 

of platinum resistance 

thermometers. 



Satellite stations at each of the semi-portable 

masts are interrogated sequentially once every 3 minutes on 

the transmission of identifying tones by the main station. 

Each station replies by transmitting accumulated anemometer 

counts and averaged wind-direction for the 3-minute cycle, 

as well as instantaneous measurements of the lower tempera-

ture and the temperature difference. These measurements 

are digitally-encoded and transmitted as a series of five 

frequency-shift-keyed pulse trains. On receipt of the 

signal via VHF radio link, the main station decodes and 

displays the five data-quantities. Identifying time-marks 

and the satellite station number are combined with the 
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signal, and it is passed directly to a magnetic tape-recorder. 

The system allows for the interrogation of 10 stations at 

15-second intervals. An eleventh auxi11iary tone may be 

transmitted for the purpose of remote filter-changing. The 

selection of one of four frequencies will switch an aspirator 

on (if it was off) and direct aspiration to one of four 

corresponding filters. 

During the experiments, sensitive Casella anemometers 

and an especially-designed wind-vane supplied digital signals 

to the satellite station directly. In order to represent 

accurately the temperature difference over a vertical 

distance of 9,3 m, platinum resistance thermometers, normally 

housed in shielded aspirators, were carefully matched and 

calibrated [plate (4.6)J. The transmitted pulse-count for 

temperature difference had a sensitivity of about 25 counts/oC. 

One revolution of the digital wind-vane was divided into 64 
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~late (4.7) Semi-portable mast upper instrument 

carriage (11,2 m), showing cup anemometer, platinum 

resistance thermometer aspirator, and digital wind vane. 

I 

, 
plate (4.8) Semi-portable mast lower instrument 

carriage (1,9 m), showing platinum resistance thermometer 

aspirator and cup anemometer. 
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sectors, so that directions were correct to the nearest 

5,625°. Further errors up to ±2° may have resulted from 

mis-a11ignment. The vane could undergo up to 10 complete 

revolutions during the 3-minute cycle without affecting the 

averaging process. 

The semi-portable masts comprised 3 sections of 

30 mm steel tubing, and satellite stations were powered by 

6 v and 12 v lead-acid batteries. This allowed some 

flexibility in the positioning of the masts, which were 

located at mast sites 1 to 8 in the Richards Bay area 

[fig. (4.4)]. The permanent installations consisted of 

clockwork chart-recording Lamprecht anemometers mounted at 

8.0 m on the main-station mast (site 9) and at 10 m on a 

permanent mast at site 10. The 25 m main-station mast 

[plate (4.3)J also had aspirated thermistors mounted at 

3,0 m and 23,6 m, providing a continuous chart record of 
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temperature and temperature-difference [fig. (4.3)J. 

Permanent installations at greater distances from the region 

of interest were not included in this investigation. 

During the first tracer experiment [section (5.2.1)J, 

remote filter-changing units [fig. {4.2)J were coupled to 

the transceivers at masts 3,4,5,6 and 7. These were sub-

sequent1y scrapped due to the unreliability of the solenoid 

valves. Masts 1 and 7 were equipped with Casella anemo-

meters only at the 11,2 m level. The availability of 

speed measurements at both 11,2 m and 1,9 m allowed 

estimation of roughness length Zo at masts 2,3,4,5,6,8 

[section (4.2.4)J. 
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Figure (4.3) is a schematic representation of the 

various data-routes. Magnetic tapes containing the digitised 

telemetry information were input to a CDC 1700 computer via 

the event-counters available on this machine. Decoding and 

the application of calibrations were followed by exclusion 

of any faulty data. The information was then transferred 

to a B 5700 computer where it was used as input to the 

meteorology sub-model [appendix (A4)J and finally the dis

persion model [appendix (Al.4.3)]. Information avai.lable 

on charts was input to the CDC 1700 using a manually-operated 

analogue reader. The entire meteorology data-set, together 

with all pertinent source and receptor information, is 

presented in a separate publication [Mulholland, Scholtz 

and Brouckaert (1977)]. 

4.2.3 Ex~~~fmental m~thod. 

The ZnSCdS particulate tracer, FP2267, was released 

at a height of 25,31 m from mast 9 [fig. (4.4), plate (4.3)J. 

Also located at mast 9 was the radio-telemetry system main 

statton. Wind-field observations were begun before emission 

in order to assess the suitability of the weather, and to 

plan locations for the filter receptors. Typi ca 1 experi,-

mental runs lasted about 14 hours, beginning before midnight 

and ending about midday. This period usually included 

stratified stable flow until the onset of fumigation or the 

mixing of a strong gradient wind to ground-level. During 

a run, filters on anyone of the 10 aspirator units [section 
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(4.1.5.2)J would be changed up to 6 times, depending on 

the estimated tracer distribution and the rapidity of 

temporal transients. Once all 45 preloaded filter-holders 

had been used, exposed filters were transferred to enclosed 

microscope slides in a laboratory near mast 10. Filter-

handling personnel were kept clear of the tracer dissemina

tion apparatus to avoid contamination. 
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A simultaneous release of smaller particles (~0,1 ~m) 

of 1n203 was conducted at the same height as the ZnSCdS 

tracer by combustion of an In 2 03/Et.OH solution at a spray 

nozzle [Norden and van As (1977a)]. Few of these particles 

pass right through the 0,65 ~m pore membrane filters which 

were used, and they were determined by neutron-activation 

after the FP counts. 

4.2.4 Estimation of the surface roughness distribution. 

The possibility of estimating surface roughness Zo 

from velocity and temperature measurements at two heights 

is discussed in appendix (A4.2). The availability of these 

measurements at masts 2,3,4,5,6 and 8 during June and July, 

1976, provided a basis for the distribution of Zo in the 

Richards Bay area. 

Estimations of ZQ were made by interactive processing 

of entire telemetry records. A first guess of Zo allowed 

calculation of the profile parameters according to procedure 

(1), table (A4.l). This allowed calculation of the 



theoretical lower velocity using equation (2.72). The 

roughness length Zo was adjusted iteratively so as to 

minimise the standard deviation between observed and 

theoretical lower velocity for the whole recor~. Table 

(4.1) lists the resultant estimates, and some comparable 

values estimated from data presented by Sutton (1953) 

[section (1.2.2)]. 

Table (4.1) ROUGHNESS LENGTH ESTIMATES AT MASTS. 

MAST UPHIND TERRAIN Za [m] Zo fm] 
from following 
measure- Sutton 
ments. (1953 ) 

2 Sparse sugar-cane rvl,5 m high 0,2 >0,09 
3 Flat sand and water 0,00001 0,00001 
4 Short grass rv15 cm high, no obstacles 0,02 0,007 
5 Short, sparse grass rv15 cm high 0,01 0,007 
6 Flat sand and water 0,00007 0,00001 
8 Thick grass rv40 cm high, some small bushes 0,2 0,09 

In order to estimate surface roughness more 

generally, the various types of surface coverage in the 

Richards Bay area were divided into seventeen categories 

[appendix (A4.4)]. Each of these categories was allocated 

a roughness length based on the estimates in table (4.1), 

equation (1.17) due to Lettau (1969), and the tabulated 
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results of Priestley (1959), Sutton (1953) and Sheppard 

(1947) [section (l.2.2)J. Thus, for example, the region 

between masts 8 and 9, consisting 6f isolated stands of 

trees with 50% open grassland, was given a roughness 

Zo = 0,2 m according to equation (1.17). 

Choosing points in such a way as to define the 

major surface-roughness variations, Zo was specified at 

152 locations in the region of interest. This data-set 

constituted a basic input to the meteorology sub-model, 

which performed an inverse square interpolation of log(zo) 

in order to store Zo more readily in a grid consisting of 

about 2000 points. Figure (4.5) shows a computer-

generated contour plot of this grid. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1 Introduction. 

Typical pollution episodes on the Natal Coast 

include the development of a complex, stratified wind-field 

during stable winter nights, followed by an extended, calm 

fumigation period after sunrise. In the series of experi

ments conducted at Richards Bay during June and July, 1976, 

an attempt wa~ made to record such episodes, so that the 

results are presented as a series of experimental runs 

varying from 6 to 16 hours in length. No single run could 
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be considered to represent a typical development - in each 

case a unique behaviour was determined largely as a function 

of overlying synoptic weather patterns. Only in two of 

the eight experiments were long fumigation periods observed, 

a more frequent development being the early mixing of 

gradient-wind momentum to ground-level. The influence of 

synoptic weather variations is likely to be less significant 

during early winter (May, June) when conditions are more 

settled. 

The transport of ZnSCdS tracer (FP2267) during each 

experiment was simulated using both the dynamic puff model 

(DPM) [chapter (2)J and the gaussian puff model (GPM) 

[aprendix (A2)J. Except in the simulation of Run 723 using 

predicted wind-fields [section (5.3)J, the meteorological 



input for these models was provided by the radio-telemetry 

system [section (4.2 . 2)J and chart records at mast 9 

[fig. (4.4)]. Because of the relatively poor temporal 

resolution of the charts, the latter data were provided 

only at ~-hour intervals. To account for the coarseness 

of these measurements, the inverse-square interpolation 

scheme (1.17) has been weighted such that contributions 

from mast 9 are reduced to 5% of their normal value. (In 

fact, effective distances f rom the mast are increased by 

the ratio l/~). In the same way, contributions from 

masts 6 and 7 have been reduced to 60% and 50% respectively 

of their normal values in order to account for the non-

representativeness of their locations, positioned as they 

were about 300 m from a large coastal dune. These weight-

ing factors are based on a subjective impression of the 

distance within which loca l velocities should be distorted 

by the obstacle. The iso l ated locations of masts 6 and 7 

meant that the unweighted i nterpolation scheme would have 

carried the distortion further into the predicted wind

field than the expected real distance. 

The spray nozzle used for release of the FP tracer 

[section (4.l.2)J was mounted at a height of 24,31 m on 

mast 9, which was located in the planned industrial area. 

The nozzle sprayed upwards, giving an effective release 

height which appeared to be 1 m higher (25,31 m) for 

typical wind-speeds, and this was the release-height used 

in the model simulation. Release-rates were determined 

by recording volumes retained in the ~uspension vessel at 
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intervals in time. For the purpose of modelling, it was 

assumed that an average release-rate applied during each 

interval. The resultant release histories, presented as 

particles per second, were occasionally interrupted by 

blank periods of about 5 minutes during which the suspension 

vessel was recharged. 

The effect of Stokesian settling was accounted for 

by assuming a mean sedimentation velocity Ws = 1,64 x 10- 3 ms- 1
, 

which corresponds to 3,6 11m spherical particles in air at 

14°C [section (4.l.4)J. Although the dynamic puff model 

allows for the specification of an absorptive depQsition 

velocity wd and first order removal mechanisms (washout, 

decay) [section (2.3.4)], these effects were assumed to be 

negligible due to the absence of general information. In 

fact, it is likely that particles of this size will deposit 

significantly through impaction at ground level. In 

experiments with dry moss surfaces, Clough (1975) observed 

depositon velocities for ZnSCds particles which were two or 

three times larger than the above sedimentation velocity. 

Leighton et ~ (1965) found that impaction losses were 

comparable with deposition losses for 4,5 miles of travel 

over Palo Alto. The present experiments were conducted in 

clear, stable weather, so that no losses were sustained 

through washout, though nucleation of the occasional ground-

mist may have been significant . The only other decay 

process which may have been active is the loss of fluorescence 

due to exposure to U.V. radiation after sunrise. Leighton 

!! ~ (1965) suggested that this effect should be small 

[section (4.1 . 1)]. 



The results for each experiment are presented as 

a comparison of the dynamic puff model and gaussian puff 

model predictions. For comparison with the dosages (or 

mean concentrations) recorded by aspirated membrane filters 

at a height of 1 m, these models have been employed in 

their dosage modes, though predicted instantaneous concen

tration distributions are provided in some cases. In the 

DPM, puffs were solved for at release-intervals of 900 

seconds, with further releases interpolated at gO-second 

intervals. Along the trajectory, solutions were provided 
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at a maximum interval of 90 seconds by means of interpolation. 

The lagrangian puff was solved in a 12(vertical) x 280 

(horizontal) grid until the puff centroid had moved outside 

a 2500 m margin surrounding the region of interest. 

In the GPM, puff solutions were provided at release 

intervals of 360 s and trajectory-steps of 360 s , with 

further solutions interpolated at intervals of 36 sand 12 s 

respectively. The gaussian puff model · included the 

sedimentation velocity ws = 1.64 X 10- 3 ms- 1 by means of the 

vertical shift discussed in appendix (A2.2). Both the 

dosage solutions and the concentration distribution solutions 

were based on the velocity and diffusivity at a height of 

10 m. For a release at 25,31 m, it was found that parameters 

evaluated at 10 m provided acceptable effective values from 

the point of view of ground-level concentration [sectton 

(3.4)J. 

In order to store the dosage contribution at each 

filter-site. the entire dosage period was divided into the 



minimum number of time intervals required to define the 

start and finish of every filter. A particular filter 

dosage could then be represented by combining the relevant 

dosage intervals for that filter site. This procedure 

was designed to streamline the dosage allocations during 

execution of the model, but has the disadvantage that the 

concentration at a point may only be presented as a mean 

concentration histogram, the temporal resolution of which 

depends on the current frequency of filter changes. 

Comparisons with filter measurements are made on the basis 

of time-mean concentrations, which are evaluated from the 

dosages predicted at the uniform filter height of 1 m. 

The assumption of a typical sampled volume of 1 m3 allowed 

a delineation of the statistical significance of measured 

concentrations [section (4.1.5.3)]. The 95% confidence 

limits which are presented illustrate the diminishing 

agreement which may be expected for low particle counts. 

Predicted and measured filter concentrations are plotted 

on logarithmic scales which intersect at lpm- 3 • Where 

gr~ater concentrations are predicted but not measured, or 

vice versa, the comparison pOint is marked on the appro-
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priate axis. If both predicted and measured concentrations 

are below lpm- 3 , the point is listed separately. 

A limited description of the atmospheric behaviour 

for each run is provided by the temperature-gradient history 

at each mast, and a series of interpolated wind-fields at 

half-hour intervals. All diffus;v;ty and velocity profile 

parameters are based on equations (2.72), (2.73), (2.75), 



and are evaluated by the meteorology sUb-model [appendix 

(A4)]. These parameters are stored as time-histories for 

each mast [appendix (Al.2)] , and the potential-temperature 

gradients have been calculated from them according to 

equations (1.20), (1.22), (1.29), (1.30) and (2.70). In 

ord~r to make the overall trends clear, the gradient 

histories, evaluated at a height of 10 m, have been 

subjected to a smoothing process with an averaging time of 

1800s. They provide a useful indication of thermal 

stratification and hence of atmospheric stability. Sub-
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adiabatic temperature gradients (aS/az>O) result in stable 

conditions whilst superadiabatic gradients (ae/az<O) result 

in unstable. conditions. Significant variations occur with 

differences in location and upwind terrain. 

An indication of the degree of spatial variation in 

stability is provided by contour plots of the inverse 

stability length L-l at selected times. The contours are 

established by inverse square interpolation (weighted) 

amongst the meteorological masts, in the same way that 

values are acquired by the dispersion models. For the 

purpose of the presented plots, L-l values were averaged 

during centred half-hours. 

The series of wind - fields presented with each run 

in section (5.2) has been constructed by inverse square 

interpolation (weighted) of the separate Cartesian 

components [Wendell (1972)J. The masts which have 

contributed information for this interpolation are marked 

in with additional wind vectors, and serve to indicate the 
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sense of the vector field, since the vector trails on the 

downwind side of the mast. The usual direction of flow 

at night, representing a land breeze, is towards the coast. 

Note that all wind directions referred to in the text 

represent the conventional direction-of-origin, except where 

the direction is suffixed with II-ward", in which case a 

wind heading is implied. The distance separating vector 

origins represents 4 m S-1 in vector length. Velocities at 

10 m are interpolated in the same way in the disperion 

models DPM and GPM, and are used in conjunction with Land 

Zo to evaluate the friction velocity u* at a point. However, 

the presented wind-fields have been subjected to a centred 

15-minute smoothing period. 

Since the radio-telemetry system provided 5 measure

ments at each of 8 masts every 3 minutes, much additional 

meteorological information is available, and the entire data

base has been tabulated in a separate pub1ic~tion [Mulholland, 

Scholtz and Brouckaert (1977)J. 

Accompanying the experimental runs in section (5.2) 

are estimates of the dosage distributions, which are expressed 

as mean concentration distributions for specified periods. 

These rather crude estimates have been established using the 

vertical column partic1e-in-ce11 model which is discussed in 

appendix (A3). As in the GPM, velocity and vertical diffus-

ivity were based on values calculated at 10 m above ground 

level. 



In the case of Run 723, section (5.3), an additional 

simulation is performed using wind-fields predicted using 

the continuity model of Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976) 

[section (1.3.1)]. The predictions were based on velocity 

measurements at mast 9 and temperature measurements at mast 

8. Velocities at a height of 10 m were provided for the 

entire region in the form of two-dimensional grids with a 

horizontal interval of 635 m. The time-interval between 

available solved wind-fields was 30 minutes. Specific 

point values of the Cartesian components were obtained from 

these grids by linear interpolation in time and space. The 

stability parameters were stored in similar grids, using an 

inverse-square interpolation of measurements made at the 

available masts in order to set up the grids. 
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5.2 Simulation of tracer experiments using measured 

wind-fields. 

5.2.1 Run 627 (27.6.76). 

The passage of a coastal low-pressure system along 

the Natal Coast is usually preceded by a period of fine 

weather accompanied by light North-Easterly winds. As 

stability increases during the night, the surface flow 

becomes dominated by a land-breeze. Run 627 depicts a 

typical development in which a light land-breeze competes 

with the fluctuating influence of the N.E. gradient wind 

during the night, the latter wind mixing to ground-level 

with inversion break-up after llhOO [fig. (5.2)J. An 

additional effect is the channelling of the land-breeze 

southwards over Lake Mzingazi by the high coastal dune to 
E,.sr 

the ~ of this lake. The tendency for this channelling 

to occur is indicated by the southwards deviation of the 

wind direction at mast 2, near Lake Mzingazi [e.g. 01h30, 

05h30] . Although the overall variation of wind-direction 

during this run is less than 90 0 , it is seen that the wind-

field is subject to continuous temporal variation. 

Figure (5.1a) shows relatively small fluctuations 

in the subadiabatic temperature gradients recorded until 
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07hOO, after sun-rise (ae/az>O, stable atmosphere). Whereas 

masts 1, 2, 4 and 9 register superadiabatic gradients shortly 

thereafter (ae/az<O, unstable atmosphere), masts 3, 6 and 7 

which are near the water surface, or downwind of the water 
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surface, show persistent stability until after 10hOO. The 

low gradients at the latter masts before sunrise arise from 

the maintenance of a higher temperature at the water surface 

than at the land surface, due to the convective distribution 

of heat throughout the water bulk. This capacitive 

"dampening" of diurnal temperature oscillations leads to a 

similar lag behind the land surface temperature after sun-
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rise. As warm air from the adjacent land surface begins to 

move ov~r the cool water Surface, a subadiabatic temperature 

gradient is created which is usually greater than that 

experienced before sunrise [fig. (S.la)]. Analogous effects 

resulting from the water-temperature lag have been recorded 

by Munn and Richards (1963). The gradient recorded at 

mast 5 is somewhat anomalous, behaving much like the land 

stations. In subsequent runs it will be seen to behave 

more like the water stations, though the early dissipation 

of the subadiabatic gradient at this point may be due to the 

fact that the mast was sited on an eastward-facing slope. 

The effect of the measured temperature-gradient 

anomalies in creating a spatially-variant interpolated 

stability field for the dispersion models is illustrated in 

figs. (S.ld), (S.le). At 02hOO the region appears to be 

almost uniformly stable, with stability lengths L as low as 

+10 m. After sunrise, at 08h30, measurements at masts 3 

and 6 lead to a stable nucleus over the bay, whilst surround

ing area~ experience unstable stability lengths with magni

tudes as small as 50 m. Though the interpolated stability 

field is somewhat crude in terms of the underlying causes, 



fig .(5.2) 
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it will provide some basis for the varying stability regimes 

through which the dispersing material must move. 

The predicted and measured concentration histograms 

in fig. (5.3) provide the most convenient means of viewing 

the overall development of the system, and of relating 
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predicted concentrations to observed ~ean concentrations. 

By spacing filter-site histograms according to the angular 

bearings of the sites, some insight is given into spatial 

relationships in the system. Note that concentrations are 

plotted according to a logarithmic scale, so that areas are 

not directly additive for dosage. Further, a threshold 

concentration has been chosen at 10- 3 particles per cubic 

Histograms plotted at this level indicate 

mean concentrations equal to or less than 10- 3 p m- 3 • 

Figure (5.3) shows the effect that the oscillating 

wind-field has had on predicted and observed mean concentra-

tions. It is clear that the plume has swept some five 

times across filter-sites F2 to F6, though this detail is not 
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suggested by the relative crudeness of the filter measure-

ments. The prime difference between gaussian puff model 

(GPM) and dynamic puff model (DPM) predictions lies in the 

degree of spread. Gaussian plume traverses lead to sharply 

peaked concentration histories with very large peak values. 

Since the traverse itself results from a temporal variation, 

dynamic puffs undergo significant lateral shear, so that 

peaks are flatter and the influence of the cloud is felt 

for a longer period. An example of this effect lies in 

the DPM and GPM predicted histograms between 03hOO and 

07hOO at site F7. (Note that filter sites are coded in 

this way for clarity, and that the site codes in fig. (5.3) 

are prec~ded by the angular bearing of the site as observed 

from the release-point. The corresponding map positions 

are indicated in fig. (5.lc). The "filter numbers" 

indicated on the measured histograms are not prefixed, and 

refer to the individual membrane filters used in the 

experiment). Occasionally the influence of the sheared 

DPM plume persists for long periods during which the 

gaussian model gives no indication of the presence of the 

plume (e.g. 08hOO to 09h30 at site F2, though the preceding 

peak contributes dominantly to filter 11 at this pOint). 

Filter integration periods appear to have been too 

long to detect major differences between DPM and GPM 

predictions, though fig. (5.4) shows that the GPM over

predicts in most cases. The predicted vs measured 

comparison points in fig. (5.4) are marked with the 
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corresponding filter numbers for both DPM and GPM predictions. 

Both models were unable to predict the concentrations 

recorded by filters 5 and 18. Since these filters (sites 

F5, F6, 07hOO-09h30) would have registered particles at the 

extremes of the eastward oscillations of the wind-field, 

only slight inaccuracies in the interpolated wind-field 

would have been required to produce the discrepancy. 

Figure (5.5) shows the theoretical concentration 

fields at the onset of, and at the end of the southwards 

temporal swing which occurred between 05h30 and 06hOO 

[fig. (5.2)J. The incipient southward flow near mast 2 

at 05h30 produces significant cross-wind shear in the plume 

in this region. By 06hOO the entire wind-field has swung 

southwards, and the shear effect has progressed to the rest 

of the plume. Differences between GPM and DPM predictions 

clearly illustrate the origin of the more diffuse traverse 

peaks observed in the DPM concentration histograms, though 

the long histogram interval at this time conceals all detail. 

The break in the plume which is obvious in the GPM 

prediction for 06hOO [fig. (5.5d)] results from an interrup

tion of tracer release from 05h49 to 05h54 [fig. (5.1b)] 

during which time the suspension vessel was recharged. This 

break is seen to be more diffuse in the DPM prediction as a 

result of the merging effect of along-wind shear. The 

slight waviness which occurs in some contours results from 

the calculation of contours from grid-stored data. 

During run 627, the vertical concentration profile 

was measured at mast 3 (site F5) by means of membrane 
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filters positioned 1 m, 2 m and 9 m above ground-level, 

and running from 03h56 to 10h17. The measured mean 

concentrations for this period were 417,555 and 1365 p m- 3 

(particles per cubic metre) respectively, indicating a 

significant vertical variation at this distance of 3 km 

from the source. If a mean wind-speed of 2 m S-1 is 

assumed [fig. (5.2)] and the gaussian plume formula (1.41) 

is employed with a reflection term, it would be necessary 

to assume an effective vertical diffusivity of about 

0,04 m2 S-1 in order to account for this vertical structure. 

Such low diffusivities are more likely to occur during the 

night, so that it is surprising to observe that the bulk of 

the material collected at site F5 [filters 4, 5 and 6, 

fig. ('5.3)] was registered after sunrise. Concentration 
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variations of this magnitude over relatively small vertical 

distances indicate the spatial sensitivity of the predictive 

problem. Note that all dosage predictions have been 

calculated at the normal filter height of 1 m. 

Long-period mean concentration distributions based 

on dosage distributions predicted by the PIC column model 

[appendix (A3)] are shown in fig. (5.6). The concentration 

of trajectories about filter sites F2 to F6 has restricted the 

affected region largely to this sector. Fig. (5.6b) suggests 

a reasonable estimate for filter 21 (513 p m- 3 measured) at 

site F7, and likewise fig. (5.6d) for filters 25 (33,5 p m- 3 

measured, site F2) and 26 (122 p m- 3 measured, site F4) 

[See figs. (5.3) and (5.4)J. The abrupt and irregular 



boundaries surrounding the affected regions result from 

the lack of horizontal diffusion in the P.I.C. model. 
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5.2.2 Run 630 (30.6.76 to 1.7.76). 

Immediately preceding the south-westerly gradient 

wind which follows the passage of a coastal low along the 

Natal Coast, it is usual to experience a period of excep-

tiona11y calm, fine weather. During the reversal of 

synoptic pressure gradients, local breezes and katabatic 

flows are able to assert themselves. Run 630 depicts a 

development in which the land-breeze appears to compete 

with the remnant of a N.E. gradient wind during the 

night, finally giving way to a S.W. wind with the break-up 
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of the inversion after 08h30 [fig. (5.8)J. The fluctuating 

influence of the N.E. gradient wind, and the existence of a 

southwards-channelled flow over Lake Mzingazi lead to a 

complex and variable wind-field [e.g. 03hOO-04hOO]. The 

calm period about 08hOO leads to strong fumigation conditions 

which are aggravated by the cross-wind shear of existing 

tracer concentrations by the incipient S.W. wind. 

Figure (5.7a) shows that the highest subadiabatic 

temperature gradients were experienced at the "inland" masts 

9, 8 and 1 before sunrise. After 08hOO these gradients 

become superadiabatic, whereas the gradients at masts near 

the water surface, which have been low during the night, tend 

to lag, or even increase at first. This is again due to the 

capacitive effect that water has on surface temperature. 

Fig. (5.7d) shows that the measurements at masts 9, 8 and 1 

lead to the interpolation of a relatively stable region at 

03hOO, with stability lengths down to +10 m. By lOhOO 
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fig. (5 .9) 
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fig. (5.10) 
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[fig. (5.7e)] the only stable region remaining is highly 

localised around mast 6, as is evident from the temperature 

gradients at this time. 

Reference to figures (5.9) and (5.10) shows that 

both the DPM and the GPM have produced generally poor 

estimates of the mean concentrations recorded by filters. 

Some eight of these filters were positioned and timed at 

the extremes of the eastward oscillations of the wind-field 

at 01h30 and 05h30 [sites F6, F7 and F8], and reco;-ded 

particle concentrations which were not predicted by either 

model. The fact that predictions to the west of westward 

oscillations were too high, and those to the east of east

ward oscillations too low suggested the possibility of some 
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form of uniform directional shear with height. However, 

inclusion of a linear directional shear in the DPM, from 

the measured wind-field at ground level to a S.W. wind at 

z = 1000 m, produced no significant differences in the 

predictions. 

Temporal transients in the wind-field are again seen 

to spread the traverse concentration histograms predicted by 

the DPM [fig. (5.9)]. Extension of the cloud by wind-shear 

increases the traverse time at site FlO, 08hOO-09hOO, about 

three-fold relative to the GPM. However, the cloud has 

still not arrived early enough to contribute to the concen

tration measured by filter 21. 

Predicted ground-level concentration distributions 

at 08h25, during the temporal transient induced by the S.W. 

wind, are presented for the DPM in fig. (5.lla) and for 

the GPM in fig. (5.llb). The high diffusivities at this 

time lead to a wide gaussian plume, though it still under

predicts the extent of the affected region. The gaussian 

plume apparently expands as it passes over the bay. This 

is because it has for some time passed close to mast 2, 

which has recorded a superadiabatic temperature gradient 

since 07h30, indicating atmospheric instability. In the 

same way, this instability has led to the prediction of 

more uniform wind-profiles near mast 2, resulting in 

reduced lateral expansion in the region of the DPM plume 

which has traversed this area, due to the lower lateral 

shear experienced by the plume. The "fanning" of the 
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plume beyond this point may arise from the earlier arrival 

of the transient wind component in that region. 
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The abrupt arrival of the S.W. wind is clearly 

demonstrated at 08hOO on the 07hOO trajectory in fig. (5.llc). 

In the sweep across filter sites F7 to FlO the P.I.C. model 

[fig. (5.lld)] has created a large region with mean concen-

trations between 316 (10 2 ,5) and 1 p m- 3 • These limits 

embrace the concentrations recorded by filters 19 (9,6 p m- 3) 

and 23 (395pm-3) in this area. 



5.2.3 Run 705 (5.7.76 to 6.7.76). 

Run 705 appears to follow the classical fine

weather development in which a persistent light land

breeze gives way to a long, calm fumigation period before 

the onset of the N.E. wind about 12h30 [fig. (5.13D. 

However, stratified layers of smoke, injected to high 

altitudes by sugar-cane fires, were observed to be moving 

towards the north-east at about 07hOO. This suggests that 

the extended absence of gradient winds, despite the break

up of the inversion, arose as a result of a transition in 

the synoptic weather. The resultant calm weather has 

encouraged a katabatic flow down the Umh1atuze river valley, 

and a channelled flow southwards over Lake Mzingazi. These 

two currents converge over Richards Bay [fig. (5.13), e.g. 

03hOO, 03h30], their interaction with the land-breeze 

resulting in a complex and variable wind-field. 
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Figure (5.12a) shows that high subadiabatic tempera

ture gradients were recorded until 08hOO by masts remote from 

the water surface indicating extreme stability in these areas. 

Masts associated with the water again show increased stab-

ility after 09hOO. Persistence of subadiabatic gradients 

at the latter masts until 13hOO may result from the re1ative-

ly low temperatures of the preceding night. 

06h08 at mast 9J . The subadiabatic gradient at mast 8 at 

11hOO is somewhat anomalous. Figure (5.12d) shows that the 

measurements at masts 4, 5 and 6 lead to the interpolation 

of a less stable region over the bay at 02h30. By 08h30, 
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measurements at masts 3 and 6 have set up a stable axis 

across the bay [fig. (5.l2e)J. 

Neglecting some of the smaller developments, the 

wind-field is seen to undergo two major oscillations, 

reaching eastward maxima at 02h30 and llhOO~ and a west

ward maximum at 09hOO, before becoming a predominantly N.E. 

wind at l2h30 [fig. (5.13)]. These oscillations are quite 

apparent in fig. (5.14), the DPM concentration histograms 

providing clear evidence of a significant wind-shear 

contribution. DPM predictions show that the cloud should 

reach site F2 during the westward transient at 09hOO, and 

site F8 during the eastward transient at llhOO. Low 

concentrations were in fact recorded by filters 14 and 18 

at these positions, whereas the gaussian plume did not 

manifest itself at all. 

Filter concentration predictions provided by the 

DPM were generally good, when the lower statistical 

significance of filters 7, 32, 33 and 34 is taken into 

account [fig. (5.l5)J. Note that the prediction for 

filter 7 has benefited from the increased spread present 

in the DPM plume during the eastward transient of 02h30. 

The DPM histogram at site F8 shows significant concentra-

tions for 10 minutes longer than the GPM. This extension 

is just sufficient to overlap with the aspiration period 

of filter 7 at this site, giving a mean concentration 

prediction of 6,1 p m- 3 in comparison with the GPM 

prediction of 0 p m- 3 (C d = 55 1 p m- 3 ) However, measure ' . 
predictions by the GPM are too high in most cases. 
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The mean concentration distribution predicted by 

the p.I.e. model for the period lOh30 to l4hOO [fig. (5.l6b)] 

shows that the uncertain trajectories from lOhOO to 12hOO 

[fig. (5.16a)] lead to an effective "fumigation" covering 

a large area, despite the neglect of horizontal diffusion. 

Concentrations at sites Fl and F2 have magnitudes which are 

similar to those recorded by filters 34 (12,3 p m- 3 ) and · 

33 (25,4 p m- 3
) during this period. 



5.2.4 Run 708 (8.7.76). 

During late winter, gradient wind transitions 

usually become more rapid. Run 708 covers a relatively 

short stable period hemmed in between N.E. and S.W. 

gradient wind conditions. Indecisive synoptic pressure 

gradients gave a calm period from 02h30 to 04hOO 

[fig. (5.18)J. It is unlikely that local breezes became 

established during this period, and the complexity of the 

wind-field may be attributed to interplay between the two 

pressure gradients. 

Although tracer-release was begun at 01h06, the 

apparent deterioration of stability [fig. (5.l7a)] and 

reappearance of a N.E. wind component led to a decision to 

terminate the release at 01h54 [fig. (S.17b)]. By 03hOO, 

wind-speeds had dropped, and release was recommenced at 

03h06. It is interesting to note that relatively high 

subadiabatic temperature gradients persisted despite the 

higher wind-speeds from 01hOO to 02hOO. The calm period 

from 03hOO to 04h30 is seen to encourage an increase in 

atmospheric stability aga i n, though gradients at masts 5 

and 6 remain low due to their positions downwind of the 

water surface. Calculated values of the stability length 

are seen to vary only gradually, both spatially and 

temporally [figs. (S.17a) , (5.17b)J. The establishment 

of an almost neutral region over the bay is indicated by 

masts 5 and 6 at 06~00. 

• 
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Filter concentrations predicted by the DPM are in 

good agreement with measurements [fig. (5.19D , whereas 

GPM predictions are rather poor. Filters 1, 7, 6 and 5 

are all associated with the sweeping of the sheared plume 

across sites F4 to F7. The gaussian prediction does not 

register at F5 [fig. (5.20)] due to the break in the plume 

c rea ted by the i n t err u p t ion 0 f r e 1 e a s e [f i g s. (5. 21 b)J , 

(5.21d) However, lateral and longitudinal shear act to 

extend the DPM distribution, providing an accurate predic

tion for filter 7. 

This incident serves to illustrate the important 

part played by wind-shear in the distribution of airborne 

material during short or variable releases. 

Figure (5.20) shows that DPM concentration histo

grams become significantly spread during the temporal 

transient which began at 04hOO. The reason for this is 

evident in the concentration distribution at 04hOO 

[fig. (5.21a)], where the S.W. wind component has begun to 

act slightly earlier on the older portion of the plume. 

The irregularity in the lower concentration contours near 

the source probable arises from misallignment of the curvi

linear lagrangian puff frame due to rapid spatial variations 

in the wind-field near the source [section (2.4.4.1)J, 

though implied wind-field divergence might lead to a similar 

intersection. Wind-shear has acted to virtually close the 

gap created by release-interruption, whilst the GPM predicts 

very localised distributions [fig. (5.21b)]. 
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The P.I.C. mean concentration distribution 

between 04hOO and 05hOO [fig. (5.2ld)] behaves in the same 

way as the GPM prediction, and shows clearly why no dosage 

was predicted at site F5. The decisive reversals in the 

trajectories for releases at 02hOO, 02h30, 03hOO and 03h30 

[fig. (5.2lc)] illustrate the purely temporal nature of 

the competing gradient-wind influences. 
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5.2,5 Run 711 (11.7.76 to 12,7.76} 

Run 711 covers a period of only moderate stability 

during which an initial land~breeze is supplanted by a 

light westerly wind. From 2lhOO to 08h30 this westerly 

wind shows relatively small variation, and it finally 

becomes the usual gradient~lnduced south~westerly wind 

after 09h30 [fig, (5.23)]. An interesting aspect of this 

run is the high dosage which occurs in the Meerensee 

residential area as a result of the invariability of wind-

direction. 

Temperature gradients at masts 3,5 and 6 near the 

bay show low stability from 20hOO to 07hOO, when gradients 

become higher at masts 3 and 6 due to the temperature lag 

of the water surface [fig. (5.22a)]. The almost uniformly 

neutral stability of the region at 07hOO [fig. (5.22dlJ is 

upset by 07h30 [fig. (5.22e)] as masts 2 and 5 begin to 

record superadiabatic temperature gradients (as/az<O). 

The absence of major temporal transients in the wind

field is demonstrated by the concentration of mean traject

ories in fig. (5.26). As a result, relatively few filters 

registered particles [fig. (5.25)]. The prediction of 

significant concentrations for filters 13 and 19 (site F8) 

by both DPM and GPM solutions may result from a clockwise 

directional shear with height. The direction at the 

elevated position of mast 9, which receives alow weighting, 

is perhaps an indication of this [24hOO-06hOO, fig. (5.23)J. 

The DPM provides fair estimates for the remaining filter 
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. . 

concentrations, though predictions by the GPM are in better 

agreement for filters 3 and 22 [fig. (5.25)J. 

Filters at site F7 in Meerensee record a mean 

concentration of 157,5 particles per cubic metre between 

20h52 and 08h20. Based on a release rate of 5 x 10 8 P S~l 

this represents a dilution of 3,15 x 10- 7 s m- 3 , and a 

total dosage of 0,013 S2 m- 3 x Q. 
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5,2.6 Run 714 (14.7.76 to 15.7,761~ 

It is quite likely that the development of a stable 

surface layer during the night acts to insulate the surface 

from moderate synoptic weather variations. This appears 

to be the case in Run 714 where the calm conditions after 

sunset allow the establishment of a light land~breeze [fig. 

221 

(5.28), 20h30 to 24hOO]. The influence of a south-westerly 

gradient wind finally dominates the wind-field after OlhOO. 

Between 22hOO and 24hOO there is a slight convergence over 

Richards Bay, probably due to a katabatic flow down the 

Umhlatuze river valley, and a current channelled southwards 

over Lake Mzingazi by the coastal dune. 

An interesting feature of figure (S.27a) is that the 

subadiabatic temperature gradients remain unaffected by the 

higher wind-speeds associated with the S.W. wind after 02hOO. 

Gradients are consistently near-adiabatic close to the bay, 

remote masts showing an inexplicable minimum at 23hOO. 

Figure (5.27d) shows that the entire region is stable at 

20hOO, a small area over the bay becoming more neutral by 

04hOO [fig. (5.27e)]. 

Between 19hOO and 2lhOO the wind direction moves 

eastward, reaching a maximum after 2lhOO. Figure (5.29) 

shows that this temporal variation has induced sufficient 

lateral shear in the DPM distribution to account for the 

concentration measured at filter 3 (15,8 p m- 3 , site F7) 

whereas the GPM distribution does not extend this far, A 

further westward maximum is evident at 22hOO before the 
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final, slow sweep towards the east between 23h30 and 04h30. 

Figure " (5.32] shows predicted concentration distributions 

at 23h40 and 00h55 during tnis eastward transient, clearly 

demonstrating the origin of the more diffuse concentration 

histograms predicted by the DPM. In figs. (5.32a) and 

(5.32b} the older portions of the plume show more lateral 

spread because of the earlier action of the new wind 

component in this region. Filter concentrations predicted 
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by the DPM are generally in poor agreement with measurements, 

though GPM predictions are somewhat worse [fig. (5.30)]. 

The final eastward transient creates a large region 

of low dosage between filter sites F5 and F8. Mean 

concentrations predicted by the P.I.C. model between 23hOO 

and 02hOO [fig. (5.3lb)J seem to embrace most filter 

measurements in this region [filters 7 (68,5 p m- 3 ), 

11 (2,4 p m- 3
) and 12 (75,1 p m- 3

)], though any improvement 

on GPM predictions should be purely fortuitous. This is 

because the P.I.C. model only differs from the GPM by its 

neglect of horizontal diffusion. The Meerensee residential 

area is seen to experience mean concentrations between 1 and 

316 p m- 3 during this period, whilst the southern end of 

Arboretum experiences about 1000 p m- 3 • This is comparable 

with 3200 p m- 3 recorded later by filter 19 in central 

Arboretum. 



5.2;7RUh722C22~7.761· 

Temporal transients and wtnd-shear are of particular 

importance in determining the distribution of dangerous 
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pollutants following a short accidental release. An attempt 

was made in run 722 to simulate an instantaneous release. 

A total of 574 g FP2267 was released between 12h39i and 

l2h40i from a height of 21 m on mast 9. In order to 

achieve this high release-rate, it was necessary to release 

the powder in dry form from a canister with perforations in 

one end. Although the particle yield of 0,9 x 1010 P g-l 

[section (4.1.3)] applies specifically to the acetone~ 

medium dissemination system [section (4.1.2)J, it was used 

in this case to obtain an estimate of the total release. 

Hence a release-rate of 8,61 x 1010 P S~l is assumed between 

12h39, and 12h40i [fig. (5.33b)]. During release, it was 

noted that a number of large agglomerates fell to the 

ground within a short distance of the mast. The assumed 

yield should thus lead to over~estimates of the recorded 

filter-concentrations. 

Potential temperature gradients [fig. (5.33a)] during 

the run led to near-neutral conditions throughout the region 

[figs. (5.33d), (5.33e)], with only mast 9 displaying a 

subadiabatic gradient. This anomaly may arise from an 

inaccuracy in the manual digitisation of the thermistor chart 

record at mast 9. The effect extends some distance from the 

mast, since mast 9, with its key position in the run, did not 

r e c e i ve its us u allow we i g h tin g [ see sec t ion (5. 1 )] . 
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Figure (5.34) shows that a fresh N.E. wind persisted 

during the run, with speeds up to 9 m S-l at the 10 m level. 

As a result, membrane filter receptors were positioned in a 

close array beyond the large smelting works [Alusaf] 

[fig. (5.33clJ· The effect of the gradual westward move-

ment of wind-direction between l3hOO and 13h2? is evident in 

the measured filter concentration histograms [fig. (5.36)]. 

However, even the DPM proved incapable of predicting the 

large along-wind spreads associated with filters 10, 11 

and 16. 
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The near-neutral conditions would lead to a relatively 

flat velocity profi1e. However, the assumption of roughness 

lengths Zo = 0,2 m [grass, stands of trees, isolated bushes] 

and Zo = 1,2 m over the industrial buildings [section (4.2.4), 

appendix (A4.4)J should make the neutral profile more gradual 

in the affected region [equation (1.15)J. Although DPM 

concentration histograms di splay two or three times the 

spread of the GPM histograms, the wind-shear apparently 

cannot explain the low concentrations observed after l3hOO. 

It is possible that some form of elution mechanism was active 

whereby particles were held up in relatively stagnant areas 

within vegetation and amongst buildings. On the other hand, 

the DPM cannot account for a rapid increase of velocity with 

height in a shallow layer near ground~level, because of the 

layered structure of the lagrangian puff solution [section 

(2.4.4.2)J. 

Figure (5.35) shows that the DPM provides a good 

estimate for filter 2 and a fair estimate for filter 1, 



For filter 6, with a measured mean concentration of 

4,4 x 10 3 p m- 3
, the DPM predicts 21,3 x 10 3 p m- 3 whilst 

the GPM predicts 42,4 x 10 3 p m- 3
• In general, DPM 

predictions are only slightly better than the GPM 

predictions. 
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5.2.8 Run 723 (23.7.76). 

Run 723 covers a short, calm transition period 

between N.E. and S.W. gradient wind conditions. An initial 

northerly breeze gives way to a variable land-breeze between 

04h30 and 06h30 [fig. {S.38}]. After 07hOO the influence 

of the south~westerly becomes stronger, with sharply 

deteriorating stability [fig. (S.37a)]. Temperature 

gradients at masts 3 and 6, near the bay, lag until 09hOO 

before becoming superadiabatic. At 09hOO, conditions over 

the entire region are near-neutral [fig. (5.37e)]. 

Some major differences are apparent in the concentra

tion histograms predicted by DPM and GPM solutions [fig. 

(5.40)]. Lateral wind-shear associated with the eastwards 

transient between 04hOO and 05hOO extends the DPM distribu

tion sufficiently to provide an accurate estimate of the 

mean concentration recorded by filter 4 (88,4 p m- 3 ) at 

site F6 [fig. (5.39)J. For the same reason, the DPM 

provides abetter estimate than the GPM for filter 8 

(77,4 p m- 3 measured) at site F7 during the second eastwards 

transient beginning at 06h30. Although agreement with 

measurements is only fair, DPM predictions are better than 

GPM predictions in all cases except for filter 11. 

The DPM concentration distribution at OShOO 

[fig. (5.41a)] shows that the variation in shear direction 

has extended the cloud over a large area. The stronger 

breeze near masts 5 and 6 about 04h30 has operated only on 

the portion of the plume which crossed that area, leading to 
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fig. (5.38) 
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a slight bifurcation of t~e distribution, The low 

concentrat10n allocated to filter 5 by this diffuse cloud 

does not differ significantly from the measured zero

concentration [fig. (5.39)]. 

The origin of the divergence in the 05hOO distribu-

tion is demonstrated by the 05hOO locus set up by traject~ 

ories with release times 03h30, 04hOO and 04h30 in fig. 

(S.41b). Mean concentrations suggested by the P.I.C. 

dosage distribution for filters 7 and a (sites Fa and F7) 

are too low and too high respectively. Whereas mean 

concentrations of 19,7 and 77,4 p m- 3 were recorded by 

these filters, fig. (S.41c) shows that the mean concentra

tions predicted by the P.I.C. model at sites Fa and F7 for 

the period 05h30 to 07hOO were 0 p m- 3 and about 10 3 p m- 3 
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respectively. The sharp boundary between this distribution 

and that for the period 07hOO to Oah30 [fig. (S.41d) ] 

indicates a monotonic eastwards variation in wind direction. 

As in the gaussian puff histogram [fig. (5.40)J, the P.I.C. 

model predicts that the distribution will only affect site 

F7 after 07hOO. In contrast, the DPM histogram for site 

F7 shows considerable spread about the gaussian puff arrival 

time, allowing the DPM to contribute significantly to filter 

a (9,S p m- 3 predicted, 77,4 p m- 3 measured). The tendency 

for DPM traverse histograms to be centred on the GPM 

histogram peaks suggests that the 10 m tracking height used 

in the GPM and P.I.C. models must be close to optimum. 



5.3 Simulation of Run 723 Using predttted Wind~ff~lds. 

An early motive for the development of a generalised 

dispersion model was its planned use in conjunction with the 

mesoscale wind-field model of Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976) 

[section el.3.l}], It 1's pointed out in appendix (Al.2) 

that a lim1'ted number of complete solved wind-fields may be 

supplied to the DPM as alternative input information. In 

the simulation of run 723, these wind~fields were supplied 

at 30 minute intervals. The lack of information concern-
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ing perturbations with shorter periods has led to a smoothing 

of the predicted quantities. 

The series of wind-fields predicted for the N.E. to 

S.W. transition period of run 723 is presented in fig. {5.42}. 

The positive sense of the vectors is generally towards the 

coast. The effective gradient-wind component for this 

period has been estimated by subtracting the predicted land

breeze and slope-wind from the measured velocity at mast 9 

[fig. (4.4)J. Whereas the land-breeze potential was con-

sidered proportional to the difference between a IIland ll 

temperature measured at mast 8 and a sea temperature of 

22,09 0 C [equation (l.33)J, slope wind potentials were based 

on an estimated temperature increase through the inversion 

layer [equation (1.34)J. 

The effectiveness of the wind-field model may be 

gauged by comparison with t~e interpolated measured wind-

fields in fig. (5.38). The dependence of the predicted 

wind-field on the velocity measured at mast 9 is easily 
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fig.(5.44) 
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fig.(5.45) 
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r\ecognised, though the model correctly predicts convergence 

over the bay at 04h30 and 06hOO. Observed temporal ~ 

transients tend to progress rapidly across the wind~field 

creating a temporary spatial incongruity. Since the wind .. 

field model is based on steady~state continuity, the entire 

predicted wind~field responds immediately to the gradient .. 

wind component detected at mast 9. Hence the modelled 

wind .. field for 06h30 is based on the early response of mast 

9 to a fresh westerly component , and is unrealistic through 

the remainder of the region. For complex syno~~ic weather 

variations, a more centrally-situated indicator mast would 

be desirable. The · ~1nd .. field model grid-scale used in 

this application was relatively coarse (635 m). The detail 

of spatial variations will improve with smaller grid 

intervals. 
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Only masts 2, 3, 5, a and 9 actively supplied meteoro

logical data during run 723, the remaining masts having been 

dismantled. Modelled wind-fields were supplemented with 

stability information using an i nverse square interpolation 

amongst the available masts. 

Comparison of the 10 m trajectories in fig. (5.43) 

with those calculated from the measured wind-field in 

fig. (5.4lb) shows that the 30-minute interpolation periods 

between solved wind-fields have had a severe smoothing 

effect. The result 1S an almost monotonic gradual swing 

to the east, so that much of the complexity of the DPM 

solution, associated with shorter and more varied temporal 

transients, will be lost. Indeed, the concentration 

histograms in fig. (5.44) show simple traverses as the plume 

moves eastward, and the dual traverses at sites F5 and F6 

are omitted [fig. (5 .40)J . However, comparison of figs. 

(5.45) and (5.39) shows that the loss of the second 

traverse at F6 has led to a better estimate of filter 9 

(3,1 p m- 3 predicted, 0 p m- 3 measured) whilst the slower 

traverse of F7 has given an improved estimate of filter a 
(256 p m- 3 predicted, 77,4 P m- 3 measured). The only other 

filter concentration estimate to display a marked difference 

as a result of the modelled wind-field is that for filter 7, 

which decreased from 160 p m- 3 to 0 p m- 3 in comparison with 

19,7 p m- 3 measured. In the measured wind - field, the final 

directional transient which carries the plume across site 

Fa is much larger, and thus induces more spread than in the 

predicted wind-field. This lateral spread contributes 



significantly to filter 7, whereas the predicted wind

field gives no contribution. 

Despite the lack of temporal detail in the predicted 

wind-fields, filter-concentration predictions are only 

slightly inferior to those for the measured wind"fields. 

It is likely that filter integration periods have absorbed 

shorter differences, though the effectiveness of the 

modelled wind-fields will certainly improve with better 

temporal resolution. The dominance of synoptic transients 

in run 723 has largely masked the ability of the wind-field 

model to predict local stable wind-currents. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Motivation. 

In the siting of new industries, or the establish

ment of pollution cause-effect relationships for existing 

industries, there is a growing demand for realistic predict

ive descriptions of the atmospheric transport behaviour. 

Variable point-source release is the fundamental emission 

mechanism, and is particularly relevant when individual 

industries are in question. 

A review of existing approaches to the modelling 

of point-source releases in a variable environment showed 

serious shortcom~ngs in temporal/spatial resolution and 

accuracy [section Cl .6.4}]. Even for continuous sources, 

the assumption of steady-state behaviour during stable

weather pollutlon episodes will lead to unrealistic local-

isation of the effect. The temporal variability of both 

wind-fields and stability is clearly demonstrated by the 
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observations in section (5.2). Although steady-state models 

such as those proposed by Hino (1968), Ito (1970), Ragland 

(1973), Roffman, Rao and Grimble (1975), Ragland and Dennis 

(1975), and Lebedeff and Hameed (1975) may provide accurate 

descriptions in a steady-state atmosphere, conversions of 

such models to temporally~ and spatially-variant environ

ments are fraught with approximations, not the least of 



wmch is the neglect of lateral wind~shear. 

More realistic attempts to simulate atmospheric 

transport using 3-dimensional grid models have been under

taken by Randerson (1970), Egan and Mahoney (1972b) and 

Shir and Shieh (1974). However, the coarseness of the 

solution grids in these models limits their useful applica-

tion to large area-sources. Moreover, the satisfaction of 

stability criteria [equations (1.64), (1.65)] does not 

guarantee numerical accuracy. 

The simple "trajectory" models presented by 

Leahey (1975) and Chu and Seinfeld (1975), in which vertical 

columns of air are advected at some mean effective velocity, 

suffer the disadvantage that they neglect wind-shear and 

horizontal diffusion. Hameed (1974b) and Liu and Goodin 

(1976) tackle the equivalent eulerian problem by performing 

mass-balances over adjacent vertical cells. 

Resolution inadequacy in the grid models stems 

entirely from computation/storage limitations. By 1 oca 1 -

ising the solution in the neighbourhood of the diffusing 

material, lagrangian puff models offer a means of improving 

resolution. Such an approach was proposed by Lamb and 

Neiburger (1971), based on an analytical puff solution. 

However, the limitations of analytical puff descriptions 

[Quesada (1971), Saffman (1962), Chatwin (1968)J led to a 

decision in the present work to provide a numerical solution 

for the lagrangian puff. 
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6.2 Developm~htofth~di~p~~~i·6h~odel. 

The prime difficulty encountered in the develop

ment of a generalised dynamic puff model was to retain the 

identity of each puff, the dimensions of which could become 

extended in any direction through the action of wind-shear. 

It became necessary to create a "proximate curve" which 

followed the mass-distribution, representing the position 

of a curvi-linear vertical solution grid. The distribution 

of each puff was resolved into this grid in the form of its 

zeroth, first and second moments. Solution for the 

diffusion and advection of moments parallel to the grid was 

performed numerically. By minimising wind~shear normal to 

this surface, the orthogonal distribution was adequately 

described as gaussian at any point in this surface, The 

"numerical diffusion" problems encountered by earlier models 

[Molenkamp (196B)] were avoided by introducing lagrangian 

shifts in the grid strata, or first moments, instead of 

solving for advection by finite differences, A stable 

"limiting value" method was developed in order to provide a 

fast, explicit solution for the diffusion step. 

Peripheral procedures, such as locating the puff in 

eulerian space, and supplying it with representative 

velocity and diffusivity information, could to a large 

extent be controlled externally, for example, by improving 

the resolution of the available data. In order to estab~ 

lish the accuracy of the puff solution itself, it was 

compared with the analytical description of Quesada (1971) 
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and the moment description of Saffman 11962} [section (3.1)]. 

Comparison with the Quesada solution for linearly~sheared 

unbounded puffs showed a slight lag in the response of the 

numerical solution to wind-shear. Puffs resulting from a 

ground-level release in linear shear were constructed using 

the first three moments provided by Saffman. Agreement 

with the numerical solution was good, the dynamic puff 

model also showing pronounced positive skewness at ground

level, as predicted by Saffman. 

The numerical puff solution was also used to simulate 

s~veral published observations of experimental instantaneous 

releases, though the necessary wind and diffusivity profile 

information provided in the associated studies was rather 

poor [section (3 .2)J. Although predicted concentration 

time-histories had the same form and spread as those observed 

by Nicko1a Ludwick and Ramsdell (1970) and Drivas and Shair 

(1974), the "leading edge" of predicted puffs generally 

arrived at measurement sites earlier than the observed puffs. 

Predictions near the source showed insufficient spread, 

probably as a result of initial inaccuracy following the 

"seeding" of the numerical solution with a gaussian puff 

[section (2.3.2)]. The continued development of a cloud 

as it passes an observation point tends to give positive 

skewness to the observed concentration-history, despite the 

fact that the cloud may have positive skewness with respect 

to downwind distance in the lagrangian frame. The conten

tion of Drivas and Shair (1974). that positive skewness in 
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the observed concentration~history represents that predicted 

by Saffman (1962) for the lagrangian frame,is thus incorrect. 

Further assessments of the validity of the puff 

solution were made by its application in continuous steady-

state releases [section (3.3)J. Agreements with the gaussian 

plume formula {l .41} and a solution which included power-law 

variations in velocity and diffusivity [Peters and Klinzing 

(197l)] were good, though a slight deterioration was evident 

with increasing distance from the core of the plume. Since 

concentrations in these regions were low, the error introduced 

should not be significant. Reasonable agreement was also 

obtained with the numerical solution provided by Ito (1970). 

The concentration distributions presented in section 

(3.4) illustrate the important redistribution effect of 

horizontal wind-shear. Material initially separated by a 

small vertical distance undergoes a large relative displace-

ment in the horizontal. The continuous interaction of this 

mechanism with vertical diffusion leads to rapid horizontal 

expansion at heights affected even by low wind-shears. 

Observed mesoscale wind-fields under stable conditions show 

continuous temporal transients [section (5.2)]. Although 

these transients may be small over certain periods, the 

magnitude of the redistribution effect following a transition 

in shear direction indicates that it must be accounted for 

to avoid serious error in the distribution. 

Numerical solution for the lagrangian puff allowed the 

inclusion of several removal mechanisms [section (2.3.4)]. 



The effect of ground~level absorption was approximated 

during each time-step oy applying an adjustment factor 

profile based on an inittally uniform vertical distribution. 

Although this assumption may appear crude, it has the 

advantage tnat the additional vertical transport induced by 
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the mechanism occurs only as a result of the mechanism, 

allowing normal vertical diffusion to be dealt with separately. 

Illustrative solutions showed that sedimentation and ground

level absorption had a similar effect in moving the ground

level distribution forward, owing to the increasing importance 

of material carried forward by higher-velocity strata. On 

the other hand, uniform decay as in washout or chemical 

reaction led to a uniform "shrinking" of the cloud. 

Several limitations are inherent in the formulated 

dynamic puff model:-

(l) The model is based on the diffusion equation 

(1.39) which is only approximately valid for 

gradual spatial and temporal variations, and 

relatively short turbulence time-scales 

[section (1.4.1)]. 

(2) The distribution normal to the proximate curve 

at any point is assumed to be gaussian, whereas 

significant skewness may de1elop with wind-shear 

in this direction [section (2.2.4)J. 

(3) Variations in velocity, diffusivity and removal 

parameters encountered by the puff as it moves 

through eulerian space are assumed to apply 

immediately to the entire puff [section (2.2.3)J. 



(4) The processes of advection and diffusion, and 

the various removal mechanisms, are assumed 

to act independently during each trajectory 

time-step [section (2.3.1)J. 

(5) The validity of the solution in the lagrangian 

frame is dependent on the approximate linearity 
-

of the transformation Tp (2.8). 

(6) The expanded puff is located in eulerian space 

by fixing the proximate curve on three tracking 

points. This may lead to significant incon-

sistencies in wind-fields with strong streamline 

curvature [section (2.4.4.1)J. 

(7) When the model is applied to continuous releases, 

position and distribution parameters are inter

polated independently in space or time in order 

to locate additional puffs [section (2.4.1.2)J. 

Positional problems such as location, interpolation 

and determining the effective values of parameters stem 
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from attempting to deal with the elongated puffs as lagrangian 

entities. Although measures could be taken to alleviate 

associated errors, they all involve much additional computa

tion, and would detract from the viability of the approach. 

Despite these limitations, it is felt that the import

ance of wind-shear, and the flexibility of the model in 

dealing with arbitrary spatial and temporal transients and 

removal mechanisms, justify the complexity of the solution. 



The only means of gauging the benefits of such a model is 

by measuring it against the best possible form of some 

simpler model . As a result, a second lagrangian puff 

model was developed based on the analytical solution for 

a gaussian puff [appendix {A2l]. The only functional 

difference between this model and the dynamic puff model 
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lay in the fact that velocities and diffusivities were fixed 

on the values at one specified height. Diffusivities 

determining the size of the puff at any point on its 

trajectory were based on the time-mean values experienced 

by it en route, whilst sedimentation could only be accounted 

for by allowing the eulerian vertical scale to slide 

upwards. 

Initial tests showed vast differences in the concentra

tion distributions predicted by the dynamic puff model (DPM) 

and the gaussian puff model (GPM) [section (3 .4)J. For a 

continuous, steady release in a steady-state wind-field, 

this effect will be largely obscured by superposition, 

assuming that an optimum effective velocity is chosen for 

the gaussian puff. The fact that release-rates are often 

variable and wind-fields are always variable means that the 

GPM will normally under-predict the area affected. 

It is frequently the case that the observer during a 

pollution episode is interested in short-period exposures 

and peak concentrations, for example, following an accidental 

release of some toxic or radioactive substance. Accurate 

knowledge of the distribution and its variation with time 



will be indispensable . However, a more common requirement 

is for long-pe~iod dosage information during a steady 

release, and it might reasonably be expected that the 

relative performance of the GPM will improve in these 

applications. This is because the variability of traject-

ories over a long period provides an effective horizontal 

diffusion which absorbs much of the complexity of instant~ 

aneous distributions. The series of tracer experiments 

conducted in this study involved membrane filter measure~ 

ments with dosage periods short enough to give some 

indication of the instantaneous distribution. Identical 

input information was supp l ied to the dynamic and gaussian 

puff models, their predict i ons revealing the expected 

limitations of the GPM despite its use in the dosage mode. 

6.3 Description of the mesoscale system, 
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Whereas a simple dispersion model will not warrant a 

detailed meteorological description of the system, the 

development of a complex model which accounts for velocity 

and diffusivity variations demands suitable input information 

in order to be effective. Not only is the user of such a 

model faced with an additional computation cost, but he must 

provide detailed measurements or predictions of the atmos~ 

pheric behaviour in order to benefit from it, 

Jt has been pOinted out that the successive improve

ment of dispersion models, incurring large computation and 

measurement costs, usually results in diminishing returns 



owing to the essenttally stochastic nature of atmospheric 

behaviour [section (1.10.2)]. However, there has been a 

recent trend for pollution-conscious cities and industries 

to undertake extensive air-monitoring programmes, so that 

the type of meteorological input required by sophisticated 

models is becoming more available. Further, Fortak (1974) 
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points out that modern methods of stochastic dynamic 

prediction will eventually allow statistical forecasts, one 

or two days in advance, of mesoscale meteorology, whilst the 

deterministic prediction of mesoscale wind-fields shows 

promise as a source of detailed advance information 

[e.g. ·Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976) - section (1.3.1)]. 

During the tracer experiments conducted in the present 

work, detailed measurements of the wind-field and atmospheric 

stability were provided by a radio-telemetry system [section 

(4.2.2)] . Perhaps the most significant errors arising from 

the use of this data-base lay in the obvious limitations 

imposed on spatial resolution by the 9 meteorological 

stations. The value of a parameter required at some point 

in the region was estimated using a weighted interpolation 

scheme based on inverse~square distance from the measurement 

stations [Wendell (1972)J. This procedure can result in 

false divergence in the wind-field, and workers such as 

Endlich (1967), Dickerson (1973) and Liu and Goodin (1976) 

have proposed schemes designed to minimise divergence. 

Unless entire wind-fields could be stored at short time

intervals, these schemes would entail a large amount of 

computation during model execution, and for this reason 



they were not included in the present work. Moreover, the 

relatively close mast spacing used during the experiments 

should minimise undefined wind-currents [fig. (4.4)J. 

In its present form, the dynamic puff model does not 

account for the possible variation of wind direction with 

height. Where this directional shear does not occur simply 

as a result of the Coriolis force ["Ekman Spiral"], it 

becomes necessary to define the vertical structure by such 

means as balloon sondes. Csanady (1972) conducted tracer 

experiments over 30 km, finding that the only significant 

deviations from expected gaussian distributions occurred in 

the presence of extreme cross-wind shear, and could not be 

attributed to the Coriolis effect. Since it is unlikely 

that the Coriolis effect will playa major part in boundary

layer diffusion over shorter ranges at mid-latitudes, and 

since measurements of other forms of directional shear are 

generally not available, the omission of directional shear 

is reasonable. 

Another effect which complicates the true vertical 

structure arises from the i nhomogeneity of typical terrain 

[section (1.2.2)]. As wind flows over a change in surface 

roughness, an internal boundary-layer develops which grows 

upwards at a rate of about 1/10 of distance downwind of the 

discontinuity [Panofsky and Townsend (1964), Taylor (1969)]. 

Peterson (1971) points out that significant errors may 

arise through assuming average values for the friction 

velocity u* and roughness length zQ over heterogeneous 

terrain. In the present simulation of tracer experiments 
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it was necessary to define a roughness-length distribution 

based on general classifications of surface-types [section 

(4.2.4)] , Related spatial variations in velocity and 

diffusivity profiles were assumed to act on the entire cloud 

immediately it entered a new region. 

The velocity and diffusivity profiles used in the 

dynamic puff model were based on those suggested by Dyer 

(1974) [section (2.4.2)J. These profiles were extended 

for strong stability following the treatment of Webb (1970), 

and were assumed to apply throughout the surface layer. 
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[Carl, Tarbell and Panofsky (1973)J. Horizontal diffusivity 

was related to vertical diffusivity using established 

relations for the Sutton di ffusion parameters [Venter, 

Halliday and Prinsloo (1973)J. The defining parameters for 

the profiles were friction velocity u*' Monin-Obukhov 

stability length L, and the roughness-length zoo Where 

measurements were provided by the radio-telemetry system, 

they were processed by a meteorology SUb-model [appendix 

(A4)] to form readily-accessible point-histories of the 

profile parameters. 

Stability measurements showed significant spatial 

variations, mainly resulting from the presence of a large 

water surface [Richards Bay] in the region of interest 

[section (5.2)J. The surface temperature lag caused by 

the convective distribution of heat in the water bulk 

resulted in relative instability over the water at night, 

and enhanced stability for up to 4 hours after sunrise, 

Similar observations were recorded by Munn and Richards 



(1963). The interpolated stability field presented to the 

dynamic puff model was necessarily crude when the physical 

origin of the spatial variations is considered. However, 

the distribution of meteorological masts appears to have 

adequately defined the important influence of the water-

surface. Under typical land-breeze conditions, tracer 

released at mast 9 [fig. (4.4)J would be carried across the 

bay at night, experiencing higher diffusivities and flatter 

wind-profiles than over the land surface. 
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In a separate report, Mulholland, Scholtz and Brouckaert 

(1977) present the 75-hour data-base which spans the 8 tracer 

experiments. This publication includes all of the emission, 

dosage and meteorological information used in the present 

work, as well as the estimated roughness~length distribution. 

6.4 Simulation of tracer experiments using wind-field 

and stability measurements. 

The aim of the tracer experiments was to define some 

of the complex transport behaviour which might be expected 

in a real spatially- and temporally-variant system. 

However, limitations in the number of membrane filters which 

could be sited, and in the frequency of filter changes, as 

well as the difficult task of anticipating atmospheric 

behaviour (despite the availability of "on-line" information), 

all provided obstacles to an ideal definition by measurement. 

Nevertheless, an attempt was made to site filters in areas 

particularly affected, and to renew them as often as possible 



during temporal transients, The enormity of the task 

facing a single mobile filter~changing team can be gauged 

from the mean-concentration histograms presented in section 

(5.2) . 

Both the dynamic puff model (DPM) and the gaussian 

puff model (GPM) were employed to predict filter dosages, 

as well as selected concentration distributions. Although 

the predictions included a settling velocity of 

1,64 x 10- 3 ms-1 , the effects of surface retention and 

fluorescenc~ decay were neglected largely due to the lack 

of suitable information [section (5.1)J. Particle inertia 

and sedimentation were found to cause only negligible 

deviations from the diffus i on behaviour of air. This was 

established for 3,74 ~m ZnSedS particles under typical 

conditions of turbulence, using the diffusivity-ratio 

expressions of Peskin (197 1) and Meek and Jones (1973) 

[section (4.1.4)J. 

The dynamic puff model has a fixed-parameter input 
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in the sense that certain parameters such as release-time 

interval, solution grid-size and the size of the contributing 

margin around the region of interest, may be specified. The 

release-time interval spaces actually-solved puffs, solutions 

between these times being provided by interpolation. 

Depending on the speed of t emporal transients, this parameter 

will determine the quality of the final solution. In fact, 

the DPM automatically defines features such as short releases, 

though a release-interval of 900s was commonly used in the 

simulations. This value was based on the availability of 



averaged wind~fteld tnformation at i"ntervals of 180s 

[section (4.2.2)J. The filter~dosage solution for run 627 

was performed using a release-time interval of 700s as well, 

in order to establish the sensitivity of the result to this 
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parameter. Differences in predicted dosages were negligible, 

and it was concluded that the 900s interval provided an 

adequate description. The solution for run 630 was likewise 

found to be relatively insensitive to the lower weightings 

applied to masts 6 and 7, and the inclusion of a limited 

form of directional shear [section (5.2.2)]. 

The experiments conducted at Richards Bay, and the 

simulations thereof, are presented in full in chapter (5). 

Mulholland, Scholtz and Brouckaert (1977) present the dosage 

measurements and predictions in tabular form. The important 

differences between DPM and GPM predictions all resulted from 

the two-dimensional wind-shear present in a continuously 

varying wind-field. Temporal transients both induced new 

lateral wind-shear, and revealed existent longitudinal wind-

shear in the diffusing material. Although the effect of 

shear is most striking in the concentration distributions 

presented in section (5.2) , evidence of its contribution 

was also found in the filter-dosage predictions. Predicted 

concentration histograms at the filter sites showed that 

registered dosages occurred largely during relatively short 

plume traverses. The associated temporal transients 

produced significant spread in the DPM plume, whereas GPM 

predictions showed high1y peaked concentrations over short 

periods. 



Wind-field behaviour frequently displayed large 

directional oscillations in response to synoptic weather 

variations. One means of detecting the shear component 

was thus by filters positioned beyond the trajectory 

extremes of these oscillations. Thus filters No. 14 (run 

705), 18 (705), 3 (714} an d 4 (723) were so positioned and 

timed as to detect concentrations which the DPM accounted 

for, but which the GPM gave no indication of due to the 

absence of lateral shear. 

During complete traverses, filters were occasionally 

timed so as to benefit from the upwind ~ downwind spread 

predicted by the DPM [7 (705),8 (723)J. The tendency for 
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sharp gaussian plume peaks to be centred in these concentra

tion histories indicated that the GPM tracking height of 

10 m was close to optimum f or the 25,31 m release-height. 

Although longitudina l shear in the original wind 

direction will playa part in subsequent traverses, the 

effect of this shear will become more important in variable 

releases. Hence the interruption of release between 01h54 

and 03h06 during run 708 [section (5.2.4)J produced a large 

gap in the gaussian distribution. The ensuing temporal 

transient passed this gap over site F5, whereas the upwind 

and downwind longitudinal spread present in the DPM plume 

[fig. (5.2la)] contributed correctly to filter 7 (708) at 

this site. However, long i tudinal spread was apparently 

underestimated in the instantaneous release of run 722 

[section (5.2.7)J. At site F2, some 3700 m from the 



source, significant concentrations were recorded for more 

than 20 minutes. As expected from the relatively flat 

velocity profiles accompanying instability, the bulk of the 

material traversed the receptor sites during the short 
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period predicted by the DPM , The low concentrations recorded 

thereafter were not predicted by the DPM, and it is possible 

that they arose through an elution mechanism associated with 

stagnant regions within vegetation and amongst buildings. 

The high concentration gradients present under stable 

conditions demand an accurate wind-field description if 

concentration distributions are to be predicted correctly. 

Where aspirated filters integrate entire traverses, positional 

errors will be less obvious. However, a few cases were 

observed where concentrations measured on the extremes of 

directional oscillations were incorrectly predicted by both 

the DPM and the GPM, and where the measured concentrations 

could not be accounted for by the interpolated wind-field 

[8 (630),9 (630), 28 (630),29 (630),13 (71l), 19 (71l)]. 

These discrepancies may result from a variation of wind 

direction with height. Such directional shear would tend 

to shift the cloud centroid away from its expected trajectory 

based on ground-level wind directions. The associated 

positions would also be sensitive to slight positional errors 

in the estimated trajectories, due to inadequate spatial 

resolution in the measured wind data. Nevertheless, the 

infrequent significance of such errors would not justify the 

expensive task of providing better spatial resolution. 
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Although the effects of spatial and temporal variations 

in stability were easily identified in GPM distributions, 

they were less obvious in DPM distributions due to the mask-

ing effect of wind-shear. The ground-level distribution at 

08h25 in run 630 [section (5.2.2}] shows that the gaussian 

plume expands as it passes over the unstable region near 

mast 2, whereas the more obvious effect in the DPM plume is 

a smaller lateral spread in the section affected by the 

flatter wind profiles over this area during the traverse. 

Concentration profile measurements at mast 3 during run 627 

[section (5.2.1)] showed a significant increase of concentra

tion with height some 3000 m from the source. The effect 

of instability over the bay at night, or during fumigation 

after sunrise, will be to mix this material down to ground

level, as well as provide additional horizontal spread. 

In attempting to assess overall model performance, 

several reservations are in order. Seinfeld (1975) suggests 

that models do not as yet provide predictions which are 

commensurate with observat i on, so that comparisons to date 

have been based on qualitative rather than formal statistical 

methods. In fact, workers such as Shir and Shieh (1974), 

Ruff and Fox (1974), and Fabrick and Sklarew (1975) quote 

coefficients of correlation between predicted and observed 

concentrations. However, the magnitude of the correlation 

coefficient only indicates the degree to which comparison 

points lie on any straight line, and mean relative error, 

or standard deviation, are probably better performance 

indices [Hameed C1974a), Lehedeff and Hameed (1975)J. A 



further obstacle to provtdtng a common basis for comparison 

lies tn the fact that models must wnr~ from the same data~ 

base and predi.ct the same data quantities in order to be 

comparable. Hence GPM predictions may be expected to 

improve relati.ve to DPM predictions as dosage periods 

(averaging times) are increased. Moreover, applied studies 

such as those of Randerson (l970), and Shir and Shieh (1974) 

deal with multiple~source or area-source problems, In such 

systems, spatial concentration variations are likely to be 

smooth, so that observations and predictions will display 

none of the spatial and temporal sensitivity of the point-
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source problem. For example, a comparative study presented 

by Lebedeff and Hameed (1975),for S02 transport in Nashville, 

displays only gradual variations in predicted and observed 

concentration, the latter varying only seven-fold in the 

available data. 

Observed pollutant concentrations are generally found 

to have log~normal frequency distributions, regardless of 

averaging time, though Bencala and Seinfeld (1976) could only 

explain this phenomenon directly in terms of the near log

normality of wind-speed distributions. The high spatial 

concentration gradients in the present work have revealed 

the full extent of this range, and predicted and measured 

mean concentrations are most conveniently plotted on logar-

ithmic scales. The combined results for all simulations 

using measured wind-fields [section (5.2)J are presented in 

fig. (6.l). Once again, predicted and measured concentra

tions have been restricted to a threshold of 1 particle per 



fig. (6.1) Combined results - Dynamic Puff Model and 
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cubic metre, whilst the numerous filters for which both 

predicted and measured values were below this threshold 

have been omitted. 

It is interesting to note in both the DPM and GPM 

comparisons that significant concentrations were more often 

measured and not predicted, than predicted and not measured. 

It is likely that this effect arises from the lack of 

definition for smaller wind-currents which would have given 

greater variability to the true trajectories. 

table (6.1) ANALYSIS OF DPM AND GPM COMBINED 
PREDICIIONS. 

LOGARITHMIC SCALE LINEAR SCALE 
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Correlation R.M.S. R.M.S. Correlation R.M.S. 
Coefficient Error trror Coefficient Error 

[log 1 a (C p m- 3
)] [Concn. 

Factor] 
[p m- 3 ] 

DYNAMIC PUFF MODEL 0,364 1 ,233 17,1 x 0,733 1714 

GAUSSIAN PUFF 0,274 1 ,495 31,3 x 0,677 14030 
t~ODEL 

Table (6.'} presents a limited comparison of the DPM 

and GPM in terms of correlation coefficients and standard 

deviation of the predictiv.e error. These parameters are 

based on predicted and measured values as plotted in fig. 

( 6 . 1 ) . The low positive correlation coefficients for the 

logarithmic scale arise from the poorly-defined positive 



gradient in the scattered data. Since the measurements 

may have been relatively concentrated about a particular 

value, say 200 p m- 3 , it is really only the mean error, 

or R.M.S. error, that will provide an indication of model 

performance. 

Based on the logarithmic scale, the DPM gives a 17-

fold R.M.S. error whilst the GPM gives a 31-fold R.M.S. 

error. Although the threshold values have contributed 

quite heavily to these indices, GPM predictions are seen 

to be too high in general, whilst DPM predictions straddle 

the region enclosed by the 95% confidence limits for the 

measured concentration. In the tracer experiments, 

attempts were made to define the spatial distribution of 

tracer by concentrating receptors in the currently-affected 

region. The simplified view of the wind-field presented to 

the GPM, together with the lack of wind-shear, probably 

acted to maintain high GPM predictions in this limited area, 

imposing a bias in the available data. 

No study was found which was directly comparable with 

the present point-source simulation. However, Shir and 

Shieh (1974) used a 3-dimensional grid model to predict the 

transport of S02 from multiple point and area sources in 

St. Louis. Plots of predicted vs. measured 24 hr-averaged 

S02 concentrations showed similar scatter to the DPM 

predictions in fig. (6.1), though the log-scale correlation 

coefficient was somewhat higher at 0,81, dropping to 0,71 

for 2 hr-averages. Linear-scale correlation coefficients 

for both averaging periods were lower than the corresponding 
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DPM value. It is likely that the 5000 ft. horizontal 

interval in the grid model imposed a severe limitation on 

spatial resolution. 
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Shir and Shieh (1974} performed parallel simulations 

using a gaussian plume model, obtaining predictions which 

were generally too high, in much the same way as the present 

GPM predictions are higher than observations. Despite 

this shift in the present GPM results, relative spread was 

only slightly greater than in the DPM predictions, and a 

study was undertaken to identify parameters which might 

contribute to the deviation of DPM predictions from 

observations. 

Some 15 variables were prescribed in such a way that 

they could be quantified for each filter. The selected 

variables were divisible into 6 broad categories. 

(i) Probability: measured concentration; 

(ii) Weather: mean wind-speed, stability, rate of 

change of wind direction; 

(iii) Wind-field definition: mean R.M.S. distance 

from meteorological masts en route to filter; 

(iv) Sedimentation: distance to filter, time of 

travel to filter; 

(v) Terrain: mean surface properties en route, 

fraction water surface; 

(vi) Operation: number of filters previously mounted/ 

dismounted during run (fatigue errors), battery 

usage (aspirator reliability). 



The quality of each filter-concentration prediction 

was represented by the parameter log CCpredictedJCmeasured)' 
II • Ii 

which was plotted against each of the 15 influenclng 

variables. The only clear trend to emerge from this 

analysis was the expected convergence of the ordinate to 

zero for large measured concentrations, due to reduced 

sample variance [section (4.1.5.3)]. 

decreased slightly with increasing time-of-trave1 to the 

filter. Since the as~ociated travel-times were generally 

less than 2 hrs., this discrepancy may arise from an under-

estimation of sedimentation velocity. For the GPM 
- -predictions, a plot of 10g(Cp/Cm) against potential tempera-

ture gradient showed increased positive deviation as well as 

greater variability as stability increased. The inferior 

performance of the GPM in a stable environment follows 

from its neglect of wind-shear. 

The absence of any obvious cause for DPM discrepancies 

tends to preclude any refinement of the model based on the 

present data. Even the measure of wind-field definition, 

based on the mean R.M.S. distance of trajectories from the 

meteorological masts, showed no relationship to deviations. 

Despite the detailed nature of the DPM, it seems that random 

atmospheric variations will always impose appreciable random 

deviations on deterministic predictions. Nevertheless, DPM 

predictions do represent an improvement on GPM predictions, 

and this improvement may be expected to become more 

significant for shorter sampling periods. 
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The P.LC. column model [appendix (A3)] appeared to 

describe the dosage distribution adequately, provided 

dosage periods were long enough to include smoothing 

temporal variations, Spatial resolution in the estimate 

may be improved by decreasing cell-size and increasing 

trajectory frequency, though any improvement on the GPM 

point-dosage predictions will clearly be fortuitous. 
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Although the P.I.C. method is restricted to spatial distribu

tions of dosage, it requires less computation in this 

application, and such distributions are often of more 

interest to planners. 

The present dynamic puff model serves a purpose in 

revealing the extent and origin of shortcomings in simpler 

models. However, its use in routine pollution surveys and 

assessments may not be justifiable in terms of cost and 

benefit at present. Even if meteorological information of 

commensurate quality were available, the DPM requires some 

five times the computation required by the GPM. In the 

tracer experiment dosage s i mulations of section (5.2}, DPM 

computer process time on a Burroughs 5700 machine ran at 

approximately 2 times the real dissemination period in each 

experiment. Tests on an I BM 360/155 computer indicated that 

execution time would be reduced to about 1/8 of that on the 

B5700, though the cost wou l d remain considerable at present 

process-time rates. 

Nevertheless, the un i que ability of the DPM in predict

ing short-period dosages and spatial concentration distribu

tions will be important even when minimal meteorological 



information is available. The recognition given to under-

lying physical processes should prove invaluable in the 

simulation of contentious pollution incidents. As pointed 

out by Hameed (1975), attempts to account for these 

processes should only be abandoned once it can be shown that 

a simpler model consistently provides results of equivalent 

quality. 

6.5 Comparison with indium oxide tracer measurements. 
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During the experimental runs described in chapter (5), 

an indium oxide tracer was released simultaneously with the 

ZnSCdS (FP2267) tracer, at a point separated by only 1 m from 

the F.P. source. In the dissemination method devised by 

Norden and van As (1977a), an indium chloride solution in 

ethanol was used to fuel a high-temperature burner supported 

at 24 m on mast 9 [fig. (4.4)J. The resultant oxide was 

formed as a fine powder with mean particle size about 0,1 ~m. 

Although release rates of 4,94 x 10- 3 g In S-l eliminated the 

low particle-count significance problems discussed in section 

(4.1.5.3), the indium displayed a threshold detection limit 

in the region of the same dilution factor (concentration/ 

release-rate) represented by the 1 p m- 3 threshold of the 

FP tracer. Despite the 0,65 ~m pore-size of the cellulose 

acetate membrane filters, virtually all of the small In
2

03 

particles were retained, probably electrostatically. After 

the FP counts, filters were analysed for indium by neutron 

act i vat ion [N 0 r den and van A s (1 97 7 b ) ] . 
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fig. (6.2) Indium oxide tracer: Predicted versus Measured 
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Differences between recorded F.P. and In concentrations 

should only arise through dissimilar sedimentation/deposition 

behaviour, and on statistical grounds (low particle counts). 

Observed dilution factors ~oncentration/release-rate]seldom 

differed by as much as two-fold, F.P. dilution factors show-

ing a tendency to be higher. For typical trajectory travel-

times of 2 hrs., F.P. sedimentation velocities of about 

1,64 x 10- 3 m S-l will enhance ground-level concentrations, 

and this is probably the origin of observed differences. In 

order to compare the indium tracer measurements with model 

predictions, they have been converted to effective F.P. 

concentrations by multiplying In dilution factors by the 

mean F.P. release-rate . Comparisons with DPM and GPM 

predictions for the available In analyses are presented in 

fig. (6.2). Both DPM and GPM predictions appear to be in 

slightly better agreement with In-based measurements than 

with the F.P. measurements [table (6.2)]. 

table (6.2) ANALYSIS OF DPM AND GPM PREDICTIONS 
FOR INDIUM-BASED MEASUREMENTS. 

LOGARITHMIC SCALE 

Correlation R.M.S. 
Coeff icient Error 

[log 10 (C P m- 3 ) ] 

DPM Predictions vs In-Based 0,479 1,113 
Concn. 

DPM Predictions vs FP Concn. 0, 359 1 ,266 

GPM Predictions vs In-Based 0,491 1,235 
Concn. 

GPM Predi cti ons vs FP Concn. 0, 392 1,345 

R.M.S. 
Error 

[Concn. Factor J 
12,96 x 

18,47 
x 

17,16 x 

22,11 x 



Figure (6,2) s~ows that GPM predittions for In-based 

concentrations remain too high in general, leading to a 

17-fold R.M.S. error as opposed to the 13-fold R.M.S. error 

of the DPM predictions. Of course, both DPM and GPM 

predictions include the 1,64 x 10- 3 m S-1 sedimentation 

velocity expected of 3,6 ~m ZnSCdS particles. It was 
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suggested in section (6.4) that this effective sedimentation 

velocity may have been slightly low in terms of the collected 

particles. . It is possible that the negligible sedimentation 

velocities of the In 2 03 particles have thus led to better 

agreement with model predictions. 

6.6 Simulation of Run 723 using predicted wind-fields 

and stability measurements . 

It has been pointed out that inverse square interpola

tion for the wind-field [Wendell (1972)] may lead to false 

divergence [section (1.3.2)J. The only means of accounting 

for such local effects as katabatic flows, land-sea breezes 

and topographically-induced currents is by direct use of a 

suitable wind-field model. Whereas a model such as that 

proposed by Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976) will provide a 

rational description in terms of input information, direct 

measurements at a number of pOints in the area can outweigh 

the advantages of wind-field integrity. Best descriptions 

are probably provided by compromise schemes in which, for 

example, divergence is minimised subject to a number of 



point-measurements [Endlich (19671, Dickerson (19731, Liu 

and Goodin (1976J]. 
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Nevertheless, the objective of the Scholtz and 

Brouckaert wind-field model was to provide the best estimate 

based on a minimum of meteorological information, and it was 

used in this mode for simulation of the wind-fields in run 

723 [section (5 .3)J. The chief disadvantage of the model, 

as used, lay in the limitation on temporal resolution 

imposed by storing complete wind-fields at 3D-minute inter

vals. In fact, if a continuous indication of the synoptic 

gradient-wind were available, this limitation would easily be 

rectified: Resultant wind-fields are obtained by linear 

combination of standard flow-potential fields, the various 

factors depending on gradient wind and temperature. The 

velocity at any time could be evaluated quite speedily by 

performing the calculation as required, so that only the 

potential fields would need permanent storage. 

However, the predicted wind-fields would still 

represent a series of steady-state solutions. In order to 

minimise the effect of the fast-moving spatial discontinuity 

which usually accompanies synoptic transients, the gradient 

wind component should preferably be detected centrally in 

the region of interest. 

The smoothed temporal variations in the interpolated 

velocities supplied to the dynamic puff model reduced the 

wind-shear contributions usually' predicted by this model. 

However, filter concentration predictions were only slightly 



worse tnan those predicted using the measured wind-field 

[section (5.2.8)J. Differences in the predictions were 

probably largely absorbed by the long filter integration 

periods. 

The ability of the wind-field model to predict local 

stable wind-currents was largely masked by the dominant 

synoptic transients in run 723. Improved temporal resolu-

tion and central gradient-wind detection will provide a 

realistic overall representation of the wind-field. In 
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conjunction with the dynamic puff dispersion model, it should 

then be possible to provide an unpara1lelled description of 

mesoscale atmospheric transport, based on the limited 

meteorological information which is usually available. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A review of current approaches to the modelling of 

atmospheric dispersion showed serious resolution limitations, 

or neglect of temporal transients and wind-shear. In order 

to simulate transport from a variable point-source in an 

arbitrary environm~nt, it became necessary to solve for 

serially-released lagrangian puffs on a "subgrid " scale. 

Numerical solution for the zeroth, first and second 

moments of the puff distribution in a positioned lagrangian 

frame allowed the incorporation of variable diffusion, 

horizontal wind-shear, sedimentation, ground-absorption, 

washout and first-order chemical reaction. The validity 

of the puff solution was established by comparison with 

certain analytical and numerical solutions for instantaneous 

and continuous point sources, as well as by simulation of 

instantaneous release experiments presented in the literature. 

In particular, it was found that the combined action of wind

shear and vertical diffusion spread material over a much larger 

area than is suggested by the popular gaussian distribution. 

This effect is especially important when a temporal variation in 

wind direction induces shear in a second dimension. 

A new dissemination technique for ZnS-CdS particulate 

tracer was developed, based on the spraying of an acetone 

suspension. In a series of field experiments, detailed 

wind-field and stability information was provided by a radio-



telemetry system. Recorded velocities showed continuous 

temporal transients in the region. Although long filter 

dosage periods absorbed much of the complexity of 

concentration distributions predicted by the dynamic puff 

model, predicted dosages showed evidence of extensive wind-

shear. Neglect of wind-shear in an equivalent gaussian 
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puff model gave localised concentrations which were generally 

much higher than observations, leading to R.M.S. predictive 

errors about twice those of the dynamic puff model for both 

zinc-cadmium sulphide and indium oxide tracers. 

The high concentration gradients associated with a 

point source in a stable environment gave the predictive 

problem great spatial sensitivity. Undefined random 

atmospheric currents appear to have acted on these gradients 

to cause significant deviation from predictions. Since more 

detailed wind-field measurements are generally not possible, 

it seems that observations will always display an appreciable 

random deviation from deterministic predictions. 

Nevertheless, it is the mean quantities predicted by 

deterministic models which are of interest to planners and 

industrialists. The only obligations left with the 

modeller are to represent the wind-field as accurately as 

possible, an~ simulate the transport processes as realistic

ally as possible. It is frequently the case that only 

minimal meteorological information is available. As a 

result, a wind-field model has been developed by Scholtz 

and Brouckaert (1976) to account for the effects of topo

graphy and temperature ~noma1ies in determining spatially-



variant velocities. Wind-fields predicted by this model 

were used in the simulation of one tracer experiment, 

producing filter dosage predictions only slightly inferior 

to those predicted using the measured wind-fields. 

The performance of the simpler gaussian puff model, 

or even the particle-in-cell column model, may be expected 

to improve for longer dosage periods. However, under 
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typical conditions the neglect of wind-shear in these models 

will lead to serious error in predicted short-period 

distributions and peak concentrations. In contentious 

issues such as the accidental release of radioactive material, 

the dynamic puff model will provide a class of information 

that is not presently available from any other source. 



APPENDIX 

CHAPTER Al 

DYNAMIC PUFF MODEL 

Al.l Solution for the diffusion step: limiting value 

method. 

Consider the case of linear diffusion defined by 
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~ = ~[K (X)~J at ax x ax (Al.l) 

The concentrations and diffusivities at three neigh

bouring points may be represented as in figure (Al.l). 

fig.(A1 .1) 
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Interest lies in the adjustment of the central point C(o,t} 

under the constraint of fixed boundary-values (but variable 

gradients). For example, if Kx were constant, C(o,oo} would 

lie on the straight line joining C(-d1,O), C(d 2 ,O). In 

general, C(x,oo} must satisfy the condition of constant flux 

through the region. The boundary conditions are: 
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(A 1 .2) 

and the initial condition is the otherwise arbitrary form 

of C(x,O), where C2 = C(O,O). However, more information is 

necessary in order to solve for the distribution C(x,t), and 

this is provided in the form of the hypothesis that the rate 

of change of C(x,t) is proportional to its deviation from 

the equilibrium value C(x,oo). 

~~ = a[c(x,oo) - C(X,t}] 

For the above initial cond i tion, equation (Al.3) may be 

solved to obtain 

(A 1 • 3 ) 

(Al.4) 

so that the problem reduces to finding "all which satisfies 

equation (Al.l). From equation (Al.l), C{x,oo) must observe 

The solution may be simplified by replacing Kx(x) [fig. 

(A1.1)J with an approximate step function 

(Al.5) 
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KX ( ... d.ll = K1 ) -d.l~x~O 

KXC+d2} = K3 , 0<X~d2 

LA 1 .6} 

Then, for the boundary-conditions (Al.2), equation CA1.51 

solves to give 

B.[f;- + ~ ] +C 1 , -dl~X~O 

C(x,oo) = 

B [~ + !h ] + C 1 , 0<x<d 2 o K3 Kl 

(Al.7) 

where 

Now integrate equation (Al.l) with respect to x to obtain 

r' ~idx dC dC 
= Kx(d 2)a-x - K (-d 1 )ax x x 

-d 1 d2 -d 1 

Substitution using equation (Al.4) and solution for "a" yields 

a = 
Kx (d 2 )C" (x ,0) Id 2 -Kx (-d 1 )C" (x ,0) l-d1 

f
d 2 

[C ( X ,00) - C ( x , ° ) J d x 
-d 1 

where the prime indicates the x-derivative. 

(Al.B) 

A further 

approximation is now made in that the initial distribution 

C(x,O) is represented as the linear interpolation ' 

, -d1<x(0 

Substitution of equations (Al.7) and (Al.9) in eq~ation 

(Al.8) ' leads to 

(Al.9) 



and at the point of interest (x=O), equation (Al.4) gives 

C ( 011 t) = C (0 11 O} + . [( C 3 ~~ 1 ~ 2 + C 1 - C 2] ( 1 _ e - at) 
(1 +j(3'Cll) 
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(Al t lO) 

(Al.ll) 

Clearly, the accuracy of this result would improve if 

the boundary-values C(-d1,t), C(d 2 ,t} were allowed to vary 

in time, though this is impossible without further informa

tion about the distribution surrounding the considered 

cell. The accuracy of C(O,t} improves if the boundary-

values used are those predicted at it, also using equation 

(Al.11), and this is the procedure followed in the present 

solution. Notice from equation (A1.11) that this ~limiting 

value~ method will be unconditionally stable. 



Al.2 St6rage andirtt~~p61~tfort 'of · Va~i~bl~s. 

In section (2.4.2) it was concluded that the system 

could be adequately defined for heat, mass and momentum 

transfer using the following spatially- and temporally-

variant parameters: 

UzG(x,y,t) 

V zG(x,y,t) 

e~G(x,y,t) 

L-l(X,y,t) 

zo(x,y) 

d(x,y) 

wd(x,y) 

x-velocity at height zG 

y-velocity at height zG 

potential temperature gradient a8/azlzG 

inverse Monin-Obukhov stability length 

roughness length 

zero-plane displacement 

deposition velocity representing ground 

absorption 

The variables zo, d and wd are always stored as 

discrete values in 2-dimensional (xy) arrays. This makes 

for easy acquisition of a value at (x,y) by two-dimensional 

linear interpolation. 

For the time-variant quantities, two modes of storage 

are allowed by the meteorology sub-model [appendix (A4.2ll: 

(i) As three-dimensional discrete-value arrays A
ijt

. 

[A series of x-y grids representing values at 

specified times tkJ. 

(ii) As discrete time-histories at a 1imited number 

of points with arbitrary positions (xi ,y;). 
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In the case of storage as A" t (i), values at (x,y,t) 
lJ 

are easily extracted using a 3-dimensional linear inter-

polation. However, a more sophisticated interpolation is 
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required to deal with the arbitrary positions of the discrete 

time-histories (ii). Though values are linearly inter-

po1ated with respect to time in the time-series, an inverse

square interpolation [Wendell {1972}, equation (1.35)J is 

used in x-y space. As pointed out, this method may lead 

to false divergence in the wind-field. If the correcting 

schemes proposed by Endlich (1967), Dickerson (1973) or Liu 

and Goodin (1976) were employed [section (1.3.2)] computer

time would escalate. In the applications of the dispersion 

model to date, however, arbitrary-point time~series measure

ments have represented the wind-field with fair resolution, 

and such false divergence is not expected to be an important 

consideration. A provision is made in the inverse-square 

interpolation scheme for the weighting of contributions 

from individual space-points. In this way, for example, 

measurements made in a poor location may be weighted-down 

with respect to other measurements. 

Because of computer-storage limitations, the three

dimensional grid storage Aijt will have crude spatial or 

temporal resolution in most applications. In particular, 

if these measurements were derived from a limited number of 

spatial points, this means of storage would prove most 

inefficient in c~mparison with the arbitrary-point time-

histories storage (ii), However, if information is to be 

supplied by a wind-field sub-model such as that of Scholtz 



and Brouckaert (1916) [sectl0n 1.3,lJ, it will normally 

prove necessary to use the Aijt input. 

Current interpolated values of UzG ' VzG ' L- 1
, e~G' 

Zo, d and wd are supplied by dedlcated sub-routines in the 
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dispersion model. Friction velocity, and finally the values 

of U(z), vez}, KxCz), KyCZ ) and KzCZ) are supplied by 

further sub-routines according to equations (2.72) to 

(2.75) . 

Al.3 Release-time sequence. 

Al.3.1 Simulation of motion. 

In general, the positi~n of the centroid (for example) 

of a cloud will be a funct i on of atmospheric diffusion and 

wind-shear. Thus Saffman (1962) showed that for a ground-

level instantaneous release with linear shear, the ground
_ 3 

level centroid at X could be expected to accelerate as X~t2 

[equation (1.59)J. Under the arbitrary conditions to which 

the dispersion model is to be applied, it is in fact 

necessary to solve for the growth of each puff in order to 

be certain that it will or will not contribute to the 

concentrations or dosages in the region-of-interest. The 

idea of a region-of-interest was conceived both to enhance 

solution resolution and to reduce computation by limiting 

the release-periods which would actually have to be solved 

for. The approach in this model is thus to estimate the 

"position" of a cloud approximately, and then to allow an 



additional specifiable space- or time-margin which will 

account for contributions from neighbouring clouds by shear 

or diffusion. 

The objective is to define some optimal height 
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Zo(t-t'}, such that a "particle" released with the puff at 

(x~~,y",t~), and moving with xy-velocity [u(x,y,Zo}, v(x,y,Zo)], 

thus having a position determined by the lagrangian integral 

[X(t),Y(t)]=[x~~,y'~] + 
J
t [U{X(T),Y(T),Zo(T-t~),T} 
t ... 

(Al.12) 

will remain close to the region of the puff-distribution 

wh i ch is of "max imum interest II • At the outset, note that 

necessarily Zo(O) = z~ ... , the release height. 

Consider, at time t, the 2-dimensional (xz) distribu

tion of a puff which was released at (x~"',y~',z'''',t') 

[fig. (Al.2)] 

fig. (A1.2) Concentration distribution for a two-dimensional puff 

z 

s 
( x" , Z" ) 

u(z) 

[X(tl ,~(t-f)l x 
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For the case of a unit release and a vertical diffusivity 

K
z 

which is invariant with height, equation (1.53) may be 

used to solve for the zeroth x-moment as 

(A1.l3) 

Note that this result is independent of wind-shear. 

By differentiation of equation (Al.13) it is found that the 

vertical distribution has a maximum at 

Z = [z" ... - 2 K • (t - t .. ,. ) ] i 
max z 

Further, muliplication of equation (Al.13) by z and integra

tion from 0 to 00 gives the vertical centroid 

Whereas the velocity at Z should approximate to the bulk 

movement of the distribution, the velocity at height Zmax 

will represent the dominant region of the distribution - an 

important consideration as far as ground-level concentrations 

are concerned. Numerous attempts to find an optimum form 
-of Zo(t) have centred on combinations of Z, Zmax' such as 

Zo = (Z+Zmax)/2, but this approach has always shown eventual 

deviation from true puff behaviour. The method outlined 

below accounts for the degree of wind-shear, and has proved 

quite successful in practice. 

Assume that the wind profile is linear, say 

In order to solve for the first x-moment, 



the zeroth moment (Al.13) i s substituted into equation 

(1.54), yielding 

ael (z,t) 

at 
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(Al.14) 

Equation (A1.l4) is solved subject to an 

impervious boundary at the ground, using Laplace 

transformations. 

edz,t) 

[From Abramowitz and Stegun (1970), pp. 299,300 

in erfc{z) = exp[-z2/2J D_
n

_
1

(zlZ) 
(2 n-'7T)i 

(Al.15) 

where i=;:f, Dn is the parabolic cylinder function of order 

n [Whittaker and Watson (1950)], and 

Using these relations, it can be shown that equation (A1.15) 

reduces to the solution of Saffman (1962) (1.57) for 

z .... =O .J 
Division of equation (A1.15) by (A1.13) yields the 

position of the x-centroid at height z, 
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X(z,z",t) = 81 (Z,Z",t)/8o(Z,Z",t) 

-
Further, differentiation of X with respect to time allows 

evaluation of the velocity of the centroid at height z 

relative to the wind velocity at height z". 

di(Za~"".t) • a(z-;"") + (a:b
J

.[C2Kzt 1 +h)d(a+b) 

+ (z+z,,)(a+b)b.h _ ( d.h ){a(Z-Z")2+ b(Z+Z,,)2}] 
(TIKztl)~ 2K ztl 

where 

t1 = t-t' 

a = exp[-(z-z,,)2/ 4K zt 1] 

b = eXP[-(z+z")2/ 4K zt d 
d = erfc[(z+z")/2{Kztl)~J 

g = <l (TI / K z t 1 ) ~ /4 

h = Kzt1- Z"(Z-z") 

An absolute velocity for the centroid at height z may then 

be defined as 

= u(z") + dX(z,z",t) 
dt 

where the profile u(z) must be linear with slope <l. The 

effect of settling at constant velocity w is approximated s 

by allowing both the objective and reflective contributions 

to sink according to wstl' [figure (Al.3)]. 
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fig.(A1 .3) Approximate sedimentation 

z 
wind -

This is achieved by allowing the vertical scales in 

equations (Al.13), (A1.1S) to slide upwards as wstl' so that 

finally 

(Al.16) 

It remains now to define effective values for the constants 

a, Kz ' because it is intended to apply this strategy to 

arbitrary velocity and diffusivity profiles. Since interest 

lies in the centroid velocity at height z, it is reasonable 

to use as a the average gradient between z and the "bulk" of 

the material at (z~~-w~(t-t~)), i.e. 

a = [u ( z ) - u ( z ~ ~ -w s.( t - t ~ ) ) J / [z - z ~ ~ +w s.( t - t ~ ) ] 

However, equation (Al.16) has an obvious flaw for 

ws>z~~/(t-t~), and in this case the effective gradient is 

taken as a = u(z)/z, and the first term on the R.H.S. of 

equation (Al.16) is replaced with the velocity 



In this way, the correct behaviour of the centroid is 

preserved, based on a hypothetical velocity profile below 

the ground. The effective diffusivity Kz is also based 

on the mean of the heights z,[z ...... -ws.(t-t ... )], and in the 

event of w >z ...... /(t-t ... ), it is taken as the average between 
s 

z and the ground. 

To extend this approach to the two-dimensional 

problem [u(z), v(z)], note that the x-centroid will be 

independent of the y-centroid (1.54), so that Vc{z) may be 

defined identically. By assuming linearity in the region 

of the vertical centroid, it has been possible to express 

the velocity [Uc{z),Vc{z)] as a correction of the velocity 

near the "vertical centroid", viz. [U{z ...... -ws.{t-t ... )l, 

v{z ...... -ws.{t-t ... )}]. Hence the concept of an effective 

tracking height Zo(t-t"') has been bypassed, and it is now 

possible to follow the centroid for a specific height -

typically the height at which dosages or concentrations are 

required. If this height is Zt' equation (Al.12) may be 

replaced with 

[X(t),Y(t)] = [x ...... ,y ...... J + j\UC{X{T),Y{T),Zt,T}, 
t'" 
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(Al.l7) 

where the additional arguments in U , V arise because of c c 

the extension of U, v to spatial and temporal variability. 



Al.3.2Application . 

Returning to the motivation for the development of 

equation (Al.17) it was noted that the region-of-interest 

concept demanded identification beforehand of the release 

periods which would contribute to dosages or concentrations 

[section (2.4.1.2)J. The alternative would be to solve 
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for all release-times, a costly and inefficient exercise. 

Though equation (Al.16) is approximate, and does not account 

e.g. for surface absorption, it has provided realistic 

estimates of the true location of clouds, and errors are 

easily allowed for by specifying adequate release-time 

margins. 

A release history Q(t~) is provided for the point 

(x~~,y~~,z~~), say from t; to t;. This interval is 

discretised with a specified step-size ~tR = (t;-t;)/n R· 

The centroid-trajectories for the nR releases Q(t;+i~tR)~tR' 

i = l,.n R, are then solved for by discretising the lagrangian 

integral (Al.17), and integrating until times "t" which are 

greater than the maximum time of interest. For concentra-

tion-distributions. equation (Al.17) will define a locus of 

centroid-positions at a specified time-of-interest [fig. (2.3)J. 

The release-times at which this locus enters and leaves the 

region-of-interest are noted, and provision is made for up 

to 3 such locus-segments to be contributed for a single time

of-interest. Each locus-segment is ,then expanded out of the 

region-of-interest by expanding the release-time sequence 

using a specified factor . The corresponding release-time 



sequences are then supplied to the lagrangian puff model, 

which discretises each sequence and solves for individual 

puffs until the appropriate time-of-interest. The 

location of these puffs in eulerian space depends entirely 

on their actual growth in the wind-field. 

In the evaluation of point-dosages, the prediction 

of centroid locations is only necessary to provide an 

estimate of the earliest release-time which will affect 
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the region-of-interest during the earliest dosage-interval. 

The application of equation (Al.17) in this case is analogous 

to that for the concentration distributions. 



Al.4 Computer program. 

The important calculation procedures used in the 

~umerical model have all been discussed in chapter (2). 

Reference to figure (Al.4) shows that four distinct classes 

of input information are required. 

(i) Mete6~010gical data - temporal/spatial 

variation of velocity, diffusivity, as 

dependent on surface roughness, stability. 

(ii) Rel~ase information - location and effective 

height of source, release history, tracer 

characteristics for sedimentation, reaction, 

absorption. 

(iii) Specification ofd~si~edoUtput - region of 

interest, times of interest for concentration 

distributions, or points and time-intervals 

for dosages, grid resolution for distributions. 

(iv) Fix~d paramete~ values - optimal step-size 

criteria. lagrangian puff solution grid-size, 

puff spacing and distance margins, minimum 

and maximum allowed values. 
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Whilst the fixed parameter values (iv) are set 

internally by the model (but may be altered), inputs (i), 

(ii) and (iii) are supplied as filed data via a meteorology 

sub-model [appendix (A4)], the purpose of which is to 

convert raw meteorological information to the standard input 

formats required by the dispersion model. It is convenient 

to input the release information (ii) and the output 
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specification (iii) to the meteorology sub-model for filing 

along with the reduced meteorological data. 
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Though some differences arise between the concentra

tion-distribution and dosage applications [section (2.4.1.1)J, 

it is noted that the numerical model is dominated by two 

nested iterative procedures. The outlying procedure 

concerns the. release of instantaneous puffs at a series of 

release-times, whilst the nested procedure concerns the 

solution for each of these puffs in a series of "trajectory" 

time-steps. During each trajectory time-step. the puff is 

translated in a series of small steps through eulerian space, 

using velocity information for the current position and time. 

At the same time, meteorological information is accumulated, 

so that time-averaged values for the trajectory-step are 

available for subsequent operations in the lagrangian frame 

section (2.3.1), equation (2.37). 

At the end of each release-time step, all inter

mediate information is stored alternately in two files. 

The purpose of this procedure is to allow continuation of 

the solution regardless of when the model execution may be 

interrupted. On the completion of a concentration-distribu-

tion or dosage solution. all results are similarly filed for 

subsequent processing. 



Al.4.1 "Functi"onsof subrouti"nes. 
--------. -----

A listing of the Dynamic Puff Model (DPM) computer 

program (in FORTRAN) is presented in appendix (Al.4.3). 

All fixed parameters are specified in the program as 

"block data", but these may be altered according to the 

application. The main program is simply a facility to 

allow alteration of the various array sizes in order to 

minimise computer storage requirements. The controlling 

administrative procedures are all conducted by subroutine 

"MAIN", the key position of which is illustrated in the 

stacking diagram, fig. (1.5). The functions of the 23 

subroutines employed in the program are outlined below. 

A1.4.1.1 MAIN 

1. Reads input data (INPUT, STORE). 

2. Initi~lises parameters. 

3. Selects release sequence (LOCUS. UEFF) for either 

point-dosage or concentration-distribution outputs. 

4. Controls release-sequence loop, requiring solution 

for serially-released puffs (PUFF). 

5. Administers storage of intermediate data (STORE) and 

accumulation of data for concentration distributions 

(REFER, CIRCA). 
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6. Calculates trajectory time-step sequence for each 

released puff, 

t. t 1 = t."/2 

t.t i +5j = (j+1)t.", i = 1 , ....... , 5 

j = a • 1 , .... 00 

i+5j F 1 

where t." is a basic stepsize which is adjusted to allow 

concentration distribution solutions to terminate at 

the time of interest [section (2.4.3)J. 

7. Stores final point-dosage or concentration distribution 

solutions (STORE, MAP). 

A1.4.1.2 INPUT. 

1. Reads filed data covering: {a) meteorology input 

(b) source input 

(c) specification of output. 

2. Allows for meteorology input in form of (x,y,t) grids 

or continuous histories at selected points 

( a p pen d i x (A 1 . 2)) . 

A1.4.1.3 STORE. 

1. Acquires intermediate data from storage file to 

continue an interrupted execution. 

2. Writes intermediate data into storage file after each 

solved puff-release, provided a specified elapsed time 

has been exceeded (TIMEX). 
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3. Initialises files at the beginning of a new run

execution. 

4. Stores final results (point-dosages or concentration 

distributions) in an output file. 

Al.4.1.4 TIMEX 

1. Provides program elapsed (total) time for monitoring 

purposes. 

A1.4.1.5 LOCUS 

1. Estimates release-sequences which affect the region

of-interest at a specified time-of-interest. 

2. Simulates motion of puff centroid at height-of-interest 

using subroutine UEFF. 

Al.4.1.6 UEFF 

1. Estimates velocity of the puff centroid at the height

of-interest using equation (Al.17) [appendix (Al.3ll. 

Al.4.1.7 PUFF 

1. Solves for the development of the lagrangian puff under 

the specified conditions [chapter (2)]. Controls 

the trajectory-step loop. 

2. Advection step: translates proximate curve to new 

position in eulerian frame and performs relative 
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advection in the lagrangian frame (VELD. SPEED) 

[ f
t+L\t ] 

Cn(x,z,t+L\t) = Cn (x- t O(z,T)dT),z,t. 

3. Solves for the removal of material by sedimentation. 

ground-absorption. washout, first order chemical 

reaction, and accumulates associated ground 

deposition. (REMOVE). 

4. Performs diffusion step (DIFF). 

5. Allocates dosage contributions to dosage-points (DOSE). 

6. Terminates trajectory-solution on reaching the time-

of-interest, or exceeding the last dosage interval, 

or moving beyond contributing margin around the 

region-of-interest. 

Al.4.l.8 ALTER 

1. Alters vertical and horizontal stepsizes in the 

lagrangian solution grid in order to satisfy the 

optimality criteria (2.76): 

2. Adjusts steps;zes at the grid centre to meet these 

criteria provided their average deviation exceeds a 

specified tolerance. 

3. Allows horizontal stepsizes to expand outwards from 

the grid-centre [section (2.3.3)J (PHI). 
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Al.4.1.9 PHI 

1. Calculates the horizontal distance sequence for grid 

positions, using stepsizes 6x which expand linearly 

outwards from the grid-centre. 

Grid-centre stepsizes are based on optimal values, 

whilst extreme stepsizes are fixed by a specified 

ratio. 

Al.4.1.10 VELO 

1. Extracts point-values for the velocity components at 

a specified height (present parameter format). 

2. Interpolates values either from Aijt grid storage 

(linear) or selected point "continuous" data (linear 

in time, weighted inverse square in space) (PROP2, 

WEND) • 

A1.4.1.11 PROP2 

1. Interpolates for parameter values at a point (x,y.t) 

using grid-stored data (A .. t) [appendix (Al.2)]. 
1 J 

Linear interpolations in time and space. 

A 1. 4 • 1 • 1 2 WEND 

1. Interpolates for parameter values at a point (x,y) 
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given the values at a series of points (X.,Y.), i = l,n. 
1 1 

2. Uses a weighted inverse square method, in which the 

weights may be specified. 



3. Rejects interpolation unless usable data are available 

at a specified minimum number of points i. 

A1.4.1.13 PROPS 

1. Extracts point-values for the stability parameters at 

(x,y,t) and constant surface properties at (x,y). 

2. For stability parameters, interpolates values either 

from A" t grid storage (linear) or selected point 
1 J 

"continuous" data (linear in time, weighted inverse 

square in space) (PROP2, WEND). 

3. Interpolates constant surface parameters linearly from 

(x,y) storage grids. 

Al.4.l.l4 SPEED 

1. Obtains friction velocity from fixed height velocity 

measurements (VELD) by inverting equation (2.72) 

(FRIC). 

2. Calculates the x- and y-velocity components at any 

required height, using equation (2.72). 

A1.4.1.1S FRIC 

1. Inverts equation (2.72) in order to establish friction 

velocity u* from supplied velocity data at a specified 

height. 
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A1.4.1.16 FUNCT 

1. Calculates entire vertical and horizontal diffusivity 

profiles using equations (2.73), (2.74) and (2.75). 

Al.4.1.17 REMOVE 

1. Accounts for removal due to ground-absorption, washout 

and first-order chemical reaction by adjusting the 

lagrangian puff concentration distribution according 

to equation (2.63). 

2. Calculates ground deposition for depositing processes 

(i.e. excluding chemical reaction). Deposition 

distributions are subsequently used in subroutine DOSE. 

A1.4.1.1B DIFF 

1. Performs the lagrangian puff diffusion step [section 

(2.3.3)] . 

2. Uses the "limiting value" method described in appendix 

(A1.1). 

3. Pre-evaluates cell boundary-concentrations at ~~t 

for use in final prediction. 

Al.4.1.l9 DOSE 

1. Allocates dosage-contributions to the dosage-points 

for the appropriate dosage intervals [section (2.3.5)J . 
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2. Transforms the lagrangian distrbution into the 

eulerian grid using a circular arc representation of 

the proximate curve (CIRCA). 

3. Allocates deposition contributions if required. 

Al.14.1.20 CIRCA 

1. Calculates the centre, radius and sense of a circular 

arc passing through the forward. centre and rear 

tracking points used to locate the lagrangian puff 

i n e u 1 e ria n spa c e [s e c t ion (2. 4 . 4 . l)J . 

2. Approximates the advected "proxim~te curve" discussed 

in section (2.2.2), thus allowing representation of 

the puff distribution in eulerian space. 

Al.14.l.2l REFER 

1. Allocates puff-concentration contributions to the result 

grid covering the region-of-interest, for concentration 

distribution solutions. 

2. Assumes a gaussian distribution normal to the lagrangian 

puff solution surface at any point, and locates this 

surface using CIRCA [section (2.3.5)]. 

Al.14.l.22 MAP 

1. Stores concentration distribution solutions in output 

file (STORE). 

2. Prints out result grid. 
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Al.14.l.23 STAGE 

1. Prints out information concerning the numerical 

solution for the lagrangian puff, as it develops. 

Suitable specification of a flag will suppress this 

print-out, which is mainly for diagnostic purposes, 
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A1.4.2INPUT-OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS. 

In the specification of source or meteorology input 

data for the Dynamic Puff Model, it should be noted that 

pOint values are extracted from all time-series by linear 

interpolation. (In the case of the Monin-Obukhov (1954) 

stability length, L- 1 is· linearly interpolated). Hence a 
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time-series should be specified so as to define the import

ant features in the development of a parameter [fig. (Al.6)]. 

fig . (A1.6) Specification of time-series 

Q(t) 

t 

The meteorological variables are only used in 

subroutines SPEED, FUNCT and FRIC [appendices (1.4.1), 

(1.4.3)J so that they may be used to carry other properties 

if alternative relations are substituted in these subroutines. 

Note that S.I. (Systeme Internationale) units should be used 

in specifying input data and fixed parameters . 

The relationship between the data-grid and solution

grid (region-of-interest) is clarified by figure (Al.l) , 
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fig . (A1 .7) Data-grid and solution grid (region-of-interest) 

N 

(0,0) (I =XG) 

Clearly, the solution-grid must be enclosed within, or 

coincident with, the region in which data are available. In 

the case of the point-dosage solution, the region-of-interest 

must be specified so as to enclose all dosage points. This 

follows from the use of the region-of-interest to establish 

whether a puff is likely to contribute to any dosage point. 

All II g rid II c a a r din ate sus e din the D P ~, r e 1 ate tot h e bas i c 

data-grid, which obviously represents some portion of the 

earth's surface . 

A review of the input-output specifications contained 

in appendix (Al.4.3) shows that the DPM has two input modes and 

two output modes, giving a total of 4 modes of operation 

[fig. (Al.8)]. When data are based on measurements at a 

limited number of points (e . g. meteorological masts) it is 



fig , (At8) Input-output modes 

meteorological data 
stored as (X-Yl grids 
covering the d.ata
region at a se'rles 
of t imes [Ai ' t l 

INPUT 
me teorolog ical data 
stored as discretised 
histories at selected 
points in the region 

dosages at selected 
points during a 
succession of specified 
time- intervals 

OUTPUT 
concentration 
distri bution in the 
region-of-interest at 
a specified height 
at a specified time 

clearly advantageous to store them as the discretised point-

histories. On the other hand, if it is desired to use some 

rati~nalised form of the wind-field (e.g. a predicted wind-

field), it will be necessary to use the A .. t grid-storage 
, J 

[appendix (Al.2)]. Array sizes need only be altered in the 

main program in order to accommodate particular input or 

output formats. Required minimum sizes are easily calcul-

ated as the product of the variable dimensions in subroutine 

MAIN. 

In the file READ and WRITE statements, integers are 

occasionally mixed with reals. If the program is run on a 

computer which provides different storage for reals and 

integers (e.g. one-word integers, two-word reals), care must 

be taken to supply the correct "dummy" spacings given in 

appendix (Al.4.3). Further. record lengths should accommo-

date the maximum requirement of 60 reals or 60 integers . 
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The input and output formats employed by the DPM 

computer program are detailed in appendix (Al.4.3). The 

program included in appendix (Al.4.4) is designed to set up 

a test input data-set for the DPM. The corresponding printed 

output of the DPM is presented in appendix (Al.4.5). 

The following input variable lists should further help 

to clarify the input requirements of the model. 

Al.4.2.l Mete6ro16gital data. 

GRID INPUT 

NTDAT - number of times at which data are 

provided 

(TDAT(J),J=l,NTDAT) - sequence of times at 

which data are provided (point histories: 

NTDAT=2,TDAT(1)=0,TDAT(2)=t ) max 
ITOT number of X-divisions in data-grid 

JTOT number of V-divisions in data-grid 

AND DXB - X-stepsize for data-grid 

POINT-HISTORY DYB - Y-stepsize for data grid 

INPUT ZO(I,J) - roughness-length distribution in 

data-grid 

D(I,J) - zero-plane-displacement distribution 

in data-grid (not used in model at 

present). 

ZG - height of velocity measurements and 

potential-temperature gradient 



GRID INPUT 

ONLY 

UZG(I,J,T) - X-velocity at height ZG 

VZG(I,J,T) - V-velocity at height ZG 

STAB(I,J,T)- inverse Monin-Obukhov (1954) 

stability length (L-l) 

PARAM(I,J,T)- potential temperature gradient 

at height ZG (ae/aZ\ZG). 

NMCD - number of measurement points (masts) 

NTCD - number of time-points in histories 

TSCD - first time in history sequence (set=O) 

DTCD - interval between times in history 

sequence. 
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((XGMAST(J),YGMAST(J)),J=l,NMCD) - grid positions 

of measurement points. 

(WEIGHTINGFACTOR(J) ,J=l ,NMCD) - weighting 

factor (0,0 to 1,0) for each measure-

ment location. 

POINT-HISTORY ((PARAM1(K,T),K=1,NMCD),T=1,NTCD) - X-velocity 

INPUT ONLY at height ZG for each location at each 

time 

((PARAM2(K,T),K=1,NMCD),T=1,NTCD) - Y-velocity 

at height ZG "for each location at 

each time 

((PARAM3(K,T) ,K=l ,NMCD) ,T=l ,NTCD) - inverse 

Monin-Obukhov (1954) stability length 

(L-l) for each location at each time 

((PARAM4( (K, T) ,K=l ,NMCD), T=l ,NTCD) - potential 

temperature gradient at height ZG for each 

location at each time in sequence. 



3,13 

Al.4.2.2 Release informati,on 

XGS,YGS - grid-coordinates of source. 

ZS - height of release point. 

NSTR - number of time-nodes in release history 

(TSTR(J),J=l,NSTR) - time-node sequence for release history. 

(QSTR(J),J=l,NSTR) - release-rates at time-nodes in sequence. 

REACTION/ 

REMOVAL 

PARAMETERS 

WS - sedimentation velocity 

PREM - constant first-order rate constant 

(positive for decay) 

TDES - time at which washout commences 

TDEF - time at which washout ends 

PDEP - washout rate constant (llcoefficient") 

. ((RAB(I ,J) ,1=1, fTOT) ,J=l ,JTOT) - distribution 

of ground-absorption deposition velocity 

in the data-region 

Al.4.2.3 Specification of desired output 

CONCENTRATION 

DISTRIBUTIONS 

AND 

POINT-DOSAGES 

ITJEK - flag for diagnostic "check-plane" 

option (usually set = 0) 

XG1,XG2,YG1,YG2 - grid-coordinates defining 

limits of the region-of~interest (in 

which the concentration-distribution 

will be provided, ~ which must enclose 

the dosage-paints) 



CONCENTRATION 

DISTRIBUTION 

OUTPUT ONLY 

POINT-DOSAGE 

OUTPUT ONLY 

NTIME - number of times-of-interest 

(TH1E(J) ,J=l ,NTIME) - sequence of times-of

interest 

NHANS - number of heights at which X-V 

distributions are required 

(HANS(J) ,J=l ,NHANS) - sequence of heights at 

which X-V distributions are required 

(XGA,YGA),(XGB,YGB),(XGW,YGW) - grid

coordinates of marker-points A,B and W 
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in the concentration distribution output. 

NMX,NMY - number of X and Y sub-divisions in 

the region-of-interest, determining 

resolution of the result-grid. 

NTDOS - number of times in dosage interval 

boundary-time sequence (= number of 

dosage intervals plus one) 

(TDOS(J) ,J=l ,NTDOS) - dosage interval boundary

time sequence, determining the sequence 

of (NTDOS-l) dosage intervals 

NPDOS - number of pOints in region-of-interest 

at which dosages are required 

((XDOS(J), YDOS(J)} ,J=l ,NPDOS) - data-grid 

coordinates of points at which dosages 

are required during the interval 

sequence. 

ZOOS - height at which dosages are required. 



Al.4.2.4 Procedure variables. 

MUL - run number 

DELTA - release-time scan stepsize for establishing which 

release-intervals contribute at a particular time. 

DELTB - trajectory time-step for locating relevant release

intervals (used in conjunction with DELTA). 

DELTC - finer release-time step for fixing release-interval 

boundaries (after DELTA) . 
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DELTD - finer trajectory-time-step for fixing release

interval boundaries (used in conjunction with DELTC). 

NSDT - number of sub-steps to each trajectory-step .fn the 

puff solution, for the purpose of advection in the 

eulerian frame. 
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Al.4.3 Dynamic Puff Model FORTRAN program listing. 



BURROUGHS B-5700 fOHTRAN CUMPIlATION (MARK XVI.O.IO). 

DP/o1 /ECPMMUl 
_==Z=====a===I:: 

$ SET 
$ SET 
rILE 
rILE 
flU: 
rILE 
rILE 
rILt: 
rILE 
rILE 
tILE 
rILE 
filE 
fILE 
rILE 
C 
C 
~ 

" C 

IBM026 
TAPL 
2 = INPUT .UNIT a HEADER 
3. OUTpuT .UNIT • PRINTER 
40 - DATO/ECPMMUL.UNITaDISK.BLOCKING a l.RECORDa60 
41 a OATl/ECPMMUL.UNITcUISK'BlQCKINGal.RECO~Oc60 
42 • OAT2/ECPMMUL.UNITaUISK'BlOCKING a l.RECORDc60 
43 a OATl/ECPMMUl.UNIT aOISK'BlOCKING a l.RECORoa60 
44 a OAT4/ECPMMUl.UNITaOISK'BlOCKINGal.RECOROa60 
45 • OATS/ECPMMUL.UNIT aOISK'BlOCKING a l.RECORO=60 
46 = DAT6/ECPMMUL.UNIT aOISK'BlOCKING a l.RECDROa60 
47 - OAT7/ECPMMUl.UNIT a OISK'BLOCKING a l.RECDROa60 
48 a OAT8/ECPMMUl.uNiTaOISK'BlOCKINGal.RECORoa60 
49 c OAT9/ECPMMUl.UNIT a OISK'BlOCKING_l.RECORoa60 
51 • OATll/ECPMMUl,UNITaOISK.BlOCKING a l.RECORoa60 

C=====:==:====~~~=====~==3.===c===a===.==========~=.====.==~=z=======c=. C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

DYNAMIC PUff MODEL 
fOR ATMOSPHERIC POINT-SOURCES 

M.MUlHOllANO 
DEPARTMENT Of CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

UNIVERSITY Of NATAL 
DURBAN. SOUTH AfRICA. 
11TH SEPTEM~ER. 1977. 

C==========a==============_:==c=============c=======================a=== 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C A.OATA INPUT 
C =_==c==:==== 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

lINEAR INTlRPOlATION IS USED Tu EXTRACT POINT-VALUES fROM ALL DATA 
EXPRESSED AS TIME-SERIES - CHOUSE TIME-NODES TO DEfINE All IMPORTANT 
fEATURES (SOURCE DATA. MlTEOROLOGICAl DATA) 
( USE S.I.(SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL) UNITS I KG.M.S) 

C (I)CARDS 
C ------- __ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

(I)CO~TINUATrON fROM PREVIOUS EXECUTION 
-lNTEHMEDIATE DATA EX fILE Ml(SI)-SET 1ST CARD 
-INTEHMEDIATE DATA EX fIll M2(48)-SET 1ST CAHU 

(2)INITIAL eXECUTION 
SET 1ST CARD "0" IN (11) 

(1) AND (?) A~OVE ••• 

'tl .. 
"2ft 

IN (11) 

IN (Il) 

2NU ~A~DIElA~SEO(lOTAl) TIME(MINUTES) IN (14) ~EfoRE FIRST 
RlfIlING Of INTERMEDIATE DATA. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

3RU CARO(lAST)IINTERMEDIATE PRINTOUT flAG-SET IN (11) AS fOllOWS I 
"1~ NO INfORMATION RE PUff ITERATIONS 
"2" BASIC INfORMATION RE PUff ITERATIONS 
"l" ~ASIC INfORMATION wITH oCCASIONAL PRINTOUTS Of PUff 

- .. - -- -- -- . ---- - -- - - - - -- -
(II)fIlEO INfORMATION -----.-----.---.--- .. 
All fILES UsED IN SERIAL READ/WRITE MODE 
HEMEMBERIMAX 60 WOROS(REALS DR INTEGERS) PER RECORD 

(1) 

OATA-UESCRIPTOR lABElS-
.-.-------.---.-.-.---

lABEL 

01~RUN NUMBER.MUl 

EACH LABEL READ AS 80Al AND fILED IN 
fllE(47) AS TwO CONSECuTIVE RECORDS Of 40 
INTEGlRS. RECORDS 0 TO 119 OCCUPIED BY 
lABELS 1 To ~O (LET) AS fULlonSI-
(INS£HT DUMMY VALUES FOR MISSING lABELS) 

02-NUMBER Of DATA-TIM~S.NTDAT(SET&2 fOR CONTINUOUS DATA INPuT) 
03-0ATA-TIMES,TDAT(J) (SET T6AT(1)sO) 
05-X AND Y GRID POSITIONS IN MET.DATA GRIU.ITOT.JTOT 
06-X AN~ Y STEPSIZES IN MET. DATA GRIO.OXB.OYb 
07-LIST OF DATA-TIME WEIGHTING FACTORS fOR W/f MODEL INPUT. 

Wfl.Wf2.WfJ.Wf4 
Od-GRIO COORDINATES Of (SUB-)REGION Of INTEREST.Xijl.XG2,YG1. l G2 
09-GRIO COOHOINATES uf SOURCE<XGS.YGS) AND HEIGHT ZS IN (101) 

10-NUMBER of TIME-POINTS IN SUURcE-STRENGTH HISTURy.NSTR 
11-S0URCE-STRENGTHS AT TIME-NOOES.QSTR(J) 
12-TIMES foH SOURCE STRENGTH TIME-NOOES.TSTR(J) 
ll-CONCN.DISTRIBUTIONINO. Of TIMES Of INTEREST.NTIME 
14-CONCN. DISTRIBuTION SOlUTIONITIMES-Of-iNTEREST.TIME(J) 
16-RELEASE-TIME SCAN STEPSIZE fOR RELEVANT RELEASE INTERVAlS'DELTA 
17-TRAJECTORY TIME-sTEP fOR lOCATING R£lEASE INTERVALS.DElTB 
18-fII~ER RELEASE-TIME STEPS fUR fIxING RELEASE INTERVAL BOUNDARIES. 

DElTC 
19-fINER TRAJECTORY TIME-STEPS fOR fIxING RELEASE INTERVAL 

~OuNDARIES.DElTO 
23-NUMBEH of TRAJECTOHY . ADVECTION sTEPS PER BASIC TIME-STEP,NSOT 
26-CONCN.OISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONIREGION Of INTEREST RESULT GRID 

oIVISIONS.NMX.NMY 
27-VEHTICAl sTEPSIZE IN SOlN.SPACE DMZ(NOT fOR CONCN. DISTRIBS.OR 

DD~AGES) 
29-fLAG fOR CHECK PLANE DIAGNOSTIC SOlUTION,-SET ITJEK=O NORMALLY 
3a-NO. Of CUNCN.OISTRIBUTION HEIGHTS REQUIREO.NHANS(MAX=2) 
31-CONCN.OTST~IBUTION HEIijHTS'HANS(J) ••• 
32-MAHKERS A.~+W fOR fINAL MA~ AT GRID POSITIONS XGA.xGB.XGW.YGA. 

YG~.rGW 
33-SEUIMENTATION VEl.WS.WASHDUT RATl CONST.PoEP.TIME RAIN STAHT TOES 

.TIME RAIN END TO~f.CONST. 1ST ORDEH RATE CONST. PHEM 
4d-HEIGHT ot VELOCITY INPUT ~U~PONENTS(EG.MEASUREMENT HEIUHTl.ZG. 

ANU KAHMAN CONST. VK 
~l-NUMBER of UoSAGE INTERVAL bOUNoARY-TIMlS.NTDOS.(MAX60).(SET 

~O fOR CUNCN. OISTRI~ulION SOLUTION) 
~2-UO~AGE INTERVAL BUUNDAHY-TIMEs.TDOS(J) (DoSAu[ SolUTIUNS) 
53-NUMBER of UO~AGE PUSITIONS.NPDOS (MAX 40) 
54-LIST Of UOSAUl POSITIUNS.XDOS(J).ruOS(J) (NEGAliVE VALUES fOR 

CoUROINA1ES UIVES UEPOSITIUN INSTEAD Of DOSAGE fOR INTERVAL) 

w 
-..J 



C 
C 

55-HEIGHT AT WHICH DOSAGE PREDICTIONS REQUIRED.ZDOSCM) 

c- - . - - - - -. -- ---- - - -- . - - -. - . -c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 2) 

GENERAL OAT A 
21::&.1: •••• :1. 

NOTll 
"CUMMy"aOUMMY VARIABLEeREAL) 
"IDuMMY"-OUMMY VARIABLECINTlGER) 
ALL VARIA~LES BEGINNING WITH I.J.K.L.M.N,O ARE INTEGERS. 
THE REST ARE REALS. 

fILE(411 RECORUeO) 
._-----.---.---.--

MULCSEE LABEL 1 A80VE).NTDATCL2).ITOTCLS).JTOTCLS).DXBCL6),DYS(L6). 
DUMMY.DUMMY.DUMMY.XG1.XG2.YG1.YG2CSEE L8).XGS,YGS,ZSCL9),NSTRCLI0), 
WSCL3J).DELTACL16).DELTBCL17)'DELTCeL18),DELTD(L19).DUMMV.DUMMY, 
PREMeL33) . 

fILE(41) RECORD(1) 
-------.---.---.--

TDES,TDEF.PDEPeSEE LA8EL 33 ABoVE),DUMMY,NMX,NMyeSEE L26),IDUMMY, 
DMZeDUMMY-SEE L27),DUMMY,IDUMMY,IDUMMY,IDUMMY,IOUMMY,IDUMMY, 
NSDTCSEE L23).ITJEKCL29),NHAN'CL30).XGA,XGB.XGW.VGA,YGB.YGWeL32). 
NTDOS(LS1+SEE BELOW).NPDOSCLS3),ZODS(L5S),ZG(L48) 
~DTEIIf NTDOS.O,CONCN.DISTRIBUTION SOLUTION IS ASSUMED, 
===: AND N~DOS'XDOS'YDOS.TDOS DON"T MATTERCANY VALUES) 

fILE(41) RECORD(2) - (TOATeJ),J-l.NTDAT-SEE L3).CDUMMyeJ).J=1.NTDAT) 
----------------- eSET TDAT(1):TSCD.TOATe2)aTSCD+eNTCD-l)*DTCD. 

AND NTOAT-2.fOR CONTINUOUS DATA OPTION(1) BELOW) 

FILE(41) RECORD(3) - CQSTRCJ).Ja1.NSTR-SEE L11) -----.-.---.---.--
fILE(41) REcDRD(4) - eTSTReJ).J=1.NSTR-SEE L12) 
-----------.---.-
fILE(41) REcURDeS) - NTIMECSEE L13).eTIMEeJ).Jal,NTIME- SEE L14) 
------------------ CUSE OUMM1ES If NTDOS IS NON-ZEROeL51» 

FILE(41) RECURD(6) - CHANSeJ).J=1.3-SEE L31 - DUMMIES IF NECESSARY) -----.-.---.---.--
fILE(41) RECURD(7) TO RECORoe6+ITOT) 
-----------.-----------.------------

ROUuHNESS LENGTH DISTRIBuTION IN BASIC UATA GRID.ROWS 1-1 TO 1= 
ITOT AS eLOCI.J),J=l.JTUT) IN EACH RECOHO,SEE LS). 

FILE(41) REcuRue7+ITOT) TO REcuRDeo+2*ITOT) 

---------~.---------------------------------SURFACE OBSTACLE LERo-PLANE OISPLACEMENTCNOT USlD IN PRlSENT MODEL 
- SET UUMMY VALUES) -DISTRI~uTIDN IN BASIC DATA GRIO.ROWS 1=1 TO 
I=IIOT AS CUCI.J).J=1.J10T> IN EACH RECORD(SEE L5) 

FILE(41) RECURue7+2*ITOT) - eUUMMY(J).J=I,2*NTDAT) 
-------.-----------------
FILE(41) ~ECURDe6+2*ITOT) - eUUMMYCJ).J=1.2*NTUAT) ._---------------------.-

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

FILE(41) RECORDC9+2*ITOT) - CTOoS(J).J a l.NTDOS·SEE L52) 
-----------.---.-------.-
NOTEIBY SPECIFYING NEGATIVE VALUES OF COOROINATES XDOS(J),YOOSeJ) FOR 
=.== ANY POINT,GET OE~USITION AT T~IS POINT INSTEAD Of DOSAGE ••• 

fILE(41) RECOROe10+2*ITOT) - eXDOS(J).J=l.NPODS -SEE L54) 
-------._--.---.-------.--
fILE(41) RECORDel1+2*ITOT) - (YOOSeJ).J=l.NPOOS -SEE LS4) 
-----.-----.---.-------.--

C ·fILE(41) p.ECURoe12+2*ITOT) TO RECOROCll+3*ITOT) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

---------------.------------------------~------

0) 

EfflCTIVE OEPOSITION VELOCIIy wU DUE TO SURfACE ABSORPTION -
eOISTRI~uTION) IN BASIC DATA GRIO(I.L.AS MET.DATA).ROWS 1-1 TO 
I-ITOT AS (~AB(I.~).J-l.JTOT) IN EACH RECORD· eSEE L5). 

- - - -' .. - - - --- - - - . - - -- -- - - -- - -

NOTEITHESE METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS ARE ONLY USED IN SUBROUTINES 
===~ SPEEOeVELOCITY) AND fUNCT(DIFFUSIVITY) AND HAY BE USED TO CARRY 

OTHER VARIABLES If RELATIONS IN THESE SUBROUTI~ES ARE CHANGED. 
LIKEWISE THE VA~IABLES ZO AND O. 

METEOHoLObY INPUT OPTIoN(l) 1 CONTINUOUS DATA AT SELECTED POINTS 
==:===========a=== •• zS:==== (MASTS) 

fILE(40) RECORDeD) - NMCD.NTCD.TSCU,OTCD 

WHEREINMCO=NUMBER Of MASTS- If NHCU IS SET TO 0 THEN NO MORE DATA 
ARE READ FROM fILE(40) AND THE GRID INPuT A(I.J.T)(OpTIONe2» 
IS ASSUMED eBELoW) 
NTCO-NUMBER of TIME PUINTS IN HISTORIES FOR EACH MAST 
TSCO-fIRST TIME IN THE HISTORY SERIESCEG.O) 
OTeD-TIME INTERVAL IN THE SERIES. 

FILE(40) RECURO(1) - MAST POSITIONS AND WEIGHTING fACTORSeO.O TO 1.0) 
------------------ •• AS eeXGMAST(J).YGMASTeJ»,J=1.NMCO), 

«WEIGHTI~G FACTOReJ».J-l.NMCD) 

FILE(40) RECURD(2) TO RECORD(NMCU*NTCD*4/60+0.9Y999) 
-----------.---.-------.-------.-.-.----------------

VELOCITY AND STABILI1Y PARAMETERS AS MAST HISTORIES 
AS FOLLOWS 1-
PARAMIIVELoCITY COMPONENT AT HEIGHT ZG(SEE LABEL 48 ABOVE) 
IN G~ID X-DIRECTION 

C PARAM2 1VlLOCITY COMPUNENT AT HEIGHT ZG IN GRID Y-OIRECTION 
C PAKAM31INVERSE MDNIN-UtiUKHOV(1954) STAtiILITY LENGTH(L**-1) 
C PANA M4 1PUTENTIAL TEMPERATuRE GRADIENT AT HEIGHT ZG.VIZ. 
C OTP/UZ)ZG 
C 
C NuTEIIF ANY VALU E IS NOT AVAILAtiLE sET PARAMJ TO -31000.0 FO~ 
C ==== THAT PUINT 
C 
C 60 VALUES PER RECORU I N ORDER (PARAM1 To ~ARAH4) fOR 
C eMASTS 1 TO NMCD) fON CTIMES 1 To NTCO) •• el.E. 
C (eeCUevAL .M AST.TIMl),VAL-PARAMl TO PARAM4).MAST=1. To NMCD). 

UJ 
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C TIME=1 TO NTCO) 
C 
C 
C M~TEOHOLOGY INPUT OPTION(2) I X-V GRIDS COVERING THE REGION AT A 
C =======-==_===a===c:_ ••• :._ LIMITED (NTDAT) SERIES Of SELECTEO 
C TIMESCTDAT). 
C 
C fILE(43) RECORD(~) TO RECORDCNTOAT*ITOT-1)CSEE LABE(S2+S ABOVE) C -----------.- ______ • ___ ••• _. ___ • _________ _ 

C X-V~LOCITY COMPONENT AT HEIGHT ZGCSEE L46) AS (UZG(I,J,T),J-1,JTOT 
C ),IN EACH RECORO fOR I·l~TO ITOT, AND T-l TO TDAT AS THE OUTSIDE 
C LOOPCT R£PRESENTS lIMES TDATCT» 
C 
C fILE(44) RECORDCO) TO RECORDCNTDAT*ITOT-l)(SEE L2+lS ABOVE) C ----- _________ a ________ • __ • ____ • _________ _ 

C Y·VElDCITY COMPONENT AT "HEIGHT ZGCSEE l46) IN SAME ORDER AS 
C fIlE(43) ABOVE. 
C 
C fIlEC4S) RECORDCO) TO RECORDCNTOA1*ITOT-l)(SEE l2+LS ABOVE) C -----------.-__ ._. ________ • ______________ • 

C " INV~RSE MUNIN-OBUKHOVC19S4) STABILITY LE~GTHCI.E. l**-1) AT X,Y 
C GRID POINTS AT TIMES TDAT IN SAME O~DER AS fIlE(43) ABOVEA 
C 
C fIlE(46) RECORDCO) TO RECORD(NTOAT*ITOT-l)CSEE L2+LS ABOVE) 
C ---.------- ____ • ___________ ~~-----------_-
C POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT AT HEIGHT ZGCSEE l46) IN SAME ORDER 
C AS fILE (45) ABOVE. 
C 
C=============aEz.a=======_==_=============ca=====.a====a;==a==a==:cac== 
C 
C 
C 
C B.fIXED PARAMETERS· SPECIfIED AS BlOCK DATA 
C 
C 
C 
C 

==:::=::=Ca=:= •• 

(MAY BE ALTERED AS NECESSARY) 
CUNITSI S.I.(SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL) - KG,M,S) 

C SPAR(JJ CREAlS) 
C -----------_- __ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1. PtifR-fRACTION 
PUINHO.5) 

Of VERTICAL STEPSIZE DZ TO fIRST VERTICAL GRID· 

2 . DTOS-MAXIMUM RELEASE-TIME 
SULUT! ON)( 900.0) 

INTERVAL BETWEEN SOlVEO PUffSCOOSAGE 

J. DISTANCE MARGIN (OUTSIDE REGION Of INTEREST) AT ENOS Of CUNCN. 
lOCI(CONCN. DISTRIBUTION SOlUTION)C750.0) 

4. DISTANCE ~ETwEEN SOLVED PUffS IN CONCN. LOCUSC600.0) 
5. MAXIMUM NUMBER Of SOLVED PuffS AllOwEu IN CONCENTRATION lOCUS 

(;,!O.O) 
6. Nl-NO. Uf 

C12.Q) 
VERTICAL POSITIONS IN lAGRANGIAN PUff SOlUTION GRID 

7. NX -NO. Uf 
(260.0) 

HURIZONTAl PuS IT IONS IN LAGRANGIAN PUFf SOLUTION GRID 

6. STEPSIZL OX EXPANSION fACTOR fROM GRID CENTRE TO HORIZONTAL 
EXTREMESC3.0) 

9. NPINT-NUHBER Of INTERPOLATED PUFfS BETWEE N SOLVED PUffscSEE 5 . 
) ALONG CONCENTRATION lOCUS(2 0.0) 

10. 

11 • 

12. 

13. 

SPACING BETWEEN LAGRANGIAN PU f f PROXIMATE CURVE TRACKING POINTS 
(lS00.0) 
HLIGHT INCREMENT fOR fINDING lOCAL VELOCITY GRADIENT DU/OZ)Z 
(0.25) 
MINIMUM AL LO WED VALUE Uf Uu /O Z IN 11. fOR fI NUING BEST TRACKING 
HEIGHTeO.002) 
O~TIMAl SPATIAL ~TEP S IZ~ ~ A CTU RI( O I ff U~IVIT Y)* (TIME-STEP)1 

C (SPATIAL STEP)**2(=0.4 AT PRESENT) 
C 14. MINIMUM ALLOW EO HEIGHT Of lAGRANGIAN SOLUTION fRAME(SO.O) 
C 1~. MINIMUM AllOWED RAT1UCSOlN. fRAME HEIGHT)/(RElEASE HEIGHT)C a 2.0 l 
C 16. D~CREASE IN AlLOriED MI~IMUM fRACTION Of MASS RETAINED IN 
C lAGRANGIAN fRAME AfTER ADVECTION lOSSES,WITH EACH INCREASE IN 
C TIME-STEP OT(0.2) 
C 17. MARGIN AROUND REGION Of I NTEREsT fOR TERMINATION Of DOSAGE 
C SULUTIoN TRAJECTORIESC2S00.0) 
C 18. TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN INTERPOLATED PUffS ALONG TRAJECTORYCfOR 
C DUSAGES)(90.0) 
C 19. TIME IN1ERVAL BETWEEN INTERPOLATED RElEASE-TIMES(TRAJECTORIES) 
C (FOR DDSA~ES)(90.0) 
C 20. UVMAX(IT)-MINIMUM AllOWED VElUCITY fOR CALCULATING SOLVEO PUff 
C SPACING IN CONCN. DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONSCO.OS) 
C 21. MINIMUM CENTROID POSITION IN lAGR. FRAME CAS fRACTION Of NX) 
C BEfORE ADJuSTING "TRACKING HEIGHT(0.39) 
C 22. DEVIATION fROM OPTlMUM STEPSIZE(AVERAGE O( OX AND DZ) TOLERATED 
C BEfORE ADJUSTING STEPSIZES(0.5) 
C 23. MINIMUM AVERAGING HEIGHT fOR fINDING "EffECTIVE DIffUSIVITY IN 
C GROUND-ABSORPTION "SOlUTION(50.0) 
C 24. BASIC MINIMUM TRAJECTORY REAL-TIME STEPSIZE(100.0) 
C 25. BLANKeO.O) 
C 26. BLANKeD.O) 
C 27. MAXIMUM AllOWED lAGRANGIAN SOLUTION fRAME lENGTHCI0000.0) 
C 26. MAXIMUM ALLOWED LAGRANGIAN fRAME VERTICAL STEPSIZE DZ(2S,0) 
C 29. MAX. NO. Of TIMES DZ IS GREATER THAN OPTIMUM DZ, BEfORE 
C" PREVENTION Of fURTHER RELATIVE ADVECTIDNC2.0l 
C 30. MINIMUM RELEASE-HISTORY EVENT TIME WHICH IT IS REQUIRED TO 
C DEfINE TO AN ACCURACY Of EXISTENT SPAR(19)/SOARC2l •• (2.0 ) 
C 
C 
C ISPAR(J) CINTEGERS) 
C -------------------
C 1. GLNERAL INPUT fILE NO.(41) 
C 2. BLANK-UNUSED fILE NO.(42) 
C J. X-VELOCITY FILE NO.(43) 
C 4. V-VELOCITY fILE NU.(44) 
C ~. INVERSE STABILITY lENGTH fILE NO.(4S) 
C 6. POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE GkADIENT fILE NO.(46) 
C 7. DATA DESCRIPTOR STORAGE fILE NO.(47) 
C 8. INTERMEUIATE DATA STORAGE fIlECfOR CONTINUATION) NO. (46) 
C 9. RESULT UUTPUT fILE NO.(49) 
C 10. ALTERNATI NG INTERMEDIATE DATA STORAGE fIlECfOR CO NTINUA TIUN) 
C NU.(SI) 
C 11. WORDS(=R£AlS OR INTEGERSlPER fILE RECORO(60) 
C 12. CARD INPUT fILE NO.(2) 
C 13. PRINTER OUTPUT fILE NO.(3) 
C 14. CUNTINIJOUS DATA INPUT(OPTIONC2)-HISTORIES AT SELE CTED MASTS) 
C INPUT FILE NO.(40) 
C 
c=============================:c====================== ============ = = : ~z = 
C 
C 
C C.CUHPUTER CLUC~ f ACILITy 
C ========================z 
C PRO~RAM MAK ES USE Of fU NCTION SUBPROGRAM TIME(J) WHICH G IVE~ 
C TIME-O r -oAY(1/60 SECS) fOR J=1 AND PROGRAM PROCESS TIMECl/60 SEeS) 
C FUR J=2. If SUCH f A~IlIrY NUT AVAILABLE ,INClUDE A DUMMY 
C SUBPROGRAM AND SET TIME(1)= l IMEC2)=0. 
C 
c================================================================= =: == • • 
c 
c 
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C D.ARRAY SIZES 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

==c== .... a::.=. 
MINIMUM AKRAY SIZES SHOULD UE USED TO SAVE COMPUTER STORAGE. 
EG. IF CONTINUOUS DATA INPUT OPTIDN(2) IS USEDISET DI~ENSIONS Of 
UBIVB.STAB.PARAM TO C2*ITOT*JTOT). THES[ ARE SIMPLY ALTERED IN THE 
MAIN PROGRAM WHICH IS R[ALLY A DUMMY MAIN PROGRAM. IT IS NOT 
WORTHWHILl TO ALTER THE SMALLER ARRAY OIMENSIONS. 

C=============a===G=============-=====c==_=========a==c===._e==a::::=::: 
C 
C 
C E.AVAILABILITY OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

=~==C== •• ===.=== •• =.aaa= •• ===.==c ••• a 
THE INPUT DATA MUST COVER ALL RELEASE-TIMES AND ~OSAGE PERIODS 
COR CONCN. DISTKIBUTIDN "TIMES-OF-INTEREST"). DATA MUST BE 
AVAILABLE IN A MARGINCSAY100 SECS) PRECEDING THE START OF RELEASE. 

C=====z=.= ••• =.~= •• ====.a=.=.=.=== ••• =.=~=========.=== _ •• ::::::=._._::=_ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

f.CO~TINUATIO~ OF EXECUTION IN THE EVENT OF ANY INTElRUPTION 
=:_:==a:a._ •• : ••• ==: •• _:_:_.:_._._.::==_:_:==:==_ ••••• z==c=: 

SET fIRST DATA CARD ACCORDING TO LAST FILE'l OR 2) WHICH WAS 
SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN TO. 
CSEt SECTION A.CI)Cl) ABOVE) 

C=========================a===a:==a=====.a.======acz=======._:::= ••• ::=e 
C 
C 
C G.fURMAT OF fINAL OUTPUT DATA IN fILE NO.49 
C ====:=:=====.==::=:=:_: •••• ===== ••• :.:=_.:: 
C 
C 
C 

Cl)POINT-DOSAijE SOLUTION 
----------.--------.--.-

C FILEC4Y) RECORD CO) - RUN NUMBEK.MUL 
C -----------.---.--
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

fILEC4Y) RECORD(1) - OOSAGE INTERVAL BOUNDARY-TIME SEQUENCE. 
------------------ CTDOSCJ).J a l.NTOOS) WHERE NTOOS-MAX.60 

fILE(49) RECORO(2) - X-GRID POSITIONS OF DOSAGE sITESeXDOSCJ).J a l. 
------------------ NPDOS) 

FILE(49) RECORDCl) - Y-GRIO POSITIONS OF DOSAGE SITESCYOOSCJ)'J-ll 
------------------ NPUDS) 

fILEC4~) RLCURD(4) TO RECORDC4l) 
-----.-----.---.-------.-------. 

uOSAGESCCONCENTRATIUN*rI~E) 1 TO 59 BETWEEN THE 1 TO 60 BOUNBARY
TIMtS AS VALUES 1 TO S9 IN EACH R[CORDI WITH ONE RECORD FOR EACH 
DOSAGE PDSITIONCIN SEQUENCE>.Cl TO 40) 

(2)CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION SOLUTION 
----------.---.-------.-------.---.--. 
(llfILEC49) RECORDCO) - NREC=NEXT RECORD TO BE WRITTEN TO IN THIS 
--------------------- FILE(fUR NEXT "TIM[-OF-INTEREST" RESULT SET) 

CSET TO 1 IN FIKST EXECUTION fOR A NEW KUN) 

CII)fILE(49) RECURD(l) - NHAN~{SEE LABEL 30 ABOVE).NOUTCPRINTER 
---------------------- OUTPUT fILE NO.),XGA.XGBIXGW.YGA.YGB.VGWCSEE 

" 
L32).XGl.Y G1CS EE L8).DXB.DYBCL6).DMX I DMYCSTEP 
-SIZES IN SOLUTION GRID ANS).NMYINMXCL26).MUL 
CL1)ICHANSCJ)IJ a lINHANS-L31),ITCTIME-OF
INTEREST NO.-MAX.NTIME-SEEL13.L14)INTIMElL13) 
ITIME(lT-SEE L14) 

CIIl)FILEC49) RECORD(2) TO RECURD(1+NMX*NMY*NHANS/60+0.999 99) 

---------------~-------~-----------------.----------.--_.----CON~ENTRATIUNS AT TIMElITl AT SOLUTION-GRID(NMX*NMYl-POINTSCI.E. 
IN REGIUN-OF-INTEREST).ORDEk IS C(lANSCI.JI~)IK.lINHANS).Jal.NMY). 
I=l,NMX) IN CONTINUOUS SEQUENCE SPLIT INTO RECORDS OF 60 VALUES. 

NOTE If DR fURTHER TIMES-OF-INTERESTCI.E. IT-2.3.4 ••• ).THE SEQUENCE 
== •• (II) THEN CIII) ABOVE IS REPEAT[D,ANU THE RECoRD TOTAL IN CI) 

IS UPDATED' 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c:========.=.=.=======~.==.======~.=====a=====cz========.~=== •• ===z===== 
C 
C 
C 
C 

BLOCK DATA 
C------FIXED PARAMETERS-THESE VALUES MAY BE ALTEREDCSEE SECTION B.ABOVE) 

COMMON ISPEC/SPAR(30) 
COMMON IISPEC/ISPAR l lS) 
DATA SPARll).SPARC2).SPARl3)ISPARe4)/O.S.900.0,750.0 1800.0 1 
DATA ~PAR(5)ISPARC~).SPARC7).SPARC8)/20.0112.0'260.0.3.0/ 
DATA SPAR(9),SPARCI0).SP ~R Cl1),SPARe12)/20.0.1S00.0.0.2S.0. 0021 
DATA, SPAR(13).SPARC14),SPARClS).SPARC16)/O.4.50.0.2.0. 0.21 
DATA SPAR(17).SPARl18).SPARC19).SPARC20)/2500.0.90.0. 9O .0. 0 .OSI 
DATA SPAR(21).SPAkC22).SPARC23l,SPARC2 4)/O.39.0.5150.0.100. 01 
DATA SPAR(25).SPARC26)ISPARC27l.SPARC28)/0.010.0Il0000.0.25 .01 
DATA SPAR(29)ISPARC30)/2.0.2.01 
DATA ISPAR(1).ISPARC2).ISPARC3).ISPARC4)/41.42.43.441 
DATA ISPARCS).ISPARl6).ISPARC7).ISPARC8)/45.46.47.481 
DATA ISPAR(9).ISPARC10)IISPARCll).ISPARe12)/49,51.60.21 
DATA ISPAR(13),ISPARC14)/31401 
END 

-------~---------------------------------------------- ------------------

DIMlNSION Utl(4128).VBC4128l'STABe4128).PARAMC4128) 
~IMlNSION ZO(2064)IUC2064).RAB(2064).GWC15l,DIR{15).TCC15) 
DIMlNSIUN SLCCl~l.VARYC3360l'AVY(3360).PRC3360) 
OIMlNSIUN P(3360),PLCl360)IAVYLC3360).VARYLl3360) 
OIMlNSION XtL(280).KFC280),NFILT(15).HIMAC15).TDATC15) 
~IMlNSION HANS(3).ACl).F(2.12),ANS(3600).DEPC280) 
~IMtNSIUN PINC3360l'AVYIN(3360),VARYINC3360),XFIN(280) 
~ IM~NSIUN NFLC3l.PTC3360lIAVYT(3360)IXfPC280).XfN{2~Ol'VAR'T(l360) 

C------THl ABUVL DIMEN SiONS MAY el ALTERED TO SAVE SPACEe~EE SECTION 
C D. ABUVll 

COMMON/SPlC/SPAR(30) 
COMHON/IsPEC/ISPAR(15) 

C------THlS MAIN PRUGRAM IS EMPLOYED TO SET UP THE VARIABLE DIMENSIONS. 

UJ 
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NX=IFIXCS~Ak(7» 

NZ=IFIXCSPAR(6» 
LF=ISPAR(1) 

C------OIHENSIONS OBTAINED FROM INPUT FILE 
REAuCLF)MUL'NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT'DXB'OYB,uWV,DIRN,TCON,XGMl,XGM2'YGH1, 

$YGM2,XGS,YGS,ZS,NSTR,WS,OELTA,OELTB,OELTr"OELTO,FREXT,OT1,PREM 
REAUCLF)TOES,TOEF,POEP,OTHIN,NMX,NMY,NMZ,OHZ,SLCON,NDJ,NFL,JHALF, 

SNSD1,ITJEK,NHANS,XGA,XGB,XGW,YGA,YGB,YGW,NTOOS,NPOOS,ZOOS 
C------PRUCEEO TO EFFECTIVE HAIN PROGRAM ••• 

CALL MAINCITOT,JTOT,NTDAT'NX'NZ,NMX'NMY,NMZ'NHANS'UB'VB, 
SSTA~,PARAM,ZO,O'RA~'GW,OiR,TC,SLC,VARY'AVY,PR,P,PL,AVYL,VARYL, 
SXFL,XF,NFILT,HIHA,TDAT,HANS,A,F,ANS,PIN,AVYIN,VARYIN,XFIN,PT, 
SAVYT,XFP,XFN,VARYT,DEP) 

STOP 
ENO 

--------------.-----------.-----------.-----------._------_.-----------. 

SUBROUTINE INPUT(NTDAT,ITOT'JTOT,OELTA,DELTB,OELTC,OELTD,FREXT, 
SOT1,DTMIN,NHX,NMY,NHZ,OMZ,SLCON,NOJ,JHALF, 
SNSDT,ITJEK,NHANS,XGA,XGB,XGW,YGA,YGB,YGW,NFILT,HIHA,TDAT,TIHE, 
SNTIME,ZO,O,GW,DIR,TC,SLC,HANS,NX,NZ, 
$RAB,UB,VB,STAB,PARAM,NIN,NDUT) 

C------TH1S SUBROUTINE ACQUIRES THE ORIGINAL INPUT DATA •• CSEE SECTION 
C A.(II) ABOVE) 
C 

DIMENSION ZOCITOT,JTOT),OCITOT,JTOT)'GWCNTDAT),OIRCNTOAT) 
DIMENSION TCCNTOAT)'SLC(NTOAT),RABCITOT,JTOT),LETC60,60) 
DIMENSION U&(ITOT,JTOT,NTOAT),VBCITOT,JTOT,NTDAT) 
DIMENSION STABCITOT'JTOT,NTOAT),PARAHCITOT,JTOT'NTOAT) 
OIM~NSION NFILTCNTOATl,HIHACNTOAT) 
DIMENSION TDATCNTOAT),HANSCNHANS) 
DIMENSION TIMECI5) 
COHMON/OOSA/DOSC59,40),TOOSC60),XOOSC40),YOUSC40),NTDOS,NPDOS,ZOOS 
COHHON/OOSB/QSTR(30),TSTRC30),NSTR,XPL,YPL 
COHHDN/OOSD/XPLLT,YPLLT,TLLT,DXB,OYB,QTRLT,QTR,XVLLT,yVLLT,XRLLT, 

SYRLLT,XRL,YRL,POEP,TDEF,TDES,WS,PREH 
COHHDN/STOR2/XGS,YuS,ZS 
CDMHON/STUR3/HUL,GWV,OIRN,TCON,XGMI,XGM2,YGH1,YGM2 
COMHON/STOR6/JTSOL(5),NFLC3),DTC300) 
COHHON/ISPEC/ISPAR(15) 
COHMON/CONDAT/NMCD,NTCD,TSCD,DTCO,CO(16000),PMCUCI5,2) 
COMMON/ZSTAN/ZG 
COMMON/SWEND/WFMCO(15) 

C- OATA IljPUT ------------ ______________________________________ - ______ _ c-------------_- __________ . _______________ . ___ ._. _______________ -______ _ 
LF=lSPAk(7) 

C 

C------IN~UT UATA-DESCRIPTOR LABELS ••• 
DO 111 1=1,60 
REAU(LF)(LET(I,J),J a l,40l 
REAuCLf)(LETCI,Jl,J=41,80) 

111 CUN1INUE 

CLO:'E Lf 
112 FURMAT(lHO,60All 

Lf=ISPAR(1) 
REWIND Lf 

C------INPUT FILE(41) DATA CSECTION A.CII» 
REAuCLF)MUL,NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT'OXB,DYB,GWV,OIRN,TCON,XGMl,XGM2,YGMI, 

SYGM2,XGS,YGS.ZS,NSTk.WS,OELTA,DELTB,OELTC,DELTU,FREXT,OT1,PREM 
REAOCLF)TUES,TDEF,POEP,OTMIN,NMX,NMY,NMZ,OHl,SLCON,NDJ,NfL,JHALF 

S,NSUT,ITJEK,NHANS,XGA,XGB,XGW,YGA,YGB,YGW.NTDOS,NPOOS,ZOOS,ZG 
REAUCLFlCTOATCK),K a 1,NTUAT),CHIHACK),K a l,NTOAT) 
REAOCLF)QSTR 
REAUCLFlTSTR 
REAOCLF)NTIHE,TIME 
REAO(LF)HANS 
DO 201 1=1, ITOT 

201 REAU(LFlClOCI,J),J=I,JTOTl 
DO 202 Ial,ITOT 

202 REAUCLF)CUCI,J),J-l,JTOTl 
READCLF)(GWCr,),Kal,NTOAT),COIR(K),K a l,NTOATl 
REAUCLF)CTCCK),K=l,NTOAT),CSLCCK),K c l,NTOAT) 
REAUCLflTUOS 
REAOCLF)XOaS 
REAuCLF lYOOS 
DO 204 1 .. 1, ITOT 

204 REAUCLF)CRABCI,J),J D 1,JTOT) 
CLOSE LF 

C------TEST FOR CONTINUOUS uATA AVAILABILITY ••• 
LFaISPARC14l 
REAOCLFlNMCO,NTCD,TSCO,DTCD 
IFCNMCD.EQ.O)GO TO 151 

C------INPUT CONTINUOUS DATA EX FILE(40) •• (SECTION A.CII)OPTIONC1» 
REAOCLF)C(PMCUCI,Jl,J=1,2l,1=1,NMCD),CWFMCOCI),Ial,NMCD) 
LHEC=ISPAR(11) 
KaNMCO*NTCO*4 

C------ToTAL RECORDS AT LREC VALUES PE~ RECORD 
IP2=FLOATCK)/FLOATCLRECl+0.9999999 
DU 152 Ial.IP2 
JPl a CI-1)*LREC+1 
JP2=I*LREC 
IFCI.EQ.I~2)JP2·K 
REAUCLF)CCOCJ),J=JP1,JP2) 

152 CONTINUE 
CLOSE LF 
NTOAT=2 
TOAT C 1 )aTSCO 
TUATCNTDATl=TSCO+CNTCO-l)*OTCO 
GO rO 153 

151 CLOSE LF 
C------IN~UT uRID-STOHED OATA •• CSECTION A.CIl)OPTIONC2» 
C------X-VELoCITY AT HEIGHT ZG ••• 

DO 251 K=l,NTOAT 
OU .o!51 I"l,ITOT 

251 REAu(IS~AkC3»CUBCI'J,K),J=I,JTOTl 
CLO:'E ISPAR(3) 

C------Y-VELOCITY AT HEIGHT ZG ••• 
OU 252 K .. l,NTOAT 
IJU 252 l=l>1TOT 

252 REAUCISPAR(4»(VBCI,J,K),J=I,JTUT) 
CLOSE ISPAR(4) 

C------INVERSE MONIN-OBUKHOV STABILITY LENGTHCL*.-l) 
[;0 253 K=l,NTDAT 
Du 253 I=l,ITOT 

W 
N 



253 REAU(ISPAK(~»(STAB(I,J'K),J=l,JTOT) 

CLOSE ISPAR(5) 
C-~----POIENTIAL ' T[MP[RAlURE ~RADIE~T AT HEIGHT ZG (DTP/DZ)ZG) 

DO 254 Kzl,NTDAl 
OU <l54 l=lIITOT 

254 REAU(ISPA~(6»(PARAM(I,J,K)'J.1'JTOT) 
CLOloE ISPAR(6) 

153 CUNTINUE 

C- PKINT INPUT DATA ---------------------------------------------------C---------------------------------------------_·_------------------.---. 
~RITE(NUUT,112)(LET(l'J),Jz1,80) 

WRI1ECNOUT.I02)MUL 
102 FURMAT(lHO."DATASET NO.",15) 
101 fORMATC1X,2413) 
103 fORMATC1X,6rl0.4) 
104 FURMAT(lX,8EI0.4) 

WRITECNOUT.112)(LET(2,J).J-1,60) 
WRITE(NOUT,101)NTOAT 
WRITE(NUUT.112)(LET(3,J),J=l,60) 
WkITECNUUT.I03)(TOAT(J),J=1'NTDAT) 
W~ITE(NDuT,112)(LET(4.J),J·1,60) 
WRITE(NOUT.103)(HIMA(J),J-1.NTOAT) 
WRITE(NOUT.112)(LET(5.J).J=1.60) 
WRITE(NOUT.10l)IToT.JTOT 
WHITE(NOUT.112)(LET(6.J),J-l,60) 

WRITE(NUUT.I03)DXB,OYB 
WRITE(NOUT.112)(LET(7.J).J-1.60) 
DO 279 J=1.NTDAT 
WRITECNOUT.122)J.GW(J).DIR(J).TC(J).SLC(J) 

122 fORMAT(1X.I3.8fl0.S) 
279 CONTINUE 

WRITECNOUT,112)(LET(8,J),J=1.80) 
WRITE(NOUT,103)XGM1,XGM2,YGM1.YGM2 
WRITE(NOUT,112)(LET(9.J),J-l.80) 
WRITECNOUT.I03)XGS.YGS,ZS 
WRITECNOUT,112)CLETC32,J),J a 1,80) 
WRITE(NOUT.103)XGA,XG~'XGW,YGA,YGB,YGW 
WRITECNOUT,112)(LET(10,J),J a l,60) 
WRITE(NUUT,101)NSTR 
WRITE(NOUT,112)(LET(11.J),J-l,80) 
WkITE(NOUT,l04)CQSTR(J).J-l'NSTR) 
WRITE(NOUT,l12)CLET(12.J).J-l,80) 
WHITE(NOUT,l03)(TSTK(J),J a l'NSTR) 
WRITECNOUT,112)CLETC33.J),J-l,80) 
WRIIECNOUT,104)WS.PUEP,TOES,TOEf.PREM 
If(~TOuS.EQ.O)~O TO 121 
WRITE(NUUT,112)CLETCS1,J),J=1,80) 
WKITE(NUUT,lOl)NTDUS 
WRITE(NOUT,112)(LET(S2,J),J a 1,BO) 
WRITECNUuT.10J)(TOOS(J).J=1'NTDOS) 
WRITE(NOUT.112)(LETC53.J).J=1,80) 
WRITE(NOUT,101)NPDUS 

, WRITE(NUUT.112)(LET(S4,J),J c 1.80) 
DO 132 J=l,NPUOS 

C*fOR OEPOSITION AT (XOOS,YDOS),PHECEDE XDOS,YDOS VALUES WITH MI NUS ••••• 
WRITE(NOUT,103)XOOS(J),YDOS(J) 

132 CONTINUE 
WHITE(NOUT,112)(LET(55,J),J-l,BO) 

WHITE(NOUT.I03)ZOOS 
GO TO 123 

121 ~HIIE(NUUT'112)(LEl(13,J).J=1'BO) 
WkITE(NUUT.101)NTIME 
WKITE(NUUT,112)(LET(14,J),J D 1,BO) 
WRITE(NOUT,103)CTIME(J),J=1'NTIME) 

123 CONTINUE 
WHITE(HOUT,112)(LET(16,J),J-1,80) 
~RIrE(NOUT'103)DELTA 
~HITE(NOUr,112)(LET(17,J),J=1,80) 
WRITE(NOU1,103)DELTB ' 
WRITECNOUT,112)(LET(18,J).J=1,80) 
W~ITECNOUT,103)DELTC 
WRIIECNOUT,112)CLET(19.J),J-l,80) 
WRITE(NOUT,103)DELTD 
WRITE(NOUT,112)(LET(23,J),J-1,80) 
WHITECNOUT,101)NSOT 
WKITE(NDUT,112)(LET(26,J).J=1,80) 
WRITE(NOUT,101)NMX,NMY,NMZ 
WHITE(NUUT,112)(LETC27,J).J a l.80) 
WRITE(NOUT.I03)DMZ 
WRITE(NOU1,112)(LET(29,J),J E 1,80) 
WRITECNOU1,101)ITJEK 
WRITECNUUT'112)(LET(30,J),J~1'80) 
WRITE(NUUT,101)NHANS 

If(NHANS.EQ.O)GO TU 120 
WkITE(NUUT.112)(LETC31,J).J-l,80) 
WRI1E(NOUT.I03)(HANS(J).J-l'NHANS) 

120 CONTINUE 
IPI-XGM1+0.5 
IP2-XGM2+0.5 
JPl a YGM1+0.5 
JP2 a YGM2+0.S 
WRITE(NOUT,10S) 

105 FORMATC/,lHO,"SAMPLE VALUES Of CONSTANT SURfACE-DATA AT CORNERS Of 
S RE~ION Of INTEREST",/,33X,"CXGH1,YGM1) (XGM2,YGM1) (XGM1,YG 
SM2) CX~M2,YGM2)") 

WRITECNOUT,106)ZO(IP1,JP1),ZO(IP2,JP1),ZOCIP1,JP2),ZO(IP2,JP2) 
106 FORMAT(lX."ZO(X,Y) CCONSTANT)",10X,"= ",4(Ell.4.4X» 

WRITE(NOUT,107)O(IP1.JP1).O(IP2,JP1),O(IPl.JP2).O(IP2,JP2) 
107 fORMATC1X,"O(X,Y) CCON5TANT)",10X,": ".4(El1.4,4X» 

WRITECNUUT.14B)RABCIP1,JP1)'RAB(IP2,JP2),RAB(IP1,JP2),RAB(IP2.JP2) 
14H fORMATC1X,"RA~CX,Y) (CONSTANT)",10X'"~ ",4(E11.4.4X» 

If(NMCD.NE.O)GO TO 154 
WRITE(NUUT,117) 

117 FORMATC/,lHO,"SAMPLE VALUES Of TIME-SUKFACE DATA AT CORNERS Of kEG 
SION Of INTEREST"./33X,"(XGM1,YGM1) (XGM2,YGM1) (XGM1,YGM2) 
S (XGM2.YGM2)") 

uD <lOS IT=l.NTUAT 
205 ~HITE(NOUT.109)TOAT(IT).UB(IPl.JP1'IT)'UB(IP2,JP1'IT)'U~(IP1,JP2'I 

ST),UB(IP2,JP2.IT) 
109 fORMAT(lX,"AT TIME=",fl0.2," UB(X,Y,T): ",4CE11.4,4X» 

DU 206 IT-1,NTDAT 
200 WHITECNOUT'116)TOAT(IT)'VU(IPl,JP1'IT)'V~(IP2.JP1'IT)'VB(IP1,JP2,I 

ST).VB(IP2,JP2,IT) 
116 fORMAT(lX,"AT TIME=",fl0.2.3X,hVB(X,Y,T)= ",4CE11.4,4X» 

DO 207 lT e l.NTUAT 
20 7 WRITEC NOUT,113)TDAT(IT),STAB(IP1,JP1,IT),STABCIP2,JP1,IT),STAe(IPl 

S,JP2,IT),5TAB(IP2,J P2,IT) 
113 fURMAT(lX."AT TIMEa",f10.2,1X,"STAB(X.Y,T): ",4(El1.4,4X» 

lJJ 
N 
N 



~U ~oe IT.l,~TOAT 

20tl WRJrEeWUUT"15)TOATeIT)'PA~AMeIP1,JPI,IT)'PARAMeIP2'JPI.ITl,PARAMC 
$IPI,JP2'Jl).PA~AM(IP2,JP2,ITl 

liS FURHATelX,"AT TIM[=",fIO.2,"PARAMeX,Y,T)= ".4eEII.4,4X» 
kt.TuRN 

c------CO~TINUOUS DATA INPuTeOPTION(2» ONLY 
154 CUNIINUE 

C------MA~T POSITIONS ••• 
W~l1EeNuuT, 159) 

159 FURMATe"OHA~T PUSITIONS ••• (X,y). ANO WEIGHTING fACTURS") 
DU 160 K=I"~MCU 

16U W~ITE(NOUT'103)ePMCUeK.J),J=I'2),WFMCDeK) 
C------~OHE ~AMPLE VALUES fOR CUNTINUOUS OATA OPTION ••• 

w~IrEeNUUT,155)(I,I=1'6) 
155 rORHAT("OTI~["'4X.&C6X'"MASr"'I3,7X» 

WRITECNUUT,156) 
156 fURMATCYX'6t" UB V~ IlL PTG H»~ 

J=61l 
rfeJ.GT . NfCU)JaNTCO 
DU 157 K=l,J 
IPl a CK - l)*NMCD*4+1 
rp2 a IP1+23 
TIMaTSCO+lK-l)*DTCU 
WRITE(NOUT,158)TIM'(CD(I),laIP1,IP2) 

157 CONTINUE 
158 FORMAT(lX.F7.1'lX'6(F5.2'f~.2'F~.1,F5.2» 

RETURN 
lNO 

--------------.-----------.--------------------------------------... ---. 

C 

SUBKOUTINt. STORECIMUD,IJO~'PR,P'PL'AVYL,VARYL,XfL'Xf,NfILT'HIMA' 
iTOAT,HANs.A,f,ANS,ITOT,JTOT'NTDAT.NX,NZ,NMX,NMY,NMZ,NHANS,NELP. 
!NELAN.NELA) 

C------THIS SUB~OUTINE PERfORMS ALL fILE REAUS+WRITES EXCEPT fOR THl 
C- - UNALTERED bASIC INPUT DATA COVERED IN SUBRouTINE INPUT ••• 
C 

CUMMON/STURI/IENO,ICONfRUL,Nour, 
$NUJ,JHALf,NSOT,ITJEK,NTIME,K,IP1,IP2,JP1,JP2, 
$IG,JG,KOR,NPRIS.IS,lfLAG,ITS.ITP.MFLAG.IT.KA.ISlT,Ml.NST.NITP, 
$IPROC,JP,NPUFfS,JCH'NPUFP1,NP.NSUSEO.NTSOL.NPINT.IN,JST,NTJX, 
$~TJL'IA'IOR'NTEMP,JA,KK.OELTA,UELTB.DElTC.OlLTU'FREXT,OT1, 
$ 

$DTMIN,UMZ,SLCON'XGA.XG~.XGW'YGA,YGB'YGW'PBF~.OZATSV.ZPHS.TRlL,Xu, 
$YG.TIM.UXY.VX~'XP.YP.STAHP.PARAMP'lOP.DP'V[L.rTRAV.[Z,ZM,US.VS. 
~UVS'TOlff' TID.Ol'U~.D3'04.TREM.T~IN.TNUT.TPERIUO,OlLTE.TEND, 
$DXATSV.ZJ ,[RIUO.TSTART.PNT'OTPUFF.XMAP1.XMAP2.YMAP1.YMAP2'UMX. 
$DMY'XTJIN.YIJI~'XTJDT,YTJOT' SUM.51GMAI.XS.YS.LP~.UX5VlX, 
~SIGMA2.POX.Pol.POR~'POijY.PU1X.PUTY.SIG1.SIG2'XOR.YOk.xOT.yOT.SG1, 
~S~2.0Z11~.LPtlrN.rR,UTSTH'HAN~AV.~EFf.OIST,OTJX.UTJOR.XGP,YGP,DISUR, 
~D~P.XEF'S~'fRI.LA.THT'lDIV.FRK.PA'PB.PEt •• Xb.YB.SX'~Y.Gl,C2.Cl. 
~G2,YCUT'X~UT.UOR.OUT.TUkU.A~M.VALl.XPF.YOUT'PDXL.PDll,PURxL,PORYl, 
~rUTXL'PUTYL'Sl~IL.SIG2L. USOT,SOTI'NTR~U.TSDOS. TRAuU, 
~~5UN.X~ERL"Rl~L'Mf'NIN 

LIMLNSIUN PRCNELP),P(NELP),PL(NELP) 
OIMLNSIuN AvYL(NELP),VARYL(NELP).XFLCNX),XflNX) 
DIMENSIUN N~ILT(NTUAT).HIMA(NTOAT) 
OIMtNSIUN TUATCNTOAT),HANSCNHANS) 
DIMLNSIUN A(NELA),Fl2.NL).ANSCNELAN) 
COMMON/STUR2/XGS.YGS,ZS 
CUMMON/~TUR~/MUL.GWV,OIRN,TCnN.XGM1.XGM2.YGM1.YGM2 
CUMMnN/STUR4/T~ELI~(15.4),TRELUTC15,4) 
COMMON / STuR5/TIME(15).UVMAXl15) 
COMHON/STOR6/JTSOLCS),NfL()l.DT(300) 
CUMMON/STOR9/EMIN(~·15.4),T~EO(180) 
CUMMON/DOSA/OU~(59.40).TOOS(60).XDOS(40),YDUSC40),NTDUS.NPOUS,ZuoS 
CUMMON/UOSB/Q5T~(30),TSTR(3U)'NSTR'XPL.YPL.TRTEM 
COMMON/DoSC/XVANL.YVANL.TACTl.OZL.ZPBL,TRAJ(7,300),NLP.uToS 
COMMON/OOSD/XPLLT.YPLLT,TLLT.DXB.DYB.QTRLT.QTR.XVLLT.yVLlT,XRLLT. 
$YRLLT.XRL.YkL.PDEP.TDEf.TDE~.WS,PREM 

CUMMON/UOSG/S(24000),XFIORC40) 
COMMON/lLAP/KLAPSM.KLAST.KTExP 
CUMMON/ISPEC/ISPAR(15) · 
COMMON/PP~O~/INFORM 

lREC=ISPAkCll) 
IFCIMOD.EW.I)GO Tu 301 
IFC!MOD.Ew.2)uU TO 302 
IFCIMOO.[W.3)GO TO 303 
If(IMOO.EQ.4)uO TO )04 
IFCIMOD.EW.S)GO TO 305 

C-OECIUE wHETHER HEwuIRE TO CUNTINUE PREVIOUS SOLUTION USING INTE~MEDIAT 
C--E DATA STO~Eu IN fILE ISPARCS) OR IsPAR(10) -------------------------c----------------------------------------------------- ________ u.-- ___ - __ 

MF=lSPAIHCl) 
REAIHNIN,11\/)l 
IFCI.EQ.l)Mf-ISPAR(IO) 
IfCI.EQ.2)MF=ISPAR(6) 
IfClI.LT.0).OR.(I.GT.2»ERROR=SQRT(-1.0) 
MFALT-ISPAR(10) 
IfeI.EQ.l)MFALTaISrAR(8) 
CALL TlMEXCJ) 
KLAPSM=O 
REAUCMF)H.NU 

C------£R~OR SIGNAL fOR INCOMPLETl wRITE TO A FILE ••• 
IF(lENU.Nt.l)Mf=MFALT 
IF(IEND.NL.I)MF=ISPAR(IO) 
IfClfNO.Nl.l)REAOCMF)I£NO 
IfCIEND.NE.I)ERROR-SQRTe-l.U) 
REAUCMF)ICONTHOL 

RlAU(NIN.240)KTEXP 
C------INfORM=D •• NO PUFF PRUGRE~S INFURMATION 
C------INiORM=l •• PUFF PRUGRESS PARAMETERS. 
C------INrORM=2 •• PUFf PROGRESS PARAMETERS AND DISTRIBUTIONS 

REAuCNIN.119)IN~ORM 
119 IURMAHI1) 
240 fURMATCI4) 

I JOI:l=1l 
If(1.EQ.D)IJ08=333 

C------tlAG FUR INITIALISING A NEw RUN ••• 
IfCIJDB.[w.J33lNETUNN 
ktWINU MF 

~------HEAO INTlRMEOIATE UAIA FUR PREVIDUS INCOMPLETE EXECUTIUN •• 
klAu(Mf lI£ND 
kEAu(Mf l ICONTROL.NOUT,I.J.MuL,NTDAT.ITOT.JTUT,NSTR,NMX.NMY,NMZ. 
~NUJ.JHALf'NSDT.ITJEK.NHANS.NTIME,K'IP1.IP2.JP1.JP2.1G.JG.KOR,NPkIS 

LLI 
N 
LLI 



$,IS,IFlAG,I1S,ITP,NX,MFLAG,IT,KA,ISET,Ml,NST,NITP,Nl,IPROC,JP,NPUF 
$FS,JCH,NPUF~l'NP'NSUSED'~lSUL'NPINT,IN,JST'NTJX'NrJZ,IA,IOR,NTEMP, 
$JA,KK 

RlAuCMr) DX~'DY~,GWV,OIRN'TCON'XGM1'XGM2,YGM1,YGM2,XGS'YGS'lS, 
$~S,uELTA,uElTB'UELTC,OELTD,fREXT,OT1'TOES'TUEF'POEP'DTMIN,OMZ, S 
$LCON'XGA,'G~,XGW,YGA,YGd,YGW.PBF~,DZATSV,ZPBS,TREl'XG,YG,TIM,UXY. 
$VXY,XP,YP,STABP,PARAMP,ZCP,DP,VEl.TTRAV,EZ.ZM,US,VS,UVS,TUIFF,PREM 

RlAuCMF) TID,01,02,03,D4'TREM,TRIN.TROT,TPERIOD,UElTE,TENO.DXAT 
$SV,LJ,PE~10u,TSTART'P"T,UTPUFF,XMAP1.XMAP2.YMAP1,YMAP2,DMX,OMY,XTJ 
$IN.YTJIN,XTJOT,YTJUT.DTMIN,DT1.SUM'SIGMA1,XS.YS,ZPB'DXSVEX'SIGMA2, 
$PDX'PDZ'PURX,PO~y,PUTX,POTY'SIG1.SIG2,XOR.YOR,XOT,YUT,SG1.SG2,DZIN 
$,ZPdIN.TR,DTST~.HANSAV.TRTEM 

READCMF) QEFF.DIST,DTJX,UTJOR,XGP,YGP,DISOR,OGP,XEF,Sp,FRI,ZB,T 
$HT,lDIV.FKK'PA.PB,PEFF'Xd.Y~.SX'Sy.Gl,C2,Cl,G2.YCUT'XCUT,DOR,DOT, 
~TORu.ARM,VAll'XPF.YUuT'PDXL'PDZl,PDRXl'POHYl,PU1Xl'POTYl,SIGll,SlG 
$2l,LPBl,DSOT,SOTI,NTRED.TSOUS.OTOS'TRAOD,NSUH.QTR,XHERl,YREkl 

IMAaIFIXCFlUATCNElP)/FlUATClREC)+O.99999999) 
JFFaNElP 
00 233 I-l,IMA 
JRS-CI-l)*lREC+l 
JKFaI*lREC 
I~Cl.EQ.IMA)JRF·JFF 
REAUCMF)CPRCJ),JaJRS.J~F) 
kEAOCMF)CPCJ),JaJRS,JRF) 
REAUCMF)CPlCJ),JaJRS,JRF) 
REAOCMF)CAVYlCJ),JaJRS,JRF) 
READCMF)CVARYlCJ),J-JRS,JRF) 

233 CONTINUl 
IMAZIFIXCFlUATCNX)/FlOATClREC)+O.99999999) 
JFF-NX 
DO 242 l-l,IMA 
JRS-CI-l)*lHEC+l 
JRF=I*lREC 
IFC1.EQ.IMA)JRF=JFF 
READCMF)CXFCJ),JzJRS,JRF) 
kEAUCMF)CXFlCJ),JaJRS,J~F) 

242 CONTINU[ 

klAUCMF)TKEltN 
RI:.Au(l~F)TtjELOT 

t-'EAUCMFluVMAX 
REAuCMF)JTSUl,,,Fl 
DU 234 l"l,~ 
JlaCI-l)*60+1 
J2=l*60 
REAUCMF)CUT(J),J=Jl,J2) 

23" CONTIl'4uE 
IfCI'4ElA.fy.O)GO TO 361 
IMA=IFIXCflUATCNElA)/flOATCLREC)+0.9999Y999) 
JffaNElA 
Du :.I3~ l=ldMA 
JRS=CI-l)*lKEC+l 
JKf=I*l~EC 
HCl.[Q.IHA)JKr"JFf 
PlAuCMf)CA(J),J=JRS,JRFJ 

23~ CUNIINUE 
361 CON] H'4UE 

REAUCMFJ(tCl,J).J=l,NZ ) 
RI:.A uC MFJCtC£.J),J=l'N ll 
IFC~ELAN.lQ.O)bO T~ 36 2 

IMA&IfIXCtlUATtNElAN)/FlOAT(I~EC)+O.99999999) 

JFf=NElAN 
O~ 237 l=l,IMA 
JKS=CI-l)*ltj[C+l 
JRf=I*lREC 
IfCI.EQ.IMA)JRF"JfF 
RI:.AuCMF)CANSCJ),J=J~S,JkF) 

23f CUNfINU£ 
362 CONTINUE 

HEAUCMF)CCEMII'4(l,I,J),l=l,15),J=l,4) 
REAUCMF)CtEMINC2,I,J),I=l,15),J=l,4) 
liD 238 J=l,40 
REAuCMFlCLJOScl,J).1=l,59) 

23c CONTIN~l -
RE AuCMf)CTREOCJ),J=1,60) 
REAuCMF)CTREDCJ),J=61,120J 
kEAUCMf)CTRELJCJ),J-121,180) 
DU 262 1=1,7 
00 ~62 J .. l,5 
Jl=(J-1>*60+1 
J2=J*60 
R£AuCMfJCTRAJCI.K),K=Jl,J2) 

262 CON1INU[ . 
REAuCMF)XFIUR 
IMA~IFIXC24000.0/FlUAT(lREC)+O.999999) 
JFF"'24000 . 
00 322 l .. l,IMA 
JRSaCI-l)*lREC+l 
JRf-l*lREC 
IFCI.EQ.IMAlJRF=JFf 
RlAuCMFlC~CJ),J=JRS.J~F) 

322 CONTINUE 

RE TURN 
301 CONTINUE 

C------STURAbE Uf INTERMEDIATE DATA ••• 
CALL TIMEXCKTIMEX) 
I=KTIMEX+40 

C------UNlY WHITE ONCE THE SPECIFIED ElAPSEOCTOTAl) TIME HAS ~EEN 
C- - LXCEEUlDCsECTION A.CL» - THIS SAVES COMPUTER-TIME ••• 

IFCKTEXP.uT.I)RETUkN 

C*STUKl INTERMEUIATE DATA IN fILLS ISPAR(8) AND ISPAR(10) ALTERNATELY'" 
ItC M F.I:.~.ISPAR(8»)UU Tu 250 
f' t = 1 SPA H C II ) 
GU 10 2~1 

:.I5U Mf =lS PAKC I0J 
251 CONTINUE 

ItCMF.[Y.lSPAH(10)JI=1 
If CMf.I:.<.I.1Si"AH(8»la2 
I<tiIIECNUuT,92311 

C------THl fOLlUWINU MESSAGl IS blA NKlD OUT IF THE FIll WtjlTE IS 
C- - ~UCCLSSFUllY COM~LETlO ••• 
9lJ tURHAT(10x,"fKR OR- TRANSFltj TO FilE M",Il," IN~OMPlETE") 

R£ W l NO fl f 
IlNu=ltJ'i4 
"tU l[ (,~ t )IENU 
~ R l l fC ~ f) lCUN I RUL'NOUT,I.J,MUl,NTDA1'I TOT,JTUT'NSTR,NMX,~ MY'NMZ , 

. hUJ, JH Alf.N5Ul.lTJEK,NHANS,NT I ME,K,lP l,IP2,JP1,JP 2. IG,JG,KOK,NPkIS 
~,IS.I~LAG'IrS 'lT P'NX,MFlAG 'lT'KA,lSET,MI'NST'NITP'NZ,IPRU C,Jf .N PUf 
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~fS,JCH'NPUr~I'N~'N~USEU'NTbOL'W~INT'IN,JST'NTJX'NTJl,IA'IO~'NTlMP, 
~JA,KK 

~~ITECMf) DX~'I)Ytl,GWV,UI~N'TCON'XGMI'XGM2,YbMI'Y~M2'XGS'YGS,lS, 
$ WS'DELTA'DlLT~'DELfC'U[LTU,r~EXT,OT1,TU[S,TUEr'PDEP'DTMIN'UMZ, S 
$L~ON'XWA,XGU,XbW,YGA,YGtl,YbW'PBrR'DZATSV,lP~S,THEL'XG,YG,TIM,UXY, 
$VXY,XP,YP,SlAUP,PARAMP,ZOP,OP,VEL,TTRAV,lZ,LM,US,VS,UVS,TDlff,PREM 

WRII[CMf) "TIU,OI,02,U3,D4'TREM,TRIN,TROT,TPERIOD,UELTE,TENU,DXAT 
iSV,LJ'P£RIOU,TSTART'PN1'UTPUFf,1MAP1'XM~P2'YMAP1,YMAP2,OMX,UMy,XTJ 
iIN,YTJIN,XTJDT,YTJUT,U1MIN,OT1,SUM,SIGMA1,XS,Yb,ZPB,Dxsv£X,SIGMA2, 
iPUX'PDL'PURX'PUHY'PUTX'POTY'SIGI,SIG2'XUR'YO~'XOT'YOT,SG1,SG2,OLIN 

$,ZP~IN,TR'OTSTR'HANSAV'TRTEM 
~RITECMF) QEff'DIST'UTJX'UTJOR'XGP,YGP'OISOR'DGP'XEf'SP,f~I'Zb'T 

$HT,LOIV,f HK,PA,PB, PE ff,XB,Ytl,SX,SY,Gl,C2,Cl,G2,YCUT,XCUT,OOR,OOT, 
iTORU,AHM,VAL1,XPf,YOUT,PDXL.POZL,PORXL,PORYL,PUTXL,POTYL,SIGIL,SIG 
i2L,LPBL,OSOT,SOTI,NIREO,TSDUS,OTOS,TRADO,NSUM,QTR,XRERL,YREHL 
IMA=IfIX(FLOATCNELP)/~LUATCLREC)+0.99999999) 
Jff&NELI" 
DU :.!23 I=IIlMA 
JRS=CI-l)*LREC+l 
Jkf"I*LHEC 
IfCl.EQ.IMA)JRf"Jff 
WRITECMf)(PRCJ),J=JkS,JRf) 
WHITECMf)CPCJ),J=JRS,JRF) 
WRITECMF)(PLCJ),Jo:JRS,JRf) 
WHITECMf)CAVYLCJ),J&JRS,JRf) 
wkIlECMf )(VARYL<J),JaJRS,JHt) 

223 CUNfINUE 
IMA"IfIXCtLUATCN~)/fLOATCLRlC)+0.99999999) 
Jff"NX 
DO 243 l=lllMA 
JRS-CI-l)*LREC+l 
JRfDI*LREC 
IFCI.EQ.IMA)JRfzJfF 
WkIfECMf)(XfCJ),J=JRS,JHf) 
~RITECMF)CXFLCJ),J=JRS,JRf) 

243 CUNIINUl 

W~ITECMf) fRELIN 
wtlI TECMf >TRELOT 
~HITECMf )UVMAX 
h~ITECMf )JTSOL, NfL 
00 224 1=1,5 
J1=' I-I ""0+1 
J2=1*60 
wRrTEC M ~)COTCJ),J=Jl,J2) 

22~ LUNTINlJ£ 
IfCHELA.EW.O)~O TO 363 
IMA=IFIXCfLUAT(NELA)/fLUATCLREC)tO.99999999) 
Jtf=NELA 
(J U L?5 1=I>IMA 
JRS=CI-I)*L~rC+I 
JRf=I*LH[C 
IFCl.EQ.IMA)JHf=JfF 
hRITEC ~ F)(A (J ),J=J R5 ,JR t ) 

22::0 LUN f Ir~ u£ 
363 tUNTINuE 

WUlfE(M } )(FC1,J),J=1,NLJ 
WHITE( MF )C F L?J ) . J=l, NL) 
Ifc~rL A N.l Q . O J bU Tu 36Q 
1 M A = I FIX C t L LJ A T C N E L A II ) I f til A i \ l f\:: L ) + 0 • 9" 9 .. <; 9 CJ '} ) 
J r f::NlLAN 

[: u '-27 l=ld MA 
J~ 5=(I-l)·LHEC+1 
J~F::{ *LKEC 
If U.EUolMA) .)Rf:::JFf 
~~ITECMf)CANS(J),J=JR5,J~f) 

227 CO~JTINUt: 
36Q (,UNfINUl 

WHITECMf)C(lMINC1,1,J),I-l,lS),J=I,4) 
WkI I ECMf )t(lt41 r; (2,I,JI,{=I, 15),J=I,~) 
DU '-39 J=1,40 
hRI1ECMf)(OUS(I,J),1=1,59) 

239 CUNTINul 
hHIT[CMf)(TREOCJ),J=I,60) 
hkITE(MF)(THED'J),J=61,120) 
~RITrCMf)CTkEO(J),J=121'160) 
UO 261 1-1,7 
/)U 261 J=I,5 
Jl=LJ-l,*60+1 
J2=J*60 
WRITECMf)(TRAJ(I,K),K=Jl,J2) 

261 CONTINuE 
WkI r[(l~f )XfIOR 
IMAalfIXC2~000.0/fLUAT(LREC)tO.999999) 
JFf=24000 
/)0 0323 lal,IMA 
JRSo:CI-l)*LHEC+l 
Jkf=I*LHEC 
IfCl.E~.IMA)JRf=Jff 
WkITE(Mf)'S'J),J=J~S,JRf) 

323 CUNTItwt.. 
RlWlNO Mf 
IENU=1 
WRITE(Mf )IENO 
WRITE'NuuT,924) 

92Q fURMATCIHt,9X,"XXXXXX",22X,"XX") 
RlTuRN 

302 CONIINUE 
C------ON CUMPLETlON Of HUN EXECUTION SET fLAG IN INTERMEDIATE DATA FILE 

ICONTRULaO 
~l f=ISPAR(tl) 
RUUND Mf 
IENu=l 
WHI fE( Mf )IE IoIO 
hRr IE(Mf)ICUNTRUL 
kt:.TuRN 

303 CUNIINUE 
C------UN INITIALlSIN~ A NEn RUN t:.xECUTION' SET fLAG I N OU T~UT fILE(49) 

ICONTROL=1 
U=lSPAR(9) 
RlWINO Lf 
NHEt=1 
hHIlE (U )NRlC 
H[TIJRN 

J04 {,UNfIN Ut. 
C - - - - - - ~ T u R E CO N C t:. N T kA T I U N ul S T H I tl lJ TI U N S U L UTI aNI tj U u T P U 1 f I L [( 4 II ) ( S l l 
c- - ~[ CTln N u. (2» 

U =l SPA ~(91 
Pt:.wHw Lf 
t- t:.AU ( l.F INk 

C- - --- - THt. F U L LuwI N ~ M E S~AGE I S bLAN~Lu OuT If WRITE ~U C Ct:.SSFULL Y 
c- - LOM P L E TE ~ ••• 
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uq IE( NUU I , I ~ 1 l 
191 fUR MAICIHO." lNNUR - TM ANS tlH lU FILE LF IWCUMPLlT l "l 

NSKIP= riN -l 
IfChSKI~.LE.O)b U TU III 
[;U 312 K:l.I'SKl~ 
RlAUCLF)FILA 

312 CUN r INUt: 
311 tUNlINUl 

~RII[CLf)NHAN~'NUUT'XGA'XGB'XGW'YGA'YGB,YGW'XGMI,YGM1'DX~,DY~, 
$~MX'DMY'NMY'NMX'MUL'HANS'IT'NTIME,TIME(IT) 

I MAli I fIX (f LUA T (NELAN) If LOA T< L RE-C) +0.99999999) 
Jff=NELAN 
00 171 l-lliMA 
JHSa(l-l)*LNEC+l 
JRf:OI*lWEC 
If(1.EQ.IMA)JHf=Jff 
NR=NR+l 
WHITE(lf)(ANS(J),J-JRS,JRf) 

171 CUNTINuE 
NREC=NR+l 
REWIND If 
WRIl E(Lf )NREC 
WtnTE(NOUT.192) 

192 FORMAT(IH+."XXXXXX",22X,"XX") 
RETURN 

305 CUNTINul 
C------STURE POINT-DOSAGE SOLUTION IN OUTPUT fILE(49) (SEE SECTION 
C- - G.(ll) 
C------THl fOLLUWING MESSAGE IS BLANKEO OUT If WRITE SUCClSSFULLY 
C- - ~OM~LETES ••• 

WR IfE (NOU T. 267) 
267 fURMAT(IHO."ERROR- [RANSflW TO FILE Lf INCOMPLETE") 

Lf=ISPAR(9) 
REWINO Lf 
WRITE(lf)HUL 
~HITE(Lf) [DOS 
WKI [E(lf ))lDOS 
WHI TE(lf )YOOS 
Du 266 J=1.40 
WRIIE(Lf)(DOSCI,J),1=1,59) 

26tl CUNTINUl 
wRITE(NUUT,270) 

270 fURMAT(lH+,"XXXXX",22X,"XX") 
RLTURN 
END 

--------------------------------------------------------------.. ---.--.-

c 

SUBKOUTINl MAINCITuT,JTUT,NTOAT,NX,NZ,NMX,NMY,NMZ,N HANS,UB,VB , 
$ST Au.PARA r1 ,Lu'U'RAb'GW'UIR,TC,SLC'VARY'AVY'~N,~'PL'AVYL ,V ARYL, 
~XFL'XF.NFILT,HIMA,TUAT'HANS'A, F 'ANS'~IN'AVYI N,VARYIN 'xfIN,PT, 
~AVY1'XF~,XFN,VANYT,OEP) 

C------THIS SUBKOUTINl PENfURMS ALL AUMINISTRATIVE 0~l~AT1 0N~ EXCL~T 
C- - tON IHl LAGHANGIAN ~ut. ~ O LU 1 IUN ••••• 

c 
CIHlN SIU N U~CIT U T, J IUT ' N TUAT) 'V~(ITuT,JTuT.~TUAI) 
D I M~NSlu N SlA b(I 1UT'JTU 1 ,~TUAI),pARAMCrTUT,JTOI'NTOAT) 
DIMlNSIUN ZU(IrUT,JrO[)'U(ITOT,JTOT)'~OSUXC20)'NA~C1TOT'~;~~' 
DIMlNSIUN PUSURX(2U),PUTILXC20)'PUSURyC20)'~OTILyC20) 
DIMlNSIUN ATJC1,1).uW(NTOATl,OI"(NTOAT),TCCNTUAT),SLC(NTDAT) 
UIMLNSluN VARYCNX.NL),AVYCNX,Nll,PUSUZC20),XfIN(NX) 
UIMlNSION P~(l'NX,NZl.~(NX'NZ),PL(NX.NZ) 
DIMlNSION AVYL(NX,~l),VARYL(NX,NZ),XfL(NX) 
OIMLNSIUN Xf(NX),NFILTCNTOAT),HIMA(NTuATJ 
OIMlNSION TUATCNTOAT),HANSCNHANS),A(NMX,NMY,NMZ) 
DIMENSIUN f'2,NZ),ANS(NMX.NMY,NHANS) 
DIM~NSION PTCNX,NZ)'AVYT(NX.NZ),XfPCNX,Nll 
UIMlNSION XfN(NX),VARYT(WX'NZ),~IN(NX'NZ) 
DIMENSIUN AVYIN(NX,NZ),VARY1NCNX.NIl,OEPCNX) 
CUMMON/ELAP/KLAPSM,KLAS1,KTEXP 
COMMON/UO~A/00SC59,40),TUUS(60)'XUOS(40)'YOUS(40)'NTDOS'N~DUS,ZOOS 
COMMON/UO~~/QSTR(30),TSTRC30)'NSTR'XPL,YPL,TRTEM 
CUMMON/OO~C/XVANL,YVANL'TACTL,UlL,ZPBL'TRAJC7.300l.NLP.OTOS 
CUMMON/OOSD/XPLLT,YPLLT,TLLT.DX~,OYB.QTRLT,QTR'XVLLT,YVLLT,XRLLT, 

~YRL~T,XRL,YRL,PUEP;TOLF,TOES,WS,PREM 
COMMON/~PEC/SPAR(30) 
CUMMON/STUR1/IEND.ICONTROL,NOUT, 
$~UJ,JHALf'NSDT'ITJEK.NTIME'K,IP1,lP2'JPl.JP2. 
SIG,JG,KUR,NPRlS,IS,IFLAu,ITS,ITP.MfLAG,IT.KA.ISET,MI,NST,NITP, 
~IPRUC.J~'NPUffS'JCH'NPUfPl'NP'NSUSEO'NTSOL'N~INT.IN.JST.NTJX, 
$NTJ',IA'IOR'NT[MP,JA'KK'DELTA,OELTB.DELTC'~lLTU'fREXT.OT1, 
S 
~OTMIN,OMZ'SLCON'XGA'XGB'XGW'YGA,YGB,YGW'~BfR'UZATSV'ZPBS,TR EL ,Xu, 
$YG.TIM,UXY,VxY,XP,YP,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,OP,VEL.TTRAV.EZ.ZM,US,VS, 
$UVS,TOIfF, TIO,Ol,02,D3'04,TREM,TRIN,TRUT.TPERIOO.DLLTE,TENu, 
$DXArSV,lJ,PERIOD,TSTART,PNT'OTPUFf,XMAPI.XMAP2,YMAP1,YMAP2,OMX, 
~DMY,XTJIN,YTJIN'XTJOT,YTJOT' SUM,SIGMAI,XS,Ys,ZPB,OXSVlX. 
$SIGMA2,POX,PoZ,PORX'PORY,PUTX,PUTY,SIG1,SIG2,XOR,YOR,XOT,YOT,SG1, 
SSG2,OZIN,LPBIN,TR.DTSTN,HANSAV,QEff,OIST.OTJX,OTJOR,XGP,YGP.OISUR. 
$DGP'XEf'S~'fRI'ZB,THT,ZOlV,fRK,PA'PB.PEff'XB'YB.SX.SY.GI.C2,Cl, 
$G2.YCUT'X~Ur,UOR,OOT,TUNU,AHM,VAL1,XPf,YijUT,PDXL,POIL.PORXL,PORYL. 
$POTXL,POTYL,SIulL,SIG2L, OSOT,SOTI,NTREU,TSuOS, TRAUO, 
$NSUM,XRERL,YRERL.Mf'NIN 
CUMMON/~TUR2/XuS,YGS,ZS 
CUMMON/STOR3/MUL,G~V,OIRN,TCON,XGM1,XGM2,YGM1,YuM2 

CUMMON/~TUR4/TRELINC15'4),TRELOTC15,4l 
COMMON/STUR~/TIME(15)'UVMAX(15) 

CUMMON/STURC/JTSOL(5),NFL(]);OTC300) 
CUMMON /~TUR9/EMINC2'15,4),T N[ O(160) 
C UM MON /IS~EC/IS ~AR CI5) 

~*TIML-YA"IANT Ul~PENSION - M.MULhOlLAND 
I'dN;.ISPAR( 1£) 
NUU -l=ISt'At«13) 
~EL~=NX*Nl 
NlLMN= NM X*NMY*NHANS 
Nl LA= Nr-r X* NMY *NHL 
lr~ou=O 

C------fINO WHETHlN NlEO TU CUNllN UE rllTH A PNlVIUUS hUN lXECUTIUN •• 
tALL STURE(IMOU.IJUB'~N'P,PL,AVYL'VA~YL'XfL'XF'NFILT'HIMA,TOAT, 

ihAN~,A.F,AN~, I[ OT,JTOT'NTUAT'NX 'NZ'NMX. N MY'NMl'NHANS,NE L P,NEL~ N' 
.. iIIlLII) 

C~ - --- - lNruT bA~IC UNALTlNEU UAIA ••• 
tAL L INPuTCNIUAT,ITUT'JTUT ,UELTA ,UlLTB ,OELTC,UELTO,F RlXT, 
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SDT1,DTMIN,NMX,NMY,NMZ,DMZ,SLCDN'NOJ,JHALf, 
SNSOT,ITJEK,NHANS,XGA,XGB,XGW,YGA,YGB,YGW,NfILT,HIMA,TDAT,TIME, 
SNTIME,ZO,O'~W'DIR,TC,SLC'HANS'NX,NZ, 
SRAB,UB,VB,STAB'PARAM,NIN,NOUT) 

If(IJOB'NE.333)GO TO 242 
IMOOa3 

'C------IN EVENT Of NEW RUN EXECUTION' INITIALISE OUTPUT fILE(49)'" 
CALL STORE(IMOO,IJ08,PR,P,PL,AVYL,VARYL,XFL,Xf'NfILT,HIMA,TOAT, 

SHAN~,A,f,ANS,ITOT,JTOT'NTOAT'NX'NZ'NMX'NMY'NMZ'NHANS,NELP,NELAN, 
SNELA) 

c- ASSIGN PARAMETERS ------------•• ______ , ____________ ._. ______ .-______ ~ C---------.--._-________________________ ~-_----.-- ____ __________ -______ , 
F-tifKaSI'AR(l) 
OZATSVa2.0 
ZPBSaPBfR*DZATSV 
ICiaIPl 
JGaJPl 
KORaIfIX«ZS-ZPBS)/OZATSV+2.5) 

C*OOSAGE APPROX. 'RELEASE-TIME INTERVAL SIZE,DTOS 
OTOS-SPAR(2) 

C*AVERAGE SOLUTION HEIGHT •••• 
C------THIS GIVES THE HEIGHT AT WHICH THE CENTROIO IS fOLLOWEO •• 

HANSAVaO.5*ZS 
IfeNHANs.EQ.O)GO TO 62 
SUMaO.O 
DO 61 Kal,NHANS 

61 SUMaSUM+HANSCK) 
C------fOR CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTIONS •• 

HANSAVaSuM/fLOATCNHANS) 
62 CONTINUE 

IfCNTDOS.EQ.O)GO TO 124 
C------fOR POINT-DOSAGE SOLUTIUNS ••• 

HANSAVaZoOS 

C-DOSAGE OPTION-DETERMINE RELEASE-TIME ~ANGE-----------.-------------.--C-----·-----------.---____ . ___ . ___ ... _~-.-_----.---___ _________ .-__ . ___ . 
C*ASSUME WaO OUTSIOE SPECIfIED TIME RANGE •••• 

NTIME a l . 
TIMEC 1 )aTOOSC 1) 
GO TO 124 

125 CONTINUE 
C------TRELIN WILL BE THE EARLIEST RELEASE TIME TO AffECT THE REGION Of 
C- - INTEREST AT TIME TOOSel) •• 

If(TRELINC1,1).EQ.-30.0)TRELIN(I,1}aiSTRC1) 
IfCTRELINC1,1).GT.500000.0)TRELIN(I,l)aTRELIN(I,I)-50C000.0 
IfCTRELINC1,1).GE.TSTR(I»GO TO 126 
DO 127 Ja1,NSTR 
If(QSTReJ).GT.O.O)GU TO 128 

127 CONTINUE 
ERRORaSQRTC-l.0) 

128 IfCJ.LT.2)Ja2 
[)1z:1 STtHJ-l) 
GO TO 129 

126 , OlaTRELINel'l) 
,129 CONTINUE 

D2 a TDOSeNTOOS) 
DO 351 Jal,NSTR 

351 IfCTSTRCJ).GT.02)GO TO 359 
J-NSTR+l 

352 JaJ-l 
359 IfCQSTReJ).LE.O.O)GO TO 352 

IfCJ.EQ'NSTR)JaNSTR-l 
IfCU2.ijT.TSTReJ+l»02a TSTReJ+l) 

C------NUMBER Of RELEASE INTERVALS •• 
NTRLO~lflX(e02-01)/OTOS+l.0) 

C------ACTUAL INTERVAL BETWEEN SOLVEO PUff RELEASE-TIMES ••• 
OTOSaC02-Ul)/fLOATCNTREO) 
TREuCl)-OI 

C------TOTAL NUMBER Of SOLVED PUff RELEASE-TIMES ••• 
NTRI:.O~NTREO+l 
00 353 Ja2,NTREO 

C---D--R~LEAS~-TIME SEQUENCE ••• 
TREDCJ)aTREOC1)+(J-l)*OTOS 

353 CUNTINUE 
NSU!)EOa300 
DO 356 Jal,NPDOS 
DO 356 I-l,NToOS 
DOS( 1,J)aO.0 

356 CONTINUE 
IPROC-O 
NPUHS:oNTREO-l 
NPUfPl aNTkED 
ITal 
JPal 
o4a3.0 
TIME< 1 )ao.9E+20 
XHAl'laXGM1*oXB 
XMAt'2 a XGM2*OXB 
YHAPl a YGMl*DYB 
YHAP2 a YGH2*uYB 

C------SET MARGIN AROUND REGION-Of-INTEREST fOR TERMINATION Of DOSAGE 
C- - TRACKING. 

DlaXMAP1-~PARCI7) 
02aXMAP2+SPAR(17) 
D3 a YMAPI-SPAR(17) 
D4sYMAP2+SPARCI7) 

C------ESTIMATE TRAVEL-TIME fOR fIRST RELEASE ••• 
SUM-O.O 
XPaXGS*DXB I 
YP.YGS*UYB 

C------INITIALISE TRACKING HEIGHT ••• 
ZEZaZS 
00 357 Ja1,20000 
TACTaTREO(I)+CJ-l)*~ELTD+0.5*DELTD 
TRAuoaJ*DELTD I 
IfCTACT.GT.TOATCNTDAT»GO TO 358 

C------EXTRACT VELOCITY P~RAMETERS ••• 
CALL VELOeXP,YP,TACT,UXY,VXY,VEL,UB,VB,ToAT,NTDAT,OXB,OYB,ITOT, 

SJTOT) ! 
C------EXTRACT STABILIty / PARAMETERS •• 

CALL PROPsrTACT,XP,YP,STAB,PARAM,ZO.o,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,DP,OXB,OY8, 
SToAl,NTUAT,ITOT,JTOT,RAB,RABP) 

C------FINO DIffUSIVITY AT HEIGHT ZEZ ••• 
CALL FuNCTCXP,YP,"ACT,STABP'PARAMP,OELTD,ZOP,DP,VEL,Xf,O.O'f.NX' 

S2'Tr<ADO,zEZ) 
P afC2,2) 
SUMaSUM+EZ 
EZ=!)UM/fLOA1CJ) 

C------SUtiROUTINE uEff PROVIDES EffECTIVE VELOCITY Of CENTROID AND 
c- - ALTERS THE TRACKING HEIGHT,ZEZ ••• 

CALL UEffeTRAOO,ZS,EZ,WS,HANSAV,PBfR'UXY,VXY,STABP,PARAMP,Zop, 
SDP,US,VS,UVS,DELTD.lEZ) - ' 
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XP-XP+US*OELTU 
YP-YP+VS*DELTD 

·C------IS THE CENTROID BEYOND THE MARGIN YET ••• 
If(eXp.LT.D1).OR.(XP,GT,D2)'DR.(YP.LT.03).OR.CYP.GT.D4»GO TO 358 

357 CONTINUE 
EHRUR-SWRTC-l.D) 

358 TTRAV-TRAUO 
GO TO 355 

C- IDENTIfY RlLEVANT LOCI RELEASE BOUNDS --------- ______________ - ______ _ C---_·_-.-.---____________ .. _. ________________________ __ . _______ -_.~_- __ 
124 CONTINUE 

CALL LDCUS(NTIME,NTDAT,OELTA'NSTR,XGS,YGS,lfLAG,DELTB,ITOT, . 
SJToT,DXB,DYB,NX,ZS,ZM,DXATSV,OZATSV,ZPBS,XGM1,XGM2,YGMl,YGM2,MfLAG 
S,DELTC,OELTD,NZ,ZJ,ToAT,TSTR,QSTR,UB,VB,STAS,PARAM,ZD,D,TIME,TRELI 
SN,TRELOT,UVMAX.EMIN'NOUT,KOR.NTDOS,WS,HANSAV,PBfR,f,Xf.RAB) 

If(NTDOS.NE.O)GO TO 125 

C- COHPUTE REQUIRED CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTIONS -- ______________ - ______ _ C---··----------------_________ . __ ._. ___________________________ -__ . ___ . 
C------CIT-l fOR D~SA~E SOLUTIONS'BUT LOOP IS ENTEREO AT STATEMENT 355) 

DO 67 IT-l.NTIME 

C+ SET SOLUTION SPACES TO ZERO fOR TIME IT +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C------TRlLIN LESS THAN ZERO IHPLIES NO CONTRIBUTING LOCUS ••• 

IfCCTRELINCIT,I),LT,0).ANO.CTRELIN(IT.2).LT.O),AND,CTRELINCIT,3).L 
ST.o).AND.eTRELINCIT'4),LT.O»GO TO 67 

If(NHX*NMY*NMZ.EQ.O)GO TO 86 
DO 85 K-l,NMl 
DO 85 J-l,NHY 
DO liS I a l,NMX 
A<I,J,K)-O.D 

85 CONTINUE 
86 If(NHANS.EQ.O)GO TO 169 

DO 166 K-1,NHANS 
DO 168 J-1.NHY 
DO 168 I.1,NMX 
ANSC I,J.K)=O.O 

168 CONTINUE 
169 CONTINUE 

DO 133 K-l,20 
DO 133 1=1.50 
If(ITJEK.NE.1)GO TO 133 
AT JC 11K >aO.O 

133 CUNTINUE 
IPROCaO 

C+ EX~AND SOLUTION LUCUS TO ALLOW fOR EXTERNAL CONTRIBUTIONS,AND++++++++ 
C+ UETERMINE NO. Of PUffS AND SOLUTION SPACE STEP-SI ZES.++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

, DO 66 JP .. 1,3 
IfCTRELIN(IT,JP).LT.O.o)GU TO 68 
XP=XGS*DXB 
YP.YGS*DY~ 
PERIoD=SPAR(3)/UVMAXCIT) 

C------SOOOOo WAS ADDED TO ENTRY OR EXIT TIMES IN "LOCUS" AS SIGNAL 

C- - THAT BOUNDS ARE DETERMINED BY RELEASE PERIOD ••• 
If(TRELINCIT,JP).LT.500000.0lGo TO 341 
TRINaTRELINCIT.JPl-500000.0 
GO TO 342 

341 CON1INUE 
TRIN=TRELINeIT,JPl-PERIUD 

C*USE SOURCE STARTING TIME HERE •••••••••••••• 
TSTART-ToAT( 1) 
IfCTRIN.LT.TsTART)TRINaTSTART 
IfeTRIN.LT.TSTR(1»TRINaTSTkC1) 

342 CONTINUE 
IfeTRELOT(IT.JP).LT.500000.0lGO TO 343 
TRoTaTRlLOTCIT.JP)-500000.0 
GO TO 344 

343 CONTINUE: 
TRoT-TRELUTeIT.JPl+PERIoo 

C*USE SOURCE END-TIME HERE ••••• 
TENU-TOATCNTDAT) 
IfCTROT.GT.TENolTROTaTENo 
IfCTRoT.GT.TIME(IT»TRoT=TIME(IT) 
IfCTROT.GT.TsTRCNSTR»TRoT-TSTRCNSTRl 

344 CONTINuE 
PNT-UVMAxCIT)/SPARC4) 
NPUffS=IflxePNT*(TROT-TRIN)+2.1l 

C*AUJUsT HERE AS NECESSARY 
I-If IX(SPAR(5» 
If(NPUffs.GT.IlNPuffs-I 
oTPUff-CTROT-TRIN)/fLOATCNPUffS) 

C*STEPSIlES IN REGION Of INTEREST 
C------ AND ~OUNoS Of REGION Of INTEREST IN LENGTH UNITS ••• 

XMAn Il XGM1*DXIl 
XMAP2-XGM2*DXB 
YMAPI-YGM1*DYB 
YMAP2z:YllM2*UYB 
oMX=(XMAP2-XHAPll/fLOAT(NMX) 
IfCCNHANS.NE.O).AND.CNMY.GT.75llNMY a 75 
oMy-eYMAP2-YMAP1)/fLOAT(NMY) 
DMl"DMZ 
IfelTJEK.NE.1l110 TO 155 

C+ DETERMINE LIMITS fOR CHECK-SYSTEM PLANE +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C------THIS IS A DIAGNOSTIC 2-oIM[NSIONAL SOLUTION WITH LAGRANGIAN 
C- - SOLuTIUNS RESOLVED INTO A VERTICAL PLANE (NOT INVOLVED IN 
C- - CONCN. DISTRIBUTION OR DOSAGl SoLUTIoNSl ••• 

JCH=-1 
154 CONfINUE 

TREL=TRIN 
IfC~CH.GT.O)TREL=THOT 

XG=XGS 
YG=YGS 
TPEkJOO=TIME(IT)-TRlL 
If(TPERIou.LT.UELTo)GO TO 15? 
NSTaIfIX(TPERIOO/OELTo+l.0) 
OEL1E=TPERIOD/fLoATCNST-ll 
NITPaNST-1 
DO 153 ITP a l.NITP 
TIM-TREL+CITP-1)*oELTE 
XPZ:XG*OXB 
YP=YG*oYB 
CALL VELOeXP,YP,TIM,UXY,VXY,lJVS,UIl.VB.TDAT.NToAT.OXB.oYB.IToT.JTOT 

~l 
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CALL PROPSC1IM.XP.YP.STAB.PARAM.ZO.D.STABP.PARAMP.ZOP.DP.OXB.DYB.T 
$DAi.NTUAT.IToT.JTOT'RAB.RAB~) 

CALL SPEEUCUXY.VXY,STABP.PA~AMP.ZOP.OP.ZJ'DZATSV.DXATSVI.US'VS.UVS. 
$ZPBS) 

XG-XG+US*UELTE/UXB 
YGaYG+VS*OELTE/OYB 

153 CONTINUE 
152 CONTINUE 

IfCJCH.GT.O)GO TO 156 
XTJINaXu.OXB 
YTJINaYG*UYB 
JCH"+1 
GO TO 154 

156 XTJUT-XIi*DXB 
YTJUTaYIi*OYI:I 

155 CUNTINUE 

C+ SOLVE ~OR EACH PUff +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

NPUfPl a NPUffS+l 
355 CONTINUE 

00 69 NPal,NPUfPl 
C------RELEASE-TIME fOR OOSAGE PUfrs ••• 

IfCNTDOS.NE.O)TREL-TREOCNP) 
IFCNTOOS.NE.O)TTRAV-TRAOO 
If(NTOOS.NE.O)GO TO 371 

C------RELEASE-TIME FOR CONCN. DISTRIBUTION PUFfS ••• 
TREL=TPIN+CNP-l)*DTPUfF 

C------TRAVEL-TIME fOR CONCN. OI~TRIBUTION PUFfS ••• 
TTRAV~TIMECIT)-TREL 

C+SET TIME-STEP SlRATEGY fOR EACH PUfF++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C------THESE ARE REAL-TIME STEPS ALONG THE TRAJECTORY ••• 

IrCNP.NE,NPUfPl)GO TO 371 
C------LAST PUfF •• 

TTRAV a20.0 
OT(1)"20.0 
NSU:'ED-l 
TREL~TIMECIT)-20.0 
GO TO 372 

371 CONTINUE , 
C------CALCULATE STEP-SIZE SEQUENCE ••• 

SUM-0.S*SPAR(24) 
DO 71 K"I.SO 
SUM=SUM+S*K*SPAR(24) 
IF(TTRAV.LE.SUM)GO TO 72 

71 CONTINUE 
ERROR~S(,jRTC-l.0) 

72 O't>,S.S 
J a 6 
IrCK.EQ.I)GU TO 73 
DO 77 I=I.S 
SUM-SUM-K*SPAR(24) 
IFCSUM.LE.T1RAV)GO To 76 

77 CONTINUE 
ERROR=SQRT(-1.0) 

78 Dl-FI.OATCIFIXCCSUM-SPAR(24)/2.0+0.001)/SPAR(24»)+O.S 
JaK*S+l-r 

73 CONTINuE 
C------RECAlCUlATEO NEAREST BASIC ~TE~SIZE(OT{2» FOR CONCENTRATIuN 

C- - DISTRII:IUTrON SOLUTIONS ••• 
[}4=TTRAV/Ul 
IfCNTOOS.EQ.O)NSUSEOaJ 
OT(1)=0.r;*D4 
DO 79 KIII.SO 

C------ONLY INC~EASE STEPSIZE ONCE EVERY rIVE STEPS ••• 
00 79 J"I'S 
I=CK-l)*S+J+1 
DTU )=K*04 

79 CONTINUE 
372 CUNT INUE 

C+ SET PARAMETFRS. AND SPATIAL STEPS AND GRID-SIZE FOR PufF ++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

NTSOL c l 
JTSOL(1).NSUSEO 

C------SOURCE PUSITION(X.y) IN LENGTH UNITS ••• 
XS=XGS*OXB 
YS~YGS*DYB 

C*THE~E MUST APPLY fOR WHOLE PLUME ••••••••••• 
C*MINIMUM VALUE OF EX. EXSMINcD2 

02-LMIN(1.IT.JP) 
C*MINIMUM VALUE Of EZ, ELSMIN=03 

D3"EMIN{~.IT,JP) 
C*OPTIMAL SPATIAL STEPSIZES ••• 

DXATSV=~Q~TC02·DT(2)/SPARC13» 
DZATSV-SQkTC03*DT(2)/SPAR{13» 

C------VE~TICAL GRID-POINTs IN LAuRANGIAN fRAME ••• 
NZ=IfIXCS~A~(6» 
03=(NZ*DlATSV+ZPB)/2.0 
Dl~SPAR(14)/2.0 
PDZ-OZATSV 
POX"OXATsV 
IFC03.LT.Ul)DZATSV~SPAR{14)/rLOATCNZ-l) 
0)aCNZ*UZATSV+ZPBl/SPARC1S) 

C------AOJuST vERTICAL STEpSIZE TO MEET MINIMUM fRAME HEIGHT CRITERIA ••• 
If(U3.LT.ZS)OZATSV"SPARC1S)*ZS/fLOATCNZ-l) 
ZPB=PBfR*UZATSV 
IFCUXATSV.LT.OZATSV)OXATSV=OZATSV 

C********** ••••••• INSTEAU WILL ALLOW TO CONTINUE AND RESET OX.DZ IN PUf · 
IPRUC:l 

C------HORIZONTAL GRIu-pOINTS IN LAGRANGIAN rRAME ••• 
NX~IFIX{SPAR(7» 

C------EXTREME HO~IZONTAL STEPSIZL ••• 
DXSVEX=SPAR(8)*DXATSV 
If(OXSVEX.LT.OXATSV)OXSVEX=UXATSV 

C------BASIC IN~OHMATION fOR PUFf SOLUTION ••• 
WRIT[(NOUT,921)NP.NPUFFs.IT.TIMECIT).JP.TREL.TTRAV.U4.NSUSEO.NX' 
$NZ,~OX.POL.OXATSV.ULATSV 

921 FORMATC"ONO.".I3." RELEASE COf".I3.") FOR TIME",I2." CTII",fa.l. 
$").LOCU~ NO.",I2.". RELEASE TK".f8.1.".EXPECTED TRAVEL T=" .Fe.l. 
$",WITH INITIAL UT=".f7.2.1.10X."EXPECTEO TRAJ.STEPS-",12./.10X. 
$"SOLUTIUN fRAME SIZE-NX-",I3.". NZ=".I3.", MINIMUM POSSIBLE (DX,OZ 
$)=C".f5.~.".".FS.2.") AND MINIMUM ALLUWEO CDX.DLl=C".fS.2.",". 
$rS.2.")") 

IMOu-l 
C------STuRE INTERMEDIATE DATA If REQUIRED ••• 

CALL STORECIMOO,IJOI:I.PR.P.PL.AVYL.VARYL.XfL,Xr.NFILT.HIMA.TOAT. 
$HAN~.A.f,ANS,ITOT.JTOT'NTOAT'NX.NZ'NMX.NMY.NMZ.NHANS.NELP.NELAN. 
$~ELA) 
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242 CONTINUE 

C+ CALL PUff SOLUTION ++++++++++++++++++++++++++t+++++t++ttt++tttttttt++ 
Ctt++tt++t+tt+t++tt+t+ttttt++++++t++++++++++++t++t++++t++++t+++++++++t++ 
C------SOLVE fOR LAGRANGIAN PUff UNDER THE sPECIfIED CONDITIONS." 

. CALL PUffCTREL,JTSOL,NTSOL,DT,UZATSV,DXATSV,NX,NZ,DXB,DYB,UB 
$'VB'STA~'~AkAM'Z~,U'TDAT'PR'NSOT'XS'YS'ZS'NTDAT'POSDX,POSDZ,POSURX 
$,POSORY,PUTILX,POTILY,Xf,DXSVEX,DEP, ZPB,NOUT,TDES,TDEf 
$,PDLP,WS,lTOT,JTOT,VARY,AVY'NTDOS,XMAP1,XMAP2,YMAP1,YMAP2,TRADO, 
SNP'NSUM'XRER.YRER.HANSAVrPREM'RAB,PT.AVYT.XfP.X~N.VARYT.f.P) 

c----·_·------____________________ ._. __________ ._ .. _____________ -__ .. __ _ C-------------__________________________________________________ -______ _ 
IfCNTDOS.NE.O)GU TO 69 
DU 74 K"l.NZ 
DU 74 I"l.NX 

74 PCI,K)=PRel,r,K) 

C------fINAL PUFf POSITIUN AND STEPSIZE DATA ••• 
POX-POSOXel) 
POZaPOSOZel) 
PORXaPOSOt{X(1) 
PORhPOSORY< I) 
POTX-POTILX(1) 
POThPOT IL Y< 1) 
SIGI-SI(HoIAl 
S I.G2-S I GMA2 
IfC NP.EQ.l)GO TO 75 

C+REfER purfS TO ANSWER GRIllS+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++tt++++++++++ 
C++++t++t++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ t +++++++++++++++++t+++++++ 

C------ACCUMULATE PUFf SOLUTIONS IN RESULT GRID FOR CONCENTRATION OISTR. 
C- - SOLUTIONS ••• 

CALL R£rERCNX'NZ.XfL.Xf'AVYL'VARY~'AVY'VARY'PL'P'POXL'POZL'P 
SOX,PDZ,PORXL.PORX,PORYL,PDRY,POTXL,POTYL,PDTX.POTY,XRERL,XRER,YRER 
SL'YRER,ZPBL'ZPB'TREL.DTPUrr'NSTR,T$TR,QSTR~ITJEK'NHANS,NMX,NMY,NMZ 
S,XMAP1,YMAPl.DMX.DMy.HANS,ANS.NPINT,A.OlJX,NTJX,ATJ,XTJIN,XTJOT, 
SYTJIN.YTJOT.DSDT.NOUT,PIN,AVYIN,VARYIN.XFIN) 

75 CON1INUE 

C+ RESET PARAMETERS fOR NEXT INTERPOLATED SEQUENCE +++++++++++++++++++++ 
Ct++++ttt+++++++++++++++++++ t ++ t ++++++++++++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

00 76 I-l,NX 
XFU I)-XFlI> 
00 76 K-l,NZ 
AVYLCI,K)ZAVVCI,K) 
VARVLCI,K):VARYCI,K) 

76 PLCl.K)=PCI,K) 
POXL.,PDX 
PDZL=PDl 

C------STORE LAST POSITIONS AND STEPSIZES ••• 
, PORXL=PURX 
PORn-PORY 
POTXL=PUTX 
POTn-POlY 
SIGIL-SIGI 
SIG2Lo:SIG2 

XREkL=XHEf< 
YREKI"Yt{ER 
Zt'BL=Zt'~ 

69 CONTINUE 
IFCNTOOS.NE.O)GO TU 263 

66 CONTINUE 
IfCIPROC.EQ.O)GO TO 67 
IfCITJEK.EQ.l)GO TO 141 

C+ PRI NT UIIT LEVELS OR VOLUMES OPTIONS +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ttttt+++ttttt+t++ 

WRITECNOUT,110)TIMECJT),XMAP1,xMAP2,VMAPl.YMAP2,DMX,OMY,OMZ 
110 FORMATC//////,lHO,5HTIME=,F7.0,3X.23HY-Z SECTIONS IN CXMAP1=,F7.0, 

$6HXMAP2=,f7.0,6HYMAPl=.f7.0'6HYMAP2=,f7.0,11H) WITH OMX=,f6.1,6H 
SUMY=,f6.1,6H OMZ=,f6.1) 

IFCNHANS.EQ.O)GO TO Ib6 
C------SUBRouTINE MAP WILL sTORl CAS OUTPUT) AND PRINT OUT CONeN. 
C- - OISTKJ~UTION SOLUTIUNS ••• 

CALL MAPCNHANS,NOUT,HANS,XGA.XGB,XGW.YGA,YGB,YGW,XGM1,VGMl,0 
$XB.UYB,UMX,UMY,NMY,NMX,ANS,MIlL.IT,NTIME.TIMlCIT).PR,P,PL,AVYL. 
SVARYL.XFL,XF,NFILT,HIMA,TOAT,A,r,ITOT,JTOT,NTOAT,NX.NZ,NMZ) 

GU TO 67 
166 CONTINUl 

00 91 ICI,NMX 
WRJTECNOIlIIl06)I 

106 fORMATC//,lX,2HI=.I3,/) 
DO 91 KK,.l,NMZ 
K=NMZ-KK+l 
WRITECNOUT,114)CACI,J.K),J s l.NMY) 

114 fORMATClX,20f6.2) 
91 CONTINU E 

GO Tn 67 

C+PRINT OUT ~OSAGE OPTION +t+t++++ttttttttttt++++++ttttt+++t+t++++++t++t 
C+tt+t++ttt+ttt?tt++t+t+?+ttt++tt+++ttt+tt+t+t++ttt++tt+tttt+ttttttttt++ 

263 CON ') INUE 
WRJTECNOUT,264)MUL 

264 fORMATCIH1."00SAGES AT SELECTED POINTs- DATA sET NO.",15/) 
KK"NTDOS-l 
00 265 J=l,NPDOS 
OU 265 l-l,KK 
WRITECNOUT,266)J,XO OSCJ).VD USCJ),I,TOOSCI),TOOSCI+1),DOSCI,J) 

265 CONTINUE 
266 fORMATC1 X '''~nSITIO N'' .13," ,".F7.3,",",F7.3.") FOR TIME-INTE RVAL", 

SI3," C",F8.2," TU ",fa. 2,") UOSAGE=",El1.4) 
IMOU=5 

C------STORE UOSAGE RE su LTS IN OUTpuT fILE(49) ••• 
CALL STORECIMOU,JJO~,PR,P,PL.AVYL,VARYL,XfL,xr'NfILT,HIMA,TOAT, 
$HAN~,A,~,A N S,I l0 T,JT OT ' N TUAT,NX'NZ'NMX'NMV'NMZ' N HANS,NELP,NELA N ' 
$t. lLA) 

GO fO 269 

C+ PRI NT UIlT CHlCK-PLANE OpTIUNS ++tt++++ttt+tt++t+++t++tt+++++t++++++++ 
Cttttt+++t+t++++++tt+++t+tt+ttt+++tt+t++t++tt+tt+tt++++++tt+t+tt+t+~+ttt 
C------THIS IS UNLV USED IN THE CASE or THE CHECK-PLANE DIAGNOSTIC 
C- - SOLuTION ••• 

141 CONTINUE 
WRITECNOUT.142)TIMlCIT),OTJ X.O MZ,HIMAC1),UBCIG,JG,1),VBeIG.JG,I) 

142 FORMATC//////,IHO,5HTIM E= , F7.0,3X,6fl0.4.///) 
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DO 143 Ial,NTJX 
DO 7667 t( a l,NMZ 
IfCATJCl,K).LE.O.OlGO TO 7667 
ATJCI'KlaALOGCATJCI'Kl)/2.30~585093 

7667 CONTINUE 
143 WRIT[(NUUT,lI4)CATJCI,Kl,KK1,NMZ) 

USOT=SQRTCCXTJOT·XS).*2+CYTJnT·YSl**2) 
IfCCCYS'LT.YTJOT).ANO.CYS~GT.Y1JIN».OR.CCYS.GT.YTJUT).ANO.CYS.LT. 

SYTJIN»iOSOTa·OSOT 
SOTIaOSOT/OTJX 
WRITECNOUT,162)OSOT'SOTI 

162 fORMAT(lX,"DISTANCE fROM IaNTJX TO SOURCEa",fl0.2,3X,"WHICH IS EQU 
SIVALENT TO ".f6.4,2X,"OIVISIONS") 
VEL-SQRTCUBCrG,JG,1)**2+V~CIG.JG,1)**2) 

67 CON1INUE c-----------------________ . _______________ ._._._. _______________ -___ .-_. C---_·_-------_-___________________ . ______________________ . _____ -___ .- __ 
269 CONTINUE 

IMOO-2 
C······RESET fLAGS TO INOICATE TERMINATION Of THE RUN ••• 

CALL STORECIMOO,IJO~,PR,P.PL,AVYL'VARYL.XfL'Xf,NfILT.HIMA'TOAT. 
SHANS,A,f,ANS.ITOT,JTOT,NTOAT.NX,NZ'NMX,NMy.NMl,NHANS.NELP,NELAN, 
SNELA) 

RETURN 
ENO 

--------------.-----------_._._.---------_._-------------------.---.----

C 

SUBROUTINE REfERCNX'NZ.XfL,Xf,AVYL'VARYL,AVy.VARY,PL,P,POXL,POZL,P 
SDX,PDZ,PORXL.PORX.PORYL.PDRy.POTXL,POTYL,PDTX.POTY,XRERL,XRER.YRER 
SL,YRER,ZPBL,ZPB,TREL.DTPUff'NSTR,TSTR.QSTR,ITJEK,NHANS,NMX'NMy, NMZ " 
S.XMAP1,YMAP1.DMX.DMy.HANS,ANS.NPINT.A.DTJX.NTJX,ATJ,XTJIN.XTJOT, 
SYTJIN,YTJOT,OSOT,NOUT,PIN,AVYIN,VARYIN.XfINl 

C······THIS SUBROUTINE ALLOCATES LAGRANGIAN PUff CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
C· • EULERIAN CONCN. DISTRI~UTION SOLUTION GRID COVERING THE REGION. 
C· • ·Of INTEREST ••• 
C • " 

DIMENSION PINCNX,NZ),AVYINCNX,NZ),VARYINCNX,NZl,XfINCNXl 
DIMENSION XfLCNX),XfCNX).AVYLCNX,NZl,VARYLCNX,NZl.AVYCNX,NZl 
DIMENSION VARYCNX.Nl),PLCNX,NZ),PCNX,NZ).TSTRC30),QSTRC30) 
DIMENSION HANSCNHANS).ANSCNMX,NMy.NHANS).ACNMX.NMY,NMZ).ATJC50,20) 
COMMON/SPEC/SPAR(30) 

C+ COMPUTE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS fOR INTERPOLATION Of PUffS ++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C*IN VIEW Of PUff SEPARATION. 800M, SPACE INTPUffS AT 40M •••• 

. NPINTaIfIXCSPAR(9» 
DU HI INal,NPINT 

C······INTERPOLATE POSITIONS ••• 
XORaCNPINT·IN)*PORXL/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*PORX/fLOATCNPINT) 
YORaCNPINT-IN)*PORYL/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*PORY/fLOATCNPINTl 

XOT=CNPINT-INl*POTXL/fLOATC NPINT)+IN*POTX/fLOATCNPINT) 
YOTaCNPINT-INl*POTYL/fLOATCNPINTl+IN*POTY/fLOATCNPINT) 
SGI KCNPINT·INl*SIG1L/fLUATCNPINT)+IN*SIG1/fLOATCNPINT) 
SG2aCNPINT.IN)*SIG2L/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*SIG2/fLOATCNPINT) 
XRRACNPINT.IN)*XRERL/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*XRER/fLOATCNPINT) 
YRRDCNPINT.IN)*YRERL/FLOATCNPINT)+IN*YRER/fLOATCNPINT) 
DU 98 I a l,NX 
XfIliCI)aCNPINT·IN)*XfL(I)/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*XfCI)/fLOATCNPINTl 

98 CONTINUE 
DO H2 K=I,NZ 
DC H2 I a l,NX 
01.-115.0 
02s-115.0 
IF(PLCI,K).GT.O.O)OI.ALOGCPLCI,K) 
IfCPCI,K).GT.O.U)D2-ALOGCPCI,K» 

C-----·INTERPOLATE ZEROTH' fIRST ANn SECOND MOMENTS ••• 
PINCI,Kl=EXPCCNPINT-IN).01/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*u2/fLOAT(NPINT» 
AVYINCI,t()zCNPINT.IN)*AVYLCI,K)/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*AVY(I,K)/fLOATCNPI 

SNT) 
VARYINCl,K)=CNPINT·IN)*VARYLCI,K)/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*VARY(1,t(l/fLOATC 

SNPINTl 
62 CONTINUE 

DLIN=CNPINT-INl*POZL/fLOATCNPINT)+IN*PDZ/fLOATCNPINT) 
ZPBIN=CNPINT·IN)*ZP~L/fLOAT(NPINT)+IN.ZPB/fLOATCNPlNTl 

C*EFtECTIVE" ~ELEASE TIME Of INTERPOLATEO PUff 
TRKTREL·oTPUff+IN*OTPUff/FLOATCNPINTl 

C*SUURCE STRENGTH AT THAT TIME 
DO 83 JST-I,NSTR 
IfCTR.LT.TSTR(JST»Go TO 84 

63 CONTINUE 
84 IfCCJST.EQ.1).OR.CJST.GT.NSTR»GO TO 81 

DTSTR=TSTRCJST)·TSTRCJST-1) 
Q~ff=CCCTR·TSTRCJST-l»/OTSTR)*QSTRCJST)+CCTSTRCJST)·TRl/OTSTR)*QS 

STRCJST-1»*OTPUff/fLOAT(NPINT) 
C*USE BROUCKAERT GRIO AS BASIS 

IfCITJEK.NE.l)GO TO 131 

C+ INTERPULATION Of PUffS fUR CHECK·PLANE OPTION ++++++.+t++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~.++++++++++++++ 
C-·--·-THlS SEcTION IS ONLy fOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES ••• -

OIST=SQRTCCYTJOT·YTJIN)·*2+CXTJOT-XTJINl**2) 
NTJX=IflXC2.0*OIST/COMX+DMYl+O.5) 
DTJXaOIST/fLOATCNTJX) 
NTJZ=NMZ 
DTJUR=SQRTCCXOR-XTJIN)·*2+CYOR·YTJIN)**2) 
DO 134 IA-l,NTJX 
XGPZXTJIN+IA*CXTJOT-XTJIN)/fLOATCNTJX) 
YGP=CXGP·XTJIN)/CXTJOT·XTJIN)*(YTJOT·YTJINl+YTJIN 
OISOR=SWRTC(XuP-XURl.*2+CYGP·YOR)**2) 
DuP=SWRTCCXuP·XTJIN)**2+CYGP·YTJIN).*2l 
IfCDGP.GT.DTJOR)OISUR=-OISOR 
IOR-yfIXCfLOATCNXl/2.0+0.51) 
XEfaXfINCIOk)+UISOR 

If«(XEF.LE.XfI NC1)l.OR.CXEf.GE.XfINCNX»)GO TO 134 
00 137 I,.l,NX 
IfCXEf.LT.XfrNCI»GU TO 138 

137 CONTINUE 
138 SP=XfINCYl-XFINCr-1) 

fRr a CXEf·XfINCI-l»/SP 
00 139 KA=I,NTJZ 
Z~=CKA-l)*OMZ 
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THT=CNZ-2)*UZIN+ZPBIN 
ZOIvzCl~·lP~IN)/OZIN 

IfCZB.GT.THT)GO TO 139 
k=IfIXCZOIV+3.0) 
FRKaZOIV+3.0-fLOATCK) 
01=-115.0 
D2=-115.0 
U3=-115.0 
C4=·115.0 
ItCPINCI.K).GT.O.O)Ol=ALOGCfINCI.K» 
IfCrINCI-l.K).GT.0.0)02-ALOuCPINCI·l.K» 
IfC~INCI.K·l).GT.0.0)03=ALObCPINCI'K-l» 
IfCfINCI-l.K·I).GT.O.O)D4·ALOGCPINCI-I.K-I» 
PA-fRI*UI+C1.0-fRI)*02 
PB=fRI*03+C1.0·FRI)*04 
PEff_EXPCtRK*PA+C1.0·fRK)*P~) 
I~C(IA.GT.50).OR.CIA.LT.l).UR.CKA.GT.20).OR.CKA.LT.1»WRITEC3.6522 

S)IA.KA.NTJX.NTJZ.NMX.NMV.NMZ,DMX,OMV.DMZ.DXB.DVB.XGMI.XGM2.VGM1.VG 
SM2,XTJOT.XTJIN.VTJOT.VTJIN.DIST 

6522 fORMAT(lHO."IA.KA.NTJX.NTJZ'NMX'NMV.NMZ.DMX,OMV.OMZ.OXB.OVB.XGM1,X 
SGM2.VGM1.VGH2,XTJOT,XTJIN.VTJOT.YTJIN.OIST",I,IH .713,5f6.1.4f6.2, 
S5f7.0./) 

ATJ(IA.KA)-ATJeIA.KA)+QEfF*PEff 
139 CONTINUE 
134 CONTINUE 

GO TO 81 

C+ INTERPULATION Of PUfFS fOR LEVELS OR VOLUME OPTIONS +++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C··-··-HEkE ALLOCATIONS ARE MADE TO THE SOLUTION GRIDS ••• 

131 CONTINUE 
IOR a lfIX(fLOAT(NX)/2.0+0.51) 
NT[HP"NMZ 
If(NHANS.NE.O)NMZaNHANS 

C·-----fINO THE CENTRE.RADIUS AND SENSE Of THE ARC fITTED TO THE 
C- • TRACKING POINTS ••• 

CALL CIRCA{XOT'YOT.XOR.YOR.XRR.YRR.XC.YC.RADC.THET1,THET2) 
00 86 IA-l.NMX 
DU 66 JA-l.NHY 
00 66 KAal.NMZ 
XB=XMAP1+IA*DMX 
VEI=VHAP1+JA*OHY 
ZB=CKA-1)*OMZ 
IFCNHANS.NE.O)ZB-HANSCKA) 

C*fIND POSITION RELATIVE TO HOVING fRAME •••••• 
C*DIS1ANCE ALONb ARC FROM CORE ••••••• 

OhXB·XC 
IF{UI.EQ.0.0)01-0.00000001 
THETB=ATANC(yB·YC)/01) 
IFCUI.LT.O.O)THETB-THETB+3.141592654 
IF{THETB.LT.0.0)THETB-THETB+2.0*3.141592654 
IfCTHfT2.THETB.GT.3.141592654)THETB=THETB+2.0*3.141592654 
IfC[HET2-THETB.LT.-3.141592654)THET12THET1+2.0*3.141592654 
IfCTHET2.THETB.LT •• 3.141592654)THET2=THET2+2.0*3.141592654 
01 =THET 2-THETl 
04=THET2-THETB 
03=UI*04 

' IFCU3.EQ.O.O)D3=0.0000000I 
01"U3/AtlS(D3) 
XPF-XFIN(IOH)+Ol*RAOC*A~SCTHETB·THET2l 

C*OISTANCl fROM AHC.CUSE LEfT·HAND COURO·SETl 
02zSQRT(CXB-XC)**2+CYS·YCl**2) 

D 4~U2-RAOC 

I~CTHETi.LT.THETI)04=-04 
YOUTa04 
IF(CXPf.Ll.XfIN{I».OR.CXPf.GT.XfIN(NX»)GO TO 66 
DO 87 I-l,NX 
IFCXPf.LE.~flNCI»GO TO 88 

67 CONTINUE 
68 SP=XFIN(I)·XfIN(Y-l) 

fRIaCXPf.XfINCI-ll)/SP 
lHT&CNZ-2)*OZIN+ZPBIN 
ZOIva(ZB·ZPtlIN)/OZIN 
IFClB.GT.THT)GO TO 66 
KaIfIX(ZOIV+3.0) 
fRK=ZOIV+3.0·fLUATCKl 
01=-115.0 
02"-115.0 
0).-115.0 
04=-115.0 
IfC~IN(I.K).GT.O.O)Dl·ALOGCPINCI.Kl) 
IfC~IN(I.l.K).GT.O.0)02=ALOGCPTN{I-l'K» 
IfCPIN(I.K-l).GT.O.O)03=ALOG(PIN(I.K-l» 
IFCPIN(I-l,K-ll.GT.O.O)04-ALOGCPINCI-l.K-l» 

C- ••••• LOGARITHMIC INTERPOLATION fnR VALUE IN LAGRANG I AN fRAME ••• 
PA=tRI*Ul+Cl.0·fRI)*02 
PBarRI*u3+Cl.0·fRI)*04 
PEffaEXf(fRK*PA+Cl.0.FRKl*PB) 

C*INTERPOLATE FIRST AND SECOND MO MENTS ••••••• •• 
VARA=fRl*VARVINCI.K)+el.0·FRI)*VARYINCI-1.K) 
VARS=fRI*VARYIN(I.K-l)+Cl.0·fRI)*VARYINCI·I.K-1) 
AVA a fRI*AVYINCI.Kl+(l.O·fRl)*AVYINCI-I. K) 
AVB=fRI*AVY IN CI.K-1)+(1.0· f kI)*AVVINCI-l.K-l) 
AVA=fR K*AVA+Cl.0·FRK)*AVS 
VARAafRK*VARA+(I.O·FRKl*VARB 
IPI-I+l 
IM2-I-2 
IP2=I+2 
~Pl-K+1 
IfCIP1.GT.NXlIP1=NX 
If(IH2.LT.ll1M2 1l 1 
IF(IP2.GT.NXlIP2 a NX 
IfCKP1.GT.NZlKP1= NZ 

C-----.ERKOR OU1PUT ••• (NEGATIVE VARIANCE) 
It{(VARA.LE.O,O).ANO.(PEff. GT.O.0)lWRITE(NQU1,27lI.K.fRI.fRK.XPf.V 

$ARA,AVA,P£Ff,VARYI NCIM2,K).VARYINCI.l.K),VARVINCI.K) , VARYINCIP1.Kl 
S.VARYIN(IP2,K).VARVINCI.K-l).VARVINCI.KPll 

27 FORMAT{2I4.13E9.2) 
If(VARA.Ll. O.OluO TO 86 

C*RELATIVl DEVIATlnN f RO M AVA •••••• 
SY=VOUT-AVA 

C------AS SUME GAUSSIAN DISTRIbUTIU N •• ' 
Gl=(QEft*PEff / VARA/2.50663 ) *fXPC·SY**2 / 2.0/VARA/VARA) 
IFC NHA NS.EQ.O)GO TU 170 

C- - -- • • IN ~ REMENT u TSTRIBUTION GRID ••• 
ANSCIA.JA.KAlcA NS(lA.JA,KA)+Gl 
GO TO 66 

170 CONIIN UE 
A(IA.JA.KA)cA(IA.JA,KA)+Gl 

86 CONTINUE 
NMZ=NTEMP 

61 CONTINUE 
kE TURN 
[N O 
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--------_ ... _._---------------------------------------------------------

SUBKOUTIN( TIMEXCKTIMEX) 
C 
C------THIS SUBkOUTINE fINDS PROGRAM ELAPSED CTOTAL) TIME fROM TIME-
C- - -nf-DAY. 
e 

eDMMON/ELAP/KLAPSM,KLAST 
c------fUNCTION TIME IS A COMPUTEH UTILITY ROUTINECsEE SECTION C. ABOVE) 

JTl"TIM((1) 
KVALaIflXCfLOATCJT1)/3600.0) 
K"KVAL-KLAST 
IfCK.LT.O)K=K~1440 
KLAST"KVAL 
KLAPSM·KLAPSM~K 
KTIMEX-KLAPSM 
RETURN 
[NO 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBNOUTINE MAPCNHANS,NOUT,HANS.XGA,XGB,XGW,YGA,YGB.YGw,XGMl,YGMl, 
$DXB.OY~.DMX'DMY'NMY'NMX'ANS'MUL'IT'NTIME,TIME,PR,P,PL,AVYL,VARVL, 
SXfL,Xf,NfILT.HIMA,TDAT,A,f,ITOT,JTDT,NTDAT,NX,NZ,NMZ) 

C------THIS SUBROUTINE STORESCAS OUTPUT IN fILE(49» AND MAPS THE eONCN. 
C- - DISTRI~UTION RESULTSCGRIU PRINT-OUT) 

DIMENSION ANSCNMX,NHY,NHANS),HANSCNHANS),LATC400) 
DIMENSION PRC1,NX,NZ),PCNX,NZ),PLCNX,NZ) 
DIMlNSION AVYLCNX,NZ),VARYLCNX,NZ),XFLCNX) 
DIMlNSION XfCNX),NfILTCNTDA1),HIMACNTOAT) 
DIMENSION TUATCNTOAT).ACNMX'NMY'NMZ).fC2,NZ) 
DATA LAA.LA~.LAW.LAM,LAS/lHA,lH~.IHW'lH-,lH I 
NELP"NX*NL 
NELANcNMX*NMY*NHANS 
N(LA=NMX*NMY*NMZ 
IHOU"4 

C------WRITE RESULTS INTU OUTPUT fILE ••• 
CALL STURtCIMOO.IJOB.PK.P,PL.AVYL,VARYL,XfL.Xf'NfILT,HIMA,TOAT, 

$HANS,A,f.ANS,ITOT,JTDT.NTDAT.NX.NZ,NMX,NMY,NMZ,NHANS,NELP,N(LAN, 
SNELA) 

C------PRINT OuT RESULTS ••• 
DO 167 KH-l,NHANS 
WRITECNOUT,178)HANSCKH) 

178 FURMATC1HO,"CONCENTRATIONS UN SURFACE AT HEIGHT-",Fl0.3.2X'"ABOVE 
SGROUND LfVEL") 

IGA=JFIXCCXbA-XGMl)*DXB/DMX+O,5) 
IGB"IfIXCCXGB-XGM1)*OXB/DMX+O.5) 
IGW-IfIXCCXGW-XGM1)*DXB/OMX+O.5) 
JGA-IfIXCCYGA-YGM1)*OYB/OHY+O.5) 
IfCCJGA,LT.l).OR.CJGA.GT,NMY»lGA"-555 
JGBaIFIXCCYGR-YGM1)*OYB/DMY+O,S) 
IfCCJGB.LT.l),OR.CJGB,GT,NMY»IGB--S5S 
JGW"IfIXCCYGW-YGMl)*DYB/DMY~O,S) 
IfCCJGW.LT.l),OR.CJGw.GT.NMY»IGW=-S5S 
IPAu s IfIXCfLOATCNMY)/12,O+O,9999999) 
DO 181 IP"l,IPAG 
~RITECNOuT,18D)IP 

160 fORMATC1Hl."PAGE",I3) 
JS"CIP-ll*12+1 
Jf"IP*12 
IFCJf.uT.NMYlJf=NMY 
DO 182 Isl,NMX 
DO 183 Jel,NMY 

183 LATCJ)=LA~ 
e------fILL IN MARKER POINTS ••• 

IfCI.EQ,IuA)LATCJGA).LAA 
IFCI.EQ.IGB)LATCJGS)·LAS 
IFC1,EQ.IGW)LATCJGW)-LAW 
WRITECNOUT,17S)I,CANSCI,J,KH),JaJS,Jfl 
WRITECNOuT,176)CLATCJ),J-JS,Jfl 

175 tORMATC1X,I4,IX,I?El0.3l 
176 fURMATCIH+,4x,12C2X,Al,7X» 
162 CON'IINUE 

wRITECNUUT,177)CJ,J-JS,JF) 
177 fURMATC/,~X'12CI3,7X» 
181 CUNTINUE 
167 CUNTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

--------.-----------------.----------------------------------------_.--. 

C 

START OF 
SUBROUTINE PUffCTREL,JTSOL,NTSOL,DT,DZATSV,DXATSV'NX'NZ.OX 8 .0Y~'UB 

$,VR,STAS.PARAM,ZO,O,TDAT.PR,NSDT.XS,YS,ZS,NTOAT,POSUX,POSOZ,POSURX 
S'PO~nRY,POTILX.POTILY,Xt,DXSVEX'OEP, ZPB,NOUT,TDES.TOEf 
"POlP,WS,ITOT,JTOT,VARY,AVY,NTOOS,XMAP1,XMAP2,YMAP1,YMAP2,TRAOO, 
SNTRA,NSUM,XRER,YRER,HANSAV,PREM.RAB,PT,AVYT,XtP,XfN,VARYT,f,P) 

C------THIS SUBKOUTINE SOLVES fOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAGRANGIAN PUff 
c- - UNoEN THE SPECIfIED CONDITIONS •••• 
e 

DIMENSIUN FC2,NZ),PUSORXC20),POTILXC20),POTILYC20),POSORyC20) 
DIMENSION JTSOL(5),OTC300),UBCITOT,JTOT,NTDAT),VBCITOT,JToT,NTDAT) 
DIMlNSIUN STABCITOT,JTOT,NTUAT),PARAMCITOT,JTOT,NTOAT) . 
OIMlNSION ZOCITDT,JTOT),DCITOT.JTOT),DEPCNX) 
OIMENSION POSUX(20)'PDSOZC20),TDATCNTDAT),PRC1.NX,NZ),XFCNX) 
DIMENSIUN PTCNX,NZ),PCNX,NZ),AVYTCNX,NZ),RABCITOT,JTDT) 
DIMlNSION XfPCNX),XfNCNX),VARYCNX,NZ),VARYTCNX,NZ),AVY(NX,NZ) 
DIMENSION SEE(82) 

lJJ 
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EwUlVALENCE (SEEC4)'RZVAN),CSEECS)'RZREH),CSEEC12),ALPHA) 
EQUIVALENCE CSEEClj),ZM),CSEEC14),XP),CSEEC1S),YP),CSEEC16),XVAN) 
E~UIYALENCE (SEEC17),YVAN),CSEEC18),XSTRK),CSEEC19),YSTRK) 
EQUIYALENCE CSEE(20),fACTOR),CSEEC21),SOTl 
EQUIVALENCE CSEE(24),GAMT),CSEEC2S),ANGT) 
EQUIYALENCE CSEE(26),STABAV),(SEEC,7),RAMAV),CSEEC28),ZOAY) 
EWUlYALENCE (SEE(29),OAV),(SEE(30),RABAV),CSEE(31),UYAY) 
lWllIYALENCE CSEE(32),USAV),CSEEC33),VBAV),CSEE(34),UVBAV) 
E~llIYAL[NCE CSEl(67),STABAM),CSEEC68),RAMAM),(SEE(69),ZOAM) 
EQUIYALENCE C~EE(70),DAM),CSfEC71)'UVAM),(SEEC72),UVBAM) 
EQUIVALENCE CSEE(81),XHAV),CSEEC82),YHAV) 
CUMMON/SPEC/SPAR(30) 
COMMON/PPHOu/INfORM 
SEE(2)aTIMEC1)/60.0 
SEE(1)zTIMEC2)/60.0 

NXM-NX-l 
NZM-NZ-l 
ZPBS-ZPtj 
IDR-IFIXCFLUATCNX)/2.0+0.51) 
KOR-IfIXCCZS-ZPBS)/OZATSV+2.5) 

C------fIND INITIAL VELOCITY AND OIffUSIVITV PARAMETERS ••• 
CALL YELOCXS,YS,TREL,U,V,UV'lJB,VB,TDAT,NTDAT,OXB,OYH,ITOT,JTOT) 
CALL PROPSCTREL,XS,VS,STAB,PARAM,ZO,O,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,DP,DXB,OYB, 

STDAT,NTDAf,ITOT,JTUT,RAB,RAdP) 
CALL SPEEOCU,V,STAH~,PARAMP'ZOP'OP'ZS,OZATSV'OXATSV'US'VS,UVS,ZPHS 

S) 

VATS=UV 
TACT-TREl. 
XP=XS 
YPzYS 
DZo:UZATSV 
OhUXATSV 
DXEIISPAR(8)*OX 

C------SET UP INITIAL HURIZONTAL UISTANCE SEQUENCE FOR GRID-POINTS ••• 
CALL PHICNX,OX,DXE,Xf) 

INSOL=JTSOLCNTSOL) 
STAHAMaO.O 
RAMAM=O.O 
ZOAM=O.O 
DAMaO.O 
UVAMaO.O 
UVBAM=O.O 
TTRAVo:O.O 
NSUSEO-JTSOLC 1) 

C------fINO TUTAL TRAVEL-TIMECCONCN. DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS) 
OU 14 KZ1,NSU~ED 
TTRAV=TTRAV+OTCK) 

14 CONTINUE 
IFC~TOOS.NE.O)TTRAVIITRADO 
IfCNTOOS.NE.O)NLP=NSUM 

C------SET UP INITIAL POSITIDNS Of FRAME-ORIENTATION TRACKING POINTS ••• 
C------WISH TO "STREAK" TO SEPARATIONS OF SPAR(10) OURING 1ST TIME-STEP. 
C------THIS REQUIHES EXPANSION OF TIME-STEP ••• 

TIM-SPAR(10)/UVS 
C------USE ACTuAL STEPSIZE DT(1)/NSDT,BUT CONTRACT INTO INTERVAL DT(1), 
C- - USINu fACTOR Dl(I)/TIM ••• 

~TIT·NSDT*TIM/UT(1)+1.0 
DlaTIM/FLOATCNTIT) 
XVAN"XS 
YVANaYS 
XREH=XS 

YREH=YS 
RZVAIII=I.0 
RZRER=I.0 

C------"STREAK" U~WIND ANO OOWNwIND fROM SOURCE' •••• •• 
C------I.~. ALONG STREAMLINE ••• 

DO 271 K .. l,fllTIT 

OTOT:TREL+COT(1)/TIM)*CK*DI-0.5*Dl) 
C-----·UO~NWIND ••••• 

CALL VELOCXVAN'YVAN'OTDT'U'V'UV'U~'VB'TUAT'NTOAT'DXB'OVH'ITOT,JTOT 
S) 

CALL PROP~CDTUT'XVAN'VVAN,~TAB'~ARAM'ZO'O'STABP'PARAMP'ZOP'UP,DXB, 
SDYB>TDAT>NTDAT'ITOT'JTOT,RAB,RA~P) 

CALL SPEEUCU>V'STAHP'PA~AM?'ZOP'DP'ZS'DZATSV'UX~TSV'US'VS'UVS, 
iZPBS) 

XVAN=XVAN+US*Dl 
YVAI'=YVAN+VS*Dl 

C---·--UPwIND •••• 
CALL VELOCXHER>VRER'OTOT,U,V.UV'UH,VB,TUAT,NTOAT,DXB,OYB,ITOT,JTOT 

$) 
CALL PRUPSCUTUT,XRER,VRER,STAB.PARAM,ZO,O,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,DP,OXB, 
SDYB,TDAT.NTUAT'ITOT'J10T'RA~,RABP) 

CALL SPEEUCU,V,STAHP,PAHAMP'ZOP.DP,ZS,DZATSVIDXATSV,US'VS,UVS, 
SZPBS) 

XREH=XHER-US*Dl 
VRER=VRER-VS*Ul 

C------fIIOTEI"-VAN" HEPRESENTS THE fORWARD TRACKING POINT ANO "-RER" 
C- - HEPREslNTs THE HlAR TRACKING POINT ••• 

271 CON1INllE 
c------INITIALISE VARIABLES ••• 

TIMIOO.O 
PICONS=1.0 
ITEHM=O 
DZOPT=O.O 

TfRAC a l.0 
TAOV=O.O 
DTLAS=DT(1) 
VAfHAC=I.0 
LfLAG=O 
NCALOaO 
SlGUEL=O.O 

C------MAIN LOOP ~oR TIME-STEPS ALONG TRAJECTORY FOLLOWS ••• 
DO 102 JT"I,INSOL 
T I MaT I M+DTC JTl 
IFCJT.EQ.l)TACTaTREL 

C------SET PREVIOUS POSITION ••• 
Xf'REV"X~ 
YPREV=YP 
XVPREVaXVAN 
VVPKEV-VVAN 
SDT"OTeJT)/FLOATCNSDT) 

C------RESET AcCUMULATING REGISTERS fOR AVERAGING PROPERTIES ••• 
STAtjTaO.O 
f'ARAMT-O.O 
ZOT"O.O 
DTOT=O.o 
RABT=O.o 
UVTaO.O 
UVBT=O.O 
UIH=O.O 
VIlT-O.O 
OZOPTL-OZuPT 
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C*SlT ZM~LS fOR fiRST PUfF OR ZERO RELATIVE ADVECTION •••••• 
IfelJT.EQ.l).OR.(ITERM.EQ.l»Zk=ZS 
Ife(JT.E~.I).OR.(ITEPM.EQ.I»GO TO 145 

C------lEkn RELATIVE ADVECTION If eoPT.OZ/ACT.DZ) TOO SMALL IN LAST DT. 
IFeuZO~TL.EQ.-I.O)ZM_ZS 
IfeuZOPTL.EW.-I.O)GO TO 145 

C*fEEDBACK ALTEkATION Of TRACKING HEIGHT ••• 
C* •••••••••• Tu POSITION X-CENTROID Of LEVEL Of INTEREST •••• 
C*fINU VELOCITy GRADIENT AT HEIGHT ZM ••• 

CALL VELO(XP.YP,TACT,U,V,UV'lJB,VB,TDAT,NTDAT,DXB,DYB,ITOT,JTOT) 
CALL PROPS(TACT,XP,YP,STAB,PARAM,ZO,D,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,OP,OXB,OYB, 

$TOAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTUT,RAB,RA~P) 

CALL SPEEO(U,V,STA~P,PARAMP'ZOP'OP'ZM,OZ,OX,US'VS'UVS,ZPB) 
HlaZM+SPAR(ll) 
CALL SPEEDeU,V,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,DP,ZQ,DZ,DX,US,VS,ALPHA,ZPB) 

C------VELOCITY GRADIENT AT HEIGHT ZM ••• 
ALPHA:(ALPHA-UVS)/SPAR(ll) 
DI .. ABS(ALI'HA) 
Ifeut.LT.SPAR(12»ALPHAa+SPAR(t2) 

C------CHlCK SENSE Of WIND-COMPONENT IN fRAME CAPPROX.) •••• 
OlaXVAN-XP 
Ifeut.EQ.O.OlOI=0.IE-06 
02:ATAN«YVAN-YP)/01) 
Ifeut.LT.0.0)02-D2+3.141592654 
03=u 
IfeU3.EQ.U.0)03=0.1E-06 
D4aATAN(V/03) 
If(03.LT.O.0)U4=D4+3.14t592654 
D1-(;OSeD4-D2) 
IfeUI.EQ.0.0)01"0.lE-06 
rSENS=UI/ABSCOI) 

C------ALTER PoINT-SLOPE ALPHA ACCnROING TO SENSE ••• 
ALPHA-ISENS*ALPHA 

C------OO NOT RESOLVE fOR COM~ONENT IN PLANE AS THIS MAY EXAGGERATE -
C- - LATERAL MOVEMENT UNOULY •••• 
C*fINO X-CENTROiD AT HEIGHT Of INTEREST •• POINT-,(NOT OISTANCE-),WEIGHTEO 

ZeCHANSAV-ZPB)/OZ+2.0 
K-If!XCZ) 
KPaK+I 
fRA-Z-HOAHK) 
SUMI.O.O 
SUM2-0.0 
01-0.0 
02eO.0 

C------ACCUMULATE fOR fIRST AND ZEROTH X-MOMENT ••• 
00 141 I-2,NXM 
SUMI .. SUMI+I*PCI,K) 
SUM2-SUM2+I*PCI,KP) 
OI.Ol+P(I,K) 
02 a 02+P(I,KP) 

141 CONTINUE 
C------NOTE THAT loR IS THE VALUE nf "I" AT THE (HORIZONTAL) CENTRE Of 
C- ~ THE GRID. 

OlafLOAT( lOR) 
OhfLOATClOR) 
If(OI.NE.0.0)03 a SUMI/01 
ifCU2.NE.0.0)04 a SUM2/02 

, D3-f RA*04+C 1.0-fRA)*03 
IalfIX(01) 
IP"I+1 
fRA"03-flUATCI) 
XD-fRA*XfCIP)+CI.O-fRA)·XfCI) 

C------DEVIATION Of X-CENTROID fROM X-GRID-CENTRE ••• 

XU=I\D-X~CIORl 

SEEC9~=XO 
C*CALCULATE DESIREO MINIMUM ULTIMATE POSITION FOR CEN1ROID ••• 

IaI~IXCSPARC?1).fLUAT(NX)+O.5) 

D3=XFCI)-XfCIOR) 
IfeXO.lT.u3)LfLAG=1 
U'I=-D3/2.0 
S£ECIO)-Oj 
SLf( II )=0'1 
I~(~0.uT.D4)LFLAG=1 

IfCLfLAu.[Q.O)uO TU 145 
C*AIM TO ~RINu CENTROID uP TO THIS POINT DURING THIS TIME-STEP ••• 
C*AUDITIONAL RELATIVE VELOCITY RlwllIREO AT THIS HEIGHT ••• 

DI=C03-XO)/OTeJT) 
C*HENCE ALTER TRACKING HEIGHT AS fnLLOwS •••• 
C------fElOBACK CUNTRUL- AOJUST TRACKING HEIGHT TO BRING CENTROID BACK 
C- - Tn GRIU CENTRE ••• 

C 

ZM=lM-ul/ALPHA 
IF(LM.lT.lP~)ZM=ZPb 

145 CONTINUE. 
ZQ",ZM 

C------SOLVE fOR AOVECTION Of LAGRANGIAN fRAMECPROXIMATE CURVE) IN 
C- - NSuT SMALLER STtPS,AND ACCUMULATE VELOCITY AND STABILITY 
C- - PARAMETERS EN ROUTE fOR AVERAGING ••• 

au 101 JSDT a l,NSOT 
TACTzTACT+SDT 

C------VELOCITY AT CENTRAL POINT ••• 
CALL VELOeXP,YP,TACT,U,V,UV'"B.VB,TDAT,NTDAT,QXB,OYB,ITOT,JTOT) 
CALL PRUPS(TACT.X~'YP,STAB'~ARAM,ZO,D,STABP,PA R AMP.ZOP,DP,Dx~.DYB, 
$TUAT.NTOAT,ITOT,JTUT,RA~,RAbP) 

C*PREVIOUS OX AND oZ APPLY HERE ••• 
CALL SPEEUCU,V'STA~P.PARAMP'ZOP.DPIZQ.DZ'DX'US'VS'UVS,ZPB) 
XP=xp+uS.SOT 
yp"YP+VS*SOT 

C------VELOCITY AT fUR WARD POINT ••• 
CALL VELoeXVAN,YVAN'TACT.UVAN.VVAN'UVVAN,UB,VB,TOAT.NTDAT,DXB,OYB, 

$ITnr,JTOT) 
CALL PROPSCTACT,XVAN,YVAN,STAB,PARAM,ZO,O,STABV,PARAMV,ZOV,OV,DXB, 

iOYB,TDAT,NTuAT,ITOT,JTOT,RAB,RABV) 
ZVAN=RZVAN*ZQ 
CALL SPEEO(UVAN,VVAN,STABV,PARAMV,ZOV.OV,ZVAN,DZ,DX,USV,VSV,UVSV, 

$ZPB) 
XVAN"XVAN+USV*SOT 
YVAN~YVAN+VSV·SOT 

C------VELOCIT1 AT REAR POINT ••• 
C*TRACKING AT LEVEL Of REAR CURVATURE POINT ••••• 

CALL VELoeXRER,YRER.TACT,UVAN,VVAN'UVVAN'UB,VB,TDAT,NTOAT,DXB,OYB, 
$ITOT,JTOT) 

CALL PRUP~CTACT.XRER'YRER,STAB,PARAM,ZO'D'STABV'PARAMV'ZOV'UV,oXB, 
iOYB,TOAT,NTDAT.ITOT.JTOT,RAB,RA~V) 

ZRER=RZRER*iQ 
CALL SPEEOCUVAN,VVAN.STABV'~ARAMV,ZOV,DV,ZRER,UZIDX'USV,vsv,uvsv,Z 

$PB) 
XREk-XRER+USV*SDT 
YRER=YRER+VSV*SDT 
Dl=0.9E+15 
IfCSTABP.[Q.O.O)GO To 761 
Dl-l.0/STABP 

761 CONTINUE 
C------ACCUMULATE PARAMETERS ••• 

STAbT=STAbT+Ol 
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PARAMTDPARAMT+PARAMP 
ZOT"ZOT+ZOP 
OTOTDOTOT+Of' 
RABT=RAtH+RABP 
UVT-UVT+UVS 
UBT-UBT+U 
VBT-VBT+V 
UVBTcUV~T+SQRT(U**2+V**2) 

101 CONTINUE 
SEE(6)aJT 
Si:EC7 )"OT(JT) 
SEE(II)-TACT 
SEE(22)=XHE~ 

SEE(23)aYRER 

C------fINO EfFECTIVE INCIOENT VELOCITY ON LAGRANGIAN FRAME ••• 
C------"STREAK" TO THl OISTANCE UF (XVPREV.YVf'REV) USING MEAN VELOCITIES 
C- - UURING Ul ••••• 

0ISTaSQRT«YVPREV-YPREV)**2+(XVf'REV-XPREV)**2) 
01=SQRT(CXP-XPREV)**'+CYP-YPREV)**2) 
02_SQRT(CXVAN-XVPREV)**2+CYVAN-YVPREV)**2) 
fACTOH a 2.U*OIST/C01+02) 
NTITcfACTUR*OT(JT)/SOT+l.0 
SDT=fACTOH*DTCJT)/fLOATCNTIT) 

C------CONTRACT TIME INTO INTERVAL OT(JT) USING 1.0/fACTOR •••• 
C------"STREAK" fROM CXPREV.YPREV) ••• 
C------I.L. ALONG STREAMLINE ••• 

J-O 
"274 XSTRKaXPREV 

YSTRK-YPREV 
00 272 Kal.NTIT 
TSTRK-TACT-OTCJT)+CK*SDT-0.5*SOT)/FACTOR 
CALL VELoeXSTRK,YSTRK,TSTRK'1I.V.uV,uB.V8.TOAT.NTOAT.OXB.OYB,ITOT. 

SJTOT) 
CALL PRUPseTsTRK.XSTRK,YSTRK,STAB,PARAM.ZO,O,STABP,PARAMP,Zop,op, 

SOXB,OYB,TOAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT,RAB,RABP) 
CALL SPEEoeu,V,5TA8P,PARAMP,ZOP,OP,ZQ,OZ,ox.us.vs.UVS,ZP8) 

C------AOJUST POSITION IN NTIT SMALLER STEPs ••• 
XSTRK·XSTRK+US*SOT 
YSTRK·YSTRK+VS*SOT 

272 CONTINUE 
C------ALLOW A 3 PERCENT ERROR ••••• 

J·J+l 
03aSQRTCeXSTRK-XPREV)**2+CYSTRK-YPREV)**2) 
If(A8SC01-OIST)/OIST.LT.O.Ol)GO TO 273 
SUTa(OIST/03)*50T 
fACTORaSOT*NTIT/OTCJT) 
IF(J.GT.20)WRITE(NOUT,275)Ol,OIST 

C------THIS IS NOT A SERIOUS ERROH ••• 
275 fORHATC"ONON-CONVERGENCE - STREAK 03-".flO.2," INSTEAD Of"·flO.2) 

If(J.GT.20)GO TO 273 
GO TO 274 

273 CONTINUE 
SOT-J 

C------EffECTlvE ANGLE Of INCIOENCE Of HIND ON CURVE fROM (XPREV,YPREV) 
C- - TO CXVPREV,YVPREV) ••• 
C----~-ANGLE Of CXVPREV.YVPREV) ••••• 

01=XVPREV·XPREV 
IfCU1.E~.O.O)Dl.0.1E-06 
02-ATANCCYVPREV-YPREV)/01) 
IfC01.LT.O.OlU2·02+3.141592654 

C------ANGLE Of exsTRK.YSTRK) ••••• 

03cXSTRK-XPHEV 
IfCU3.EW.0.O)D)Zo.lE-06 
04=ATAN(CYSTRK-YPREV)/03) 
IfeU3.LT.U.O)04=04+3.141592654 

C------ANbLE BfTHlfN "CURVES" ••• 
IHE1=04-02 c--------------------------------------------------------------.--------

C 
C*EVALUATt THE EfFECTIVE ANGLE O~ THE CURVLO f'LANE AT cxP.YP) ••• GAMT •• 

01o:'(P-Xf'REV 
IFCU1.EQ.0.U)Ul=O.OOQOOl 
ANGT=ATANCCYP-Yf'RfV)/Dl) 
IfCU1.LT.U.0)ANGT=ANGT+3.141~92654 

C------EfFECTIVl ANGLE OF PLANE ••••• 
GAMT=ANIlT-THET 

c c-------------------------------------_·--------------------------------
C------AVtRAbl VALIIES nf PARAMETlkS EN ROUTE ••• 

STA~AV=O.9E+15 
IFC~TABT.lQ.O.O)GO TO 762 " 
STA~AV=1.0/<sTABT/fLOAT(NSDT» 

762 CON1INUE 
RAMAY=PARAMT/fLOATCNSOT) 

ZOAV=ZOT/FLOATCNSuT) 
OAV=OTOT/ f LOATCNSOT) 
RABAV=RABT/FLOATCNSOT) 
UVAVaUVT/fLOATCNSOT) 
U8AVzUBT/FLOATCNSOT) 
VBAv-VBT/fLOATCNSOT) 
UVBAV=UVBT/fLOATCNSOT) 
STA~AM=STABAM+OT(JT)/STA8AV 
RAMAM·RAMAM+RAM~V*OTCJT) 
ZOAMDZOAM+ZOAV*OTCJT) 
DAMaOAM+OAV*OTCJT) 
UVAMaUVAM+UYAV*OT(JT) 
UVBAMcUVBAM+UVBAV*OT(JT) 

C*SCHEME TO AOJUST TO OPTIMUM SPATIAL STEPS fOR OlffUSIVITY AT ZS ••• 
OZA·ZS-ZP~ 
CALL fUNCTCXP,YP.TACT,STABAV.RAMAV,OTAV,ZOAV.OAV.UVBA V. Xf,OlA.f.NX 

S,3.TIM.ZPt:!) 
EXS"FC1.]) 
EZsafCV3) 

C------STORE DATA fOR "PUfr-PROGRESS" PRINT-OUT ••• 
SEECl5)-EXS 
SEE(36)"ElS 
SEE(37)·OXATSV 
SEECl6)·OXSVEX 
SEE(39) lO OZATSV 
SE[(40)aZPBS 
S[EC41 )·XfCNX) 

C------ALrER SPATIAL STEPSIZESCOX,OZ) TO OPTIMUM VALUES' I f NECESSARY. 
CALL ALTERCUV8AV,OT.JT.EXS,EZS.ZS.NZ.NX.OTNOW.OTLAS.ITERM' 

iOXATSV.UZATSV,ZPBS.DXSVEX.PT.IOR,XF.XfP.XFN.P,AVY,VARy.AVyT,VARYT, 
SNOUT) 

C------OPTIMAL VERTICAL STEPSIZE ••• 
Ol .. OT<JT) 
IFCJT.EQ.l)Ol-2.0*OTCJT) 
OZOf'TaSQRTCEZS*01/S PAR(13» 
02.~PAR(29)*OZOPT 
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If(UZATSV.LE.02)GO TO 132 
OZOPTa-l.U 

C*EffECTIvE CURE POSITION ••••• 
132 KUR~IfIXCCZS-ZPBS)/uZATSV+2.5) 

OZ=UZATSV 
lPBaZPBS 
DXaOXATSV 
DXE"DXSVEX 

C------"PHI" SETS liP DISTANCE SEQUENCE Of HORIZONTAL GRIO POSITIONS 
C- - !N XFCI) ••• 

CALL PHICNX,OX,OXE.Xf) 
C------STURE DATA fUR "PUff-PROGRESS" PRINTOUT ••• 

SEE(42)·OX 
SEE(4)aOXE 
SEE(44)'"Ol 
SEE(45)=ZPB 
SEE(46)=XfCNX) 
SEE(47)=ITERM 
SEE(50)aplCONS 
SEE(80)CO.lOPTL 

C------CHECK fOR TERMINATION Of RELATIVE ADVECTION WITHIN THE fRAME •• 
IfCUZOPTL.EQ.-l.0)GU TU 143 
If(ITERM.~Q.1)ijO TO 143 
IfCJT.EQ.l)GO TO 148 c-------------_-__________ . ________________________________ . ___ .- ______ _ 

c----------------------________ . _______ ._. ____ ._. __________________ ._- __ 
SUMlaO.O 

C------EVALUATE TOTAL MASS Of MATERIAL IN THE fRAME BEfORE RELATIVE 
C- - AOVECTION ••• 

00 158 K .. 2,NZM 
DO 159 Ia2,NXM 
SUMI-SUM1+0.S*(XfCI+l)-XfCI-l»*PCI,K) 

159 CONTINUE 
158 CONTINUE 

SEE(49)~TIMEC1)/60.0 
SEE(48)aTIMEC2)/60.0 

SE£C 51 )-TfRAC 
ITESlaTIME(1)/60.0 
ITES2a TIME(2)/60.0 

C------RELATIVE ADVECTION Of MOMENTS WITHIN LAGRANGIAN fRAME ••• 
C*ADVECTION Of PROPERTIES ••••• 

C------ASSUMING LINEAR STEPSIlE INCREASES fROM CORE,fINO RATIOS •••• 

AOXA-XfCIOR+2)-2.0*XfCIOR+l)+XfCIOR) 
BOXAaXfCIOR+l)-XfCIOR)-AOXA 
IfCAOXA.NE,O)VBAA-BOXA/AOXA+0.5 
AOX~=2.0*XfCIOR-l)-XfCIOR-2)-XfCIOR) 
BDXB-XfCIOR>-XfCIOR-l)-AOXB 
IfCAOXB.NE.O)VBABaBOXB/AOXB+o.5 

C---~--DISTANCE TRAVELLEO BY CORE ••• 
. DIST=SQRTCCXP-XPREV>**2+CYP-YPREV)**2) 

COSTHaCOSCTHET) 
SINTH=SINCTHET) 
DO 103 K=2.NZ 

Z=CK-2)*O.l+ZPB 
CALL SPEEUCUBAV,VBAV,STABAV'RAMAV,ZOAV,UAV,Z,DZ,DX,US,VS,UVS'LPB) 

C------RELATIVE OISTANCE SHIfT AT HEIGHT Z ••• 
OELU=UVS*UTCJT)-OIST 
OELXf=-UELO*COSTH 
OELYf=-UELO*sINTH 
Oil 401 I-l,NX 
XfD=XfCI)-XfCIOR) 

C------X-POINT-Uf-ORIGIN Uf MATE~!AL ••• 
ARR=XfO+Ot.LXf 
IfCARR.LT.O)GU TO 152 
IfCAOXA.EQ.O)RI=ARR/BUXA 
IfCAOXA.fQ.OlGO TO 153 
RI=-VBAA+SQRTCV~AA*VBAA+2.0*ARR/AOXA) 

153 kIf=fLOATCIUR)+RI 
GO TO 402 

152 IfCAOXB,EQ.O)RI=-ARR/BOXB 
IFCAOXd,Ew.O)GO TO 323 
RI=-VBA~+SQKTCV~AB*VBA8-2.0*ARK/AOXB) 

323 Rlf-fLOATCIOR)-RI 
402 IfCRlf.LT.l)GD TO 112 

IfCKlf,u[.NX)GO TO 114 
C------GR10-PDSITION BEfO~E AND GRID POSITION AfTER THIS POINT ••• 

ItI=IfIXCRIf) 
IA=IB+l 
fRA=Rlf-fLOATCI8) 
fRB-l.0-fRA 

C------INTERPOLATE CONCENTRATION •••• 
IfCJT.GT.5)ijO TO 328 
PTCI,K)-FRA*PCIA,K)+fR~*PCI~,K) 
GO TO 325 

326 01--115.0 
02·-115.0 
OJ-PC IA,K) 
04-PCIB,K) 

C------USE LOGARITHMIC INTERPOLATION NORMALLY ••• 
IfCU3.GT.O.0)Ol-ALUGC03) 
IfCU4.GT.0.0)02=ALOG{04) 
PTCI,K)aEXPCfRA*Dl+fRB*02) 

325 CONTINUE 
C------INTERPOLATE AND INCREMENT MEAN ••• 

AVYTCI,K)afRA*AVYCIA,K)+fRB*AVYCIB,K)-OELYf 
C------INTERPOLATE VARIANCE ••• 

VARYTCI,K)=fRA*VARYCIA,K)+fRB*VARYCIB,K) 
GO TO 401 

C------ORIGINATING OUTSIDE fRAME ••• 
C------SET TO BOUNDARY-VALUES ••• 

112 PTCl,K)-PC1,K) 
AVYTCI,K)aAVY(l,K)-OELYf 
VARYTCI,K)=VARYC1,K) 
GO TO 401 

114 PTCL,K).P{NX,K) 
AVYTCI,K)-AVyCNX,K)-OELYf 
VARYTCI,K)=VARYCNX,K) 

401 CONTINUE 
103 CONTINUE 

SEE(53)-TLMEC1)/60.0 
SEE(52)aTIM[C2)/60.0 

SUM-O.O 
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C------fIND ~ASS OF MATERIAL LEFT IN LAGRANGIAN F~AME ••• 
DO 160 t<",2,NZM 
00 161 I:a2,NXM 
SUMaSUM+0.5*eXFeI+ll-XFeI-l»*PTeI,K) 

161 CONTINUE 
-160 CONTINUE 

IFeJT.GT.4)PtCONSaPICONs*eSUM/SUM1) 
IFeJT.GT.15)GO TO 421 
IFCUTNOW.GT.OTLAS)VAFRAC-VAFRAC-SPAReI6) 

421 OTLAS-OTNON 
C------IF FRACTION OF MATERIAL LUST THROUGH ADVECTION EXCEEDS ALLUWANCE, 
C- - TERMINATE RELATIVE ADVECTION UNTIL GRID EXPANDS AGAIN wITH NEXT 
C- - INCREASE IN TIME-STrp ••• 

IFefICONS.LT.VAFRAC)ITERMal 
TADVaTADV+DTeJT) 
TFRAcaTADV/TTRAV 
GU TO 146 

143 DO 147 Kal,NZ 
DO 147 la1,NX 

C------SWOP ARRAYS ••• 
AYYTCI,KlaAVyeI,Kl 
VARYTeI,KlaYARyeI,Kl 

147 PTel,K)apeI,K) 
146 CUNTINUE 

SEE(54)"PICONS 
SE[(55)aTFRAC 

C c----------------- ____________________________________ ______ ~ ___ -_. ___ -__ 
C*REMOVAL PROCESSES-SETTLING,GRUUND-ABSORPTION' AND UNIFORM DECAy •••• ' 
C*S£TTLING SPEEO '" WS,GROUNO A&SORPTIUN PARAMETER=RABAV, 
C- UECAY fARAMETE~ - PREM+PUEP,WHERE PDEP Is NON-ZERO FOR TOES)T)TOEF 

CALL REMOVECWS,PREM'TOES.TOEf,POEP,RABAV,DTCJT),OZ,ZPB,NZ,NX,JT, 
SPT.P.AVY,VARY,TACT,AVYT,VARYT,XP,YP,STABAV,RAMAV,OTAV,ZOAV,OAV, 
SUYBAV,ZS,TIM.f,Xf,OEP,XFP,XFN) c---_·_-----------_- ______ . __ .. _______________ . _______________ ._- ___ . __ _ 

C 
148 CALL FUNCTCXP,YP,TACT,STABAV,RAMAV,DTAV.ZOAV.QAV,UVBAV,Xf,DZ,F.NX, 

SNZ, TIM,ZPIl) 
IFeJT.NE.l)GO TO 7777 
DO 150 I-l,NX 
DEPCI)"O.O 
X~ PC I)-O.O 
XfNlI):aO.O 

150 CONTINUE 
Q-1.0 
EXaFO,KOR) 
EZ-Fe2,KOR) 
03"Q/C4.0*3.14159*OTel)*eEX*EZ)**0.5) 

C------INITIALISE PUFF uSING A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION AFTER THE FIRST 
C- - rIME-sTEf ••• 

00 149 K=l,NZ 
DO 149 .-1,NX 
01=XfCI)-XFCIOR) 
02:aCK-KORhUZ 
PCI,Kl-OJ*Expe-Ol*U l /l4.0*OTCl)*EX)-D2*U2/(4.0*OT(1)*EZ» 
VARYCI,K)=S~~TC2.0*£X*OTCl» 
AVYCI,Klcu.O 

149 CONTINUE 
GU TO 96 

7777 CONT INUE 
SEE(57)=TIMEel)/60.0 
SEECS6)-TIM[(2)/60.0 

C-----SUBHOUTINl "OIFF" PERFORMS THE OIFFUSION STEP ••• 

CALL OIFFCP,AVY,VARY,f,NX,NZ,XF,OTeJT),OZ,NSOR,KOR,NOuT,PT'AVYT' 
SVARYT) 

SEECS9)=T!MECll/60.U 
SEE(58)=TIML(2)/60.0 

96 CONTINuE 
C------STuRE ~o~ITION DATA FOR SUllsE~UENT USE IN CONCENTRATION oISTR. 
C- - ~OLuTION. 

00 108 JSOL=I,NTSOL 
IFeJT.NE.JTSOL(JSOL»GO TO 108 
00 110 K=l,NZ 
00 110 I .. I,NX 
p~eJSOL'I,K)=P(I.K) 

110 CONTINUE 
POSURXCJSOLl=XP 
POSLlRYC JSUL ):OYP 
POTILXCJSOL)"XVAN 
POTILYCJSUL)=YVAN 
POSUxeJSOL)=OX 
POSLlZ< JSOL) =oZ 

lOB CONTINUE. 
c-------------·-------------------------------------------._---.----.---. 
C*INTERMEUIATL fRINT-OUT ••••••••••••••••• 
C------THIS P~INT-OUT IS SIMPLY FUR OIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES AND MAY BE 
c- - ~uPPRESSEo BY SETTING "INFORM" TO "0" OR "1" eSEE SECTION A.(I) 
c- - ABOVE. 

IfelNFoKM.NE.2)uO TO 57 
I=6*IFIX(fLuAT(NTRA+4)/6.0)-4 
IF(!.NE.NTRA)GO TO 57 
IFeJT.LT.17)GU TO 57 
J-JT+2 
I=5*IFIXCFLOAT(J)/5.0) 
JSKIP=+l 
IFel.NE.J)JSKIP=-l 
WRITECNOuT,9973)JT,OT(JT),OX,OZ,XFCNX),WS,ZSET,ZM,ZMAX,ZPB,ITERM 

9973 FORMATCIX,"JT-",I3," OTCJT):a",f6.1, " DX .. ",f6.2," DZ-",F6.2," XfCN 
iX)-",F8.2," WS=",EI0.3," ZSET&",EI0.3," ZMc",f6.2," ZMAXc",F6.2, 
S" ZfB=",FS.2," ITEHM=",I2) 

WRI1E(NOUT,9974) 
9974 ~URMAT(" ~CI,K)"l 

IE=4*IFIXCFLOATCNXl/4.0) 
KE .. 2*IFIxCfLOATCNZ)/2.0) 
00 Y976 I'"4,IE,4 

9976 W~ITECNUuT,9979)CPCI,K)'K:a2.NZ) 
IFCJSKI~.EQ.-l)GO TO 57 
WRITE(NOuT,9975) 

9975 fORMAT(" AVY(I,K)") 

OU "977 I=4,rE,4 
9977 WHITECNUuT,9979)(AVYeI,K),K:a2,NZ) 

WHITECNOuT,9972) 
9972 FURMAT(" VAHYCI,K)") 

DO 9978 I_4,I
o

E,4 
9976 ~HITECNUUT,9979)eVARYCl,K),K_2,NZ) 
9979 fORMATCIX,16E8.2l 
5.7 CONTINuE 

c-------------·-----------·----_·--·_-----·_-----------------------.. -.-
SEE(61)aWS*UTCJT) 
SEE(60)=WS 
IfCNTouS.EQ.o)GO TO 100 
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263 CONTINUE 
C*EFFECTIVE REPLACEMENT DIFFUSIVITy FOR GROUND IMPACTION/ABSORPTION ••• 

OhLS 

C 

IFCU1.LT.SPAR(23»Ul=SPAR(23) 
D2cUl/FLOATCNZ) 
03 .. 0?*ZPS/DZ 
CALL FUNCTCXP,YP,TACT,STABAV.RAMAV,DTAV,ZOAV,OAV,UVBAV,XF,D2,F.NX, 

$NZ, TIM,03) 
SUM-O.O 
DU 21 K'":>,Nl 
SUM-SUM+F (V K) 

21 CONTINUE 
EZcbUM/FLUATCNZ-l) 
SEE(62)-EL 
SEE(64)·rlMEC1)/60.0 
SEE(63)-TIME(2)/60.0 

c······"nuSE ALLOCATES THE DOSAGE CONTRIBUTIONS TO DOSAGE POINTS 
C· • fnR THE APPROPRIATE DOSAGE INTERVAL ••• 

CALL DOSE(P,AVY,VARY,JT,XP'YP,XVAN,YVAN,TACT.XF,IOR,NX,NZ,DZ,ZPS, 
$TREL,NiRA,NSuM,XRER,YRER,DEP,XFP.XFN.NOUT,FLAST) 

SEE(66)-TIMEC1)/60.0 
SEE(65)-TIMEC2)/60.0 

TRAUOaTIM 
C······FINO EFFECTIVE POSITION Of CENTRE·POINT AT LEVEL Of INTEREST ••• 

01-CHANSAV·ZPB)/DZ+2.0 
IS-IfIXCDl) 
IA-IB+l 
fRA-Dl-fLUAT(IB) 

C······LATERAL POSITION OF MEAN ••• 
DELYF·FRA*AVY(IOR,IA)+(I~O·FRA)*AVY(IOR'IB) 
CALL CIRCA(XVAN,YVAN.XP,YP,XRER,YRER,Dl,D2.RADC,D3.D4) 
IFC03.GT.D4)DELYF-·DELYF 
RADC-RAOC+OELYF 
XHAV-DltRADC.COS(04) 
YHAV-D2tRAOC.SIN(04) 

C··-···TEST WHETHER THIS POINT IS STILL WITHIN THE REGION·OF·INTEREsT •• 
Dl.XMAPl-SPAR(17) 
D2aXMAP2+SPAR(17) 
03aYMAP1-SPAR(17) 
04zYMAP2+SPAR(17) 
IF«XHAV.LT.ol).OR.(XHAV.GT.n2).OR.(YHAV.LT.D3).OR.(YHAV.GT.04»GO 

S TO 261 
c······ALSn TERMINATE AFTER LAST DOSAGE INTERVAL •••• 

IFeTACT.GT.FLAST)GO TO 261 
100 CONTINUE 

SEE( 77) =SEE (75) 
SEE(78)=SEEe76) 
SEE(75)aTIME(2)/60.0 
SEE(76)aTIMEC1)/60.0 

C······"STAGE" ·PRINTs nuT INTERMEDIATE INFORMATION RE PUFF DEVELOPMENT •• 
CALL STAGEeINFORM,O'NX,P.SEE,NDUT.DXB,DYB,NZ,NTDOS) 

102 CONTINUE 
c······ENU OF TRAJECToRY ••• 

261 , CONTINUE 
IFCNTDOS.NE.O)CALL STAGECINFORM'O'NX'P,SEE'NOuT'OXB'OYB'NZ' N T uO ~) 
IFeJT.GE.300)WRITECNOUT.262) 

262 FORMATC1X,"ERROR· PuFF TERMINATEO BEFORE REACHING FINAL POSITIUN" 
$) 

TRADO"TlM 

C •••••• FRACTION Of TIME DURING WHICH RELATIVE ADVECTION WAS ALLOWEO •• • 
IFC N TOOS.NE.O)TfRAC"TTRAV*T~RAC/TIM 

C •••••• AVERAGE VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR PUFF TRAJECTORY ••• 
IfeSTABAM.EQ.O.O)GO TO 763 
STAHAMal.O/CSTABAM/TIM) 
GU TO 764 

763 STAHAM=0.9Et15 
764 CONTINUE 

RAMAM=RAMAM/T II~ 
ZOAM=ZOAM/TIM 
OAMaDAMITIM 
UVAMs:UVAM/TIM 
UVBAM=UVBAM/TIM 
SE[(79)aTfRAC 
SEE(74)=TIMEC1)/60.0 
SEE(73)=TIMEC2)/60. 0 

C •••••• PRINT OIlT PIIFF TERMINATION INFORMATION ... 
CALL STAGE(INFORM,l'NX,P,SEE,NOUT,DXB,DYB,NZ,NTDDS) 
RETURN 
lND 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE ALTERCUVBAV,DT.JT,EXS,EZS,ZS,NZ. NX,DTNOW,DTLAS,ITERM' 
SDXATSV,DZATSV,ZPBS.DXSVEX,PT.IOR.XF.XFP,XFN.P,AVY,VARY,AVyT,VARYT. 
SNOUT) 

C C •••••• THIS SUBROUTINE ALTERS LAGRANGIAN FRAME SPATIAL STEPSIZES 
c. • Tn THEIR OPTIMUM VALUES CIf NECESSARY) AND PERFORMS THE 
C. • NECESSARY INTERPOLATIONS of GRIO DATA ••• 
C DIMENSIUN XFCNX),XfPCNX),XF NCNX),PTCNX,NZ),PCNX,NZ),DTC300) 

DIMENSION AVYTCNX,NZ).AVYC NX ,NZ).VARYTCNX,NZ),VARYCNX,NZ) 
COMMON/SPEC/SPAR(30) 
OTSUB=OTCJT) 
IFCJT.EQ.l)DTSUB=DTC2) 

C •••••• OPTIMUM GRIO·CENTRE STEPSILES ••• 
DXATS2 a SQKTCEXS*DTSUB/SPAR(13» 
OZATS2s:SQRTCEZS*OTSUB/SPARCI3» 
01s:SPARCl5)*ZS 

C······CONSTRAINTS ••• 
IFCU1.LT.SPAR(14»DlaSPARC14) 
0 1aU1/FLOAT(NZ-l) 
IFeUZATS2.LT.Ul)OZATS2:Dl 
IFCOZAT~2.G T .SPAR(26»OZATS2=SPARC28) 
IFCuXATS2.LT.DZATS2)OXATS2 s UZATS2 
Olz(SPARC6)+1.0)*DXATS2*NX/2.0 
IfCU1.GT . ~PAR(27»OXATS2=2.0*SPARC27)/CCSPAR(8)+1.0).NX) 

C·TI ME·SAVER •••• 
I f CJT.GT.15)GO TO 422 
OTNUW=UTCJT) 
IFCUTNO~.~T.OTLAS)ITERM=O 

422 CONTINUE 
C*O NLY ALfER X.STlPSI ZE ~ HEN AN INCREASE IS REQUIRED •••• 

ON=U.5*(DXATS2-UXATSV)+0.5*CDZATS2-0ZATSV) 

LV 
LV 
'-D 



C------~DN~ IS THE AVERAGE STEPSIZE DEVIATION ••• 
IFCl-SPAR(22).LT.DN).AND.CDN.LT.SPARC22»)RETURN 
IF(UN.LE.-SPARC22)lDXATS2a DXATSV 
IF(eJT.EQ.2l.0R.eJT.EQ.3»RETURN 
ZPBS2aZPBS*CDZATS2/DZATSVl 
DXSlX2:SPAReS)*OXATS2 

C------FIND OLD AND NEW HURIZDNTAL DISTANCE SEQUENCES ••• 
IfeuXSEX2.LT.DXATS2lDXSEX2 aDXATS2 
CALL PHIeNX,DXATSV,UXSVEX,XfPl 
CALL PHICNX,DXATS2,UXSEX2,XfN) 

IFCJT.EQ.1)GO TO IJ5 
DO 120 K.1,NZ 
DO 120 IlIl,NX 
PT(l,K)Z:O.O 
AVYl( I,K)=O.O 
VARYTCI,Kl.O.O 

120 CDNrINUE 
DO 121 I,.I,NX 
IFel.GT.IURlGU TO 122 
UN=XfNCIOk)-XFNCIl 
DPMAX-XFpCIORl-XfP(1) 

c------ALLOW EXTERNAL POINTS TO REMAIN ZERO ••• 
IFeUN.GT.DPMAX)GO TO 121 

C------LOCATE X-POSITION IN OLO GRIO ••• 
DO 123 INa l1l0R 
DP:XfPeIOR)-XfPCIN) 
IfCUP.LT.ONlGO TO 124 

123 CONTINUE 
IN-lOR 

124 FRILcCON-OP)/eXfPCIN}-XfPCIN-l}) 
GO TO 125 

122 oNaXfNCI)-XfNCIOR} 
oPMAXaXFPCNX)-XFPCIOR) 
If(ON.GT.OPMAX)GO TO 121 · 
00 126 IN-IOR,NX 
oP.XfPCIN)-XfPeIOR) 
IfCOP.GE.UNlGO TO 121 

126 CONTINUE 
127 fRIL.COP-ON)/eXfPCIN)-XfPeIN-l» 
125 CONTINUE 

DO 128 K.l,NZ 
C------LOCATE Z-PosITION IN OLO GRID ••• 

ZN.ZPBS2+CK-2)*OZATS2 
ZPMIN·ZPBS-OZATSV 
ZPMAX-ZPBS+CNZ-2)*oZATSV 
IfCCZN.LT.ZPMINl.OR'CZN.GE.ZPMAXllGO TO 128 
00 129 KN a l,HZ 
ZPaZpBS~CKN-2)*OZATSV 

IfCZH.LT.ZPl~O TO 130 
129 CONTINUE 
130 FRKL-CZP-ZNl/OZATSV 

IfCJT.LE.5lGO TO 321 
01:-115.0 
02·-115.0 
Oh-115.0 
04,.-115.0 
IfC~CIH-l,KNl.GT.0.0)01·ALUGepeIN-l,KNl) 

, IFCfeIN,KNl.GT.0.Ol02-ALOGCPCIN,KN)} 
IfcpeIN-l,KN-l}.GT.0.0)D3 a ALOGCPCIN-l,KN-l» 
IfcpeIN,KN-l}.GT.0.Ol04 a ALUGCpeIN,KN-l}) 
PA-fRIL*OI~'1.0-fRIL}*02 
PB.FRIL*D3+C1.0-fRIL}*04 

C------USUALLY USE LOGARITHMIC INTERPOLATION fOR ZEROTH MUMENT ••• 

PTCI,K)lIEXPCfRKL*P8+C1.0-FRKL)*PAl 
GO TO 322 

321 COIHINU£ 
PAcfRIL*PCIN-1'KNl~C1.0-FRIL)*PCIN'KN) 
PB.FRIL*P(IN-l'KN-ll+(1.0-fRIL)~peIN'KN-l) 
PTCl,K).fRKL*PB+C1.0-fRKL)*PA 

322 CONTINUE 
C------LINEAR INT~RPOLAT1UN fOR fIRST ANO SECOND MOMENTS ••• 

AVA=fRIL*AVYCIN-1,KN)~C1.0-fRIL)*AVYCIN'KN) 
AVBafRIL*AVYCIN-1,KN-1)+Cl.0-rRIL)*AVYCIN.KN-1) 
AVYTCI,K)=fHKL*AVB~(1.0-fRKL}*AVA 
VARAafRIL*VARYCIN-l'KN)~{1.0-fRIL)*VARYCIN'KN) 
VAR~afRIL*VARYCIN-1'KN-1)+Cl.0·fRIL)*VARY(IN'KN-1) 
VARYTCI,K)=fRKL*VARB+Cl.0-fHKL)*VARA 

128 CONTINUE 
121 CONTINUE 

C--·---REVERT TU ORIGINAL ARRAYS ••• 
00 131 K,.l,NZ 
00 131 l=l,NX 
PCI,K)=PJ{I,K) 
PT(l,K)=O.O 
VARYCI,K)-VARYTCI,K) 
VARYTCI.K)aO.O 
AVYCI,K)aAVYTCI.K) 
AVYlCI,K)"O.O 

131 CONTINllt. 
135 CONT INUE 

C---·--NEw STEPSIZES ••• 
DXATSV-OXATS2 
DXSVEX a DXSEX2 
DZATSVaUZATS2 
ZPB:)cZP~S2 
RETURN 
END 

----------------------------_._.----------------------.-.-------------.. 

SUBROUTINE DIffCP,AVY,VARY,f,NX'NZ,Xf,OT,OZ,NSOR.KOR,NOUT,PT.AVYT, 
$VARYT) 

OIMlNSION PCNX,NZ),fC2,NZ),PTCNX,NZ),XfCNX) 
DIMENSION AVYCNX,NZ),AVYTCNX,NZ),VARYCNX,NZ),VARYTCNX,NZ) 

C 
C-.----SlJbROUTINE TO PERfORM DIffUSION STEP fOR ZEROETH,fIRST ANO SECOND 
C- - MOMENTS •• , 
C--.---A "LIMITING-VALUE" METHOD IS uSED CMULHOLLAND(1971» •• 
C 

NXM=NX-l 
NIMaNZ-l 

C------CONVERT MEAN ANO S.D. TO fIRST AND SECOND MOMENTS ••• 
DO 20 Ka 2,NZM 
DO 20 I a 2,NXM 
VARYT(I'Kl.CVARYCI,Kl**2~AVYCI,K)**2)*PCI'Kl 
AVYTCI,K)CAVY{I,K)*PCI,Kl 
PTCI,K)"PCI,Kl 

UJ 
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20 CONTINUE 
C------TlH: METHOD PREDIC.TS · BOU~OARY VALUES AT THE 1/2 TIME-STEP rOR 
C- - USE IN THE rINAL PREDICTION ••• 

DO 22 K-2,NZM . 
KM-K-l 
KMM-KM-l 
KP-K+l 
KPpaKP+l 

C------RESET EXTERNAL POINTSCNON-DIffUSIVE BOUNDARY) 
IF'CKM.L T .2)KMa 2 
IfCKMM.LT.2)KMMa 2 
IfCKP.GT.NZM)KP-NZM 
IfCKPP.GT.NZM)KPP-NZM 
EXafO,K) 
EZMM_rC2,KMM) 
tZM-rC VKIO 
EZ-fC2,K) 
EZP-fC2,KP) 
EZPPafC2.KPPl 
VAL-DT/C2.0*OZ*OZ) 
BZB-EKPC-CEZMM+EZ>*VAL) 
BZ-EXPC-CEZM+EZP)*VAL) 
BZA-EXP<-CEZ+EZPP)*VAL) 
RZB-EZ/CEZMM+EZ) 
RZ-EZP/CEZM+EZP) 
RZA-EZPP/CEZ+EZPP) 

C-.-----THE z .. r ACTORS ARE EVALUATED EXACTLY ... 
rZMMaCl.O-RZ)*C1.0-RZB)*C1.0-BZB) 
rZM-(1.0~RZ)*BZB 
fZaRZ*Cl.O-BZA)*Cl.O-RZA1-l.0+RZB*Cl.0-RZ)*Cl.0-BZB) 
fZP-RZ*BZA 
fZPP-RZ*RZA*Cl.O-BZA) 
RELZal.O-BZ*8Z 
DO 22 1-2.NXM 
114-1-1 
114M- I~-l 
IP-Ul 
IPP-IP+1 

C------RESET EXTERNAL POINTS < NON-DIffUSIVE BOU~OARY , ••• 
If C i M. LT. 2 )I 14-2 
IfCIMM.LT.2)IMM-2 
IfCIP.aT.NXM)IP-NXM 
IfCIPP.GT.NXM)IPPaNXM 
DXl-XfCI)-XF'CI-t) 
DX2-XfCI+l)-XfCI) 
AX-2.0*EX/CDX1*OX2) 
BX-EXPC-AX*OT*O.S) 
BXM-t.O-BX 
RhOX 1 /C oX 1 +DX2) 
RXM-l.0-RX 

C------THE BOUNDARY X-fACTORS MAY BE BASED ON THE CENTRAL VALUES WITH 
C- - LITTLE ERROR DUE TO THE SLOW VARIATION Of OX ••••• 

fXMM_RXH*RXM*lxH 
F'XMcRXM*BX 
F'X·2.0*RX*RXM*BXH-l.O 
fXP·RX*BX 
F'XPP_RX*RX*BXM 
RELX-l.O-t:lX*BX 

C~---~-ZEROETH MOMENT ••• 
PP.PTCI.K) 
DELXcF'XMM*PTCIMH,K)+fXH*PTCIH.K)+F'X*PP+F'XP*PTCIP.K)+F'Xpp*pTCIPP,K) 
OELZ_F'ZMH*PTCI.KMM)+fZM*PTCI.KM)+F'Z*PP+F'ZP*PTCI.KP)+F'ZPP*pT<I.KPP) 
TPcPP+OELX*RELX+DELZ*RELZ 

PCI.K)-TP 
C------fIRST ~OMENT ••• 

TAVYaO.O 
IF'CTP.LE.O.O)GO TO 33 
APaAVYTCI.K) 
DELxafXMM*AVYTCIMM.K)+fXM*AVYTCI~'K)+fX*AP+rXp*AVYTCIP,K)+ 

SF'XPP*AVYTCIPP,K) 
DELzarZMM*AVYT<I,KHM)+F'ZM*AVYTCI,KM)+F'Z*AP+F'ZP*AVYTCI,KP)+ 

SF'ZPP*AVYTCI,KPP) 
TAvYeCAP+DELX*RELX+OELZ*RELZ1/TP 

33 AVYCl,K)-TAVY 
C------SECONO MOMENT ••••• 

TVARY-O.O 
IfCTP.LE.O.O)GO TO 34 
VPeVARYTCI,K) 
DELX_F'XMM*VARYTCIMM'K)+fXH*VARYTCIM,K)+F'X*VP+F'XP*VARYTCIP,K)+ 

SFXPP*VARyTCIPP,K) 
OELzeFZHM*VARYTCl,KMM)+fZM*VARYTCI,KM)+rZ*VP+fZP*VARYTCI,KP)+ 

SF'ZPP*VARyTCI,KPP) 
VAL_CVP+OELX*RELX+DELZ*RELZ)/TP-TAVY*TAVY+2.0*EX*DT 
IfCVAL.LE.O.O)GO TO 34 
TVARY-SIIRTCVAL) 

34 VARYCI.Kl-TVARY 
C------SET BOUNDARY VALUES ••• 

IE-I 
KEaK 
IF'CI.ElIt2>IE-l 
IF'CI.EQ.NXM)lEaNX 
IF'CK.EII.2)KE-t 
IfCK.EII.NZM1KE-NZ 
IF'CCIE.EQII).ANO.CKE.EQ.K»GO TO 22 
PCIE,KE).TP 
AVYCIE.KE)aUVY 
VARYCIE,KE)cTVARY 

22 CONTINUE 
ReTURN 
END 

----------------_._-----------_.-------------------------------.--------

SUBROUTINE DOSECP,AVY,VARy.JT,XP,YP,XVAN,YVAN.TACT;Xf,IOR.NX.NZ, 
SDZ,ZPB.TREL,NTRA.NSUM,XR.YR.OEP,DAVY,OARY,NOUT.fLAST) 

C 
C------THIS SUBROUTINE ALLOCATES DOSAGES TO THE DOSAGE POINTS fOR THE 
C- - APPROPRIATE DOSAGE INTERVAL ••• 
C 

DIMENSION PCNX,NZ),AVYCNX,NZ),VARYCNX,NZ),XfCNX) 
DIMENSION DEPCNX),OAVYCNX).DARYCNX),CMC40),F'RC4) 
COMMON/OOSA/00SC59.40),TDOS(60).XOOSC401,YOOSC40),NTDOS'NPDOS~ZOOI 
COMMON/UO~B/QSTR(30)'TSTR<30)'NSTR'XPL'YPL.TRTEM 
COMHON/DOSC/XVANL,YVANL,TACTL,OZL,ZPBL,TRAJC7,300),NLP,OTOS 
COMMON/005D/XPLLT,YPLLT.TLLT,OXB,OYB,IITRLT.IITR,XVLLT,YVLLT.XRLLT, 

SYRLLT.XRL.VRL.POEP,TDEf.TOES,WS,PREM 

UJ ..... 



COMMON/OOSF/OA8C4.700),XFORC4),TRELLT 
COMMON/OOSG/S(24000),XFIORC40) 
COMMON/SPEC/SPARCJO) 
NSX a 100 
fLASTaTOOSCNTOOS) 
IF CNX .0L T. NSX )NSXaNX 
ISPaFLOATCNX)/fLOATCNSX)+O.999999 
NSXaFLOATCNX)jFLOATCISP) 
THTaCNZ-2)*OZ~ZP8 
ZDrVaCZOOS-ZPB>/OZ 
IFCZOOS.OT.THT)ERRORaSQRTC-1.0) 
KPaIFIXCZOIV+l.O) 
FRKaZOIV+l.O-FLOATCKP) 
fRKHa1.0-fRK 
NSX7a7*NSX 

C---··-ARRAY "OAB" CONTAINS PREVIOUS TIME ANO PREVIOUS TRAJECTORY 
C· - INFORMATION AT DOSAGE HEIGHT ••• 

DO 71 I-l,NSX7 
OABC2,I)aOABC1,I) 
OABC4,I)aOABCJ,I) 

71 CONTINUE 
XFOR(2)-XFORC1) 
XFOR(4)aXfORCl) 
XfOR(1)-XfCIOR) 
XfORCJ)-XfIORCJT) 

C-_·_·-UPOATE AHRAY OAB ••• 
DO 72 I-1,NSX 
OABC1,I)aXFCISP*I) 
01.-115.0 
02·-115.0 
DJ-PC ISP*I,KP) 
04.PCISP*I,KP-1) 
IFCDJ.GT.O.O)D1aALOGCOJ) 
IFCU4.GT.O.O)02.ALOGC04) . 
OABC1,I+NSX)aEXPCFRK*Ol+FRKM*02) 
OA8Cl,I+2*Nsx)aFRK*AVYCISP*1,KP)+fRKM*AVYCISP*I,KP-1) 
OABC1'I+J*NSX).FRK*VA~YCISP*r'KP)+FRKM*VARY(ISP*I'KP_l) 
OABC1,1+4*NU)aOEPClSP*I) 
OABC1,I+S*NSX).OAVYCrSP*I) 
OABC1,I+a*NSx>aDARYCISP*I) 

72 CONTINUE 
C··-··-CANNOT INTERPOLATE IF HAVE RUN OUT Of SOLUTIONS (NLP) IN PREVIOUS 
C· - TRAJECTOHY. 

IFCJT.GT.NLP>GO TO 74 
IFCNTRA.EQ.l>OO TO 74 
JSMaCJT"1hNSX7 
00 75 I a l,NSX7 
OAB(l.I)aSC~SM+I) 

7-5 CONTINUE 
74 CONTINUE 

IFCJT.EQ.l)QO TO 25 
IFCNTRA.EQ.l)GO TO 28 
IFCJT.GT.NLP)GO TO 28 
GO TO 29 

C*STORE LAST TRAJECTORY RELEASE.TIME ••• 
25 TRELLTaTRTEM 

T~TEMaTREL 
, NLPaNSUM 

NSUHaO 
29 CUNTINUE 

C*SET NUMBER UF INTERPOLATED PUFfS PER UNIT TIME ••••• 
PPUT a 1.0/SPAR(18) 

C--··_·FINO MINIMUM INTERPOLATION TINE TO DEFINE ANY RELEASE EVENT 

C- • GREATER THAN SPAR(30) TO AN ACCURACY OF SPAR(19)/SPAR(2) ••• 
IRELS-1 
lRELEaNSTR 
DO 61 I a l.NSTR 
IFCTSTR(I).LE.TRELLT)IRELS-I 
IFCTSTR(I).LT.TREL)IRELE-I 

61 CONTI NUE 
TINMINaTREL-TRELLT 
IRELPaIREL.S+l 
IRELEaIREL.E+l 
DO 6~ IaIRE~p~IRF.L.E 
01.TSTRCI)-TSTR(I-l) 
IFC01.LT.SPAR(JO»D1-0.1E+10 
IFC01.LT.TINMIN)TINMIN a01 

62 CONTINUE 
01aCSPARC19>/SPAR(2»*TINMIN 
IFC01.GT.SPAR(19»01aSPARC19) 

C*SET NUM~ER UF INTERPOLATED TRAJECTORIES •••• 
NTRINaIFIXCOTOS/01+0.5) 
OTR a OTOS/FLOAT(NTRIN) 

°DELT·TACT·TACTL 
NP-IFIXCPPUT*DELT+l.0) 
o TpoaOEL. T /fLUA T C NP) 

C···--·PARAMETERS FOR 2-DIMENSIONAL INTERPOLATION ••• 
XPLTaTRAJC1,JT) 
YPLTaTRAJC2.JT) 
TLTaTRAJCl,Jr> 
XVLT-TRAJC4,JT) 
YVL TaTRAJC 5,JT> 
XRLTaTRAJC6,JT) 
YRLTaTRAJC7,JT> 
IFCJT.[Q.l)GO TO 28 
DO 51 lal,NTRIN 
FRAaFLOATCI)/FLOATCNTRIN) 
FRB·C1.0-FRA) 
XPTRaFRA*¥P+FRB*XPLT 
YPTRaFRA*YP+FRB*YPLT 
XPLTRaFRA*XPL+FRB*XPLLT 
YPLTR-fRA*YPL+FRB*YPLL.T 
TTRaFRA*TACT+FRB*TL.T 
TLTRaFRA*TACTL+FRS*TLLT 
XVTRaFRA*XVAN+FRB*XVLT 
YVTREFRA*YVAN+FRB*YVLT 
XRTR.FRA*XR+FRB*XRLT 
YRTRaFRA*YR+FRB*YRL.T 
XVLTRaFRA*XVANL+FR~*XVLLT 
YVLTRsFRA*YVANL+FRB*YVLLT 
XRLTRmfRA~XRL+FP.B*XRLLT 
YRLTR-FRA*YRL+FRB*YRLLT 

C*RELEASE·RATE ••••• 
TREffaFRA*TREL+FRB*TRELLT 
QAaO.O 
IFCCTREFF.LT.TSTR(1».OR.CTREFF.GT.TSTR(NSTR»)GO TO 16 
DO 15 J"21NSTR 

15 IfCTSTR(J).GE.TREFF)GO TO 17 
17 SPmTSTRCJ)-TSTRCJ-1) 

FRAaCTREFF-TSTRCJ-l»/SP 
QA-FRA*QSTRCJ)+C1.0-FRA)*QSTReJ-l) 

16 IFCQA.EQ.O.O)GO TO 51 
DU 52 J"I,NP 
FRAaFL.OAT(J)/FLOATCNP) 
FRBaC1.0-FRA) 

C*ESTIMATEO PUSITION AT TIME·TA ••••••••••• 

UJ 
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XAafRA*XpTR+FRB*XPLTR 
YA-FRA*ypTR+FRB*YPLTR 
TAaFRA*TTR+FRB*TLTR 
IFCCTA.LT.TDOS(1».OR.CTA.GE.TDOSCNTOOS»)GO TO 52 
XVA-FRA*XVTR+fRB*XVLTR 
YVA-FRA*yVTR+fRB*YVLTR 
XRA-FRA*XRTR+fRB*XHLTR 
YRA-fRA*YRTR+FRB*YRLTR 

C*fIND ARC PARAMETERS ••••• 
CALL CIRCACXVA'YVA.XA.YA.XRA.YRA.XCA.YCA.RAOA.THA1.THA2) 
00 53 Ka 1.NTDOS -

53 IfCTA.LT.TODSCK»GO TO 54 
ERRORaSQRTC-l.0) 

54 INTaK-l 
, DO 41 La1.NPDOS 
CMCU-l.0 

41 CONTINUE 
FR(1)acFLOATCI)/FLOATCNTRIN»*CFLOATCJ)/FLOATCNP» 
FR(2)aCfLOATCI)/FLOATCNTRIN»*(FLOATCNP-J)/FLOATCNP» 
FR(3)aCFLOATCNTRIN-l)/FLOATCNTRIN»*CFLOATCJ)/FLOATCNP» 
FR(4)aCFLOATCNTRIN-I)/FLOATCNTRIN»*CFLOATCNP-J)/fLOATCNP» 
DO 55 LMal.4 
DO 55 La l.NPOOS 
DOaO.O 
IOEPaO 
XaA~S(XDOSCL»*OXB 
YaABSCYDOSCL»*DYB 
IfCCXDO$CL).LT.O).ANO.CYDOSCL).LT.O»IOEP a l 

C*DISTANCE ALONG ARC fROM CORE ••••••• 
, OI-X-xCA 

IfCD1.EQ.O.O)Olao.OOOOOOOI 
C------SORT out ARC SENSE ••• 

THAaATANCCY-YCA)/01) 
IfCD1.LT.O.O>JHAaTHA+3.141592654 
IfCTHA.LT.O.O)THAaTHA+Z.O*3.141592654 
IfCTHA2-THA.GT.3.14159Z654)THAaTHA+2.0*3.141592654 
IFCT~2-THA.LT.-3.141592654)THAlaTHA1+2.0*3.141592654 
If C'THU-1MA. LT.·] .14159265-4 )THA2-THA2+2 .0*3 .141592654 
DhTHA2-THAl 
04aTHA2-THA 
03aOl*D4 
IfC03.EQ.O.O)D3-0.00000001 
0"03/ABS(03) 
XPF-XFORCLM)+01*RADA*ABSCTHA-THA2) 

C*DISTANCE fROM ARC CUSE LEFT-HAND COORDINATE SET) •••• 
02aSORTCC¥-XCAI**2+CY-YCA)**2) 
D4_U2-RAOA _ 
IfCTHA2.LT.THA1)04a -D4 
YOUTaC4 
IFC(XPf.LE.OABCLM.l».OR.CXPF.GT.DABCLM.NSX»)GO TO 51 
00 81 IPa2,NSX 
IfCXPF.LE.DABCLM,IP»GO TO 88 

81 CONTINUE 
88 SPaOABCLM.IP)-OABCLM.IP-l) 

FRIAaCXPF-OABCLM,IP-l»/SP 
FR IB-l. a-fR lA 

C*INTERPOLATE ZEROETH.FIRST AND SECONO MOMENTS ••• 
,. LAPaC 1 +IOEP*3)*NSX 

LAAaC2+IOEP*3)*NSX 
LAVaC3+IOEP*3)*NSX 
Dl--115.0 
02a-115.0 
03aUABCLM.LAP+IP) 

D4_0ABCLM,LAP+IP-l) 
C------USUALLY USE A LOGARITHMIC INTERPOLATION fOR ZEROTH MOMENT •• • 

IFC03.aT.0.0)01 a ALOGCD3) 
IfC04.GT.O.O)02 a ALOGC04) 
PAaEXPCfRIA*01+FRIB*02) 
D3aEXPC-U5.D) 
IFCPA.LE.D3)GO TO 51 
AVA afRIA*OABCLM.LAA+IP)+fRIB*OABCLH,LAA+IP-l) 
VARAaFRIA*DABCLM,LAV+IP)+FRIB*OABCLM.LAV+IP-l) 

C*RELATIVE OEVIAT!ON fROM AVA ••••• 
SVaYOUT-AVA 

C*OOSAGE CONTRIBUTION ••••• 
IfCVARA.GT.o.ooon001)GO TO 9991 
WRITEC3.9992)JT.IP.KP,VARA.VARB.XP,YP 

9992 FORMATC1X.3Il~10El0.3) 
GO TO 51 

9991 CONTINUE 

C------ASSUME GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION "ACROSS-fRAME" ••• 
DO.'DTP*OA*OTR*PA/CVARA*2.50663»*EXPC-SY*SY/C2.0*VARA*VARA» 

51 IfCUO.LE.O.O)OOaO.1E-44 
CMCL)aCMCL)*DO**fRCLM) 

55 CONTINUE 
00 58 La l.NPOUS 
DOS(INT.L)aDOSCINT.L)+CMCL) 

58 CONTINUE 
52 CONTINUE 
51 CONTINUE 

C*STORAGE OF PREVIOUS PROPERTIES ••••• 
28 CONTINUE 

C*STORE MOMENTS • •••••••• 
IaJhNSX1 
IfCI.GT.24000)WRITECNOUT.18> 

18 FORMATC"OERROR- TOO MANY TIME-STEPS TO BE ACCOMMODATED BY ~RRAY S( 
S24000)."./~" jNCREASE DIMENStON,INTERMEDIATE fILING IN *STORE* • A 
SNO ABOVE TOL(RANCE . TO CONTINUE •••• ") 

JSMaCJT-l)*NSX1 
DO 11 I a l.NSX7 
SCJSM+I).OABC1.I) 

17 CUNTINUE 
XfIURCJT).XfORC1) 
XPLLTaXPLT 
YPLLTaYPLT 
TLLT-TLT 
XVLLTaXVLT 
YVU. TaYVL T 
XRLLTaXRLT 
YRLLTaYRLT 
TRAJC 1.Jn·Xp 
TRAJC2.JT)·YP 
TRAJCl,Jf)aTACT 
TRAJC4.Jn·XVAN 
TRAJC5.JT)aYVAN 
TRAJC6.JT)aXR 
TRAJ(1.JT)aYR 
NSUMaNSUMH 
XPL=XP 
YPLayp 
TACTLaTACT 
XVANLaXVAN 
YVANLaYVAN 
XRLaXR 
YRLaYR 

UJ 
.j:

UJ 



OZLaOZ 
Zf-BLaZPB 
RETURN 
END 

----.---.-.. --.----~---.--.-.--.---.---.-------.. ---------.. -----.-.--.. 

C 
SUBROUTINE CIRCACX1'Yl.X2'Y2,Xl'Yl'XC,YC~R,THET1,THET2) 

C*SUBROUTINE TO FIND CIRCLE-FIT PARAMETERS •••• 
C 
C*TEST FOR STRAIGHT LINE ••••••••••• 

01aCY2-Yl)*CXl·X2)-CYl-Y2)*CX2-Xl) 
04aABS(01) 

C *IULL HA liE TO CHANGE T01.ERANCES Cn4, R) FOR OTHER UN ITS OR LARGER S YS TM 
IFCD4.GT.O.1£+OI)GO TO 25 
0IioY2.Y1 
02aX2-XI 
IfC01.EQ.0.OlDlaO.1E·07 
IfCU2.EQ.0.O)02ao.1E·07 
SL.pa·02/01 

C*WILL HAilE TO CHANGE TOLERANCE5C04,R)fOR OTHER UNITS OR LARGER SYSTEM, 
RaO.lE+06 
OELXaRISQRTC1,O+SLP**2) 

C······X· ~NO Y·COOROINATES Of CENTRE ••• 
XCaX2+0ELX 
YCaU+SLP*OELX 

C---···RECALCUL.ATE R TO ACCOUNT FOR NUMERICAL ERROR, •• 
RaSQRTCCXC·X2)**2+CYC·Y2)**2) 
THtT2a ATANCCY2-YC)/CX2-XC» 
IfCX2.LT.XC1THET2 aTHET2+l,141592654 
o laU*XC 
IfCD1.EQ.0.O)0I a O,OOOOOOOI 
THET1*ATANCCY1-YC)/01) 
IFC01,L.T.0.OlTHETl a THET1+l.141592654 
GO TO 28 

C*CIRCLE •••••••••••• 
25 CONTINUE 

Ala2.0*CX2-XU 
A2a2.0*C Y2-U) 
A3.X~*X2+Y2*Y2-Xl*XI·Yl*Yl 
Bh2.0*CX3-X2) 
B2.2.0*(Y3-V2) 
Bj.Xl*Xl+Yl*Y3-X2*X2-Y2*Y2 
01ajjl*A2-A1*B2 
02a81*A3-Al*B3 

C------Y-COOROINATE OF CENTRE ••• 
YCaDUDI 
IfC81.NE.O.O)XC-CB3-YC*B2)/Bl 
IfCA1.NE.O.OlXCaCA3-YC*A2)/AI 

C---~--CIRCAL RADIUS ••• 
R-SQRTCCX2-XC)**2+CY2-YC)**2) 
Dl.CX2-XC) 
IfCD1.EQ.O.O)Dl·0.00000001 
THET2 aATANCCY2-YC)/DI) 

" 

IfCU1.LT.O.O)THET2 aTHET2+3.141592654 
01-CX1-XC) 
IfCU1.EQ.O.O)Ol·0.00000001 
THETl-ATANCCY1-YC)/01) 
IfCU1.LT.O.O)THET1·THET1+l.141592654 

28 CONTINUE . 
C···---GET ANGLES INTO 0 TO 2*PI RANGE ••• 

IfCTHET1.L.T.O.O)THETI-THET1+2,O*1.1415926S4 
IFCTHET2.LT.O.O)THET2-THET2+2.0*3.141592654 
IfCTHET1.THET2.GT.3.141592654)THET2-THET2+2.0*3.141592654 
IfCTHET1-THET2.LT.-3.141S92654)THETl a THET1+2.0*3,141592654 
RETURN 
END 

.-------------.---.-------.-------.---.--.-.----_ ... -------.--_.--------

C 

SUBROUTINE LOCUSCNTIME,NTOAT,OELTA'NSTR,XGS,YGS,IfLAG,OELTB,ITOT, -
SJTOT,OXB.OYS.NX,ZS,ZM,OXATSII.OZATSII,ZPBS,XGM1.XGM2,YGMl,YGM2'MfL.AC
S,OELTC,OELTO,NZ,ZJ,TOAT,TSTR.QSTR,UB,IIB,STAB,PARAM,ZO,O,TIME,TRELI 
SN,TRELOT,UIIMAX,EMIN,NOUT,KOR,HTOOS,WS.HANSAII,PBFR,F.XF,RAB) 

C-···-·THIS SUBROUTINE ESTIMATES THE START AND END REL.EASE·TIMES fOR 
C- • EACH CENTROID-LOCUS TO AFFECT THE REGION-Of-INTEREST AT A 
C- • PARTICULAR TIME ••• 
C 

DIMENSION TRELSTC15,4),TDAT(NTDAT),TSTRC10),QSTRC10) 
DIM£NSION UBCITOT,JTOT,NTDAT),IIBCITOT,JTOT,NTOAT) 
DIMENSION STABCITOT'JTUT,NTDAT),PARAMCITOT,JTOT,NTOAT) 
DIMENSION ZOCITOT,JTOT),OCITnT,JTOT) • 
DIMENSION XFCNX),FC2,NZ),TIME(15),TRELINC15,4) 
DIMENSION TRELOTC15,4),UVMAXC15),EMINC2,15,4),RABCITOTIJTOT) 
CDMMON/SPEC/sPARC10) 

C+' TAG RELEIIANT LOCI WITH REL.EASE TIMES ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C··----AOU MARGIN TO THE REGION-Of-INTEREST, •• 

XGB1-XGMl-SPAR(17)/DXB 
XGB2.XGM2+SPAR(17)/DXB 
YGB1-YGMl-SPAR(17)/DYB 
YGB2-YGM?+SPAR(17)/OYB 
00 38 I-l,NTIME 
DO 38 J.l,4 
TRELSTCI.J)--20.0 

38 CONTINUE 
NPRIS_IFIXC(TDATCNTDAT)-TDATC1»/DELTA) 
00 15 IT-l,NPRIS 

C*ECONOMI~E HERE BY ONLY CONSIDERING RELEASE TIMES DURING WHICH SOURCE 
C*OPERATE~ ••••••• 

TREL-(IT-1)*nELTA+TOATC1) 
IfCTREL.LT.TsTR(1»GO TO 15 
IFCTREL.GE.lsTRCNSTR»GD TO 15 
00 16 IS-l,NSTR 
IfCTREL.LT.TSTRCIS»GD TO 17 

16 CONTINUE 

w 
+
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17 CONTINUE 
IftNTOOS.NE.O)GO TO 321 
IfCCQSTRCIS).LT.O.1~·3S).ANO.CQSTRCIS·1).LT.O.lE·35»Ga TO 15 

321 XGaXGS 
YG.YOS 
IfLAoao 
ITS-IFIXCCTDATCNTDAT)·TREL)/OELTB) 
IfCITS.LT.l)od TO 15 
SUM-O.O 
ZEZ-ZS 
DO 35 ITp.l~ITS 
TIMaTREL+CITp·I).DELTB 
XP-XG*DXB 
YP-YO*OYB 

C······VELOCITY PARAMETERS AT HEIGHt ZEZ ••• 
CALL VELOCXP~YP~TIM~UXY~VXY~VEL~UB~VB~TDAT'NTOAT~OXB'OYB'ITOT~JTOT 

$) 

CALL PROPSCTIM,XP,YP,STAB~PARAM'ZO'O,sTABP,PARAMP~ZOP~DP~DXB~DYB,T 
SDAT.NTOAT.ITOT,JTOT~RAB'RABP) 

VELmSQRTCUXY.·2+VXY·.2) 
TTRAY.TIM-TREL+O.S·DELTB 
CALL FUNCTCXP'YP'TIM.STABP'PARAMP~DELTB~ZOP~DP'VEL'XF~O •• F~NX,2,TT 

SRAV,ZEZ> 
EZaF C 2~ 2) 
SUM-SUM+EZ 
[Z.SUM/FLOATCIT?) 

C~·-···FIND VELOCITY AT ESTIMATED HEIGHT OF CENTROID ••• 
C'LL UEfFCTTRAV'ZS,EZ,WS'HANSAV'PBFR~UXY~VXY,STABP'PARANP'Zop,op, 
sus,VS,UVS~OELTB,ZEZ) 

XGaXO+US*OELTB/OXB 
YG.YO+VS.DELTB/DYB 
IFC(XO.LT.XG81).OR,CXG.GT.XGB2),OR.CYG.LT,YGBl).OR.CYG.OT.YGB2»GO 

S To 36 
00 37 I-l,NTINE 
TOIFT.ABSCTIMECI)·TIM) 

C·~AY VARY THIS ALLOWED VARIATION* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TIOaO .5.0EL TA 
IFcTotrr.GT.TIO)GO To 37 
DlaABSCTREL·TRELSTCI,l» 
02aABSCTREL·TRELSTCI,2» 
o 3aAB'S CTREL ·TRELS TC 1,3» 
04-ABSCTREL·TRELSTCI,4» 
IFCCCD1.lT.O.OOl),OR.C02.LT.0.001».OR.CC03.LT.O.001).OR.C04.LT.O. 

SOOI»)OO TO 37 . 
TREMaTREL·OELTA 
01aABSCTREN·TRELSTCI,1» 
02-ABSCTREN·TRELSTCI~2» 
03aABSCTREM·TRELSTCI,3» 
04~ABSCTReN·TRELSTCI,4» 
MFLAG-O 
IFC(C01.LT.O.OOl).OR.C02.LT.O.OOl».OR.CC03.LT.0.OOl).OR.C04.LT.0. 

SOOl»)MfLAGal 
C*USE TRELSTCI~4) AS A CHECK AGAINST SEQUENCING" 

IfCHFLAG.EQ.l)TRELSTCI,4)aTREL 
IFCMFLAG.EQ.l)GO TO 37 
DO 39 J a l,3 
IFCTRELSTCI,J).GE.O'O)GO TO 39 

, TRELSTCI~J)·TREL 
GO TO 37 

39 CONtiNUE 
C···-~·THIS TIME·OF-INTEREST REQUIRES TOO MANY RELEASE·TIME LOCI ••• 

WRITECNOuT ~41) 
41 fORMATClriO,21HERRUR·TOO MANY PASSES) 

37 CONT INUE 
36 CONTINUE 
35 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 

C*SINCE TRELST IS EARLIEST TINE, ENSURE IN REGION BY INCREASING.', 
00 235 I_l,NTINE ' 
DO 235 Jal,3 
IFCTRELSTCI,J).GE.O.O)TRELSTCI,J)aTRELSTCI~J)+O,51*OELTA 

235 CONTINUE 
WRITECNOuT,42) 

42 FORMATC"ORELEASE TIMES TO AFFECT REGION OF INTEREST AT GIVEN TIME. 
SAMBIGUITy LATER REMOVED"'//~IH .10X,lOHGIVEN TIME~15X,31HSEQUENCE 
SEARL lEST RELEASE TIMES/) 

DO 44 Iat,NTIHE 
WRITECNOuT,43)TIMECI),CTRELSTCI,J),J-l,3) 

44 CONTINUE 
43 rORMATC12X,Fl0.1,SX'4F10.1) 

C+ ESTABLISH RELEASE BOUNDS OF TAGGED LOCI +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

DO 47 1-1,15 
DO 47 J a t,3 

C-·····PRESET FLAGS IN E~TRY AND EXIT RELEASE· TIMES ••• 
TRELINCI,J)a·30.0 
TRELOTCI,J)a-30.0 

47 CONTINUE 
DO 48 ITal,NTIME 
UVMAXCIT)aSPARC20) 
IF(TRELST(IT,l).LT.O.O)GO TO 48 
DO 49 J a l,3 

C······SOLVE FOR ENTRY AND EXIT RELEASE-TIMES FOR EACH LOCusCMAX.3) FOR 
C· - EACH TIME·OF-INTEREST ••• 

EMIN(1,IT,J)a200.0 
EMINC2,IT,J)a200.0 
IfCTRELSTCIT,J).LT.O.O)GO TO 49 
IfCJ,EQ.t)GO TO 11 
KA-J·l 
DO 34 Kal,KA 
TROTAOaTRELOTCIT,K) 
IFCTROTAO.GE.500000.0)TROTAD-TROTAO·SOOOOO.o 
TRINAoaTRELINCIT,K) 
IF(TRINAO.GE.500000.0)TRINAOaTRINAO·SOOOOO.0 
IFCCTRELSTCIT,J).LE,TROTAO).ANO.CTRELSTCIT,J).GE,TRINAO»GO TO 49 

34 CONTINUE 
33 CONTINUE 

ISET&+1 
C*ENTRY TIME AN~ ExIT TIME 

57 CONTINUE 
XG-XGS 
YG-YGS 
DO 50 141-1,400 

C-----·TRY RELEASE TIMES BEfORE ANO AFTER TAGGED VALUECISETa+l OR -1). 
TRELaTRELSTCIT,J)·CMl-l)*OELTC.lSET 

C*ECONOHISE HERE BY ONLY CONSIDERING TREL DURING WHICH SOURCE OPERATED 
IfCCTREL.LE.TOAT(1»,AND.(ISET.GT.0»TRINaTDATCl) 
IFCCTREL.LE.TDAT(1».AND.CISET.GT.0»GO TO 55 
IFC(YREL.GE.TOATCNTDAT».ANO.CISET.LT.O»TRDT-TOATCNTOAT) 
IFC(TREL.uE.TOATCNTDAT».AND.CISET.LT.O»GO TO 58 
IFCCTREL.uT.TIHECIT».ANO.CISET.LT,O»TROTaTIMECIT) 
IFCCTREL.uT.TIMECIT».AND.CI~ET.LT.O»)GO TO 58 
IfCCTREL.LE.TSTR(I».OR.CTREl .GT,TSTRCNSTR»)GO TO 83 
DO ~1 KTR-l,NSTR 

LJJ 
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IfeTREL.LT.TsTReKTR»GO TO 82 
81 CnNTINUE 
82 Ife(QSTReKTR).LT.O.1E-35).AND.eQSTReKTR-l).LT.O.1E-l5))GO TO 83 

GO TO 84 
83 IFelSET.eT.O)GO TO 85 

C-~----BOUNDS DETERMINED BY AVAILABLE RELEASE SEQUENCE ••• 
TROT-TREL+500000.0 
GO TO 58 

85 TRlN-TREL+500000.0 
GO TO 55 

84 CONTINUE 
XO-XGS 
YO-YGS 
TPERIOO-TIMECIT)-TREL 
IFeTPERloD.LT.OELTD)GO TO 52 
NiT-ifIxeTPERIOD/DELTD+l.O) 
DELTE-TPERIOD/fLDATCNST-l) 
NlTP-NST·l 
SUM-O.O 
ZEZ-ZS 

C··-···ESTIMATE TRAJECTORY Of CENTROID AT THIS RELEASE-TIME ••• 
DO 53 ITP-l,NITP 
TIM-TREL+CITP-l)*OELTE 
XP_)(O*OXB 
YP-YG*OYB 
CALL VELDCXP,Y.P,TIM,UXY,VXY,VEL,UB,VB,TDAT,NTDAT,OXB,OYB,ITOT,JTOT 

S) 
CALL PROPseTIM,XP,YP,STAB,PARAM,ZO,D,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,OP,oxB,DYB,T 

IDAT,NTDAT,ITOT,JTOT,RAB,RABP) 
TiNO- T I M·TREl 
VELaSQRTCUXY**2+VXY*.2) 
CALL FUNCTeXP,YP,TIM,STABP,PARAMP,OELTE,ZOP,OP,VEL,Xf,O.o,f,NX,2,T 

IENO,ZU) 
IfeITP.EQ.l)GQ TO 231 
If(fCl,2).LT.EMINC1'IT,J»EMINC1,IT,J)afCl,2) 
IfCfC2,2).LT.EMIN(2'IT,J»EMINe2,IT,J)afC2,2) ~ 

231 CONTINUE 
EZaFC2,2) 
SUM-SUM+EZ 
EZ_SUM/fLOATeIT~) 

C-·-···"UEFf" GIVES EFfECTIVE VELOCITY OF CENTROID ••• 
CALL UEff(TENO,ZS'EZ'WS'H~NSAV,PBfR'UXY;VXV'STABP'PARAMP,lOP,op, 

IUS,VS,UVS,OELTE,ZEZ) 
IFCUVS.GT.UV~AXCIT»)UV~AXCIT)EUVS 
XGaXG+US.OELTE/DXB 
YG_YG+VS.OELTE/DYB 

53 CONTINUE 
52 CONTINUE 

C-----·IS THE CENTROID BEYOND THE MARGIN YET ••• 
IfCeXG.LT.XGB1).OR.CXG.GT.XGB2).OR.CYG.LT.VGB1).OR.CYG.GT.YGB2»GO 

S TO 54 
IfCCTREL.LT.TSTR(1».OR.CTRE~.GT.TSTRCNSTR»)GO TO 65 

50 CONTINUE 
WRITECNOiJT,71) 

71 fORMATC"OERROR· DELTC NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO INCLUDE RELEASE-TIME LI 
SMIT") 

STOP 
54 , IfeMl .EQol )GO TO 119 

. 65 IfClSET.LT.O)GO TO 56 
TRINaTREL 
ZJaZS 

55 CONTINUE 
I SET--l 

~t . ,: 

GO TO 57 
56 TROTaTREL 
58 CONTINUE 

TRELINCIT,J)aTRIN 
TRELOTCIT,J)aTROT 

49 CONTINUE 
48 CONTINUE 

C •••••• PRINT OUT ENTRY AND EXIT RELEASE·TIMES fOR EACH LOCUS· NEGATIVE 
C- - VALUES INDICATE THAT LOCUS DID NOT CONTRIBUTE ••• 

WRITECNOuT ,61) 
61 fORMATCIIII,lX,5X,16HTIME Of INTEREST,10X,19HENTRY RELEASE TIMES,I 

II) 
00 62 I a l,NTIME 
00 236 J-l#l 
IfCTRELINCI,J).LT.O.O)TRELOTeI,J)·-30.0 
IfCTRELOTCI,J).LT.O.O)TRELINCI,J)-·lO.O 

236 CONTINUE 
62 WRITE(NOUT,43)TIMECI),CTRELIN(I,J),J-l,l) 

WRITECNOuT#63) 
63 rORMAT(IIII,lX,5X,16HTIME Of INTEREST,10X,18HEXIT RELEASE TIMES,II-

I) 
00 64 I-l,NTIME 

64 WRITE(NOUT,1I3)TIMECI),CTRELOTeI,J),J-l,l) 
RETURN 
END 

-------------------.---------.----.----.-.~-------.-------._-------_.-. -

SUBROUTINE VELOeX,Y,T,U,V,UV,UB,VB,TDAT,NTDAT,DXB,DYB,ITOT,JTOT) 
, C 

C---••• THIS SUBROUTINE EXTRACTS THE BASIC VELOCITY DATA FROM OPTIONS(l) 
C. - OR (2) INPUT eSECTION B. ABOVE) - x· + Y·VELOCITY AT HEIGHT ZG. -
C 

DIMENSIUN UBCITOT,JTOT,NTOAT),VBCITOT,JTOT,NTDAT),TOAT(N T0 4T) 
DIMENSION VA(15) 
COMHON/CONOAT/NMCO,NTCO,TSCD,DTCO,CO(16000),PMCOC15,2) 
XIB-X/OXB 

YJSaY/OYB 
IfeNMco.NE.O)GO TO 111 

C-.-•• ·LINEAR INTERPOLATIONS ••• 
CALL PROP2(XIB,YJB,T,UB,UXY,TOAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT) 
CALL PROP2eXIB,YJB,T,VB,VXY,TOAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT) 
U-UXY 
V"VXY 
UVaSQRTCUXY**2+VXY**2) 
RETURN 

14 CONTINUE 
C--.---CONTINUOUS nATA WENDELL INTERPOLATION ••• X,Y VELOCITIES ••• 

If(CT.LT.TOATC1».OR.CT.GE.TOATCNTDAT»)ERRORaSQRTC-l.0) 
C-·----POSITION IN SEQUENCE ••• 

R-eT-TSCO)/DTCO+l.0 
NSaR 
fR_R-fLOAHNB) 

UJ .... 
0.. 



C------X-VELOC:TY,Y-VELOCITV ••• 
O.Q 16 La l,2 

" DO 15 IallNMCO 
IPA-NB*NMCO*4+CI-l)*4+L 
IPaaIPA-NMCh4 
VACl ).-31000.0 

C------"-31000.0" IS THE SIGNAL fOR OATA-VALUE NOT AVAILABLE ••• 
IfCCCOCIPA).LT.-30000.0).ANO.CCOCIPB).LT.-30000.0»GO TO 15 
IfCCOCIPA).LT.·30000.0)IPA-ZPB 
IfCCOCIPB).LT.-30000.0)IPBaIPA 
VACl)-fR*CDJ~PA)+Cl.0-f~)*COCIPB) 

15 CQNTI NUE ~ 

C------"WEND" PERfORMS THE WEIGHTED INVERSE SQUARE INTERPOLATION'" 
CALL "WENOC.IB,VJB,VA,NMCD,PMCO,VEL) 
IfCVEL.LT.-30000.0)ERRDR-SQRTC-l.0) 
IFCL.E"Q.l )UayEL. 
IfCL.[Q.2)Y-YEL 

16 CONTINUE 
UV-SQRTCU**2+Y**2) 
RETURN 
END 

--------------.-----------.-.-.. -._._---------_._---_.--_ ... -------.. --. 

C 

SUBROUTINE PROPSCT'X,Y,STAB,PARAM,ZO,O,STABP,PARAMP,ZOP,OP,OXB,Dl; 
SB'TOAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT'~AB'RA8P) 

C------THIS SUBROUTINE EXTRACTS THE STABILITY AND SURfACE DATA fROM 
C- - STORAr.E fnR POINT (X,Y,T) •• , 
e 

DIMENSION STABCITOT'JTOT,NTDAT),PARAMCITOT.JTDT.NTDATl,V(15) 
DIMENSION ZO(ITOT,JTOT),OCITOT,JTOT),TDATCNTOAT),RAB(ITOT,JTOT) 
CONMON/CONDAT/NMCO.NTCO,TSCO,OTCD,CDCI6000),PMCD(15,2) 
XIB-X/OXB 
YJB-Y/DVB 
IfCNMCD.NE.O)GO TO 90 

C------LINEAR INTERPOLATIONS ••• 
CALL PROP2CXIB,YJB,T,STAB,STINV,TDAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTDT) 
IfCSTINV.EQ.O.0)STINV-l.010.9E+15 
STABP-l.0/S1INY 
CALL PROP2(XIB,YJB,T,PARAM,PARAMP,TDAT,NTDAT,ITOT,JTOT) 
GO TO 91 

90 CONTINUE 
C------CONTINUOUS DATA WENDELL INTERPOLATION •••• STAB AND PARAM.,. 

IfCCT.LT.TOAT(1».OR.CT.GE.TDATCNTDAT»)ERRORaSQRTC-l.0) 
C------POSITION IN SEQUENCE ••••• 

R-CT-TSCOl/OTCD+I.O 
NB-R 

, fR-H-fLOATCNB) 
" C------STAB,PARAN~ •••• 

00 16 L a l,4 
DO 15 I-l,NI1CO 
IPA-NB*NMCD*4+CI-l)*4+L 
IPB-IPA-NMCO*4 

C------"-lI000.0" IS THE SIGNAL fOR DATA NOT AVAILABLE ••• 
VCI)·-lIOOO.O 
IfCCCOCIPA).LT.-30000.0).ANO.CCOCIPB).LT.-30000.0»GD TO 15 
lfCC~CIPA).LT.-30000.0)IPA-IPB 
IfCCDCIPB),LT.-30000,O)IPB-IPA 
VCll-fR*COCIPA)+Cl.0-fR)*CDCIPB) 

15 CONTINUE 
C------"W~ND" PERfORMS THE ~EIGHTEO INYERSE SQUARE INTERPOLATION ••• 

CALL WENOCXIB,VJB,V,NMCD,PMCD,R) 
IfC~.LT.-30000.0)ERROR-SQRTC·l.0) 
IfCCL,EQ.l).ANO.CR.EQ.O.O»RaO.OOOOOOOl 
IfCL.EQ.3)STABP a t.0/R 
IfCCl.EQ.3).AND.CR.EQ.-31000.0»STABP--31000.0 
IfCL.EQ.4)PARAMP-R 

16 CONTI NUE 
IfCCSTABP.EQ.-31000'O).OR,CPARAMP.LT.-30000,0)lERRORasQRTC-l.0) 

C------CONSTANT SURfACE DATA ••••• 
C------US[ A TwO-DIMENSIONAL LINEAR INTERPOLATION ••• 

91 CONTINUE 
ISETaO 
JSET-O 
IhXJB 
JI-YJB 
fRI-XIB-fLOAT(Il) 
fRJ-YJB-FLOATCJ1) 
12-11+1 
J2aJl+1 
If(I2.GT,ITOT1ISETaITOT 
IfCI1.LT.l)ISETat 
IfCJ2.GT,JTOT1JSETaJTOT 
IfC~I,LT.l)JSETat 
IfC(ISET.EQ.Ol.AND.CJSET.EQ.O»GO TO 93 
IfCISET.EQ.0)ZOPaEXP(Cl.0-fRI1*ALOGCZOCI1_JSET».fRI*ALDGCZOCI2,JS 

SET» ) 
IfCISET.EQ.O)OP-Cl,O-FRI)*DCI1.JSET)+FRI*DCI2~JSET) 
If (lSET. EQ. 0) RABPaC 1 ,0-rR Il *RAeC I lIJSU}+fR I -RAIl( 12,JSET) 
IfC~SET.EQ.0)ZOpaEXPCC1.0-fRJ)*ALOGCZOCI~ET,Jl»+fRJ*ALOG(ZOCISET, f 

SJ2») ' , 
IfCJSET.EQ.O)OP-Cl.0-fRJ)*OCISET.Jl)+fRJ*OCISET,J2) 
IfCJSET.EQ.O)RABP_(1.0-fRJ)*RAB(ISET,Jl1+FRJ*RABCISET,J2) 
IfCCISET.EQ.O).OR.CJSET.EQ.O»RETURN 
ZOpaZOClSET.JSET) 
OP-OCISET.JSET) 
RABPaRABC1SET,JSET) 
RETURN 

93 CONTINUE 
C------SURfACE-ROUOHNESS Zo IS BETTER INTERPOLATED AS ITS LOGARITHM •• 

ZJI-Cl.0·fRI)wALOGCZOCI1,Jl»+fRI*ALOGCIO(I2,JI» 
ZJ2-Cl.0-fRI)*ALOGCZOCI1,J2».fRI*ALOGCZOCI2,J2» 
ZOP-EXPCC1,O-fRJ)*ZJ1+fRJ*ZJ2) 
OJ1-Cl.0-fRl)*OCI1,Jl)+fRI*OCI2,Jl) 
OJ2-Cl,O-fRI)*OCI1,J2)+fRI*OCI2,J2) 
OPaCl.0-fRJl*OJ1+fRJ*OJ2 
RJI-Cl.0-fRl)*RABCll.Jl)+fRI*RABCI2,Jl) 
RJ2a Cl.0-fRI)*RABCI1.J2)+fRI*RABCI2,J2) 
RABP-Cl.O-fRJ)*RJ1+fRJ*RJ2 
RETURN 
END 

--.-----.-.---.---.---_.--.-------._--.-----------_.-- . - -~ 
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C • 
SUBROUTINE WENOCx,Y,VP,NP,PP,Vl 

C------iUBROUTINE TO PERfORM WENDELL INTERPOLATION •••• 
C------A WEIGHTiO I~VERSE-SQUARE INTERPOLATION ••• 
C . 

DIMENSION VPC15l,PPC15,2l,D2(15) 
COMMON/SWENO/WfMCDC15l ~ 
DATA LPMIN/21 

C------fIND DISTANCES SQUARED 
LP-O 
DO 21 K-1,NP 

C------TEST WHETHER OATA-VALUE IS AVAILABLE ••• 
IfCV'CK).LT.·30000.0)QO TO 21 
LP-LP+1 
D2CK)-CPPCK,1)-X)**2+CPPCK,2)-Y)**2 
IfC02CK).EQ.0.OlGO TO 25 
02CK)-1.0/D2CK) · 

21 CONTINUE 
C------TEST fOR MINIMUM NUMBER Of POINTS,LPMIN 

IFCLP.GE.LPMIN)GO ' TO 23 
V·-31000.0 
RETURN 

. 23 CONTINUE 
SU,,'NaO.O 
SUMO-O.O 
lio 22 K-l,NP 
IFCVPCK).LT.-30000.0)GO TO 22 
SUMN-SUMN+D2CK)*VPCK)*WfMCOCKl 
SUMOaSUMO+02CK)*WFMCDCK) 

22 CONTINUE 
V-SUMN/SUMO 
REfURM 

25 CONTINUE 
C------yALUE AT A MAST ••• 

Y-VPCK) 
RF.;fURN 
END 

--------------.-------._--.-----------.-------._._._--._.-----.. -------. 

SUBROUTINE PHICNX,OX.DXE,XF) 
C------SUBROUTINE TO SET UP SPACING Of HORIZONTAL POINTS IN LAGRANGIAN 
C- - GRIO AS A DISTANCE SEQUENCE XFCI) .,. 

DIMENSION XfCNX) 
lOR-IfIXCfLOATCNX)/2.0+0.51) 

, XfCl)cOXE 
,C------POINTS BEfORE CENTRE,., 

DO 4 1-2,IOR 
fRA-FLOATCI)/fLOATCIOR) 
XfCI)-XfCI-l)+fRA*DX+C1.0-FRA)*DXE 

4 CONTINUE 

IORP1-IOR+1 
C------POINTS AfTER CENTRE ••• 

O!} ~ I-IORP1,NX 
FRA-FLOATCNX-l)/FLOATCNX-IORP1) 
XfCI)-XFCl-1)+fRA*DX+C1.0-FRA)*OXE 

5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

--------.-----.-.-.-------.---._--.-.-.----.------.. ----------_.------. 

SUB~oUTINE PROP2CX,Y.TIM.A,AXy,TDAT,NTOAT,ITOT,JTOT) 
C 
C------SUBROUTI"E TO PERFORM 3-01MENSIONAL CX,Y AND TIME) LINEAR 
C- - INTERPOLATION FOR GRID-STORED VARIABLES, •• 
C 

DIMENSION ACITOT,JTOT.NTDAT),TDATCNTDAT) 
DO 31 ITa1,NTDAT 
IfCTIM.LT.TOATCIT»GO TO 32 

31 CONTINUE 
ERROR-SQRTC-l.0) 

C*ERROR---OUTSIDE AVAILABLE TIME-DATA) 
32 FR-CTIM-TOATCIT-1»/CTDATCIT)-TDATCIT-l» 

ISET-O 
JSET-O 
XTOT-FLOATCITOT) 
YTOT-fLOATCJTOT) 

C------SET TO BOUNDARY-VALUES If OUTSIOE DATA-REGION ••• 
IfCX-XTOT>21818 

8 ISET-nOT 
2 IfCY-YTOT)319,9 
9 JSEhJTOT 
3 IfCl,O-X)4,4,10 
10 ISna1 
4 IfCl.0-Y)515,11 
11 JSETa1 
5 IfCISET+JSET)21,21117 
17 IfCISET)7.7,6 
6 IS-ISET 

JS-lFIX(Y+O.S) 
7 IfCJSET)19,19116 
16 JSaJSET 

If(ISET )19.18, 19 
1& IS-IFIXCX+0.5) 
19 NEX-NEX+1 

AXY-FR*ACISIJS.IT)+C1.0-fR)*ACIS.JS,IT-1) 
RETURN 

21 CONTINUE 
I2-IFIX(X) 
13-12+1 
J2-IFIXCY) 
J3aJ2+1 
Bf-ACI2.J3IIT>*C1.0-X+I2)+CX-I2)*A(I3.J3.IT) 
BG-ACI2.J2,IT)*C1.0-X+I2)+(X-I2)*ACI3,J2,IT) 
AIT-BG*C1.0-Y+J2)+CY-J2)*Sf 
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~faA(I2IJlIIT-1)*Cl.0-X+I2)+CX-12)*ACI3IJ3IIT-1) 
BG-ACI2IJ21IT-l)*Cl.0-X+I2)+CX-I2)*ACI3IJ21IT-l) 
AITMlaBG*Cl.0-Y+J2)+CY-J2)*BF 
AXyaFR*AIT+Cl.O-FR)*AITMl 
RETURN 

. END 

--.-.. _ .. -._.-.-_ .. --.... -.---.---.-.-.-..... -.... _---.---... __ .-. __ .--. 

SUBHDUTINE UEFFCTRATIZSIEZIWSIHAVIPBFRIUXY'VXYISTABPIPARAMP~ZOPIDP 
$IUS~VSIUVS,DELT,ZEZ) 

C 
C------SUBROUTINE TO SIMULATE MOTION OF PUFF CENTROID - ESTIMATES 
C- - EFFECTIVE VELOCITY ••• 
C 

COMMON/SPEC/SPAR(30) 
C*NOTE---- THIS SUBROUTINE ASSUMES UNITS OF METRESISECONOS •••• 
C*PROTECT AGAINST SINGULARITY AT TRAVaO 

TRAVaTRAT 
C*FINO THE EXPECTED VERTICAL STEPSJZE AT THIS POINT •••• 
• Oiao.5*SQRTC1.0+40.0*TRAV/SPAR(24»-0.5 

OTaSPAR(24)*CO.2*Ol+0.1) 
DZaSQRTCEZ*DT/SPAR(13» 
ZPBaPBFR*DZ 

C.SET UP TRACKING LEVEL TO MAT~H NUMERICAL pUFF •••• 
ZTR-HAV , 
I'CZTR.LT.ZP8)ZTRaZPB 

C*OBTAIN SLOPE ALPHA BETWEEN ZTR AND CZS-WS*TRAV) •••• 
ZCaZS-Wh TRAV 
IF(ZC.LT.O.O)ZCaO.O 
ZEZao.S*CZTR+ZC) 
IFCZTR.EQ.ZC)ZTRaZTR+O.Ol 
CALL SPEEDCUXYIVXYISTABPIPARAMPIZOPIOPIZC,DZIDXIUSIVSIUC1ZPB) 
CALL SPEEDCUXY'VXY,STABP,PARAMPIZOPIDP,ZTR,OZ~DX,US'VSIUTRIZPB) 
ALPHAMCUc-UTR>/(ZC-ZTR) 
ZC_iS-WhTRAV 
IFCZC.LT.O.O)UC-ALPHA*ZC 
Z-ZTR-ZS+WS* TRAV 
TaTRAV 

C*'CALCULATE THE MEAN RELATIVE VELOCITY OF THE X-CENTROID AT HEIGHT ZTR •• 
C*CALCULATE ERFC ••• 

0181.0 
AhO.3480242 
A2--0.01158798 
A3aO.71178556 
Pho.47047 
OU 6 M-112 
r-TRAV+CM-l)*OELT 

, VAL T-EZ*T 
IFCVALT.LT.O.IE-06)O-O.O 
IfCVALT.LT.0.IE-06)GO TO 5 
ARG-CZ+2.0*ZS)/C2.0*SgRTCEZ*T» 
IFCARG.LT.O.O)Dl--l.0 
ARG-ABSCARG) 

R-l.0/Cl.0+Pl*ARG) 
ERF_l.0-CA1*R+A2*R*R+A3*R**3)*EXPC-ARG*ARG) 
D-l.0-DhERf 

C*RELATIVE VELOCITY Of CENTROID •••• 
G_ALPHA*SQRTC3.14159*T/EZ)*0.S*CEZ*T-Z*ZS) 
A_EXPC-Z*Z/C4.0*EZ*T» . 
BaEXPC-CZ+2.0*ZS)**2/C4.0*EZ*T» 
R-A+B 
IFCR.EQ.O.O)R-O.l 
DaO.5*ALPHA*Z*T~G*D!R 

5 CONTINUE 
IFCM.EQ.l)VS-O 

6 CONTINUE 
DXOT_CO-VS)/DELT 

C*HENCE TOTAL SPEED Of CENTROID IS •••• 
UVsaUC+DXDT 
UVBaSQRTCUXY*UXY+VXY*VXY) 
US.UXHUVS/UVB 
VS_VXY*UVS/UVB 
R£TURN 
END 

---------------------_._.-------------------------------------_.-----

SUBROUTINE SPEEDCUZGIVZGISTA8P I PARAMPIZOP,DP,Z,DZ,OXIUS,VS'UVS,ZP 
$) 

C 
C------SUBROUTJNE TO CALCULATE VELOCITY AT ~EIGHT Z ACCOROI~G TO ANY 
C- - GIVEN RELATIONS - MAY BE ALTERED.,. 
C 

COMMDNlZsTAN/ZG 
VK_O.38 

C------fINO FRICTION VELOCITIES fROM VELOCITIES AT HEIGHT ZG ••• 
CALL fRICC1,0,STA8P,PARAMP,ZG,ZOP,OP,RATIO,VK,2) 
U-RATlO*UZG 
V-RATlO*VZG 

C*USE FLUX RELATIONS REC. BY OYER, 
C*BOUNOARY-LAYER METEOROLOGY,(1974),7'363-372, 
C------ WITH EXTENSiON AFTER WEBB(1970) 
C------ QUART.J.R.MET.SOC,(1970),96,FP.67-90. 

USaO.O 
\lS=O.O 
UVS-O.O 
IfCZ.LE,ZOP)RETURN 
ZO-ZOP 
EL-STABP 
UfRIC=U 
VfRICaV 
IfCEL.LT.O)GO TO 403 
VALaALOGCZ/ZO)+S.O*CZ-ZO)/EL 
IfCZ.GT.EL)VAL_6.0*ALOGCZ/EL)-ALOGCZO/EL)+5.0-S .0*ZO/EL 
GO TO 402 

403 ATaCl.0-16.0*ZO/EL)**0.25 
RT_Cl.0-16.0.Z/EL)**O.25 
Ol_2.0*CO.5*ALOGCCAT+l.0)/CAT-l.0»-ATANCAT» 
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D2-2.0*ATANCRT) 
D'.ALDGCCRT+l.0)/CRT·l.0» 

' 'IAL-Dl+D~·Dl 
402 CONTINUE 

C······X· AND Y·COMPONENTS ••• 
US-UF'RIC*VAL/VK 
VS-VF'RIC*VALIVK 
UVS-SQRT (US*U'S+VS*VS) 
RETUI!N 
END 

----._----_._. __ .-.---_ .. -.. _._._--------.-.-_ .... _-------.. --_.---.---. 

SUBROUTINE F'UNCTCX'Y,TACT,ATABAV,RAMAV'DTAV,ZOAV,OAV,UVZG,Xf'OZ,f, 
SNX,NZ,TIM,ZPB) 

C 
C-···-·SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DIffUSIVITY 
C· • PROfILES ACCORDING TO ANY GIVEN RELATIONS - MAY BE ALTERED •• 
C. 

DIMENSION XfCNX)IfC2,NZ) 
COMMONIZSTAHIZG 

C*USE fLUX RELATIONS RECOMMENDED By DYER, 
C*BOUNDARY·LAYER METEOROLOGY,(1974),7,363.372. 
C······ NITH EXTENSION DUE TO NEB8(1970). 
C······ QUART.J.R.MET.SOC.CI970),96167.90. 

VK-0.38 
EL-ATABAV 

C··-·--fIHD fRICTION VELOCITY FROM V~LoCITY AT HEIGHT ZG •• , 
CALL fRICCUVZG,EL,RAMAV,ZG,ZOAV.OAV,UV,VKI2) 
UVF'RIC-UV 

C*COMPUTE EX USING SUTTON RESULT •• EY/EZ-(CY/CZ>**2'USING VENTERS DATA •• 
C------V~NTER'HALLIOAY AND PRINSLOO, 
C------ATMOS.ENV,(1971),7'P,593' 

EN-4.0'RAMAV+O.17 
C hO. 57*EN+O 01 06 
CZ-O,3a*EH+0,112 
EXEZ-CCX/CZ)"2 
DO 11 K-2,HZ 

C-··--·CALCULATE ENTIRE PROfILE ••• 
Z-CK-2) *OZ+ZPB 
IfCEL.GE.0)EZ-UVfRIC*VK*Z/Cl.0+5.0*Z/EL) 
IfCEL.LT.0)EZ-UVfRIe*VK*Z*SQRTC1.0·16.0*Z/EL) 
If(CEL.GE.0).ANO.(Z.OT.EL»EZ_UVF'RIC*VK*ZI6.0 
EhEZ*EXEZ 
F'Cl,K)aEX 
fC2IK )-EZ 

11 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
[NO 

----------------------------------._.------------_._-------------------. 

C 

SUBROUTINE REMOVECHS,PREM,TOES,TDEF',POEP,RABAV,DT,DZ,ZPB,NZ,NX,JT, 
SPT,P,AVY.VARy.TACT.AVYT,VARYT,XP.YP,STABAV,RAMAV,OTAV#ZOAV,OAV, 
SUV8AV,ZS.TIM,f,Xf,OEP,OAVy.DARY) 

C*REMOVAL PROCESSES-SETTLING.GROUNO·ABSORPTION,ANO UNIfORM OECA¥ ••• 
C*SETTLING SPEED - NS, GROUND ABSORPTION PARAMETER-RABAV, 
C- DECAY PARAMETER-PREM+PDEP, WHERE POEP IS NOH-ZERO fOR TDES)T)TDEf •• 
C 

DIMEHSION PCNX,NZ),AVYCNX,NZ),VARYCNX,NZ),PTCNX.NZ) 
DIMENSION AVYTCNX,NZ),VARYTCNX,NZ),~fCNX),fC2,NZ),OEPCNX),DAVYCNX) 
DIMENSION DARYCNX) 
COMMON/SPEC/SPAR(30) 

C*EffECTIVE REPLACEMENT OIffUSIVITy fOR GROUND IMPACTION/ABSORPTION.~. 
DhZS 
IfC01.LT.SPAR(21»01-SPARC21) 
D2-01/fLOATCNZ) 
D1-02*ZPB/OZ 
CAL~ fUNCTCXP.YP,TACT,STABAV,RAMAV,OTAV,ZOAV,DAV,UVBAV,Xf,D2,f,NX, 

SHZ,TIM,Ol) 
SUM-O.O 
DO 21 K-2,NZ 
SUM-SWot+f C 2, K) 

21 CONTINUE 
EZ-SUM/fLOATCNZ-l) 
A hOi 3480242 
A2--0.0958798 
A1-O,7478556 
PI-0.47047 

C*CALCULATE DECAY EXPONENT •••• 
EOEP-O.O 
IfCCTACT.GE.TOES).ANo.CTACT.LE.TDEf»EOEP-POEP , 
EXPTaPREM+EDEP 
DECFRaEXPC-EXPT*DT) 
ZSETaWS*OT 
FRK-ZSET/OZ 
NZMlaNZ-l 
00 25 I a l,NX 
OEPCI)aWS*DT*PTCI,2) 
OAVYCI)-OEPCJ)*AVYTCI,2) 
DARYCI)aoEPCI)*CVARYTCI,~)**2+AVYTCI'2)**2) 

25 CONTINUE 
C*EXECUTE COMBINED REDISTRIBUTION PROCESSES •••• 

DO 22 K-"NZMl 
Z-CK-2)*OZ+ZPB 
OHaOZ 
IfCK.EQ.2)OH-ZPB+0.5*OZ 
Dl-u.5*Z/SQRTCEZ*OT) 
D2aCO.5*Z+RABAV*DT)/SQRTCEZ*OT) 
Tl=I.0/Cl.0+Pl*OI) 

C------CALCULATE ERROR fUNCTIONS ••• 
ERfCOl a CAI*Tl+A2*Tl*Tl+A1*Tl*Tl*Tl)*EXPC-Ol*Ol) 
T1 8 1.O/Cl.0+Pl*02) 
ERfC02aCA1*Tl+A2*Tl*Tl+A3*TI*Tl*Tl)*EXPC-02*D2) 
RAB-l,O-ERfC01+EXPCRABAV*CZ+RABAV*OT)/EZ)*ERfCD2 
KBaIfIXCfLOATCK)+fRK) 
KAaKB+l 
fRAafLOATCK-KB)+fRK 
IFCKB.LT.2)KB a 2 

lJ.) 
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IfCKA.LT.2)Ua 2 
I~CKB.GT.NZ)KBaNl 
lfCKA.~T.NZ)KAaNZ 
DO 22 la1_NX 
IfCJT.LE.5)GO TO 23 
01·-115.0 
02a-11S.0 
O~aPT< I#KB) 
04aPTCI#KA) 
IfC03.GT.O.0)01aALOGC03) 
lrC04.GT.O.O)02aALOGC04) . 

C······USUALLY USE A LOGARITHMIC INTERPOLATION fOR ZEROTH MOMENT'" 
CTRANaEXpCC1.0·fRA)*D1+fRA*02) 
GO TO 24 

23 CONTINUE 
CTRANaCl.0·FRA)*PTCI#KB)+fRA*PTCI#KA) 

24 CONTINUE 
C······INTERPO~AYE 1ST AND 2ND MOMENTS ••• 

AVYCI_K)aC1.0·fRA)*AVYTCI#KB).FRA*AVYTCI#KA) 
VARYCI#K)aCl.0·fRA)*VARVl{I#KB)+FRA*VARYTCI#KA) 

C······ADJUST ZEROTH MOMENT ~R LOSSES, ••• 
PCI,K)·CTRAN*RAB*DECFR 

~.rINU FRACTION OF REMOVAL DUE TO NON·SETTLING DEPOSITION PROCESSES ONLY 
"EPTTaALOGCRAB)/DT·rXPT 

IFCEPTT'EQ.O.O)GO TO 22 
FOaCCEPTT+PREM)/CEPTT»*Cl.0·RAB*OECfR) 
COEP.FO*CTRAN*DH 

C···-··THESE ARRAYS COEP,DAVY,OARY) REPRESENT THE DE¥OSITION OISTRIB-
C- - -UTION AND ARE U$ED IN SUBROUTINE "DOSE" TO ALLOCATE OEPOSITION 
C- - INSTEAD OF OOSAGE AS REQUIREO Cay SPECIfYING NEGATIVE VALUES 
C- - Of DOSAGE-POINT GRID COORDINATES) .,. 

OEPCI)aOEPCI)+COEP 
DAVYCI)aOAVYCI)+CDEP*AVYCI,K) 
DARYCI)aDARYCI)+CDEP*CVA~YCI#K)**2+AVYCI,K)**2) 

22 COf,lTINUE 
~.-.--. DEPOSITION ARRAYS INTO REQUIRED FORM ••• 

DO 26 I a 1,NX 
DhO[PC I) 
IfC01.LE.0.O)~0 TO 27 
DAVYCI)eDAVYCI)/Ol 
02aOARYCI)/01-0AVYCI)**2 

·Ife02.LE.0.O)GO TO 27 
OARyel)·SQRTe02) 
D~PCI)aOEPCI)/OT 
GO TO 26 

27 CONTINUE 
OEPO ).0.0 
DAVy( I )ao.O 
DARY( I )ao.O 

26 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

--------.-----.---.---._.-.---._--._.-.--_._----_._.------_.--_.------., 

SUBROUTINE FRICCVEL,EL,GTPZG,HA,ZO,D,US,VK,IOPT) ~ 

C 
C-••••• SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE FRICTION VELOCITY FROM GIVEN VELOCITY AT 
C· - HEIGHT ZG ••• 
C •• - ••• THE SAME THEORY IS USED AS IN SUBROUTINE "SPEED" ••• 
C 

IFCIOPT.EQ.2)GO TO 81 
C·.····fROM MEAN VELOCITY ••• 

ERROR aSQRTC-1.0) 
STOP 

81 CONTINUE 
C •••• --FROM MEASUREMENT AT HEIGHT HA •••• 

ZM.HA 
RZaZM/EL 
ROaZO/EL 
IfeRZ)82,83,84 

C··-·-·UNSTABLE 
82 CONTINUE 

AaCl.0-16.0*RO)**0.2S 
S·Cl.0-16.0*RZ)**0.2S 
V1a2.0*ATAN{B)-2.0*ATANCA) 
V2aALOGCCCB+l.0)*CA-l.0»/CCB-l.0)*CA+l.0») 
USaVK*VEL/CV1-V2) 
RETURN 

C····--NEUTRAL 
83 CONTINUE 

US_VK*VEL/ALOGCZM/ZO) 
RETURN 

C-----·STABLE •••• 
84 CONTINUE 

IfCRZ.GT.l.0)GO TO 85 
UsaVK*VEL/CALOGCZM/ZO)+5.0*CRZ-RO» 
RETURN 

85 CONTINUE 
USaVK*VEL/C6.0*ALOGCRZ)·ALOGCRO)+S.0-S.O*RO) 
RETURN 
END 

----------------_._-------_._._---.---_.-_._._._._-----------------_.-.-

SUBROUTINE STAGE(INfORM'ICO~PL'NX'P,TEE'NOUT,DXB'DYB'NZ'NTDOS) 
C 
C---.-.SUBROUTINE TO PRINT PUfF DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION ••• 
C . 

DIMENSION SEE(82),LINC120),PCNX,NZ),TEEC82) 
COMMON/SPEC/SPAR(30) 

40 

41 

DATA NLEV,NCH/3,120/ 
DO 40 J-l,82 
SEECJ)·TEEeJ) 
IF(lCOMPL.EQ.l)GO TO 55 
IFCINFORM.EQ.O)RETURN 
JT-SEE(6) 
SEE(81)-SEEC81)/DXB 
SEE(82)-SEEC82)/DYB 
WRITECNOUT.41)JT,CSEECJ),J.7,13),SEEC81),SEE(82) 
FORMATC4X,"JT-"#12," OTCJT).",F7.2," TACTa",f9.2," X·CENTROIO-", 

SF7.l," CBOUNDS •• ",F7.1,","#F7.1'") DU/DZCZMPREV).",FS.3," ZMa", 

w 
V1 



Sf6.2." XH-",fS.2," YH-",fS.2) 

DO 31 J-14,22,2 
IfCJ.EQ.20)GO TO 31 
SE[CJ)·S[ECJ)/OXB 
SEECJ+l)-SEECJ+l)/OYB 

31 CONTINUE 
WHITECNOUT,4f)CSEECJ),J-14,23) 

42 fORMATC10X,"GRIO POSNS·XP-",f5.2," YP.",f5.2," XVAN-",f5.2'" YVAN.! 
S",fS.2," XSTRK-",f5.2." YSTRX-".F5.2," fACTOR-".fS.2," JSTRK-", 
Sfl.U." XRER-".f5.2," YRER-"'f5.2) 

SEE(24)-180.0*SE£C24)/3.141S9 
SEE(25)-180.0*SEEC25)/3.141S9 
WRIT[CNOUT,43)CSEECJ),J-24,30) 

43 fORMATC10X."GAMTCOEG)a",F7.2,· ANGTCOEG)a",f7.2," STABAV-",El0.1, 
S" RAMAV-",El0.3," ZOAV-",El0.3," OAY-",f6,3," RABAV-".El0.3) 

WRITECNOUT.44)CSEECJ),Ja 31.36) 
44 fORMATC10X."UVAV.",f5.2," UBAva",F6.3." VBAV-".F6.3," UVBAV-".F6.3 

S," EXAV(ZS)-".El0.l." EZAVCZS)-".El0.3) 
WRJTrCNOuT,4S)CSE[CJ),Ja 17,41) 

45 FORMAT(lOX."S£FORE AllER·oxa",F6.2," DXEa".F6.2," OZa",F6.2," ZPSa 
S",fS.2," FRAME LENGTHa·,fS.2) 
WRIT£CNDUT.46)CS£~CJ),Ja42,46) 

46 FORMATC10X,"AFTER ' ALTER·OX-",F6.2," OXE-",F6.2," OZa·,f6,2," ZPB
S",F5,2," FRAM£ LENGTHa",FS.,) 

C······OPTIMAL STEPSIZ£S ••• 

OTSUS-SEE(1) 
IFCJT.EQ.l)OTSUS.2.0*OTSUS 
EXS·SEEC)S) 
EZS-SEE C 36) . 
DXOPT·SQRTCEXS*OTSUB/SPAR(13» 
DZOPTaSQRT(EZS*OTSUS/SPARell» 
ITERM-SEEe 47) 
WRnE( NOUT, 4 n OXOPT ,0ZOPT, C SrEe J)-IJ.60,62) 
OZOPHaSEE C 80) 
IFCCITERM.EQ.l).OR.CJT.EQ.l).OR.COZOPTL.EQ.-l,O»WRITECNOUT,48) 

47 · fORMATC10X,"nPTIMAL STEPSIZES • DX-",F6.3," OZ-".F6.3." WS-",El0.3 
S." ZSETTLE-".£10.3." IMPACT lASS EZa".El0,3) 

48 fORMATC1H+,107X,"***NO AOVECTION***") 

C······PROCESS AND ELAPSED TIMES ••• 
PAO-SEE(52)·SEE(4S) 
EAO-SEE(51)·SEEC49) 
IFCEAO.LT.0)EAoaEAD+86400.0 
IFCCITERM.£Q.1).OR.eJT.EQ.1»PAOaO.0 
IfCCITERM.EQ.l).OR.CJT.EQ.l»EAD-O.O 
POF·SE£(58)·SEEC56) 
EDF-SEE(59)·SEEC57) 
IFCEDf.LT.0)[DFaEDF+86400.0 
IFCJT.EQ.l)POf ao.o 
IfCJT.EQ.l)EriF a O.O 
POS-SEE(65)·SEEC63) 
EOS-SEE(66)-SE£C64) 
IfCEOS.LT.0)£OS-EOS+86400.0 
IfCNTDOS.£Q.O)POS-O.O 

, IfCNTOOS.EQ.O)EOS-O.O 
t--·_··PR. ANO ELAP. TIMES fOR WHOLE TRAJECTORY·STEP •• , 

PTRS-SEE(75)-SEEC77) 
ETRSaSEE(76)-SEEC78) · 
IFCJT.EQ.l)PTRS-SEE(75)-SEE(1) 
IFCJT.EQ.l)ETRS-SEEC76)-SEEC2) 

IfCETRS.LT.0)ETRS-ETRS+86400.0 
WRITECNOUT,49)PAO.POF,PDS,PTRS.SEE(50) 
WRITECNOUT,50)EAD,EOF.EOS,ETRSISEEC54) 

49 FORHATC10X,"PROCESS TIMES - PAO-",F9.2." PDfa",F9,21" POS_",F9.2."W 
$ PTRS-",f9,2." BEfORE AOVECTIO~ PICONSa".F7.5) 

50 fORMATC10X,"ELAPSEO TIMES - £AO-",f9.2," EOfa",f9.2." EOSa",F9.2." 
$ ETRsa".f9.2," AfTER ADVECTION PICONS-",f7,5) 

C ••••• -PLOT LOWER STRATA Of CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION ••• 
C-·-·_·9a l0**C-3) 
C~··---lal0**C-l1) 
C-···-·Oa~T.l0**C-l1) 
C·-----*aGT,10**C-3) 

DO 71 KKal.NLEV 
L-NLEV+2-KK 
DO 72 Mal,NCH 
RPaCfLOATCM)/FLOATCNCH»*fLOATCNX-l)+O.999999 
IPB-RP 
IPA-IPB+1 
FRAaRP-IPB 
VPAaPCIPA.L) 
VPBaPCIPB.L) 
IFCVPA.LE.0.O)VPA aO.1E·44 
IfCVPB.~E.O.0)VPB-0.1E-44 
V_fRA*A~OG10CVPA)+Cl.0-fRA)*ALOG10CVPB) 
IVaV+0.5 
ICHaIV+12 
IftICH.LT.O)ICHaO 
LINCM)aICH 

. 72 CONTINUE 
C.--._.PRINT OUT LOWEST THREE LEVELS OF LAGRANGIAN PUFF ZEROTH MOME NT AS 
C- - LOG EQUIVALENTS... . 

WRITECNOUT, 73 )CLINeJ),J a 1, NCH) 
73 fORMATC12X.120Il) 
71 CONTINUE 

RETORN 
C--·---~NOOFF TRAJECTORY ••• 

55 CONTINUE 
WRrTECNOuT.51)(SEECJ).Ja67'7~) 

51 fORHATC10X,"TRAJECTORY MEANS- STAB-".£10,3." PARAMa".El0.3'" ZOa", 
SE10.3'" oa ft ,F5.2," uva".F5.3," UVS-".F5.3) 

PTR-SEEC7J)-SEEC1) 
ETR-SEE(74)-SEE(2) 
IF(ETR.LT.0)ETRaETR+86400. 0 
WRITECNOUT,52)PTR.ETR,SEE(79) 

52 fORMATC10X."TRAJECTQRY PROCES S TIME-".F9.2." ELAPSED TIHE-".F9 . 2• 
$" ADVECTION FRAC TION OF TRAVEL TIMEa".F6.4) \ 

RETURN 
END 

________ . ______ -___ -_______ ---------~----.------------ __________ -. ___ -.~f 

W 
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Al.4.4 Generation of a test data-set for the Dynamic 

Puff Model. 

The following program constructs and files test 

input conditions for the DPM, in accordance with the 

instructions contained in section (Al.4.3). Meteorological 

data are presented as time-histories at specified points. 

The DPM is required to provide dosage predictions for 

selected locations. 
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IfutojkflUGHS 8-5'O~O FORTRAN COMPIlATlON OtA .. K XVI.Od('), WIUTE(47){LET (K'J) ,J-1 ''+Q) 
WIil:ITEC·47) (u. T (K.J) ,Ja41.80) 

SETDHA/ECPMMUL ............... 
rilE. 2· INPUhUNl '·READER 
riLE. 3. OUTPUT·UNIT.PRINTER 

33 CUNJ I NUE 
CLOSE 4' 

C .... ···;;Nl~ 4 [~H~~~~T~! T:! TOT 'JTOT 'OX8 'I)Ytt ' OU MI-'Y 'I)UMtoty ' OU "'loIY 'l(r,l 'XG2 ' 
SYG 1·,YG2 ,XGS, YGS .IS .NS Tk.W S ,Un T A .nH 1 II .OEl TC . ULl TO ,l)UMM f .UUMMY ' 

fILE. 4U· DATO/ECP'rh4UL,UHIT a DISK·BLOCKING·t.RECORU a bO S.P:~~E (41 )Te"LS, TDEF ,pot~. DUM/'IY .IIIMX' ~MY. I UUM"IY . [J~ Z ,I'lH+MY' 1 DUMMY, 
,iUUI1MY' 10u/'II'IY' IOU"'H f. l(JUI4HY' NSO T. 11 J [I( . NH toNS_ )(I~ ~ .lCG~' xc. ... YGA, 
SyGB' yG If' NTOuS, frWIlDS. ZOOS - zG 

rILE 41· oATl/ECPHHUl'UNlT a oISK'eLOCKJNG a 1'HfcORO·bO 
rILE 47. UAT7/EC~HMUL'UNIT.OISK·eLOCKINGal,~ECORUz:6(} 

TOAl( 1 ).TSCU 

D IMlNS IUN ZO(40,40) '0(110. 40) ,xGr1AS T (10) 'yGJI4AST (10) 
OIMENSIuN wF ACT (10) 'PARAHl( 10, tUl) .PARAM2( 10,101) 'P"RA.M)( 10.101} 

TOA r<2) -1 SCU· (N TCO-1) ·DTCD 
N10AT.2 

P"KAH4( 10 '101) 'TDUS (5) 'H"NS (3) 'llHE e 1~) 'TSTR (3) 
gl~k~~lg~ Q~TK e 3) 'xOOS (4) ,YUDS (4) 'LET (60,80) 'DUH (10) 'COC 16000) 
OIHENSIlIN TUAI(lO),tUti(40,40} 

WHITE( It1 )(TUAT (J) ,Ja1 ,NTDAT) ,eOUH(J) • . J.I. NTI)AT) 
WR ITt (41) (\.IS 1 H (J), J·l· NS Tft) 
wlH l[ C 41) CTSTR (J) .J.1 ,NSTR) 
IIIkITEC 41 )NT 1"'1::. (TlHE(J) .J=1·15) 
wRITE('+l)(ltANseJ)'J·l.]) . 

DATA 1(0 / ","1 
C ....... PfWGRAH TU )IT UP rILlo IHt-IUT UATA ••• 
c- - rOR tJ+WI,i.R"'H lOP", .. M.HULtiOlLANO, 25 / 9 / 77 

,.,ToAT·~ 
TOAT(I).O.O 
TUAT(2)alOOO O.o 
I TOT·40 
JTOTa40 
DlC 1:1·500.1,) 
DYts·SOO.O 
DU 21 I·l.1ruT 
DO 21 J·l·JruT 
10 (I, J ).0.02+0.0005·1·0. OOO:hJ 
D( I ,J)::I(}.O 
RASC I, J )·0. 001.0.00001- 1+0. U00007.J 

21 CUNTINUE 
Zb*lO.O 

C---- .. ·PDINT-HISTU~Y JNPJT ••• 
NHCLh:Z 
NTCO-lOl 
TSC LJ rO. O 
OTe n -lOO.a 
)(GHAST(l).S.U 
YG!04ASH 1 ).20.0 
lC1.IHASTC2h10.0 
YI.IHAST(2l-1S.U 
IdACTt1}·1.U 
Wf,t,CT(2)·0.8 
01.1 22 K-l,IIITeu 
PAtUM3 (1' I( )·0· OJ-I(.O ,000138 7 2 
PAIUM4 (1, I( )-U. OZ"K·O t 0001 
PAI'fAM] (2' I( ):·0.0051 .K·O, 000U5 
PARAH4 (2, I() .-0 .00 1 .1(.0 .0000 1 
PAHA I11{l,K}·l,0 
p,IflAH2{ 1 'K).-2.0 
IFCK .GT .27 )PAHAM2( 1,K )z:2.0 
PARAHl(,,·I()·"·O 
PAR"H2(lol().0.0 
If (K.GT. 27 )1'''HAH1 (2'1()-2.0 
If (..:. GT .27 )PA,UH2(2.t( ).3.0 

22 CtJNTi NUE 
C----- .. HEl EASE INFUHMATlON. _. 

XI.IS-5.0 
YlaS.20.U 
2S a 25.0 
N!»TR.3 

THAe! ).:i:!OOO.U 
TSTR(2).2400.Q 
TSTRCl)·3000.0 
QSTI(( 1 '''0.5E.U9 
Q~TH(2).1.()E.U9 

Q!» TIH 3) ·l). 4[ ·09 
WS.O I 002 
PHE~.O. 000 1 

tgi~:~~gg:g 
PUEP.O.OUI 

C"···--;~j~~!~ICATIUN or o uTPuT ... 

XCiP4. I) 
)I,,2·14.u 
Ylil·l2la 
YI.I2.22.0 

HTlMr.·O 
NhANS_ J 
H"N~( 1 )·0.0 
",MX·2 
NMY .. 2 
N rOOS.5 
TuOS( 1 )·~600.U 
TlJOS(l).J(lOO.o 
TlJOS(3)·330U.O 
TuOS(4}alboa.0 
TOOSlSJ.4000.Q 
NPODS·4 
lCooSe 1 )1I8.u 
YuOS( 1 "17.1) 
J:DOS!l)-12'O 
yOOs(Z)al'l.lJ6 
XOOS(3)a13.U 
YUUS(J)aZo.o 
X1)US(4)_10.0 
YDDS(4)a2\ .1:1397 
ZOOS-1.0 

C .... •• .. ·PROCEOlJiiE V"HlAttlES. o. 
HUl-9261 
0t.lTA a 100.0 
alL Tea5u. 0 
DEUCaZO.a 
DEL TO.20 00 
NSOTa4 

C- .... ··-lNPuT OATA-IJ~SCRIPTOR LABELS'" 
OU 31 K1:1,00 
00 31 L.l,80 
Lt. f{1('l ).KO 

31 CUNT(IIIUE 
C·-·"-"~U"'BEH TO tSl READ I~ (ll) 

RlAO (-;.101 )NlAB h 
DO 32 Ka1.NlAtHN 

C"·····LAaEL NlhtIiCk ••• 
R£"OCl-10l)IIIt. Ae 

101 FORH..tT(2011t) 

REAOe!)'1 (2)( lET( HlAM, J) 'Jal '80) 
102 rORH;.TC60U) 

'lfk I H (3.1 OJ hlAtJo (lETCNl.A8' J). J=1 ,eo) 
103 FORHAf(" LAtsll NO. tt .I2." _ · ·,80A1> 
Jl CUNT r NU[ 

C···""':"'LAtt£LS TO rILE ••• 
&)0 33. K·1.00 

LL 

LAtsEl NO.1· RUN NUMBER.HUL. 

00201 laldrUT 
201 "'IHITE(41)(lO(pJ)·J·l,JTOT) 

DO 202 Ial·nUT 
202 \ljRIfE(41)(t)(I,J),J a l.JTOT) 

WRITE( 41) COUH( J) .J·1 ,2·NTOA J) 
\IIRITE(41} (OUHC J) ,J.l.2·NTOAT) 
WIH TE (41) C T!JUSC J),.J·l.NTDOS) 
WHIH( 41) (Xuu:HJ) 'J a 1 ' :~ PDLJS) 
wft ITE (41 J (YUUS (J), J.l, N~OOS J 
DO 203 I·t.trUT 

203 wHJTE(4t )(~Ats( t 'J)'J.t 'JTOT) 
CLOSE '1 

C· ...... • .. WRITE TO rILE 40 .... 
WR lTE (40 )NHCO. NTcD, TSCD .OTCU 
WItITE(40)( (XGHASTCJ) ,YGfot"STtJ» 'J.l'NHCI I). ("jFACT(JJ 'J=l.t-I",(;u) 
D£J 204 l( a 1'NTCO 
00 20_ "'·1.NHCo 
I~- (K-1) ·NI'tCO"4+( H-1)._ 
CU( 18. 1 )·PA~""'l (lot' I() 
CO (18.2 )apARAM2 (H, "') 
COt IB.J )apARAH3( H, I() 
cot IB.4 )·p"M""'4( H'I() 

204 C£JNT I "Iut 
NRECS.rLOA r (I ti.4) 160 .0·0. 9YYI}9 
DO 205 Nk-l 'NHECS 
JSa(NR·l ).61).1 
JE-NR·60 
If( HR_ EQ. NH[I.::.) JE-r H+4 
.,tU HC"O) ecu< J}, J·JS'JE) 

20' CONTINUE 
CL.OSE 40 
WItIH(3'107> 

l U7 rOHMAT("U •••••••••••••• DATA INPUT C nt~ P l E T E. •• • •• +.H+ ••• + •• " ) 
STOP 
ENO 

lABf.l NO.2. NUHtsER or DAU-TIMES_N·TOAHSET.2 rOR CONThuuu~ O.HA INF'uT) 
LABll NO' 3· OATA-TIHES'TOATeJHSET TOA'(I)ao) 
LABEL NO.5. X ANU Y GRID POSITIUNS 1 .. HET_ OATA GA1o,ITUT'JTDl 
lAB(L N~. 6· X ANIl Y STEPs1ZES IN MET, DATA GRIO,OXti.DYB 
lAeEL NO' 7· LIST or _ W/F fo400£l PARAMEtERS -rOR EACH UATA-11f4[' WP.WF? ... r3,wftl 
LAbEL NO. e a GRI( .. -COOROINATEs or (SU'·)REGtON Of INhHESl 'XG1'XG2'YG1''rG2 
lASEL Nu. 9· GRiO COORDINATES Of' SOIJRtE(XGS,YGS) AND HEIGHT ZS IN (M) 
lAtlEL HU.10 • NUMtsLH Or TIME·pOINTS IN SOURCE·STRENGT", HISTOHyoN;)TR 
LAB[l NO.ll a SOUHC E-STHENGTI1S AT TIME NODES, QSTR(J) 

t::Et :8::~ : ~~:t~/g~s~~~:~~;~~R~N:6~ ~:H~;~~~(~; i~i~~~~T'NTIME 
LABlL NO.14 • CONeN. OISTRIBUTION SOlUTI0NI TIHES·or"INT(REST.T1H(J) 

t~~Et :3: l' ': ~~l ~~~ i~~ ~ M~ I ~f ~~ T l~ E~~~ l~O~ ~~ I ~ ~L ~ ~~~Is ~l~ ~ ~ ~~ V l~r ~~ ~~i ~. Otll A 
LABLl NO.18 • FtNEK RElEASr."Thl£ ::'T£PS rOR rIXING RElEAS.E INTERVAL 8UUNOAf!lES'OlLlC 

t::Et =~:~; - ~j=~~ft Ta~J~~I9f~T~~ ~E=~~~~, I~2R S ~l~~N~£~t:~~~ ~~ H~~~~~~P ~~~~yAR J ES' O( L TtJ 

lAI:IEL. NO.26 • CQN(.N·oIsT,dauTloN SOl~.tftEGION Dr [NTERESl RESUl.T bRIO "IVl~IONS'~MX.~I ~Y 

t::~t :~:~: : i~:~i~~~ ~~~~~I~~A!~ ~y~:~~:;~~ ~~~~i~~N~~~E~U~¥~[~!~T:~:~;~~~nuSAG(S ) 
lASEl ND.30 • NO. ur CONCN,olSTRltlUTION HEIGHTS REQulkEU,NHANSC".AX.2) 
LABEL NO.31 a CON(.N·DlSTRJBUtION I1EIGHTS'HAN~(J) ••• 
l"aEl NO.l2 a MAftKlHS A'R"W fOR rlNAl HAp At' IJHlp POSITIO NS XGA'lCGS'XGW'YuA'YlaB'YGw 
L"gE l ",O·ll • SEO· v lL·WS·.ASHOUT "i'CONST PO£ ... .y-kAIW STAHf TOES'ToLNO ToFr'lST ORUlR ".C. ftHlM 
lA8t.~ NU,41 , HEIGHT or INPuT vELtHEASU"EHENTS'zG. ANa KARMAN CONSTANT'vl( 
LAHEi!. No·51 • MUNBt.1ot OF ~OSAGE INT'[RVAL 'OUNOARy-nMES'f'lrDOS(P'4AX 60'S(T. 0 rUR COIIICIII. 1I 1 Sl~ ldNol 
t::~t =g:~~ : ~~~:t~ ~~T~~~:~E8~M~~~~6:~!:;~;I~~~~~J!~~DS'G[ SOLutiONS) 

LABEL HU.54 • LIsT 1If' onSAGE ~OSNS"XDDS(J)'YoOS(J)(·vr v"L u ES t"OH CnORQS'G1VLS /lEposlTI O ~) 
LABEL , .. u,S5 • HEIGtiT AT lliHICH ~OSAGE f"R£bIcrtnNs ARE HEQuJREO'ZDOS(M) 

................ OAT" INPUT CUHPLETI:. .......... + ...... . 



Al.4.5 Dynamic Puff Model program execution for the 

test data-set. 

The following printed output for the DPM program 

allows a limited testing for normal operation of the model 

The program is employed in its dosage mode, using the 

t est d a tag e n era ted ins e c t ion (A 1 . 4 . 4 ). 
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. AT ~HT NO. '1261 

HUI"l&(H Of (.IA U-TII"lUUNTDAHS [ T-2 fOR CONTINuouS DATA INPUt) 
~ 

DATA-T It1ES,TOAT (J)l~ET TO.'l( 1 )-o) 
0. 000010000. oouO 

................................................................................. 
0.0000 u. CluOO 

x AtlU Y t.HIe p u slrllJN ~ I N MET. DATA Gf\Io,ITOT,JTOT 
"0 40 

X At>I (.I Y STErslzES iN I'4£T. DATA GR10'OXtPOYij 
500.0uO O 5 0 0.0 00U 

LJST Of .. !,!/f "'noEL rlARAt1ETERS .rOR EACH ('IATA·TIME, .n'Mr2''lfr3'lIIr. 
1 0.0 0000 o .OUOOO 0.00000 0.00000 
2 0'00000 Oo UOOOO 0.00000 0'00000 

G+d u ·cn UkV J ~A T£S O ~ Csue-)REGION or INTEREST,XG1,XG2'YG1'YQ2 
4. 0U OI' 14.00u \J 12.0000 22.0000 

GRi ll Co uRD I NATES uf ~ UURC t: 'X(iS.YGS) ANO HEIGHT 2S IN on 
5.00 0u 2 U.O Ov O 25.0000 

MAIf "E.HS A'a.!'! r Uii fINAL HAp AT GR10 POSITIONS )(GA'XQ8')(G'If'YGA'YG!:4'YGlil 
o. ouou o.ouOO 0.0000 0'.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

NUHtlE.R u f TtHE- PO l ,1 Ts l ~ SOURcE-STRENGTH HISTORY'NSTM 
J 

SOUH (.E - STt-( EIIIG THS A I T I",E NODES, QSTR {J) 
.5UOOE 0'1 . IUO OE 10 .40 00E 09 

TI "t.~ f'llk SOUHC E- ~ lk(HGTH Tl ... E-NooEs, TSTR(J) 

20vo ' o 1.1 Otl 2 4 0 0 'u OOO 3000 ' 0 000 

SEIJ· Yl L ."" S' WASHO UT H'COHST f'OEp,T'RAIN STAFtT TOES'T.END TpE"'~IT ORO EN R'C. PRE" 
.lvOO(-02 . 100 0£"'0 2 .2600E 04 .lIOOE 04 .1000E·03 

NUHtlE R uF OO~ A G E l ~ lf.Ry"l BOUNOARY-TIMES'HTDOS("A. 60,5£T- 0 f OR CONCN.OJSTR18N') 
~ 

o~S AGE lWTERY Al 80U NO ARY-1I"LS.TOUs(J)'OOSASE SOLUTlUHS ) 
2 6 1.10 . 000U l uOO. 00 00 330 0 .0 00 U 3600.0000 4000.0000 

NUM tt ER UF OO:ciAuE p uSITlOHS,NPD OSCHA)( 40) 

• 
lI S I Uf OO ~ 'qJ ( PO :, f\J !> "xOO S(J)'YOUS'J)(.yE VALUES rOR CnOROS'GIyES OEJlOSITIOfll) 

c. OOOO 17 . 00UU 
12 . 00 0 0 15013csO 
13. 0uoel 20.0o u ll 
I O'OO Ol' 21.el¥ 1 

", £ It.I1T AT If HI CI1 UlJ ~A Gf PREO I c tI ONS "fiE REOuIREO'ZOOS(",) 
1.0000 

REL EASr-TIME SCA N S r[pSlZl rOR RELEVANT RELEASE INTERVAlS,OELTA 
10 o . 000 t.. 

TttA JE CTtJRY TIM E·S TE .. fU R Lo c ATh~ G RELEAsE INTER VALS'DELTI 
5 0 . 0000 

FIN". Rll E~S E-TI HE S TEP S FOR FI X I " G .ELEASE INTlRYAL BO UNOAR I ES .0 EL TC 
20.00 0 0 

F INlH THAJ[CTORY TIME-STEPS FOR FIXING RELEASE INTERY~l BOUNOUIES 'oELTO 
20 . 00 0 0 

HUHdE. R Of TRAJECT OkY AoV l CTl ON STEPS PER 8ASIC TlME·STEP'NSOT 

CO ... t: N 'DJ ~ T R JBU 110N SOLN.IREGIUN or INTEREST REsULT GRID DIVlSIDMI'NMX'NMY 
2 2 0 ~ 

yERTlCAl STEPSl z E I N SOlN.SpACE OMltNOT FOR CQNCN,OISTRIBS'OR oOSAeEs) 
O.OUOO 

fLAt. fD H CK ECK PLA NL DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTlON'-SET IfJE"-O NORMALLY 
o 

c ONelll. o~.s TA UtuT J O ~ HEIOHT~ 'HANS (J) ••• 
0.001)0 

S URfACE-oUA AT CORNERS ,Of 1'.11/1 or INttREIT 

200:. Y) 
oo:, y) 
IUS <X. V) 

CCOtl $TANT) 
( COhSTANn 
(CONSTANT) 

0:1 .. bY6Ml) <XIN2,YGM1)1 
.1840E.OI .134 0E-01· 
.0 .0 
.1124[·02 .129,U-02 

(X~HI.YG"2) 
.15.0[·01 1 
.0 
.1194[·02 

')(6"'2, yG"2) 
.2040(-01 
.0 
'129.E·02 

NAS T PO::. ITI ONS ••• (X· Y), AND wEIGHTING rACToRI 
5.0UOO 2 0. (JUDO 1.0000 

10.0(100 15.0000 O.eooo 

TINt N"ST I MAST 2 MAST 1 MAU 4 
UK Vb IlL , PT. UB yB III PTa UB VB ilL pTa UI YB IlL ,T. 

0.0 2.00-2.0 U 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 -O.O·O.ou 
100.0 · 2.00·2.01.1 0." 0.02 4.0U 0.00 ·0.0-0.00 

,200.0 2 . 00·2.00 0.0 0.02 4,00 0.00 "0.0·0.00 
300.u 2.00-2.00 0.0 0.-02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0·0.00 
.fIoo.o 2.00",:2.00 o.~ 0.02 4.00 o.OU -0. 0·0. 00 
500.0 2 . 00-2 .. 00 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0-0.00 
600.0, 2 . 00 ·2.00 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 -o·o-o.OU 
lUu.O Z.O O"" 2 .0U 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0·0.00 
uOO.o 2 . 00-2.0 0 c. o 0.02 4.00 o.o~ "0.0-0.00 
900.0 · 2. Ct'u-Z.oo 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0·0.00 

10 00'0 2.0 0 "Z" JO 0.0 0,02 4.00 c.no "0.0·0.00 
1100.0 2.00·2.00 0.0 0.02 4.00' 0.00 -0.0·0.00 
1200.0 2.00-2 .01.1 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 "0.0"0.00 
13"'0".0 ' 2.00-2.00 0. 0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0-0.00 
1400·C 2.00-2.0u 

}: ~ 0·02 " ·00 0.00 ·0'0·0.00 
15(.10.0 2.00- 2 . 01.1 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0-0.00 
1600.0 2. 00 - Z , no 0. 0 0.02 4.00 0.00 -0.0·0.00 
17uo·o 2. 01) -2'00 0·0 0'02 4'00 0·00 ·O·O·Q~OO 
14"0.0 2. 00·2. o u 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0·0.00 
1900.0 . a.00-2 .0 1l 0.0 0.02 •• 00 0.00 -£1.0·0.0-0 
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20(,,0.0 2.00-2.00 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 -0.0"0.00 

2100.0 2.00-2.00 ~ .0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0·0.00 
~200. 0 2.00-2.00 0.0 0.02 ... 00 0.00 "0.0"0.00 
2300.0 2.00"2.00 0.0 0.G2 4.00 0.00 ·0.0·0,00 
211UO.() ?oIOu-Z.DO 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 ·0.0"0.00 
2500.0 2.00"'2.00 0.0 0.02 4.00 0.00 "0.0"0.00 
2600.0 2.00-2.0u 0.0 0.02 _ .00 0.00 "0.0-0,00 
Z/vlJ 10 2·00 ~·OU () 00 u-02 2·1.10 3.00 ·0-0-0-00 
2ijoO.O 2.00 l.eU 0·0 I,h02 2.00 3.00 ·0_0"0.00 
2900.0 l.OO 2.00 0.0 0.02 2.00 3.00 ·o.n-o.oO 
301.10.0 l.OO 2.00 0.0 0'02 2.00 3.00 -0.0·0.00 
31UO.O 2.00 2,OU 0·0 0.02 2.00 3.00 "0.0"0.00 
3201.1.0 2.00 2.00 0.0 n t a2 2.00 3,00 -0.0-0,00 
33UO_0 2.00 2.00 0.0 0,02 2.00 3.00 "0.0·0.00 
341.11.1.0 2.00 2 . 00 0.0 0.02 1..00 3.no ·0.0"0.00 

3500'0 2'00 2'00 0'0 0'02 2'00 3'00 "0-0"0-00 
3()\lO.0 2.0u 2,00 0·0 0.02 2.00 J .00 ·0_0"0.00 
17UO.O 2.lJO ~.ou 0.0 0.02 2.00 3.00 "0.0"0.00 
l6vO.O ~. on ~.OO 0·0 0.02 2'00 3.00 -0'0·0.00 
3900.0 ?OO 2.00 0.0 0.02 2.00 3.00 ·o.n-o.oo 
40UO ,n t! .00 2.00 0.0 0,02 2.00 3.00 -a .0·0 .00 
4100_0 2.00 l.oo 0·0 0·02 2.00 3.00 "0_0·0.00 
42uo,0 2.00 2.00 0·0 0.02 2.00 leOo "0.0-0.00 

43uo '0 2.0u 2.00 " .0 0.02 2.00 3.00 -0 '0"0 .00 
4.UO.0 2.00 2.00 0·0 0.02 2_00 3.00 "0.0"0.00 

.500 -a 2.00 2.00 0.0 0_02 2.00 3.00 -ri.o-o.oo 
"bOO_a 2.or l.('IO 0·0 0'02 2.00 3.00 "0'0-0'00 
,,700 .0 2_00 2.00 0.0 0.02 2.00 3.00 "0.0"0.00 

4tsOO -a 2.00 2.00 0.0 0.02 2.00 3.00 ·0.0"0.00 
49 00'0 2.00 2.00 0·0 O·Ol 2.00 3.00 -0'0"0.00 
5000.0 2.00 2.00 0·0 o.ot 2.00 3.00 ·0.0"0.00 

~100 .0 2.00 2.00 0.0 0.01 2.00 3.00 -0.0"0.00 
~2uo. a 2.00 2.ou 0.0 0·01 c:.oo 3.00 -0'0"0.00 
5300 '0 2.00 2 .~o 0·0 0'01 2.00 ~.OO "0.0"0.00 

s"uo·o 2'00 2'00 0'0 0'01 2'00 3'00 "0'0-0'00 
SSuo. 0 2.0u 2.uO 0·0 0·01 2.00 3.00 "0'0-0.00 
5600.0 2.00 2.flU 0.0 0.01 2.00 3.00 "0.0"0.00 
5700.0 2.00 2, uu 0.0 0.01 2.00 3.00 -0'0-0.00 
seoo. a ~.oo 2.0l1 0.0 o.ot 2.00 3.00 ·0_0·0.00 

5900.0 i' .00 2.o u 0.0 0.01 2.00 3.00 ·0.0-0.00 

RlL EASE TIMEs TU ArFECJ REGION or INTE.EST AT GlyEN TlME'AMBIGUITY LATER REMOyED 

GIvEN TlMt. SEQuE"CE EARLIEST RELEASE TIMES 

1601.1'0 205 1'0 -20 .0 -zo.o 

Tft.,E or INTEkl:,T ENTRY RELEASE TIMEs 

2bOO' a ~01991,O -30.0 ·30,0 

TI.l or 1 N!EH~ST ExIT RELEASE TIMES 

2600.0 2600.0 -30.0 ·30.0 

()(PEC T EO ntAJ ,STEPS-" 
SOLUTION fRAME ~IZE-N)(-2ao. NZ- 12, MIfrtlHUH POSSIBL[ (OX'II)Z).(10.81. e ••• ) AND fIIIIHI"UM ALLOwED '",X,Ul)_l10.61. 8,46) 
~IIWM~l t.ANSr£R TO riLE HI tIleO.PLETE 
aT<JTh 57.30 TACT- 2051.30 )(·C[t~TR010. 0.0 (BOUNDS.. 0.0, 0,0) OU/OZ(ZMPREV)-O.OOo ZM- 25.00 XH- 5.32 Yti-19.bt) 
GRID POSNS"xP- 5'32 YP-19.68 XV AN_ 7.66 YVAN_1T.e7 )(STRK- 1.24 ySTRK-,8.01 rAcTOH- b.66 JSTRK- ,. )(RER_ .)017 YRER-Ll.76 
6A"HOEG)- -4.,ee ANGf(OEG)- -.".96 STAIAV- t310E 02 RAHAV- '179(·01 ZOAV- '166[-01 OAV- 0.000 RA8AV- .119(-02 
UVAV- 3.90 UbAV- 2.002 YBAV--t.'ge UVBAV- 2'128 [XAVUS)- .4.'2t 00 [UV(Zs)- .301E 00 
~[rOH( AL1ER"OX- 10.81 aXE· 32.43 oZ- a.46 ZPS- 4t.3 rHAME LEN,TH- 60.3.5. 
AfHR .&l TER-O)(- 11.e7 OX[- 35.62 oz- 9.2' ZPI- 4.6. fRAHE "lENGTH- 6636.47 
III'TI"'AL STlPSIIES - OX-11.812 oZ- '.287 \lfS. .200[-02 ZSETTLE- .11~E 00 IMPACT/ASS EZ- .21JE UU ••• NO ADvECTlO~"· 
f'RlIC[SoS lIMES· PA;)- 0.00 por- 0.001'05- 0.15 PTfU. , 19,13 f'EfORt: ADVECTION PICUNS-l ,OOO UO 
[L_PSlO Tl"£5 .. EAO- 0.00 Eor- 0.00 [OS. 5.32 ETI~S· 31.23 AtTER AOVECllOH P1CON~ltO.00oou 

00 000 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 000000 0000 00 000 00 0 00 00 a 00000 000000 00 Ouo 0' ,. 60000 0000000000 00 0 00 00 0 000 000 a 1.10 000 noO 00 000 00 000 00 0 0 0 00 00 OU!J 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOO00008~'OOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooouoOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooouuouooo 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000684000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000OOOOOOOooou 

uT(JTh 114.59 TACT- 217,.89 X·CENT"'OIO- -0.0 'BOutlO S,. ·.46,9. 1!3.') OU/OZllHP~EVhO.06. L",- 25.00 lH- 5,96 Ytt-19.!J6 
GRIC. POSNS-)(P- 5.90 YP_19'06 XV AN· e.52 YVAN_tT.,. XSTftK- 7.60 YSTHK-1T,e8 r~CTOH· 3'29 JS1RK- 1- Xf([R- 3.82 YRER-21-16 
GAMTCOfG)- -.3,,8 ANGf(OEG)- • ••• 20 STABAY- .3T8[ 02 "'''"AV- '115E·Ol 101-V· '1'9[-01 OAV- O'UO", RABAva '119[-02 
UI/AV- 3.b9 USAV. 2.028 VBAV--1.972 UVSAV- 2'829 [UV(Z5)· '~02[ 00 £ZAVUS)- dOer 00 
SEfURE ALTLR-OX- 11.e1 Ol[- 35.62 OZ- 9.29 Z'B- •••• fRA"E LENGTH- 663' •• 7 
ArTER AL.T(R-OX- 11.87 · Ol[- 35,62 oZ- '_29 ZPS- ..... fRAME LtNIT"- 6636 •• 1 
OPTI.AL sT£PSIZES • DX-!1.9ge oz- 9.,e9 .s- .200[·02 lSETT~£- .229E 00 IMPACT/AU EZ- .27"E Ou 
PRUCESS TlHES • PAD- 10 •• 7 por. 22.12 POS- 0.15 ItTIU- 5 •• 1:1 BErORE ADVECTION t"JCUNS-I_00000 

[L ~~~~ 80 ~~~~ ~o ~o~ ~8 ~ 0 0 00 ~ ~o:~o~g ~ ~oo 00 ~ ~o ~ ~o ~gg;oooo o~;: ~ " ~~!;.1 1 ~ ~go~~oo o~t~ ~ So :g~ ~ g~~ g ~O ~~g ~~t ~ ~~ gg~gg OU 00 0 00 00 uO U 0 00 ou 
0000000000000000000000 a 0 00 000000 0 00 000 00 0 00 000 000 000 616 9"·9 8e5'00 000 00 u 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 00 0 00 0" 0 0 0 0 00 000 00" 0 a 0 0 00 u 0 00 0 u u 
00 COO 0 a UDO 00000 0 OU 0000 0 0 0 0 00 0000 0 0 000 00 0 00 0 0000000 o. '1 ts6 .96 9 a61 30000 000000 00 000 0 00 0 00 000 0000 a 0 u 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 au 00 0 00 00 uO 0 000 AU 

OT(JTh 11"'" lAtT- 2286.49 )(-CENTROIO· ·55., '.OUNOS" ••••••• 22lt.) DU/OZ(Z"PREV)aO,Ob2 Ito.- 25'00 XH- 6,63 YM-le,oII" 
GRID POSHS-lP- 6.63 YP lt la •• 8 XVAH- 9,., YVAN-l""O XSTRK- 1.51 YIT"K·1 7 .'6 fACTOR- 3'36 JSTRK- 2- lRER- 0& ... 6 YRER-2U'5S, 
"",HT(O[G)- -4v.37 ANI"OEG)- -"0.76 IT",SAV- ,.09t 02 H"'M"'V- '1",-e, lOll V- '1 7 .('"'01 DAV· 0.001.1 RAtlAV· .119[-02 

~~:~:( 3 ~~i~~~~~: f;!:; ~:~=-;~::~2 0~:h;:2~ .~~:. [:~:! Z:~:t4E • ~::T=~ I :~:I~!~)- ,333E 00 
AfTEH ALTER-OX- 11,87 OXE· 35,62 oz. '.2' Z'B& •••• FHAH[ L·rNaTH" ,6.'6.4T 

~:~~~~~ ~j~~tl !E:,~_ DX.l~~~~~ ~~;_ 9. J1~t.': p~f~0[-02 o!~~T~~I;. ,.a;l,~~ IM::~~~:B:D~~~' 1~:9~~ C~~S-1 .00000 
ELAf'SEO TlMf.S • EAO- 21.'12 [0"- ".S5 [OS- ,.Ia ETRS. 100.71 AfTER ADVECTION 'tCUN~-l'OOOOO 

gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg;8f,,:H,n::::n:::1~~:iIAg,gggggg8gggggggggggggggggggggggggggg.gggggg~gg~~~ 
0000000 QOOO OOOO 000 00000000000 000000 00000000 00 1,7 a 7 9,9 9a'8e 9.e 7 6 6 53100000100000 0 000000000000 00 U 00 00000 00000 1.1 00 U 00 0 0 u 0 Ou uo 

OT(JTh 11 4 '59 TACT- 2.01.08 X-CENTROID- -141.9 (BOUND:''' - •• 6,9, 223.4)'- DU/DZUMPR[V)·0,o5a LM- 25.00 Xlt- 7tl6 YH-18.IJU 
CRIll POSMI-)(P- 7'36 YP-l l ·00 XVAN-tO·.' YV'N*1 7 '30 XSTft K- 9'4' 't'ST.k-17·l' ,. ... eTOH· 3.", J&TRK. 2· lRER- ~'10 YRER-l".9~ 

~e:~! D~?~; ~::;! 1 2!=t~ (e~:~:_:~~i:1 uel~~! v; .a;:9:~ A~~Z:~:AV=65;~ 3~~ -~~ A5~~~;- • !:~~;o ~o OAV- O.ouv RAeAv- ,120[-02 

8EfORE ALTEN-O)(- 11.11 DXE- 1,.62 OZ- 9'2 9 Z'8-. • "4 fHA"' LENGTH It 6636 •• , 
"fTER ALJER-OX. 13.67 0)([- .1.00 OZ- to.73 2'8- 5'lr ,."'AME. LENGTH- 1639.28 
of'UHAL ST:PSIZ(S - OX-13.666 DZ-l0.732 "$- .200£·02 ZS[TTLE- .22't 00 I",PACT/AB$ EZ- .351[ OU 
PROcESS flMES • PAD- 10,42 PDf. 24.53 PDS· O.'T pT",s- 81.77 BErORE ADVECHON t'ICO,.S.1-000UO 
lLAPSEo TIME:' - (AO· . 17.31 (tlf· 35.1, (OS· 5'21:1 [TRS- 140·1, ArTER ADVECTIOH rlCUN,,-l'OOOOO 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000" 5 7 7 7 T1 e a 98 9999 9991880 7 16 65 3 a I 0000 0.00 0 00 0 00000 00 0 000 00 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 00 000 00 00 00 0 
00000000000 000000000000000000000000000000000" 6 e 781199 999999 98 e 8 e 7 1 7 ~5 411 oonoo 0 00000 0 00 000 0 00 0 o~ 000 00 0 00 00 000 000000000 0 0 
oo~ 0 0 00 00 00000000 00 0 00 0.0000000 000000 00 000 0 36 n e 8 9 9999 ge ge eee e e 7 7 6654, 200 000 00 0 00 0 000000 00 000 0 00 0 00 000 00 0 00 00 0 0 0 00 uooo 00 

OT(Jrh 11~'" TACT· 2515.68 ~Ct'ITROI0- -203.8 'IOUNDS" ·514 •• , 2S7.2> OU/OZ(~HPREV)-0'OS1 ZH- 25'00 )(11- e.19 YHal1,b5 
GRID ~OSNS XPt e'1' YP a 1 7 .,! ..iVAH-U'.O YVANa,1.22 XITftK-l0,l' YSTRK-1 7 .29 f~CTOH- 3'34 JSTRK- 1, XRUt- ~.13 YRER-19.29 

~~=~! ~~~~; ~:! ~:.Y 2 ~:t' (~~~ ~:-t ~~e;O U:~:~: v;. 0661 ~~'A ~~ z:~:AV:92a og~-~~A ~~~~; •. !;~~~O~o DAV- 0,00" RABAV- .12or-02 

BErORE ALTLR·D •• U.67 OXl. 41.00 OZ- 10·73 Zlt~- S.37 r~AHE ~ENGT"· '639'2e 
AfTER ALTER-OX- 16.Z. OXr- .e.73 OZ- 12.al ZPU- 6.~0 rHA"E L.[NGTH- 9080.62 
OPTIMAL 5T[PSlZE~ • ox-U'i.4 DZ-12.106 WS· ,200[-02 Z~ETTl[· .229l 00 IMPACTIAtiS ll- ,.9GE u" 
PRUCESS TIMES - PAO· 10.'17 por- 25.33 POS· a. 71 I1TRS- 81,60 eErORl AOV[(;TION t"lCUNS-\.OOOOO 
EL.APSED TlHES - tAO· 15,13 (or. l8.88 EOS· .. 5_30 [TlU- 140.98 UTEA ADVECTION PlC(.If~:'.1-000"$ 

000000000000000000 00 00 000000 000 000 0 000 000 00 3 5 6 77 7 7118 6 86 88 9 99 99 88 88 e 71766543200000000000 000 00 0 00 000 0 0000 0 a u 00 00 0 0 0 u 0 au 00 
0000000000000000000000000000 000 00 0 0 00 000 000.667786686 Y '19 99999 ee 8'1:17 7 7 66 55 4 J 1 000000000000 a 0 0 00 a LlO 000 000 00 0 00 0 00 0000 0 00 UOO 
OQGOOOOODOOOO (.Io.ouo.oOOOO 0 00000.00.0.0 OO,OOO4AQ.Oa~ 77 8a 9a9 9V 'IYY8 8 88 88 8a 7 7 7 6 6 5. 4 3200 000 0 00 000 000 00 000 1.)000000000 0 CIa 0000 ooouu 0 OU uu 



Jr_ e. IIT<JTh 114.59 TACTc 26:JO.?7 x·CENTROIDs -233.7 'BOUNDS,. -611.5_ 3D!).7) OU/I>Z(ZHPHEV)-O.O.2 z ... 25.00 XHe 9,07 YH-17,)l 
bRII.} "'OSN~-XP. 9.07 YPaI7.!)1 XVAH_12.34 1'1Ahat7.21 XSTRK-l1.S0 YSTHII.tT.31 FACTUHa 3.5] JSTRKa 1. XRERa 6.]8 fIiER-ld.TV 
f .... Hf{OfG). '"'10.69 AkGTlOlG). -8.91 STAB"V- .133( 03 RAHAV· .604[-0210AV •• 190(-01 oAV· IJ.OOO RA8AV· .121[-02 
ttV AV. 3.~j US"V. 3.139 yit"V.·o.4&1 Ul/BAV- 3·217 [XAvczs)a .144[ 01 [lAI/(IS)· .Y02E 00 
I1rrUtH. ALTt..R-uX· 16'24 OX[- 48.73 OZ- 12.8\ zPS- 6.4 0 rPAM[ LENGTH- 9080.62 
ArTER ALI(~-UX. t7.d6 OXE- 53.57 OZ- 16.07 ZPB- 8.04 fRAME LENGTH- 9982.40 
IIPTlHAl ~'lPS1ZES ... OX.20t30~ aZ-16.075 .,s- .200[-02 Z::'CTTlE- t229E 00 IMPACT/Aft::' [Z· .180£ au 
I"'ROCESS TIH[~ .. PAO. 12.115 pur- 2~_53 pos- 0.82 pTRS- 89'''2 aEFORE ADVECTION to'ICUNS-l-0nO-5 
tLAPstIJ TJt1[S - LAU s lb,7l (OF. 3~'57 (OS- 6-17 ElkS- 146,93 AtT(R ADVECTION P1CUN~-o.9977~ 

o U 000 00 00 a 0 0 00 00 00 0 00 0 u a 000 0 00 0 a a 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 1 4 56 6 777 777 815 8 8 8 88 8 88 lUi 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 6 6 5543200000 a 000 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 Ou 00 OU OU 0 
0000(1 C' 00 0 00 a 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 () 00 IJ 00 a 000 0 00 000 000 0 0 0 0 15 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 88 8b 8 tib 8 88 8 8 8 81S 7 717 6 6 6 5 4 4 2 1 0 0 00 0 000 0 00 0 000 IJ 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 ou 0 00 00 uU v 0 uO IJv 
00000000 000 000 0 0 000 00 0 0 0 a 0 tl 0 uoo a 00 0 000 0 0 00 3 61 7 8 888 8 88 8 88 88 8 8 8 8 881S 7 717 6 6 5 5":S 21 0 00 0 0 00000 a a 00 0 00 U 00 00 0 00 0 0 v a 00 00 0 0 Ou u 0 0 u" U 

l,rtJf)- 229'19 TACT- 2859 •• 6 X-CENTROID- -221-1 (BOUNDS .. -672.2~ 33b'1) OU/oZ<ZHPREY)-O,Olo 1M- 25-00 XH-10.t8 ht-US.e4 
GRJlI POSN::'-XP-I0'20 YP-16.94 l(YUI-13.IS YYAt-l-18-65 XSTttl(·11.30 YSTHK.tlJ,93 'ACTOtt- 1.87 JSTR~- 2_ XHER- 7.62 .YRER·20 1 02 
I.iAM1(O(r,) · -1.19 ANGTCDt.G)· ~1.52 sus,,"- t165E 03 HAMAY· .512l-U2 lOAY- .1Y)E-Ol DA"· ')."Ou RABA"- 014:::2E-02 
UVAV- 3.9~ UI'SAV- 2-0.5 \lBAv . 2_511 uvBAV. )_288 EXAf(ZS). t164E 01 EZAVCZS). -10l[ 01 
H(fOHl ALTlR-UX- 17,86 OX( . 53.57 OZ- 16_07 IPS- 8_04 fHAME LENGTH· 9982,"0 
ArrEH ALTlH-OX- 17,66 oXEI:. 53.~7 oz· :c!".32 lPB-12'16 FHAJitE LENGTH- Y982_40 
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CHAPTER A2 

GAUSSIAN PUFF MODEL. 

A2.1 Introduction. 

Consider an atmosphere in which velocity and 

diffusivity are constant with height. An instantaneous 

release under such conditions should result in a gaussian 

distribution provided horizontal scales for variations in 

velocity and diffusivity are much larger than the puff 

dimensions. Though these assumptions are usually unrea1-

istic, the attractive simplicity of the gaussian solutions 

(1.40), (1.41) has led to their use in numerous dispersion 

models. In the case of the dynamic puff model proposed 
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in chapter (~, the use of an analytically-derived formula 

instead of the numerically-solved distribution would greatly 

reduce computation. If such a model, using the same data-

base, consistently provides solutions of equivalent accuracy, 

then it must be preferred to the complex numerical solution. 

An important part of the present work thus concerns the 

comparative effectiveness of a gaussian puff model. 

A2.2 Theory. 

The gaussian puff model (GPM) has been formulated by 

replacing the numerically-solved puff in the dynamic puff 

model (DPM) with a gaussian distribution. In its present 



form the GPM excludes surface-absorption, washout and decay, 

and certain assumptions have been made with regard to 

surface reflection, sedimentation and the variation of 

diffusivity along the puff trajectory. 

In order to deal with the ground boundary, the usual 

assumption of surface reflection is invoked. The effect 

of sedimentation is then super i mposed by allowing the 

vertical scale to slide upwards according to the settling 

velocity [figure (A2.1)]. 

fig . (A2.1) Approximation of sedimentation 

source~ decl i nation:: tan-1(ws/ u) 
. - . -.IS\ 

\:::J-'-' . - . . / -: / / I Ii ;-, ;-: ,-!.. ,_ I " / 

.. . - . -. f:)l ... ~.'\ - - .. -.~ -•• : .. - . - . ,-to ',..J . _ / ", \ \ 
, ' .. " I . ..., • _ • . • _ , , , , \ - __ 

Image '-' "" ' ) · , · t·,L/.1..'_ \. 
'_.. \ , .. , I \ . 1" '1- . _._ 

" / , ....' I .... _.... \ - , 
... " ... _-

At time t, the centroid of the objective puff will be found 

at [X(t), Y(t), Z(t)], where 
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X(t) = x ...... + It U[X(T),Y{T) , Zl, TJdT 
t" 

(A2.1) 

t 
Y(t) = y .... + f V[X(T),Y(T),Z l , T]dT 

t" 
(A2.2) 

(A2.3) 

It is understood here that release occurred at (x .... ,Y .... ,z .... ,t .. ), 

and that it has been chosen to follow the velocity-field at 

some fixed "representative" height Zl. The centroid of the 



image puff will be located at [X(t),Y(t),Z(t)-2z .... J. Then 

for unit instantaneous release, equation (1.40) yields 

It is necessary to make some assumption about the 

diffusivities K.(t) which best represent the puff at time 
1 

t. The procedure adopted is to use trajectory-mean values 

at the specified heig~t ZI, for example 
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(A2.5) 

The values of u(X,y,ZI ,t), v(X,y,ZI,t) and 

Ki(x,y,ZI,t) are provided by the same algorithms used in the 

dynamic puff model [section (2.4.2)J, using the same input 

i n form at ion [ a p pen d i x (A 1 . 4 . 2)] . Depending on the extent 

of wind-shear, the choice of ZI may have a critical effect 

on the result. A typical value might be zl=lOm, a height 

frequently used for meteorological mea9urements. 

The output modes included in the gaussian puff model 

are the same dosage-history and concentration distribution, 

though an additional option provides dosage-distributions 

using a particle-in-cell (P.I.C.) "column" model [appendix 

(A3)] . The concept of a region-of-interest follows that 

in section (2.4.1.2), and interpolation of additional release

times and trajectory-steps is again employed to reduce 



computation. Nevertheless, the GPM requires as much as 

25 % of the computer time used by the DPM, in the same 

application. 
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CHAPTER A3 

VERTICAL COLUMN PARTICLE-IN-CELL MODEL 

FOR DOSAGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

365 

In order to provide a series of dosage patterns for 

specified dosage intervals it is necessary to accumulate 

dosages in some eulerian grid-for example, a two-dimensional 

xy grid representing dosages at a specified height. Even 

for the gaussian puff mod€l, the task of computing dosage 

contributions at each point in a grid of reasonable resolu

tion would require an impractical amount of computation. 

A typical dosage interval will include significant 

time-variation in the wind-field, and the dosage may be 

expected to represent contributions from a variety of puff-

trajectories. This "smoothing" effect suggests that the 

inherent irregularities of a particle-in-cell method will 

not manifest themselves in the final dosage-distribution. 

In effect, horizontal diffusion is replaced with a "trajectory

diffusion". 

Consider that the instantaneous release is confined 

to a semi-infinite vertical column with ground-level base 

6x.t,.y [fig. (A3.l)J. If 6x and 6y are reasonably small. the 

horizontal distribution within the column should soon be 

uniform. so that only the vertical distribution need be 

solved for. Integration of equation (A2.4) throughout x-y 

space, and then averaging over ~x6y yields the concentration 

at height z, 



fig.(A3.1) Vertical column PIC model 

t trajectory 
z 

C{z,t) 
1 

= ---------,~-----,---
2 [n{t-t")]; [Kz{t)] ;~x~y [ [ 

- { z - Z {t ))'2 } 
exp _ 

4{t-t")K z {t) 

{
-(Z-Z{t)+2Z .... )2j] 

+ exp _ 
4{t-t")K z {t) 

where Z{t) and Kz{t) are again described by equations 

(A2.3), (A2.5). 
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The column distribution is considered to be advected 

in eulerian space as a lagrangian entity, so that at time t 

i t w ill b e c e n t red a t (x, y ) = [X ( t) , Y ( t ) J, the sec 0 0 r din ate s 

being described by equations (A2.1), (A2.2), using a 



specified representative height Zl. If the nearest grid-

point to [X(t),Y(t)J is [i6x,j6y], then the dosage for the 

height of interest, z, viz. Dij (z,t 1 ,t 2 ), is incremented 

by the amount C(z,t).Q(t')6t R6t , provided t 1 <t(t 2 • In 

this expression, Q(t) is the release rate at time t, 6t R 
is the release discretisation time-interval, and 6t is the 

real-time trajectory step-size. As in the dynamic puff 

model ~hapter (2)J, consideration is given to all release 

times which affect the region of interest during the 

specified dosage intervals. 
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CHAPTER A4 

METEOROLOGY SUB-MODEL 

A4.l Objectives. 

The meteorology sub-model (MSM) serves a broad pur

pose in the general preparation of input information for the 

dispersion model [section (2.4.2)J. However, its basic 

function is to convert raw measurement data into discretised 

forms of the variables: 

UZG(x,y,t) 

VZG(x,y,t) 

L-1(x,y,t) 

AZG(X,y,t) 

zo(x,y) 

x velocity component at height zG 

y velocity component at height zG 

inverse Monin-Obukhov stability 

length 

potential temperature gradient a§/azlZG 

roughness length 

zero-plane displacement 

deposition velocity representing 

ground absorption 

The procedures which are available for preparation of this 

information are outlined below. 



A4.2 Input-output modes. 

The constant parameters zo' d and wd are presented 

as a series of point-measurements at (x.,y.), i=l,n. 
1 1 
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Values are then interpolated to fill three x-y storage grids 

which cover the entire region of interest. Interpolation 

is based on the inverse squa re method [equa ti on (1.35)J. 

The variation of Zo over non-homogeneous terrain tends to 

be log-linear with respect to dista~ce. so that it is inter

polated as its logarithm. 

It should be clear that storage of the time-variant 

information UZG ' VZG ' L-l and 8ZG as a series of xy grids 

representing different times would reduce access time. 

However, 

that two 

( i ) 

this imposes serious resolution limitations, so 

options have been made available. 

A . . t 
1 J 

grid storage: MSM input information is 

specified either by the Mesoscale Wind-field 

Model [Scholtz and Brouckaert (1976)J, or at 

discrete points for interpolation onto the 

grid, or by combinations of both these methods. 

(ii) Discrete point time-histories: MSM input 

information is necessarily presented as discrete 

point time-histories of the raw meteorological 

data. 

Whereas output information is fixed as either 

representation of UZG ' VZG ' L-l and 6ZG ' the input informa-

tion may have several forms. If velocity data are provided 

by the wind-field model~ it is necessary to supplement this 



fig . (A4.1) Origin of meteorological measurements 

PROCEDURE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

inversion level ---------- ----------f--

mean speed 

f
H1 

Sa v= ~ ~(Z)dZ 

z 

{

direction SAZ 

speed Sw 

temperat u re T 

{
speed Sw 

temperature T 

table (A4.l) Parameter conversions. 

AVAILABLE PREDICTED 

Sw(z 2),T(Z 2),8AZ ,T(Zl),Zo,d U*,8AZ ,L,zo,d [::;:. u(z),e(z)] 

SW(Z 2), T(Z 2) ,8AZ .Sw(z d, T( z 1 ),d U*,8AZ ,L,zo,d [~ ij ( Z ) ,8 ( z )] 

Uav,Vav,HI,T(z 2),T(Zl),Zo,d U*,8 AZ ,L,zo,d [~ u(z) ,e(z)] 
-u*, 8AZ ,L,z o,d,zG UZG,VZG,L- l ,zo,d,8ZG,ZG 
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information with specified stability data (L- 1
• 8ZG )' 

However, the general problem involves determination of the 

profile parameters at specific points (meteorological masts) 

based on measurement, followed by interpolation for the 

form (i), or direct representation as (ii). 

Figure (A4.1) is a schematic representation of the 

allowed sources of measurement, whilst table (A4.1) details 

the procedures which are incorporated in the MSM, based on 

equations (1.29), (1.30), (2.70). Where velocity measure-

ments are available at two heights. procedure (2) may be 

used to evaluate zoo In conjunction with available 

roughness-length information [section (1.2.2)J these values 

are used to estimate Zo elsewhere, so that procedure (1) may 

be applied where necessary. Procedure (3) is used when 

data are supplied in this form by the mesoscale wind-field 

model. Procedure (4) converts the output of (1), (2) or 

(3) to the standard input format for the dispersion model, 

and the reverse procedure is used in that model to establish 

the basic profile parameters. 
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A4.3 Estimation of friction velocity and stability length. 

A4.3.l Available measur.ements include Sw(zm},T(z2),T(zl),zo, 

Using equations (1.21), (1.22) define the integrals 

such that 

u* z 
S (z ) = F (--.!!! 
w m k m L 

Zo 
, -), 9(Z2) - 9(Zl) 

L 

Equations (1.20) and (1.22) give 

Z2 
= 9 F (

* m L 

ZI 
-) 
L 

(A4.l ) 

(A4.2) 

The value of L is determined by solution of equation (A4.2) 

using a Newton iterition. The friction velocity u* then 

follows from equation (A4.1). The potential temperatures 
- -
8(Z2), 8(ZI) are evaluated from T(z2)' T(zl) by assuming 

a dry adiabatic lapse rate, r = 0,00986°K m- 1 , in equation 

(1 .8) . 

The forms of ¢m' ¢T used are those proposed by Dyer 

(1974) [(1.29), (1.30)], with extensions to strong stability 

after Webb (1969) (2.70). 

profiles (2.72) and (2.73). 

These flux relations lead to the 
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A4. 3.2 Ava i 1 ab 1 e.measure.ments inc Tude Sav ,HI' T (Z2 ), T (Zl ) ,zo 

Following from equation (1.21) define the integral 

1 J~H J~~~m(~) ~ 
= d~d~ 

(~H-~O) ~ 
~o ~o 

HI Zo 
so that Sav = (U*/k)Gm(~ ,~). Replacing Fm with Gm in 

section (A4.3.1), an identical development leads to solutions 

A4.3.3 Some typical results. 

The dependence of predicted velocity and diffusivity 

profiles (2.72) and (2.73) on temperature measurements at 

two heights, and a single velocity measurement, is best 

illustrated by an example. Assume that it has been possible 

to estimate ZQ, and that the measurements T(zl), T(z2), 

Sw(Zm) are available, with d=O. Consider Zl = 2 m, Z2 = 12 m, 

Zm = 10 m, and the lower temperature fixed at T(2m) = 10°C. 

Then table (A4.2) presents the estimated values of u*' L 

which would be required to give a common velocity 

Sw(lOm) = 4,0 m S-l. 

The plot number in table (A4.2) refers to the 

corresponding velocity or mass-diffusivity profile in fig. 

(A4.2). Note that T(12m)-T(2m)=-0,lQC will be close to 

the neutral (adiabatic) temperature profile. The region 

of the atmosphere which is affected by appreciable shear 



fig.(A4.2) Velocity and mass-diffusivity profiles 374 

aft e rOyer (1974) [ e qua t ion s (2.7 2) I ( :2.73) ] 
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table (A4.2) Estimated u*, L as a function of temperature gradient 

and roughness length. 

375 

T (z 2) -T (z t) =-1 ,0° C T(Z2)-T(zt} =-O,loC T(Z2)-T(zt} =+3,OoC 

u* [ms-1] L[mJ Plot u* [ms -1J L[mJ Plot u* [ms-~ L [m] Plot 

zo=O,OOlm 0,2082 -3,442 1 0,1763 -6979,5 2 0,0842 4,212 3 

zo=0,25m 0,4768 -54,63 4 0,4234 -45213, 5 0,2337 16,33 6 

zo=l,Om 0,7312 -163,8 7 0,6776 (Xl 8 0,4490 38,41 9 

is seen to increase both with Zo and with increasing stability 

(higher temperature gradients). The slope discontinuities in 

stable diffusivity profiles 3, 6 and 9 are due to the exten

sion for strong stability (z>L,L>O) following Webb (1970). 

A4.4 Surface roughness categories for the Richards Bay area. 

In order to define the surface-roughness distribution 

for the Richards Bay area during June and July, 1976, rough

ness lengths Zo were specified at 152 locations in the region 

in such a way as to define the major surface features. 

Values of Za were drawn from 17 categories based on equation 

(1.17) due to Lettau (1969), the tabulated results of 

Priestley (1959), Sutton (1953) and Sheppard (1947) [table 

(1. l)J, and on values calculated from velocity and tempera-

ture profile measurements [table (4.1)J. Estimates of Zo. 

for cultivated forests, coastal bush, and industrial and 



suburban buildings were based on measurements made by 

Leonard and Federer (1973) [section (1.2.2)J and on data 

presented by Davenport (1965). No recognition was given 

to the boundary-layer effect at a roughness change 

[Panofs ky and Townsend (1964)]. Instead it was assumed 

that the inverse-square interpolated variations of Zo were 

smooth enough for the effect not to be significant. More-

over, non-homogeneous terrain has already been approximated 

using equation (l.17) due to Lettau (1969). The 17 

selected roughness categories are presented in table (A4.3). 

table (A4.3) Estimated roughness length categories 
for Richards Bay. 

CAT. DESCRIPTION 

1 dense forest plantation 
2 suburban hQuses and trees 
3 coastal bush (dense) 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
14 
1 5 

16 
17 

industrial buildings 
sparser forest 
stands of trees with ~50 % open grass 
scattered trees/bushes, vlei 
grass and scrub (scattered) 
sugar cane (cultivated) 
coastal bush with ~50 % open grass 
vlei 
sparse grass ~0,3 m on flat sand 
open grassland (~0,35 m) 
sparse sugar-cane (~1,5 m) on flat sand 
open sea 
bay, lakes 
flat sand and water 

z 0 [mJ 

0,7 

0,5 

1 , ° 
1 ,2 

0,4 

0,2 
0,2 
0,15 
0,15 
0,2 

0,12 
0,02 

0,05 
0,20 

0,001 

0,00001 

0,0001 
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NOMENCLATURE. 

(* : concentrations may also be expressed in terms of 

numbers of particles). 

UNITS (S.l.) 

A area of ground occupied by each 

roughness element 

A. projected area of a single roughness 
1 

element on which the wind is incident m2 

Aijt - array containing properties stored as a 

3-dimensional grid (x-y-t) 

Ap projected plan area of a single roughness 

element 

AT temperature anomaly coefficient for 

induced vertical velocity 

heat capacity at constant pressure 

heat capacity at constant volume 

C concentration of emitted material in 

the air 

CA proportionality constant for area~ 

source cell concentration estimates 

gas-phase equilibrium concentration 
-
Cm measured concentration of material in 

the air expressed as a time-average 

en nth moment of the concentration 

distribution in the y-direction 
-
Cp predicted concentration of material in 

the air expressed as a time-average 

J kg- 1 K- 1 

J kg- 1 K- 1 

kg mn- 2 * 
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Sutton diffusion parameter for the 

horizontal spread in a plume 

C Sutton diffusion parameter for the sz 
vertical spread in a plume 

d profile zero-plane displacement due to 

D 

surface features 

effective Stokes diameter of airborne 

particle

rt2 dosage ~~t 

molecular diffusivity 

parabolic cylinder function of order n 

expectation (average) 

f primitive J~m{z/L)/z~z 

fc Coriolis parameter, 2nsin(A), A latitude, 

n angular velocity of rotation of the 

earth 

Fc conversion factor to published 

concentration units 

Fr concentration adjustment factor for 

losses due to reaction and ground 

absorption 

9 (gl, g2, g3), (O,O,g) gravitational 

acceleration vector 

G Green's function for the concentration 

distribution in the eulerian frame 

G~ Green's function for the concentration 

distribution in the lagrangian frame, as 

transformed by Tp 

378 

m 

m 

kg s m- s * 

various 



h height of ground surface above a 

horizontal datum m 

h* average height of roughness elements m 

H height of an impervious boundary m 

HI height of an impervious inversion layer m 

6H p asymptotic plume rise due to buoyancy m 

k Karman constant 

kl first-order rate constant S-1 

kf katabatic flow constant m K- 1 S-1 

kr combined mean first-order rate-constant 

thermal conductivity 

fluid eddy diffusivity for mass 

overall mass-transfer coefficient based 

on the gas phase 

horizontal eddy diffusivity for mass 

Ki virtual (long-period) mass eddy 

diffusivity in direction x. , 
vertical eddy diffusivity for 

horizontal momentum 

Kp mass eddy diffusivity for particulate 

material 

vertical eddy diffusivity for heat 

vertical eddy diffusivity for water-

vapour 

mass eddy diffusivity in direction x 

mass eddy diffusivity in direction y 

mass eddy diffusivity in direction z 

m2 s -1 

m2 S-1 

m2 s -1 

m2 s -1 
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L - Monin-Obukhov stability length 

[equation (1.20)J 

LL - lagrangian length-scale for atmospheric 

turbulence 

LE - eulerian length-scale for atmospheric 

turbulence 

- particle mass 

- y-centroid of distribution 

n - Sutton turbulence parameter 

ns - number of advection sub - steps for each 

solution time-step ~t 

p - number of particles 

p - pressure 

P - pressure deviation from equilibrium value 

Po - pressure at ground-level 
-
Pj - mean value of property Pj (e.g. Pj=L-l) 

during solution time-step ~t . 

- vertical heat flux [equation (1.19)J 

Q - source emission rate 

- distance to point k 

R - rate of change of concentration due to 

reaction, absorption 
-
R~ - overall first-order rate constant for 

1 agrangi an . frame 

RE - eulerian velocity auto-correlation 

Ri~ - gradient Richardson Number based on finite 

differences 

m 

m 

m 

kg 

m 

Pa 

Pa 

Pa 

various 

m 
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RL - lagrangian velocity auto-correlation 

- rate of change of concentration due to 

washout 

S - rate of change of concentration due to 

source distribution 

- horizontal wind-speed /U 2+V2' 

- time (real-time) 

~t - real-time step length (finite difference 

in numerical solution) 

t .. - emission-time 

t centroid-time in observed eulerian 

concentration history 

- length of time-averaging period 

- discretisation interval for emission time 

- absolute temperature 
A 

T - temperature deviation from equilibrium value 

To - absolute temperature at ground-level 

Tp - coordinate transformation to lagrangian 

frame, defined in section (2.2.2) 

- ground surface-temperature 

u - u + u" velocity component in x-direction, 

u 

sum of mean and turbulent components 

- (Ul,UhU3), (u,v,w) velocity vector 

- friction velocity ITo/po' 

- velocity of an airborne particle 

- (U,V) mean horizontal velocity vector 

- x-direction velocity component for centroid 

at prescribed height 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

K 

K 

K 

K 
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- internal energy per unit ma,ss 

- geostrophic wind component in x-direction 

UzG - x-direction velocity component at height 

zG 

v - v + v~ velocity component in y-direction, 

sum of mean and turbulent components 

Vc - y-direction velocity component for 

centroid at prescribed height 

VzG - y-direction velocity component at 

height zG 

w - w+w~ velocity component in z-direction, 

sum of mean and turbulent components 

wd - effective deposition velocity due to 

ground-absorption based on ground-level 

concentration 

Ws - sedimentation velocity (terminal 

velocity of heavy particles) 

x - Cartesian spatial coordinate (horizontal) m 

!5,x - finite spatial stepsize in x-direction m 

x~~ - value of x-coordinate at point-source 

position m 

x m 

xl - x-coordinate of an ambient particle which 

is transported in the mean wind-field m 

x - x-coordinate of a particle (or centroid) 

which is transported in the mean wind-field m 

X - (X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ), (X,Y,Z) position vector for a 

particle transported in the mean wind-field m 
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y - Cartesian spatial coordinate (horizontal) m 

t:,y - finite spatial stepsize in y-direction m 

y~~ - value of y-coordinate at point-source 

position m 

y~ - y-coordinate of an ambient particle which 

is transported in the mean wind-field m 

Y - y-coordinate of a particle (or centroid) 

which is transported in the mean wind-

field m 

z - Cartesian spatial coordinate (vertical) m 

z~~ - value of z-coordinate at point-source 

position m 

Zo - surface roughness-length [sections (1.2.1), 

(l.2.2)J m 

- height of point-source above ground-level m 

- optimum tracking height for simulating 

the advection of the puff centroid m 

Zt - fixed height at which it is desired to 

follow puff centroid m 

GREEK LETTERS: 

a dimensionless velocity gradient for linear 

velocity profile [section (3.1)J 

Y - cp/c V 

Yl - skewness [secti'on (3.2)J 

r - adiabatic lapse rate 

cS - Dirac delta: &(t)=D, t~D; f-~(t)dt = 1 
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0ik - Kronecker delta: 0ik = 0, iF k, 0ii = 1 

- wind-field divergence, V.u 

6 - distance between fluid particle and 

solid particle m 

6~ - basic finite time stepsize for DPM 

numerical solution [section (2.4.3)] s 

~ - z/l dimensionless height 

~o - zo/l dimensionless roughness-length 

n - Cartesian spatial coordinate (horizontal) 

in lagrangian frame m 

e - e + e~ potential temperature, sum of mean 

and turbulent components [section (1.2.1)] K 

- -Q3/(pc pku*) scaling temperature 

- azimuthal wind direction (heading) -L: fXl(Xl xmynCdxdy hori zonta1 moments of 

puff distribution 

ae/azl potential temperature gradient 
zG 

at height zG 

A - washout coefficient 

Ar - washout coefficient for reversible 

absorption 

- viscosity 

viscosity of air 

~ - Cartesian s~atia1 coordinate (horizontal) 

p 

A 

P 

in lagrangian frame 

- density of air 

air density deviation from equilibrium 

value 

K 

radians 

m+n-1* kg m 

m 



Po - density of air at ground-level 

- particle density 

- standard deviation of azimuthal wind 

direction 

- standard deviation of distribution in 

x-direction 

- standard deviation of distribution in 

y-direction 

0z - standard deviation of distribution in 

T 

TO 

z-direction 

- time 

- shear stress at ground-level 

- eulerian time-scale 

- lagrangian time-scale 

- flow potential 

- g(dU) dimensionless wind shear 
u* dZ 

- ~(~) dimensionless temperature gradient 
8* dZ 
kz dC W - -(--) dimensionless water-vapour u* dZ 

concentration gradient 

rate of generation of heat by sources in 

the fluid 

rate of generation of heat by viscous 

dissipation 

ABBREVIATIONS: 

AD! 

B5700 

- Alternating Direction Implicit 

- Burroughs B5700 DCMCP mark XVI.0.08 and 

intrinsics mark XVI.0.05 Computer 
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radians 

m 

m 

m 

s 

s 

s 



CDC1700 

DPM 

FP 

GPM 

- Control Data Corporation CDC1700 process 

control Computer 

- Dynamic Puff Model [chapter (2)J 

- Fluorescent Particle 

- Gaussian Puff Model [appendix (A2)] 

IBM360j155 - International Business Machines series 

IBM360j155 Computer 

10 - Internal Diameter 

r~SM - Meteorology Sub-Model [appendix (A4)] 

PIC - Particle-In-Cell [PIC Model: appendix (A3)] 

RHS - Right-Hand-Side 

RMS - Root Mean Square 

SAST - South African Standard Time (30 0 E) · 

TLV - Threshold Limit Value 

USRC - United States Radium Corporatfon 

(P.O. Box 409, Hackettstown, N.J. 07840, U.S.A.) 

UV - Ultra-Violet 

VHF - Very High Frequency 

WjF - Wind-Field 
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